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" The History of the world is nothing hut the development of

the idea of Freedom. Philosophy concerns itself only with the

glory of the idea mirroring itself in History and the plocess

of its development. That History is this process of Develop-

ment' and realisation of spirit, is the justification of God la

History.

"Freedom of a low and limited order is mere caprice.

Freedom does not exist as original and natural. Eather must
it be first sought out and won ; and that hy an incalculable

medial discipline of the inteUeotual and moral powers. Freedom

is spirit in its completeness. Society and the State are the

very conditions in which Freedom is realised. Eeason is the

comprehension of the divine work. The strength of a nation

Hes in the Eeason incorporated in it. The conception of God
constitutes the general basis of a People's character."

—

Hegel,

" Philosophy of History," p. 38, 40-2-3, &c., Trans.

" The only possible purpose of nature, to manifest and
maintain Eeason."

—

Fichte, Vocation of Man, p. 197.

" It is a work good and prudent to be able to guide one
man ; of larger extended virtue to order well one house ; but
to govern a nation piously and justly, which only is to say
happily, is for a spirit of the greatest size, and divinest mettle.

And certainly of no less a mind, nor of less excellence in

another way, were they who by writing laid the solid and
true foundations of this science, which being of greatest
importance to the life of man, yet there is no art that hath
been more cankered in her principles, more soiled and slub-
bered with aphorisming pedantry, than the art of policy ; and
that most, where a man would think should least be, in
Christian commonwealths. They teach not that to govern
well, is to train up a nation in true wisdom and virtue, and
that which springs' from thence,—magnanimity (take heed of
that); and that which is our beginning, regeneration, and
happiest end,—likeness to God, which, in one word, we call
godliness; and that this is the true flourishing of a land, other
things follow as the shadow does the substance : to teach thus
were mere pulpitry to them."

—

Milton.
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" The question as to what constitutes the State is one of
advanced science, and not of popular decision. . . The great
point is that Freedom has not subjective Will for its principle :

the process by which Freedom is realised, is the free Develop-
ment of the successive stages of the Universal (Ood^s) Will. His-
tory is the Development of Spirit in time."

—

Hegel, on the
Philosophy of History, pp. 28, 48, 45.

" De sorte que toute la suite des hommes pendant le cours
de tant de siecles doit etre consideree comme un meme homme
qui subsiste toujours et apprend continuellement."

—

Pascal,

Pensetjs.

"The organisation and estabhshment of Democracy in

Christendom is the great political problem of the time."

—

De
Tocqueville.

" And though no one now hviug may be permitted to enter
into this land of promise (a perfect system of legislation), yet he
who shall contemplate it in its VASTNESS and BEAUTY, may
rejoice, as did Moses when on the verge of the desert from the
mountain top he saw the length and breadth of that good
land, into which he was not permitted to enter and take pos-

session."

—

Jeremy Bentham, on Influence of Time and Place.

" I need not ramble over earth and sky to discover a won-
drous object woven of contrasts of greatness and littleness

infinite, of intense gloom and of amazing brightness,—capable

at once of exciting pity, admiration, terror and contempt. 1

find that object is myself. MAN springs out of nothing, crosses

time, and disappears for ever in the bosom of God. He is

seen but for a moment,—staggering on the verge of the two
abysses ; and then he is lost !"

—

De Tocqueville.

The organisation of the national thought con-

cerning Democracy, is a necessary prelude to the

peaceful organisation of Democracy itself, and

whilst it is necessary to know the genius, nature, and
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average preparedness of our national manhood, it

is necessary, above all things, to believe in manhood.

Whilst many poUtical writers have pointed out

the means whereby manhood will get the victory

over privilege, and whilst some have clearly anti-

cipated that result, it is strange that only one (De

TocqueviUe) has directly asserted that there is in

every community a single preponderating power

of which the only final and universal issue is Demo-

cracy ; and, as far as I know, only four, De Tocque-

viUe, Bentham, Coleridge,* and Goldwiu Smith,

who have ventured to deride that God of Enghsh

idolatry, "a mixed Government." "Preponderance"

was bad, because it was the preponderance of

Sections, but arguments against preponderance are

confidently and incessantly repeated as against

Democracies,—as thotigh the preponderance of the

aU could be anything else than equality, or as though

the material, intellectual, and spiritual progress of

nations could result in anything less.

As on the morrow of the new Reform BiU,

England will be, not an Aristocratic, but a Demo-
cratic Republic, the subject is piquant.

This question of preponderance is indeed a

paradox, which has taken in and done for many
notable poHticians. The whole recent Reform
Debate on the Opposition side, was conducted on
the assumption that it is possible to prevent the

preponderance of Democracy.

* See " The Friend," v. ii, p. 57. Ed. 1844.
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A preponderance, to do harm, must be either a

preponderance of interest over right, or of igno-

rance over knowledge ; in other words, a prepon-

derance of a class, or of the uninstructqd.

As long as power is ia the hands of the oixe,

the few, or the many,—autocrat, oHgarch, or middle

class, it is a partial and sectional, and, theg^efore, a

sinister power. Such interest not only is, but must

be, against right And doubtless, if power could be

shared equally by the un^ducaijed aU the result

would be that disastrous contradiction,-—" the

servant ruling."

But as power gets out into the universal, and

as the aU become educated (without which then-

power were mere anarchy and confusion) the sec-

tional disappears in the process, quality is added to

quantity, the mass of individual units, is, as argued

fuUy in the sequel, balanced by individual mul-

tiples, or men with materisfl, moral, or intellectual

accumulations of powei-j or by individual yarieties,

and local or party combinations^ Capital and

knowledge become multiples of labor, and make a

property stake and interest universal, and the

universal interest and right, no|; only are, but

must be identical.

I say, then, that though a knowledge of history,

tradition, and national genius is necessary to the

conservatism of progress, a belief in manhood is

essential to both. The tendencies of the whole

race are to health and life, whilst those of the parts
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may be to disease and death, if not corrected b

the universal.

Development, Organisation, Unity, are tl

gradations of the teaching of the past, and althoug

civilisation may be, as Guizot says, in its infanc;

we know that nothing contrary to these ca

continue.

Judsea gave us Law and Love and Immortalit;

Greece, liberty of thought,^
—"reason, her ow

starting point and guide." Rome, unity,—tt

organisation of municipality, church, and empir

Primitive Germany, the spirit of liberty and (

voluntary association. France, feudality, or, " tl

fusion of property and sovereignty." Scandinavii

the organisation of monarchy as a confederation, <

which the organic germ or unit was. the hoerad (

hundred. Anglo-Saxondom, the folk-mote, cour

leet, shire-gemot, and witenagemot,—^the loci

courts and the council of peers.

What element is there of all these that is nc

now in our Institutions, and that has not done il

part in helping us on even' towards the goal <

politics,—Equality ?

Peers and Ecclesiastics united with Peasani

until English liberties were safe. The local courl

administered justice and kept freedom ahve whe
centralisation must have meant tyranny. The hui

dred and the witenagemot organised our nation ti

money drew the sovereign into a limited partne:
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^

ship with it. Feudality was a modified sovereignty

which organised downwards and defied upwards,

when the relations between the individual and the

nation were immature. Municipalities, have they

not been reorganised by the Corporation Act?

The spirit of liberty and the liberty of thought, our

heirlooms from Germany and Greece, have worked,

the one within, organising intellect, the other

without, organising facts, till thoughts and deeds

together, helped on by supernal inducements, and

guided by the higher law, have combined in systems

which are the net result of all the past.

Thus the great facts of the world conspire with

the teaching of its greatest men. Unity and life

depend upon organisation, and organisation de-

pends upon the preparedness and education of the

Units.

The substance of the boast of the " New York

Times" is widely feared in this country. That

paper lately said :
" This is the beginning of an

Americanising process in England. The new

Democratic ideas are gradually to find embodiment.

The separation of Church and State, a complete

secularisation of politics, a removal of the Irish

Church, the destruction of entail, and the greater

freedom given to the transfer of land, the duty of

a popular system of education apart from all asso-

ciations with creed or Church."

However this may be, it is undoubtedly true

that one of the primary institutions of Democracy
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is in the way to be adopted amongst ourselves.

The "Caucus," or the submission of great question^!

beforehand to the People's initiative ajid will, and

the discipline of parties and instruction of members

accordingly, is becoming established here.

If the forms of the p9,st and the power of the

present point to the opinion of the ma,]ority as our

future master, there is only the greater reason for

educating " the royal infant, the People," while y^re

may.

To be a politician, it is necessary to believe and

to know.

To believe what 1 The Ideal and the Infinite,

towards which the People always ad vance.

To know what 1 The People. Men and things.

The practicable. The circumstantial. The a,ctual.

Human nature, which always advances towards

the Infinite, which it will never reach.

The man who believes not is scarcely a man,

—

certainly not a Statesman.

He who cannot adjust belief to knowledge, the

ideal to the actual, may be a poet or a lunatic, a

madman or a demagogue, but he knows not Poli-

tics. " The perfect lawgiver," says Macaulay, " is

a just temper between the mere man of theory who
can see nothing but general principles, and the

mere man of business who can see nothing but

particular circumstances."
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The science of Politics is a science of adjust-

ment—the People and the System. " How much
Heason is there in this nation, and in what classes

and proportions does it exist 1 " is the question

upon which all reform bills must be based. ' Or, to

pass from Hegel to MOl, the equal objects in

legislation are not only to take the " next step

"

rightly, but to prepare the way for "all future

steps."

For "Constitutions," says MaCaulay, "are in

Politics what paper money is in commerce. They

afford great facilities and Convenience. They are

not power, but symbols of power." And the power

is in the quantity and quality of national man-

hood.

Thus a Statesman knows the People. What
they want. "Wherein they fail. What they have.

How they wiU. rise, and by what steps. And that

as a whole they wul rise,—^if not in this country, in

that.

Thus a man may be a Bonapartist in France,

an Imperialist in Russia, a Constitutionahst in

England, a Republican in A.merica, and a Revolu-

tionist in some places,—not for want of, but by

reason of political intelligence and consistency.

The term " Radical," uged as a party epithet,

means a man who cannot adjust the ideal to

the actual. His theories are too fine for facts.
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The term "Tory" means a man who cannc

adjust the actual to the ideal.

The first believes in the catholic and th

.absolute (comprehends, as some would put it, tt

" subjective " only), but knows not the People

the last knows only and certainly, what the Peop'

are not.

The first may be light, but he is not base. B
behoves in the angel, though his theories will nc

fit the ape. The last imputes liis own nature \

the People, and naturally refuses to believe i

them.

The People ! capable of all, realising what

The People, demoniac and angelic,—their Ignoranc

and Light, Brutality and Intellect, their natur

condition, rights, wrongs, wants, wishes, demand

and preparedness,-—the Statesman must know a

this, their present, and believe in all that, the:

future,—must rise to all their Heights, an

measure all their Depths,—must at once believ

and disbelieve in the People.

And this thoroughness and clearness of visio

will especially avoid and condemn a trait which hs

become almost characteristic of English politics.

" There is in the English mind a highly salutary shrinkiu
from all extremes. But as this shrinking is rather an instin(

of caution than a result of insight, it is too ready to satisf

itself with any medium, merely because it is a medium, an
to acquiesce in a union of the disadvantages of both extremes ii

stead of their advantages. . . . The celebrated theory (

the three powers was got up, which made the excellence (

our constitution consist in doing less harm than would be dor
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by any other form of GoverBment."

—

MiWs " Dissertations,"

V. i, pp. 430-3.

Statesmanship is always catholic in conception,

hut conservative in action.

It is necessary ever to bear in mind the twin

Principles of Politics,—that Human nature always

advances, and that if any succeed in withholding

the rudiments of Development from a given nation,

they cannot obstruct Human nature, but may
destroy the material, mental, and moral greatness

of that particular country.

Some forms of freedom may, it is argued, be

dangerous without the others. Government educa-

tion, for instance, may be objected to where the

State could instil servUe ideas by means of it, or

where freedom so Httle prevails, that a fixity or

sameness of type might be communicated to the

national mind by school forms. And this last was

Baron W. von Humboldt's objection.

In reference to the present state of prepared-

ness of England for political equality, I see in our

Institutes of Feudality, and in corporate anti-

popular interests both in Church and State,

abundant elements wherewith to " temper " the

advance of Democracy, and to neutraHse for ages

any possible or impossible " class preponderance
"

of an equal voting Demos. But no possible ob-

structions can resist its ultimate triumph.
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Bearing in mind, therefore, the educational

preparedness of England, nor forgetting how our

Democracy is handicapped, and the strength and

onesidedness of our upper class rule and system, I

conclude that the equal voting representative power,

of all adult males having a fixed and registered

residence, and not being paupers, lunatics, or

criminals, is the goal towards which the advanced

guard of liberalism may safely press.

This is not " Manchester meat for roughs," on

the one hand, nor do I suppose, that according to

Mr. Lowe's exquisite illustration. Democracies,

when educated, require to be " held together Hke

a piece of coal by a pair of tongs," This is a re-

quirement, not,of Democracy, but of vast size.

There is with us the Sovereign, the symbol and

centre of unity.

There is the true aristocracy of aU ranks ; an

aristocracy of culture, intellect, genius, leisure,

earnestness, or power. This class leads the van of

the nation's manhood, organises its opinion, and

always, sooner or later, commands its WilL

This is the " class " that with us always " pre-

ponderates."

Of it England breeds more than all dther

nations besides,—^but it is, I say, handicapped.

For there is amongst us another class, also

recruited from all ranks, except the lowest. They
are sometimes called the great middle-class, but

differ far from the middle-class of former years.
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They are not, as of old, the advanced guard of

the People, with energies trained by conflict with

necessity. Nor on the other hand have they the

qualities of a ruling race, or of individual achieve-

ment. They have the conservative instiacts of

plutocracy, and divide instead of uniting the

extremes of Society. The instincts of many of

them are debauched, and their reason is not dis-

cipHned. They are often educated out of sympa-

thy but not up to faith. They are -refined enough

to sneer, but not strong enough in head or heart,

in fortitude, in enthusiasm, in leisure, in generaK-

sation, or in ideas, to believe.

And why insist ou this ? Because this

" great middling party '' misleads the lower class,

and mistakes the upper. Because the vis inertiae

of their ignorant conservatism obstructs progress.

Because I fear that a new Reform Bill may bring

in more of the dregs of this class, and shut out the

true People.

And what is the remedy 1

The union of sympathy which exists between

the crown, the true aristocracy, and the People.

The developing, guiding, and moderating, of

those true revolutionary, hut practical and con-

structive energies, which always characterise the

common People, educated^ and in contact with

reality.

Let us note well the advice of Bacon, " in the

declining age of a State, mechanical arts and mer-
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dhandise do flourish." Solon said well to CrcBsus,

" Sir, if another come that hath better iron than

you, he will be master of all this gold." Of Demos-

thenes, " And you abandoned and despised

;

sumptuous indeed in your markets ; but as to any

real provision for your security, ridiculously defi-

cient." Of Cyrus, " I am not afraid of a set of men

who have a place marked out in the middle of their

city, where 'they take oaths and deceive one

another ; to whom, not the misfortunes of others

will be matter of.consideration, but their own." Of

Hannibal to the weepjng merchants, "You are

touched with public calamities only as they affect

your private fortunes, you may quickly find that

these tears have been shed for the least of your

misfortimes." Of Montesquieu, "The mischief is

when wealth destroys the spirit of wealth"

(industry.) Of Burke, " Nation is a moral

essence."

There is little hope for a country where wealth

and materialism overshadow manhood, and this

danger grows upon us. There is reason enough in

the fears of the Hon. R. Lowe about Millionaires

and Demagogues.

Nevertheless, every year wiU also lessen the

objections to a residential manhoodenfranchisement,
take from the arguments of its opponents, and
baffle and confound the politicians who fear man-
hood ride as the antidote of class rule, and who
wiU neither trust manhood as it is, nor help to
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prepare it for the future, by free! and full develop-

ment.
'

The " rights " of the parts against the whole,

whether those parts be Feudahty or Priestcraft,

will not now be maintained in theory by any

who possess a reputation or are likely to require

one.

An "established" Church is no longer required as

the champion of arts against arms, of the serf

against the seigneur, peace against war, or spiritual

principles and powers against animal force.

As to feudality and its stronghold, the land,

even there it is assailed, and assailed from the

heights of conservative philosophy, witness the fol-

lowing dissertation of Mill on Coleridge.

" The land, the gift of nature, the source of subsistence to

all, and the foundation of everything that influences our phy-
sical well-being, cannot be considered a subject of property,

in the same absolute sense as that in which no one has any
interest but thernselves. As Coleridge points out, such a notion

is altogether of modern growth. The State fails in one of its

highest obhgations unless it takes means of providing that the

manner in which land is held, the mode and degree of its divi-

sion, and every other peculiarity which influences the mode of

its cultivation, shall be the most favorable possible for making
the best use of the land, for drawing the greatest benefit from

its productive resources, for securing the happiest existence to

those employed on it, and for setting the greatest number of

hands free to employ their labor for the benefit of the commu-
nity in other ways. We believe' that these opinions will

become in no very long period, universal throughout Europe."

—MilVs " Dissertations," v. i, pp. 455-7.

The case of the sectional oHgarchic slave South,

I
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against the American nation, is the great leading

case in the series, and it will be followed.

Priests and Oligarchs, as in Yohieys famous

\-ision, have now to exclaim in reality, " it is over

with us, the multitude are enlightened I"

When such men as Fichte, Hegel, Humboldt,

De TocqueviUe, Macaulay, Hallam, Mill, Guiiiot,

Goldwin Smith, and not least though last, Draper,

concur that reHgious freedom ought to prevail,

it is evident that the principle of inequaKty,

whether in State or in Church, has no hold on

England, but on its yet unextirpated class interests,

ignorance and superstition.

And politically speaking, " the factors and con-

ditions " of Democratic progress are becoming so

well understood, that soon few will doubt De
Tocqueville, that the organisation of Democracy is

the great problem of our time, and that to obstruct

it is to obstruct the will of God.

And here Mill considers " that the great diffi-

culty in pohtics for a long time, will be how to

govern by means of the specially instructed few,

who shall be responsible to the People." He main-

tains that respecting any nation that possesses a

fair share of the very ordinary wisdom to select

such representatives as the general voice of the

instructed points out as the most instructed,

the argument for universal suflfrage is irresistible ;

for the experience of ages, especially of aU great

national emergencies, bears out the assertion, that
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whenever the multitude' are really alive to the

necessity of superior intellect, they rarely faU to

distinguish those who possess it. The points are

that the people shall be able to discover such men
who shall be responsible to the People, with the

least possible direct interference from the People
;

but representatives must not be - delegates. But

the multitude will never believe the truths of

political economy until tendered upon authority in

which they have luilimited confidence, although he is

satisfied this will be given as soon as knowledge

shall have made sufficient progress among the in-

structed classes themselves^ as to produce some-

thing like a general agreement in their opinions on

moral and political doctrine.
—

" Dissertations," vol. i,

pp. 46.9-70, 473-4.

As to competent leaders in extraordinary

crises, we have therefore the opinion of this

illustrious thinker, that the multitude discern and

promote their true leaders. This also applies

to heads of important departments in ordinary

times.

As to matters of general local administration,

the People themselves are equal to it, and the

advantage claimed by Mill for a trained bureaucracy,

must be balanced against the advantage claimed

by De TocquevOle in the security for freedom by

the transaction of the People's business by the

People ; bearing in mind that neither the change

of office bearers with the President, as in America,

I 2
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nor the newness of that country, are charge-

able on Democracy.

But throughout; we must remember, that in a

true and instructed Democracy, the will of the

nation, is, in its force, intuition, and instantaneous

action, more the result of a living organism, than of

what we are accustomed to call a " constitution," a

"balance," or a "noixture." The national will

expresses itself constantly, and is omnipotent.

Fxurther, I would contend that the truths of

political economy, and the principles of good

Government are not, after all, of so recondite a

character. That a tolerably instructed People pene-

trates and comprehends them, and that it is not the

inherent difficulty or abstruseness of truth, but the

operation of perverse and partial interests and influ-

ences, that imder Governments of the one, the

few, or the many, confound enquiry and perplex

thought.

There is one peculiarity of this book, which
perhaps needs no apology, as it is warranted, if not
demanded, by the nature and traditions of the

subject. The reaUy valuable thinkers on political

science are so few, and they present such a striking

coincidence and concentration of authority on most
important points, that I have thought it best to
present their appropriate dicta together as
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mottoes at tlie commencement of eacli ctapter,

that their combined weight may be fully

appreciated.

On the whole, I cannot better conclude this

prologue than with the words of two Titans of a

Titanic epoch. One of them talks grandly of the

future ; the other first put into shape that

test-principle of trust of the People, of which

we have lately heard so much, and experienced so

Kttle.

" Government is founded, not on force, as was the theory
of Hobbs, nor on compact, as- was the theory of Locke and
the Revolution of 1668 ; nor on property, as had been asserted

by Harrington. It springs from the necessities of our nature,

and has an everlasting foundation in the unchangeable will of

God. Man came into the world and into society at the same
instant.^ There must exist in every earthly society a supreme
sovereign, from whose final decision there can be no appeal,

but directly to heaven. This supreme power is originally and
ultimately in the People, and the People never did in fact freely,

nor can rightfully make an unlimited renunciation of this

divine right. Kingcraft and priestcraft are a trick to gull the
vulgar. The happiness of mankind demands that this grand
and ancient alliance should be broken off for ever.

" The omniscient and omnipotent Monarch of the universe

has, by the great charter given to the human race, placed the

end of Government in the good of the whole. The form of

Government is left to the individuals of each society ; and its

whole superstructure and administration should be conformed

to the law of universal reason. There can he no prescription old

enough to supersede the law of nature, and the grant of God
Almighty, who has given all men a right to be free.

" The first principle and great end of Government being

to provide for the best good of all the People, this can be
done only by a supreme legislative and executive ultimately

in the People or whole community, where God has placed it

;

but the difficulties attending a universal congress gave rise
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to a right of representation. The grand political problem

is to invent the best combination of the powers of

legislation and execution ; they must exist in the State, just

as in the revolution of planets, one power would fix them to a

centre, and another carry them off indefinitely ; but the first

and simple principle is Equaiitt and the power of the
Whole."

"Nor do the pohtical and civil rights of the British colo-

nists rest on a charter from the Grown. Old Magna Charta

was not the beginning of all things, nor did it rise on the bor-

ders of chaos out of the unformed mass. A time may come
when Parliament shall declare every American charter void

;

but the natural, inherent, and inseparable rights of the colo-

nists, as men and as citizens, would remain, and, whatever
became of charters, can never be abohshed till the general
conflagration."

'^ Acts of Parliament against the fundamental principles of the

British Constitution are void."

" The world is at the eve of the highest scene of earthly
power and grandeur that has ever yet been displayed to the
view of mankind.

" Who will win the prize is with God. But human nature
must and will he rescued from the general slavery that has so long

triumphed over the species."— Otis, " On the American Crisis,

1764."

To this add the words of Jefferson :

—

" Men by their constitutions," said Jefferson, " are natu-
rally divided into two parties : 1. Those who fear and distrust
the People, and wish to draw all powers from them into the
hands of the higher classes ; 2. Those who identify themselves
with the People, have confidence in them, cherish and consider
them as the most honest and safe, although not the most wise
depository of the pubUc interests. In every country these two
parties exist, and in every one where they are free to think,
speak, and write, they will declare themselves."

But it must never be forgotten, that whilst the
excellence of Statesmanship is that it understands
the People and the system, and adjusting the one
to the other, prepares to raise them both, yet the
ultimate vindication and warrant of aU political
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action consists only in this,—^that it prepares fair

conditions and a clear stage for the development

of the spiritual manhood of nations. Thus, through-

out, are poHtics related to the final, the universal,

and the infinite.

Eeform Club,

May, 1866.
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DEMOCRACY

:

Its Factors and Conditions.

"Two elements enter into our enquiry. The first the idea of

spirit ; the second, the complex of human passions ; the one
the warp, the other the woof of the vast arras web of imiversal
history. The concrete mean and union of the two is hberty
under the conditions of morality in a State."

—

Hegel.

"A Commonwealth ought to be as one huge Christian person-
age, one mighty growth and stature of an honest man, as big and
compact in virtue as in body ; for look what the groimds and
causes are of single happiness to one man, the same shall ye
find them to a whole State, as Aristotle, both in his ethics and
pohtics, from the principles of reason, lays down."

—

Milton.
" Freedom can exist only where Individuality is recognised as

having its positive and real existence in the divine Being. Secular

eaastmce, as merely temporal—occupied with particular interests

-^is only rdative 'and unauthorised, and receives its validity

only in as far as the universal soul that pervades it—its prin-

ciple—receives absolute vahdity, which it cannot have unless

it is recognised as the definite manifestation, the phenomenal
existence of the divine essence. On this account it is that the

State rests on Religion."—Hegel's Philosophy of History, pp. 348,

396, 53, trans.
" With regard to the limits of its activity, the State should

endeavour to bring the actual condition of things as near to

the true theory as possible. Now the possibility consists in

this, that men are sufficiently ripe to receive the freedom which
theory always approves. The other consideration, that of

opposing necessity reduces itself to this, thatfreedom ifgranted

is not calculated to frustrate those results without which all further

progress is endangered. In both cases the Statesman's judg-

ment must be formed from a careful comparison between the

present condition of things and the contemplated change, and

between their respective consequences."

—

Baron W. von Hum-
boldt, " Sphere and Duties of Government (The Statesman),"

pp. 201-2.



"What is the first part of policy? Education. The second?

Education. And the third? Education. Fewer laws, but

strengthen the principle of laws by education. Before the

State found the commune, before the commune found the man.

Only the education given in the commune ought to emanate

from the State."

—

Michelet.

" The Peoples of Christendom present in our day a fright-

ful spectacle. The movement that bears them on is already

too strong to be arrested, but not to be guided. Instruct

Democracy. An entirely new world demands a new political

science."

—

De Tocqueville.

"The State's activity should always be determined by
necessity, the principle towards which as to their ultimate

centre all the ideas advanced in this essay immediately con-

verge.
" In theory the limits of this necessity are determined

solely by consideration of man's nature as a human bein"- ; but

in application we have to regard in addition, the individuality

of man as he actually exists. This principle of necessity should

prescribe the grand fundamental rule to which every effort to

act on human bemgs, and their manifold relations, should be
invariably conformed.

" The necessary chiefly requires negative measures, since

owing to the vigorous and elastic strength of man's original

power, necessity does not often require anything save the

removal of oppressive bonds.
" There is no ether principle so perfectly accordant with

reverence to individuahty and solicitude for freedom. Finally
the only infallible means of securing power and authority to
laws, is to see that they originate in this principle alone."

—

Baron W. von Humioldt, " Sphere and Duties of Government
[The Statesman)," pp. 201-2.

" There is a general principle in every nation which is the
invariable basis of power, and when once this principle is too
much loaded, it infallibly shrinks into smaller dimensionB."-r-
Montesquieu, v. 3, p. 172. Edition 1777.



Chapter I.

DEMOCRACY

:

Its Factors and Conditions.

" To build on a rock means to establish a Government on
Democratic Principles."

—

Napoleon III.

"The first and simple principle is Equality and the power
of the whole."—Oizs., 1764.

" Let no one quote the old proverb against me, that who-
soever builds upon the People, builds upon sand. When a Prince
puts his confidence in - the people, who is a man of courage
himself, and knows how to command others, nor deficient in

other necessary preparations, he will never be deserted by
them."

—

Machiavel, " The Prince."

" Men are governed by several kinds of laws, and the sub-

limity ofhuman reason consists in perfectly knowing to which of
these orders the things that are to be determined ought to have a
principal relation, and not to throw into confusion those piin-

ciples which should govern mankind."

—

Montesquieu.

" On this ground, then, a man engaged in a design like

that which is the object of this work, might lay claim to the

attributes of UNIVERSALITY AND ETERNITY for the rec-

titude of his doctriaes,—with as little arrogance as he could

claim for them the most confined and temporary expediency

—

provided that in the execution of his plan he has boldness and
strength of mind enough to set apart all along whatsoever is

peculiar to certain times andplaces, and to raise his contempla-

tion to that elevated point of view from which the whole map
of Human interests and situations lies expanded to his

yievy^.''

—

Jeremy Beniham, " On Influence of Time and Space."

Government consists of two things,—^the first

i^ called tlie Spirit, or passion, or motive power

;

the second is the organisation.

B
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In all Governments but Democracy, the two are

separate, and, to an extent, hostile.

The motive power of aU Government is man-

hood. The exceUeaice of Government consists in

the amount of manhood it can represent and " or-

ganise." Often the question of questions is. Is there

more of this manhood in the Government, or out

of it?

And the essential value and power of Demo-

cracy consists in this,—that it combines, as far as

possible, power and organisation ; THE SPIRIT,

MANHOOD, is ca one with THE BODY, OR-
GANISATION.

Only the parallel cannot be complete, because

as systems must be worked by men, in all syst^ns

but that in which the aggregate manhood entirely

pj'eponderaies, there is a permanent and dangerous

official corporate life and interest.

" There is," says Montesquieu, " in every nation

a general spirit upon which power itself is founded.

When power clashes against this spidt it clashes

against itself, and is necessarily stopped." The

question is, whether Education can develop and

organise the general universal spirit of Humanity^

BO that manhood, which has always ruled by Indi*-

viduals or Sections, may rule universally.

Democracy is Government by the People. It

is a national Royalty.

" The People " is the whole (approximate) man-
hood of a nation. The necessary exceptions are

iPaupers, Lunatics, and Criminals.
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"Government" involves Power, Organisation,

and Unity.

"Government by a wliole People" must of

course be by representation, and by freedom and
.equality of representation,—Freedom as between
Individuals and the State; Equality, the only

Freedom as between Individuals, and its only

-guarantee as against the State.

Democracy, therefore, becomes possible when
the whole national manhood can organise itself on

a basis of Equality : and the two-fold question is

whether Governm^ent can so be organised, and how I

The first and general question, "Can Demo-
cracy organise itself? " is one of principle. If there

be no radical, essential, and unalterable difference

between the political capacity of races, bloods,

x^stes, and classes, then Democracy is possible ;—if

not, not. If there be such a difference, oligarchy

has its warrant in Principle, and will be eternal.

" ' But assuming, as here we must, that there is

no such difference, then education wiU of necessity

organise the national intellect on a common plat-

form of poHtical truth.

Education, therefore, is the factor ofDemocracy,

und cannot hut he so, for when quality is added ts

quantity, " Democracy must prevail."

But the second question, " whether Democracy

can organise itself upon a basis of freedom and

equality V' is not, upon the surface of it, so easy.

B 2
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For if it be true that to give Freedom and

Equality to numbers is to erect a class preponder-

ance, then to give an equal voting power to the

masses is not to abolish Despotism, hut to establish

it, and so Freedom and Equality involve a contra-

diction in express terms and in essential primciples.

This supposition, however, is as puerile as it is

specious. The answer is five-fold. First ; if true it

is unavoidable, for the causes that have brought on

Democracy to its present shape will now act with

accelerated force, and we are already doomed to this

" Despotism of numbers !
" Second ; the People, if

uneducated, cannot "organise. Third ; if educated,

they will be trained to the discovery of trvih.

Fourth ; representation is not Government^ and the

people's representatives have always been men of a

higher class. Fifth, the People are naturally as

divided in opinion as any other class ; and, as to

class interest. Despotism and outlawry alone now
cause them to unite.

The present, however, is not the place for this

discussion.

The third question, " how Democracy can be or-

ganised," is one of detail and circumstance, and of

principle.

The principle, we say, is that of Development
or EDUCATION of the national Intellect and
Character. This must be o/"a certain quality and
quantity to become the means of Democratic or-

ganisation.
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Education means, therefore, universal Free

common Schools. - " Free," because some cannot pay.
" Common," because no more should be done than

is necessary.

Free Press, which, however, to be free, must be

cheap, otherwise its proprietary and constituents

will both belong to the exclusive classes.

Free assemhly is equaRy necessary for education

of the national manhood, and for the declaration of

its will.

Free Church, also, must educate the character,

and wiU always and only mean a Church paid for

by those who want it and use it. A Church paid

by the State always and only means a Church that

obeys the State, and that is based on physical force

and social servility.

As. a question of detail and circumstance, this

four-fold freedom has, as in America, to be intro-

duced at once and wholesale by the immigration of

a prepared people, or it has, as in old countries, to

be prayed, thought, and fought for.

But it is an inevitable d, priori conclusion, and

demonstrated also in the only country where it has

been tried, that this four-fold freedom not only

capacitates men for Association, but compels them
to it. It is the necessary habit of men with ideas

in common, and it is the notorious custom of free

countries.

Thus education begets association, and the asso-

ciation of educated men is already political power.

Education begets association ; association begets

EquaUty. That is the genesis of Democracy. These
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:

are the epochs and the priBciples by which the

world ascends.

And a national unity based on opinion is of a

higher order and more enduring texture than one

based on force.

And a national unity compacted of the infinite

ramifications and varieties of free intelligeiice is

stronger than any other.

If anything can solve the problem of the poli-

tical eternity of nations, it is this jprinciple of

Equahty, which gives a fair chance and a free career

to the best of every man, which incorporates eveiy

man with the State, and arousea everything that

belongs to the Soul.

Therefore Democracy tends to make the lofbies€j

stifongest, most lasting, and most united nation,

£Qad Equality is thegoalofnational political progress.

Amongst Democratic nations, the quality and

the quantity of Development mark the grade.

"NATION" is a LIVING OEGANISM,
but it is only as a nation is also a Democracy, that

it can complete its material Bases, its organid

Functions, and its Individuality or GharaGter,-^it is

only as it organises the power, and the Hfe, and the

will of the alt, that it organises the whole. •

''•

And nations thus prepared can alone entfer as

units into those vaster Federal combinations to-

wards which the most advanced nation points;

Thus, to ascend to the universal we must com-

jdete in Freedom and Equality^ the Individual:
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getting Freedom and Equality, we get variety and
complexity of relationship and interests : getting

this we get " Power, Organisation, and Unity " of

the loftiest and most lasting character, and of

hitherto unconceived proportions.

WE MAKE DEMOCRATIC FEDERAL
EMPIRES POSSIBLE.

Thus the question of the organisation of Demo-
cracy is two-fold,—of the institutions, and of the

nation ;—of principle and preparation.

As Government consists of Power and Organi-^

sation, so at every step in national progress, the

aidministration partakes of the knowledge and the

ignorance, the advantages and the defects, of the

actual ruling class.

And organisation either expresses the national'

Intellect and Will, or is used to suppress it. In

the first case there is harmony, whatever the status

of the nation. In the second, there is revolution

and reaction, or death.

The organisation of Democracy is of necessity

i^e problem of every advancing age or People, and

the one deadly unpardonable sin of nations is the

failing to revolt against bad Government.

Wherever the best governing qualities govern^

—wherever the actual administration is adjusted to

the real power, there is good Government.

With the Power of the one, the few, the many,

and the all, let there be also administration of the

onCj the few, the many, or the aU. Itisaques-.
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tion of Adjustment. If those who have the fran-

chise are more numerous than those who deserve it,

there is anarchy,

—

if less. Despotism.

Adjustment is the law of Politics : non-adjust-,

ment, its license. For PoHtics means Power, and

ajQj fancies or fictions about that lead straight to

Chaos, Despotism, or national Death.

But whereunto are systems to be adjusted 1

To tine actual political competency, at any given

epoch, of the ever advancing People. Until this tide

is at the full, " no everlasting mansions " can be

built upon its verge. But there will be always

building there asylums for Idiots or Lunatics, who

would confine the Power of the few to the func-

tion of the one, the Power of the many to the

function of the few, the Power of the all to the

function of the many,—and who would call that

" Statesmanship
!"

But to reasonable men we would say,

—

" either

affirm the necessary and eternal subordination of

the masses, and to support that, affirm further an

essential and absolute difference of races Jind

bloods,—do this, we say, as " the South" has done,

and be honestly destroyed, you and your theories

together in open fight, or acknowledge your fore-

gone defeat, and that at last the Crown and the

Purple of Empire must descend upon the People."

The Theoi-y has been always with us. Now,
yonder, in America, is the fact. AH that obstruc-

tives can do is to suppress and aggravate the

danger, and make Revolution of that which might
have been order. The time is past for the good
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old Tory drivel that repression and safety are one,

and the true alternative is pondered well, that the

People must be let in, or education kept out.

The equal voting power of so much of the

country's manhood as is at any given time edu-

cated or developed,—that is the right governing

power of the country, whether it be power of

autocrat, ohgarch, middle class, or Demos.

The equal voting power of the (approximate)

whole educated manhood of a country is Demo-
cracy, for there is no power without organisation,

no organisation without education, and no Demo-
cracy without the People.

§

Of any system of Government, except a Demo-
cracy, it may be safely said that it is only a tran-

sition system, for the system must advance or the

nation recede. If the nation advance, the system

must advance with it or be cast off ; if without

advancing, it retains its hold on the nation, it must

destroy it.

Every nation is in its youth and immaturity,

in its manhood, or in its Dotage. If in its mino-

rity, and without the equal voting power of its

universal manhood, all intelligent patriots wiU.

seek to hasten on its manhood : if in its manhood,

they must look well to preserve the bases of

Democracy. If it be in its Dotage, and incapable of

any advance, gradual or violent, towards Demo-

cracy, then the sooner it gets itself out of the way

of the world the better.
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V The question therefore respecting any nation is,

'*^Is it prepared for democracy or national self-'

Government, or must it still be governed- from

above or from without ? And if the latter, has it

such a measure of preparation as to allow of

middle class rule, or is it only fit for that of the few,

or of the one V The rule of the all being possible,,

national unpreparedness is the only warrant for

the rule ofthe one, the few, or the many.

And respecting Democracy, or the Manhood of

a People, the only question is that of time and ad-

justment. There is no question of Principle. He
who would inaugurate Democracy too soon or- too-

late may truly be no Statesman, But he who
denies the ultimate imiversality of Democracy is

only too plaioly a fooL •

The whole world gravitates towards Demo-^'^

cracy, and those parts of it that do not obviously

partake of this movement, and that yethave before

them a fiiture, do ici fact tend to Despotism or to'

anarchy first, that they maybe prepared for De-

mocracy afterwards.

, It is the Policy of Conservatives to graduate

Reform in order to forestall Bevolution. It is the^

Policy of Liberals to consider how large a portion"

of privilege can be destroyed, and how soon.

Statesmanship has to do in this view with two
situations. In the one, where nations have not
the elements of self-Govemment, to supply them,
for all Government that is not self-Govemment is

byt an e:^edient and an interregnum.

In the other, where national self-Govemment is
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Si, fact, to reconcile, as gradtally and peaeefiilly as

may be, forms with fact.,

The first is all that can yet be done in Eng-
land. Educate and prepare. And whosoever helps

to educate the EngHsh, prepares them for Demo-
cracy (and what perhaps he might caU Eevolution),

whatever else he thinks he does. Whosoever

obstructs education, obstructs Democracy,—but he'

does two other things also. He prepares for anar-^^

ehy and Revolution, as weU as for the relative

degjradation of his country.

Who then^ we ask, are the Statesmen,—they

who advance to Democracy through education, or

they who would advance to -it through anarchy %

Theoretical question of Democracy there is

none, but the double question always remains of

Institution and People,—are they fitted for one

another. If the nation is not fitted for Demo-
cracy, why is it not fit, and how shall it be

made fit. If the Institutions are not fitted for,the

People, how are those institutions soonest to be

modified "or destroyed 1

There is, first, the question of Development of

the country's manhood; second, the question of

tAb assertion of its right to rule.

Respecting Europe, although it is certain that

every advance leads it towards Democracy, it is

probable that it can never reach it by a peacefiil

road.

Notwithstanding all the culture of former ages,,

the natural fruits of Develojsment and, association
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:were never reaped within the reaxjh of the asso-

ciated tyrannies of Europe, till the British Channel

and the sword of CromweU defied their interven-

tions.

The lesson taught by European history in this

Qonnection is, that notwithstanding the mutual ex-

haustion of hostile Despotisms, and the many
separate efforts of Freedom, it was never able to

consoHdate and secure itself in the face of asso-

ciated tyrannies, alliances, and coalitions, until it

was partially isolated from them in England.

And even in England, Freedom could never

blossom into Equality, because of the many hostile

associations against it. Freedom was gradually

overcome and forced back by centralisation in

Church and in State, and had, after its one glorious

success, to yield to the Stuarts and to the families,

and to their one hundred and seventy years of re-

action, and to seek in America a stiU. completer

isolation, before the principle of Equality could

live.

The world owes it to three thousand miles of

ocean that the first nation is now constituted on a
basis of Equality.

It is evident to all who have considered this

question in any connected or reasonable way, that
all questions of " Government," being questions of
the distribution and organisation of Power, wiQ
practically be decided by the strongest, and that
strength is a question of Development and of
numbers. That the People will not obtain power
till they can conquer it, and that (non-intervention
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being a fact) they will conquer wlien they deserve

it. That when they can conquer it others wiU

cease to govern them, for there are involved

interests too deep and universal, passions too

strong and absorbing, to allow any but the strongest

to govern. That the possession of political Power

depends therefore upon the acquisition of governing

qualities. That these are acquired by education

in the widest sense of the term, and that as educa-

tion opens to all, so governing qualities and con-

sequent power become at once universal, impartiali

and safe.

Further, that the craft of the sections cannot

long postpone the recognition of the manhood of

a nation that has really come of age, and that

whilst to emancipate too soon or too late is

equally dangerous, to deny emancipation altogether

is the last extreme of foUy.

True it may be a question, and sometimes a

very fine one, how large a majority in num-

bers must become possessed of these govern-

ing qiialities, or what proportion the educated

must bear to the whole, before the whole can be

enfranchised, but that in all living nations a

greater and ever greater proportion must and wiU

vote, till at last " the all " will be admitted,—of

this there can be no doubt possible. The only

question is whether the nation is to continue

to live and to maintain its relative position in the

world.
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Political questions have to do with nations and

eystems of three kinds ;^-

1st. With dying nations, destroyed by the sup-

pression of the national manhood,—killed hj

conflicts with Democracy, or by victory over it.

2nd. With living and progressive nations that

are advancing loyally towards the Democratic era,

or that have entered upon it.

3rd. With nations that have reached some sort

.of completeness as to the elements of national lifq,

and that have become Democracies.

Of the last, America is as yet the only-

complete example. England foUowsJ" and is nearer

to her than is supposed, because our forms of

Feudality have not been adjusted to the power of

the Peojde.

Every Government tends to some prepon-

derating power or to anarchy. All so called

piixed GoveaTrments are at best prolonged consti-

tutional conflicts between different and hostUp

priaciples of Government, and whatever the local

partial or temporary impulses, the one universal

tendency is towards Democracy, or the power of

the all,—towards a more equal diffusion of the

•elements of knowledge, of material advantage^

and of the means of organisation.

As therefore every progressive state tends to

one preponderating power, which will ultimately

.represent national unity, and become the equal rule

of the all, it is but safety, economy and common*
sense to admit and prepare for our future rulers.

And since Demtrcracy involves Conservatism*
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and is ihe postulate of a new and unknown progress^

r—the organiser of civilisations more complete, and,

national unities, whose life need never decay, and

whose proportions are vaster than have yet been

conceived of,
—since it is also perhaps the germ of

nn universal Federation, it presents a problem of

vast interest, and of world-involving issues,—

a

j)roblem for wHch aU past ages and peoples have

prepared the present.

In this chapter we propose merely to state cer-

tain rudimentary propositions '.-^

1st. What is- meant by that Tnanhood, the

equal universal rule of which is Democracy,

2nd. The right test of manhood.

3rd. The hoses and stages of its Development.

4tL How it combines results sought in vain

through other systems.

And firstly, we consider the root of the

matter ;

—

WHAT IS MANHOOD?
Manhood is ofthe Body, Mind, and Character.,

and implies (1) Physical maturity, (2) Mental

IDevdopment or Education, and (3) Character.

This definition of course excludes Minors,

Paupers, Imbeciles, Lunatics, and Criminals. It

does not exclude civil seTvants, and the army and

navy.

But the vexed and crucial question abaut this

manhood doubtless is,—What is to be

THE TEST?
And the answer is, that broadly speaiing, all
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tests of manhood* are, to those who deny and to the'

manhood that seeks enfranchisenfient, arbitrary,

useless, or superfluous.

This is a self-evident proposition, as appears in

considering what the real question at issue is.

There are three parties concerned in every

question of enfranchisement.

1st. The obstructives, the privileged, the care-

less, the trimmers, the doubters, and haters of the

People, the doctrinaires, and the go-betweens,—an

exceedingly great army.

2nd. A small band of the philosophical and

thoughtful, whom truth influences in questions of

other men's interests.

3rd. The indignant alienated mass of the

unenfranchised thimdering at the Gates of the

constitution.

The real question is, not what the second class

can or vdll do. That but smooths the way and

levels the ground between the hostile ranks. The

real and only question is, what power can the last

bring to bear against the first 1

The question of the promotion of a dis-

enfranchised class is not mere "fitness" nor ever

has been.

It is a question of their power and organisation.

It is a question of Battle,—constitutional battle, if

there be a constitution,—^if not, not.

Between the class that is privileged, and the

classes that are not, are the conditions, not of dis-

* Physical manhood is of course not a question, being a
mere matter of formal certificate.
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cussion and of right, but of war. Of course the

weapons are those of the People and of the age.

And the question on which side is the prevailing

power and organisation, is again a question of

manhood.

For organisation, two things are necessary,—

a

common platform of thought, and mutual confi-

dence, permanently possible only to " character

and education." For Power, add to these qualities,

numbers. How can the problem be otherwise

expressed, when once the phrase has been heard,

than in the everlasting words of Aristotle,
—

" when
the popular party shall exceed more in qtiantity

than it is excelled in quality, Democracy must

prevail."

Tests may be and are useful to keep a vic-

torious Democracy pure and- competent,—they are

but forms, farces, delusions, pretences, mockeries,

and snares, as applied to a Democracy struggling

against prerogative or privilege for place and

power. To be,weak is to be disfranchised. Men
are not kept out because they are not fit, but

because being unfit, they are not strong.

A test is a form of capitulation, or a cartel of

defiance. Privilege capitulates to those whom it

is obliged to recognise : it defies those whom it

can exclude. If the three, five, six, or ten-pound

renters can be kept out, they wiU be, and the

" test " is the badge of their subjection. If they

cannot be kept out, the test admits them for the

same reason that battered waUs admit besieging

armies.
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%
To the anticipated objection that the manhood

maybe too low or too Uttlefor political copartnership,

we answer that at least itcannot be lower orless than

the average of that through which by constitutional

means, it has just forced an entrance. And further,

itcannot be too low where education is universal.

Education of the rudimentary sort shoiild be

made and kept tmiversal by an immutable law, and

this not so much that the People should be

thereby fitted for the franchise before they attain

it, but that having attained it, the ruling reason

of the nation should never be debased or lowered

to an tmdisciphned, uneducated, or undeveloped

condition.

It shoidd be the policy of every nation to make

education universal, in order that (not the pohtical

only, but) all the requisite results of manhood be de-

veloped. The "man" is prior to, and includes the

" citizen," and the State can still less afford that

any of its citizens should not be " men," than that

being men, they should feil to do a certain act (to

vote'^ of citizenship once in three or seven years.

All men should be educated, and mental Deve-

lopment is as much an element of manhood, as

bodily maturity, or legal majority. Universal free

common schools, not only can and must, but will

be established in aU free countries, and no manhood
can exist or be recognised, that on the average, is not

educated.

We have here, therefore, nothing to do with the

average quality of the manhood of any given
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coxiiitry. If it be not high enough it will not be^

come a Democracy. If it be a Democracy, and
should faU from it by reason of failing in these

qualities, it would fall from them as soon, and no

doubt a great deal sooner, under any other form of

Government.

According to the English census of 1860, there

were 3,739,505 houses at an average rental of

£15 5s. Of these by far the largest number,

1,277,956, was at from £6 to £10, and there were

only about half that, or 659,724, at from £3 to £5,

which equals Is. 2d. to 2s. weekly.

This proves two things :—

'

1st. That there is very little nv/merical differ-

ence between residential Manhood and a £5 rental,

for there are twice as many rentals from £6 to £10
as from £3 to £5. For the latter, it is a question

ofprinciple, and with an universal system of educa-

tion, few average men of health, ability, and charac-

ter, could rent under £5.

2nd. That ifthey rented ever so low, the propor-

tion of rentals under £5 would, unless our country

is greatly to degenerate, be as 660,000 to 3,740,000,

or less than one-fifth of that part of the consti-

tuency whose average is £15 5s.

§

What, then, is the difference between manhood,

and an educational, rating, or rental suffl-age ?

1st. Manhood suffrage is based upon a states-

manlike appreciation of the necessity of qualifying

all the country's manhood fox the country's Govem-

C 2
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ment,—of the deficiencies which all other systems

inust labour under. It recognises that all Govern-

ment is hy,for, and through manhood.

2nd. Eental or rating suffrage adopts a false

principle, that of measuring manhood by money,

and it sanctions a low and materialistic habit of

thought.

3rd. Manhood suffrage declares that the all, or

the vast majority, can, and inust, and shall be

educated into citizenship and self-support. Money
suffrage either denies or ignores this great national

fact and duty, and is content with its milh'on or so of

paupers vibrating on the edge of anarchy, vitiating

the morals of the People, and weakening the re-

sotirces of the country.

4th. Manhood suffrage recognises aU partial

suffrages as expedients and instalments, or compro-:

mises, and thus rightly forms the public mind on

political questions, and prepares it for poHtical

advance.

5th. The only value of money suffrage is, that

it is a bad measure or test of manhood.

6th. Manhood suffrage affirms at once the final

principle of Government. It says clearly and
boldly, " Suffrage follows manhood." If the all are

not fit to govern they cannot govern, not because

they lack money, but because they lack manhood.
The all must become fit to rule, and then they shall

rule ; for the -proportion ofmen without manhood, m
the measure of national anarchy, disease, retrogres-

sion, or death.

7th. Because an educational suffrage smacks of
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the pedagogue and the forcing system. Manhood is

wanted, not a reading machine. School education,

which is but one of the means of manhood Deve-

lopment, can never become its measure or substir

tute.

And there is this further iaevitable result of

these principles. The fact of the pohtical minority

of a nation is an impeachment of the whole political

past of that nation, or of those sections or parties

in it that have obstructed either its pohtical, reH-

gious, or material progress. Anything of monopoly

or privileges, in Church or in State, anything that

restricts knowledge or weighs upon material pro-

gress ; all interests and men that obstruct the means

of material, political, or religious freedom and

equality, obstruct manhood, and, as such, have

already the sentence of political death working

against them.

The third inquiry respects—

'

MANHOOD DEVELOPMENT ; its BASES
and STAGES.

We have seen that there are four things which

have been the making of the only Democracy that

has ever endured.

The first is free universal common schools.

The second is free public assembly for pohtical

purposes.

The third is a free and cheap Press.

The fourth is free worship, or the absence of po-

litical inducement, penalty, or control, in rehgion.
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At first sight these four forms of freedom may

appear contradictory, inasmuch as the first demand®

State intervention, and the others repudiate it.

The first says, let the State enable men to acquire

the elements of citizenship. The others say,^ seefc

not to come between the citij5en and his fellow

on the forum, or between the citizen and his God
in the Chiu-ch.

There are, however,, innumerable argumenl^ and

precedents,, not to be repeated here, why the

State should put within reach of every man the

elements of citizenship, and why it should not fol-

low up that interference with patriarchal or priestly

domination.

Free schools are the basis of Democracy, With-
out them, there has as yet been no complete

national manhood Development. As political lifi?

compels men to associate, so education enables

them, to associate rightly.

Free assembly involves the principle of com-
plete and eqital representation, for its essence is the

rule of the majority^ 'all voting who are present
Free Church can acknowledge no irreversible

State-imposed formularies ; no political master, no
legal or money bond to the State, for its essence is

ideal and absolute Freedom.

These cannot feil to complete a threefold
Freedom, material, poKtieal, and religious. They
also impress on the nation an intense Individuality
and Ideal, whidi constitute the very spirit of
a nation, whilst the poiver and the culture of
the all give the utmost wisdom and impartiality
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to the national councils, and the utmost strength,

concentration, and stability to the national Execu-

tive.

The four provide the elements of national

manhood and of political and religious Unity. The
educated national Intellect is the best diviner of

what is True, and acts directly on the Legislature

and Executive. The Churches, on the other hand,

have no direct bearing on politics, except as they

elevate and purify the national manhood, but they

constitute a number of independent and incorrup-

tible repubHcs within the State, appealing through

the conscience to the Right, and upholding the real

national Unity, inasmuch as the Right and the

True are one. They teach a grander ideal, a sterner

resolve, and stronger passions, than mere patriotism,

while they render patriotism itself imperishable.

The Development and Organisation of Manhood

has been the great work of the world, and it ends

in Democracy or failure.

Not Development alone, or Organisation alone;

not the Development and Organisation of a fraction

of the man, nor of a section of men, hut the De-

velopment and Organisation of the bodily, mental,

and spiritual manhood of nations.

According as you develop and organise the One,

the Few, the Many, or the All, as to numbers, you

have Barbarism, Oligarchy, Middle-class Govern-

ment, or Democracy. As society advances from

Barbarism to Civilisation, it advances always and

inevitably from the Royalty of the One to the

Royalty of the All,
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' According as you develop and organise man

partially, as to qualities, you get physical, mental,

or moral paralytics ; a Society that is rotten, a,

nation that is doomed. Democracy is the manhood

of nations. It ends the conflict between Conserva-

tism and Progress, for its Progress is conservative,

its Conservatism is progressive.

Development of the Intellect enables man to

find and to accept a common platform of Truth.

Conscience disposes him to yield to others their

rights. The Spiritual gives the irrevocable impulse

aiid the higher Law. Thus, Development, if it his

sufficiently complete in character, and sufficiently

general in mimbers, prepares for association. Thus,

the Revolution and the Reformation always ad-

vance together, for Christianity is the mother ot

Democracy.

The first great step in the world's advancement

was the advent of the one perfect man. This epoch

was prepared for during more than two thousand

years.

It took sixteen centuries more before a nation

was sufficiently developed to associate. The interim

was filled up with the trial of various separate,

sinister, or partial systems of Development,—with

Developments that destroyed each other, or that

were incompatible with equality, the right and the

interest of the aU.

But the Puritan or true Republican stock, bom
of and living upon these elements, Press, School,

Church, and Assembly, can never be beaten

down, and will leaven the lump of the world,
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unless human nature be changed, and the order of

Providence reversed. It gets its inducements from

Heaven and from Hell. The prizes of Eternity

glitter before its believers^ HeU frowns in their

Tear. Paradise blooms in their front, and beckons

their advance.

" Religions," false or fettered, are against it, and

"will be destroyed or set free. Nations that cannot

associate for public acts are either immature, or

doting and debased. Where childhood is not

educated, manhood cannot exist.

This universal four-fold free system is self-

dependent, self-contained, and of necessity and

nature tends to an universal Equality.

The root of them all is in Christianity. With-'

out that knowledge would be taught, but not

wisdom or Charity, and civilisations would blos-

som only to wither away ! Our right of poli-

tical assembly may indeed have begun in German
woods, as the page of Tacitus relates, but German
manhood after fifteen hundred years is stiU Aus-

trianised and Prussianised. It had to cross the

channel to Puritan England before it conquered

Freedom. It has now to cross the Atlantic, and

has waited ever since Tacitus Avrote, ere the next

step in this world-logic could be secured, and Ger-

mans also advance from their primitive right of

association or " assembly," to Equality.

In the beginning. Government may even create

a nation. In its Infancy it must protect and guide

it ; in its manhood it must represent and obey it.
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Government is but a function of the national man-

hood, and the proportion the manhood of a nation

bears to its population as men, decides the character

of the Government. It is against nature for that

which is weaker or worse than another to govern

it.

Hence, Government by the all is a necessary

and inevitable incident of the political maturity of

nations.

Autocracy may secure power and unity, but

they depend on a life. Oligarchy may secure wis-

dom and a high tone, but it is selfish and immove-

able. Middle-class rule is materiahstic and wanting

in initiative. Democracy is not possible except in

an advanced social and political state, but every

partial distribution of power is obviously provi-

sional and precarious,

4tlily.—We consider the

RESULTS OF MANHOOD-DEVELOP-
MENT.

AU systems are to be tested by their result on

Individuals, Institutions, and Nations,

The right and Developnaent of the iNcrviDUAL
are the very postulates of Democracy. It is, in

fact, the amount of these in a nation that necessi-

tates more or less advanced Institutions. They are

the basis of all combinations that are either stable

or complete.

There are three standpoints from which Sys-
tems of Government are judged.
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First. Concerning the constituent ; Individual

right to representation.

Second. Concerning the first branch, the Legis-

lature ; or the best means of securing good repre-

sentatives.

Third. Concerning the second branch, the

Executive : How much of Individual action is

compatible with freedom, and what system of Re-

presentation will secure the best administration ?

Of these in due course.

But the all-involving test is that of Nation-

ality.

A complete nation is one that has complete and

sound its Material Bases, its Individuality and
Unity, and its Organic Functions.

By the first it exists ; by the second it exists

as a nation ; and by the third it thinks, adminis-

trates, and acts-

The Material Bases of a nation consist of its

Territory, Labour, and Population.

Its Individuality or Unity consist of a oneness

of circumstance, ideas, and interests, and this re-

sults from a oneness of Institution, Race, Bound-

wry, Language, and Religion.

Its Organic Functions are its Legislature and

Executive.

And leaving out the mechanical items of Terri-

tory and Boundary, it is manifest, as to " Material

Bases," that Democracy develops Labour and

Population. As to " National Individuality," that

Democracy tends ,to oneness of Institution, Race,

and Language,—for aU are equally interested in
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the first; there are no castes to separate the

second; and all study the third, while Eeligion,

being free, secures the essential condition of its

own life. Also as regards " Organic Functions," the

collective universal educated reason is undoubtedlj

the best means of choosing the best Legislature

and procuring the best Executive.

If Democracy be the best system, it must com-

bine the "right," the "means," and the " end." It

must satisfy Individual Right, select the best re-

presentatives, and secure the best system of

Government ; or, at the least, it must do these

things, on the whole, better than other systems. •'

First, then, this book contends throughout that

Democracy satisfies Individual Right in the only

possible way,—by preparing men to exercise it satis-

factorily. The only Democracy in the world has

established universal free common schools. All

other systems deny Individual Right as a Principle,

and defy it as a power, and confide it either to the

one, the few, or the many in trust for the all.

Democracy says the franchise right is as much, and

no more, a trust than any other right.

In the second place. Democracy, thus under-

stood, secures on the whole the best representation,

—of material interests, political truth, and moral

1-ight, Material interests, for every man can judge
of his own. Political truth, for the Collective Reason
is its highest exponent. Moral Right, for the inte-

rest of all is the right of each.
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As to the best Executive, the system that can

organise the will and the Power of the all must be

the strongest, as the system that develops the

Intellect of the all must be the wisest. To com-

bine intensest Unity with completest Freedom, is

the perfection of Executive, for it supplies the

greatest amount of power, and the best organisa-

tion of it. It will, in fine, be seen that Democracy

alone can meet the requirements of advanced civili-

sation. With interchange instant and constant, of

ideas, men, and things, systems that do not or can-

not represent, express, and enact the universal, will

soon become mere Governments of revolt, and ad-

ministrations of chaos or obstruction.

The completer the freedom, the more intricate

and involved the relationships, the more centraHsed.

wiU be the administration, and the greater the

nation : for " right," " representation," " Govern-

ment," and "nationality," all support and comple-,

ment each other.

The objects of the scheme of Hare, namely,

representation of minorities, and representation

by the eclectic intellect of the country, are better

attained by the principles of Democracy, which

"represent minorities " in the only practicable way,

by preparing the People to comprehend all just

ideas entertained by the few. To enable voters to

remove their names from the local registry and

enter them on the national one, with a view to the

certain election of the foremost intellects, would be

a good substitute for Democracy if that system did

not exist. And as to minorities, they would pro-
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bably obstruct equality, and faU to elect the best

men.

Democracy, as an organised system, maintains

the maximum ofthe three essentials ofGovernment,

Security,-^or the all consent ; Power,—^for the

all think, and act, and govern ; Honesiy,-^£or they

will govern for themselves. It makes a truer

nation than can otherwise be made. It makes a

nation of men, instead of a nation of classes and

corporations.

The fact is that as Manhood, the essence, culmi-

nates, Diplomacies and forms recede. With the

majority of souls in a nation incapable of self-con-

trol and restraint, you must have your Blondins

of Statecraft with their long poles of elaborated

Institutions to balance withal. With the majority

educated and free, the People will stand as men,

not only not by means of, but in spite of all State-

craft to the contrary. Systems which seek to

govern for and by the Few, are forced to balance

one mistake by another,—^mobs by Primogeni-

ture, Ignorance by standing armies. Democracy

leaves Truth and Principle to balance them-
s^elves.

There are many American regim-ents that, give

them but materials, can, amongst themselves, build

boats, bridges, pontoons ; construct railways, engines,

carriages ; conduct newspapers or magazines

;

preach, pray, and build chapels ; make garments,

books, or constitutions. Such being the citizens,

what sort pf Statesmen would it take to enslave

theml
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The nation that does not adopt Democracy is

either in a rudimentary or a falUng state,—^it is

slowly labouring up to the true ideas of right, re-

presentation, good Government, and nationality,

or it is going slow or fast, but surely, to destruc-

tion.

Democracy, or Government of, by, and for the

whole People, is that system which begins in a free

and therefore a varied Development of the quali-

ties of citizenship, which sees all the complex

forces and functions of its manhood thus matured

and prepared for Association, and by association for

self-Govemment or political Equality ; which

having thus created a national manhood, finds it

a living organism of intense vitality and unmatched

power, perfect in the completion of its Individual

forces, compact in a loyalty to itself, strong in an

all-pervading habit of Association, immutable in an

equality which makes every man royal, with an

Executive as intense as the will and the arm of one

man can make it, with an administration based on

the universal wiU and upheld by the universal

voice, yet everywhere and always free as the living

soul called public opinion, which lightens through

and leavens the mass.

Behold at last the making of a complete nation

and of a settled Government. That is Democracy.

Add to it the principle of Federation now settled

upon a due adjustment of local and general inte-

rests and jurisdictions, and of local and imperial

Sovereignties, and you have a principle which may
encircle the world with Federations, whilst it gives
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to the Individual his freedom, to local Governments

their minor life centres, and to the nation Power,

Balance, and Unity.

You cannot get deeper than Individual Free-

dom and Development, you cannot build safer than

by aUowing no bastard sub-sovereignties of Church

or of" State Right" to mock at individual freedom,

or to out-balance, hamper,- or defy the aggregate

Sovereignty. You cannot invent a completer

Executive Unit than a President, you cannot have

a broader foundation than the universal suffrage of

the universally educated, nor a safer society or

more stable Government than is formed by an

universal habit of association, which forecasts the

aational policy and forms opinions abreast of

Pacts.

It is a Unity reposing on nature, and on a basis

if truths, interests, and forces, universally shared

s,nd -understood.

Writing from a country which in thirty years

las made such great advances towards Democracy,

—and of a country which shows us the only Demo-

sracy in the world, it is necessary here shortly, to

lotice their relative positions.

England progresses in Freedom, but wiU pro-

aably never reach Equality.

Our Diplomacy is more open, our taxation more

lirect, our suffrage wiU soon be extended, and tole-

ation is more complete. But six Englishmen in

leven are still unrepresented ; we have no House
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of " Commons/' religion is stiU endowed by unbe-

lievers, and established by tbe State *

Europe stops half way between Development
and Association. We have secured partial Free-

dom, and our neighbours an equality tempered with

Despotism. Development has prepared for Asso-

ciation, but the hierarchical principle everywhere

interposes minor Associations of corporate bodies,

to negative those of the People.

It is in vain to speculate as to whether remote

ages will or will not find England stUl an aristd-

cracy^ AU her Independencies are becoming demo-

dratic, and this at least is certain respecting her-

self.—she will become comparatively depopulated

or comparatively Democratic. But in England and

Europe the Revolution and the Reformation have

been arrested.

Men of confused thought, and of too much
or too little education, or taught to admire

institutions and constitutions of a narrow and

restricted tendency, separate the means, De-

mocracy, and the end, good Government, and

actually consider them hostile the one 'to the

ether.

They are accustomed to say that " your conclu-

sions depend on your point of view, and that the

points of view are, either the necessity of giving

* " The History of the Eeformation does not close where
many European authors have imagined. It made another

enormous stride when at the American Revolution the State

and the Church were solemnly and openly dissevered from
one another . , . That (toleration) is perhaps as far as

the movement has at this time advanced in Europe."

—

Draper's
" Intellectual Development of Europe," v. ii, p. 220.

D
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to individuals their civil rights, or to Society, good

Government."

This is the pitfall for those vp^ho hiccup about

the British Constitution, without knowing that

that Constitution reasonably adapted to the

present times, is the very last thing which they, as

the opponents of Democracy, would wish for.

When will statesmen learn that it is impossible

to permanently secure good results by bad agents ?

The only way to secure "good Government" is to

develop by education the minds and the manhood
of those for whom you would claim " civil rights."

Until the majority are fit for self-Govemment,

Democracy is impossible, and until Democracy be

possible, good Government is' not possible, for

Government by, is always and everywhere Govern-

ment for.

§
In a Democratic nation there are two forces

which naturally balance or neutralize each other's

evil action, and which cannot otherwise be
balanced.

The first may be called the vis inertise and of

flunkeydom. The tendency of all persons in com-
fortable circumstances and position to avoid aU
extremes, all great efibrts ; to renounce and abjure
the ideal and the absolute ; to look to the lead
of those above, not to the wants of those below ;

and to consider the convenient rather than th^
right.

The second principle comes up against this in

the shape of the almost revolutionary energies of
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men in contact with the soil and with reality, and
who are protected by no realised property from
the immediate personal pressure of evU institutions

and of want.

Where the aU have the vote-power, this prin-

ciple becomes loyalty and a true conservatism.

Where they have it not, their work can only be

done by agitation or revolution, and after perhaps,

as in England, thirty years of the former.

As the all obtain power the oscillations become

less vehement. We approach a balance of one

excess by the other, and we recede from war.

Moreover ui all countries where the all do not

govern, there exists the immutable basis of an

alliance between certaia alternate governing fac-

tions, against the People. There is the fact of the

People's exclusion, and the wish to perpetuate it.

In England the Whigs and Tories, the " Inns "

and the " Outs," thus combine agaiast the unen-

franchised. In America, Slaveholders and Demo-
crats, against the Negro. In aU cases where the

People do not govern, the combination exists.

The holders of power may contend amongst them-

selves, but they wUl always vimte against the

People.

Taking the position and relations between

Whigs and Tories to be to EngHshmen the most

intelligible apphcation of this general principle, it

is evident that representing between them the

party and the cause of property, they can usually

command the powers of the press, the purse, and

the screw.

D 2
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The Whig or more advanced section, is of the

two decidedly the more dangerous to progress, for

they obstruct progress in the name of progress, and

divide liberalism against itself. Hiey can always

reckon on the Tories to plump or split with them,

against the Eadical, and often on the Eadical to

spHt with them against the Tory, whilst they can

effectually use against the Eadical, force, intimidE^-

tion, and corruption.

In such countries the powers of retrogression

are always strong, There are but three parties ;^
the Few who happen to be in ; the Few who happen

to be out ; and the People, who are always out.

The first two know that with them it is only

a question of interchange of position, and they

know that if once they let the People in, the

position will not be changed but destroyed.

There is therefore the hopelessly retrograde

party that gets in between the accesses of the

People's indignation and the epochs of their ad-

vances. There is also the party that from time to

time uses the People to recover power. It is only

by a determined and skilful use of their needs or

of their terrors, that the third party, the People,

can prevail ; and in the order of providence, the

millionaire, the owner of so manyEnglish boroughS|
the furthest removed from sympathy with man-
hood, and the most determined unbeliever in it, is

ever haunted with its approach, and shakes with

fear at its apparition.

Yet tm the power of the veritable People pre-

ponderates, it is evident that faction and not countfY
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will be the best and the easiest paymaster, and
that representatives of ordinary abilities will fear

to commit themselves against such a combination.

In the House, Whigs and Tories coalesce against

the People. Out of the Hoiise, in almost every

constituency that is not Tory, a Committee or Asso-

ciation rules, and consists Of men above and with-

out the People.

The remedy is, iu the House a determined

phalanx of men around an honest and capable

leader ; otit of the House, numbers, and organisa-

tion, to work and balance the constitution against

those who destroy its action by farming the con-

stituencies.

Thus, we say; ulitLl " the party of the People
"

is foitoed, powerful enough to swainp the sections

or any combination of them, the power, the false-

hood, the corruption, and the hypocrisy of the great

Whig party will always exist and prevail, and

Government will still consist, not of acts done or

abstained from on considerations of Statesmanship,

but, as at present, to a great extent, of a series of

spasms and jerks of agitation, met by sheer ob-

struction. There can be no complete Statesmanship

without the People, btxt the theory and practice of

Whigs and Tories alike is, that conservatism shall

Biot claim their counsels nor progress their energies,

that they shall not, accoi'ding to the English Con-

stitution, be included in " The State," and that

their exclusion, which causes inertia within, shall

only be remedied by periodical storms of discontent,

in which they enforce their will from without.
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This question involves for England that same

two-fold question of Good Government and of

abstract right, of which we have discussed the

position in America,—^for neither practical nor

abstract rights are ever conceded as long as the

Few can combine to exclude the aU.

Allowing for the difference of circumstances,

there are, in both countries (as in all others), the

same parties and the same objects. The Tories

are as much slaveholders as they can be in

England. The Whigs resemble the " Democrats,"

and by turns, use the Tories against the People

and the People against the Tories. They are

neither of, from, nor for the People. Out of

office, they have Taeen intriguers and liars, in office,

they may become liars and intriguers. In the

bright exceptions, nature overcomes party. The

Radicals, pure, determined, logical, consistent, and

honest, are few and far between, until a crisis

swells their ranks into a host, and they move with

and as the People. Republicans in America,

Radicals in England, their natural enemies are

Tories, Whigs, and Slaveholders.

The Tories think,'and sav, and stick to it, that

for the People to be represented, would be danger-

ous to Church, King, State, and Constitution. The
Whigs know better but do worse. They act as

though they believed it, and talk as though they

did not. Practically, the creed of the two is

one, and it is this, to take office and place, turn

and turn about, one in, the other out, one out, the

Other in,—^a large party, keeping it aU in the family.
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They consider the Constitution saved as long as

the people are kept from restoring its balances

and from interpreting it by the ancient spirit and
by present facts, and they admit as much talent

as is necessary to make themselves respectable.

It may be said that every party when admitted is

always apt to become Whiggish and conservative,

that is, to look after its own interests as opposed

to those of outsiders. This is true, and it is the

great argument for Democracy. Admit sufficient

nmnbers,—aU the qualified of the People, and you
have all interests looked after, you combine conser-

vatism with progress, for the interest of all is the

right of each.

As to England, let us remember that the chief

duty of all her citizens everywhere, is to recognise

that Democracy must prevail, and that Education

SHALL prepare the People for it ; and to see to it

tJiat no traitorous or foolish schemes for plural or

fractional voting (the reversal of which would be

one of the first results of an universal education)

are meanwhile foisted on them to create distrust,

weakness, and revolution hereafter.

Natiu:e cannot be forced. In political Hfe, the

foundation is the Individual ; and the completion

of his physical, mental, and moral nature, by which

completion alone he can be free, is indeed the be^n^

ning of all national Unity. Freedom is variety and

Development, and other foundation for Unity can

no man. lay, how stupendous soever may be the
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national or Federal combinations that hereafter'

shall organise and harmonise the world.

From a chaos where all is confounded together,

to a Development where all appears to separate, to

a Unity wherein all is organised,—that is the

formulum of all progress, whether in worlds or ia

systems. As Guizot says; "All things at their

origiQ are nearly confounded in one and the same

physiognomy ; it is only in their after-growth that

their variety shows itself. Then begins a new

Ihvelopmmt which urges forward societies toward

that ftee and lofty unity, the glorious object of the

efforts and wishes of mankind,"

There can be no absolutely sound political com-,

binations that da not rest upon men prepared tat

politiiKil Equality. From that comes- an intense

and varied Individuality, but the. secret is that

that very increase of complexity increases also the

organised dependence of men upon one another.

That is Unity. When it has spread fer enough it.

is Nationality. And the completion of the first

nation upon the basis ofindividual political equality

is the completion of the first great step of the series

along which Humanity has to advance.

Such a national Unity is America, for itself a

living Organism peerless in organisation and power^

—for the world a moral propagaadism which nought
but the. conversion of aU nations to: its principle*

can stay.

By Equality we mean of course political

Equality.

" The whole educated manhood of. a natioB
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eqnallj voting, is God's natural progress, conserva-

tism, and balance, and only in proportion as it is,

realised, can these be secured.

To sum up, the object of this book is to show

that an educated Democracy is the only final Con-,

servatism ;^that the war in the West has indeed

been the making of the first precedent for Demo-;

craey ]—that there can be no complete nation that

is not alsa a complete Democracy ;~that the only-

safe bond of Unity is the preparation of the units,

and that the, vaster the conglomerate of Empire

the more peifect must be the component atoms ;—

>

that minorities should be treated as minorities,,

unless and until they can by the natural use of

argument and discussion, convert themselves into;

majorities ;—that, in fine, the thoughts and will of

the whole People are the true governing and pro-

gressive power, and that Statesmanship is of little

value save as it prepares the Royalty and Universal

Manhood of Peoples ; while they are but quacks

and doctrinaires who, with infinite pains and

trickery, seek out many inventions for Conserva-

tism and balances without and against the People,

and neglect, abuse, and refuse that true Democracy

which is the end and aim of all poKtical science.

It is by thoroughness of preparation, and

through complexity of relationship, that national

Unity obtains its completest form and highest

expression.

Some poKticians may object to Equality or

Individual Development, and think to leave them

out of the series, but both are in the order of Des-
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tiny. The law which, makes Unity is an universal

one, and "we must consent to go with the move-

ments of the Universe, and to march to the step of

Destiny," or be crushed under the resistless tread

of advancing Principles and Peoples.

" Nation " is the mightiest unity yet. But there

is a mightier to come, in which nations may be as

Federated States. That Unity is HUMANITY.
"It is," says Humboldt, "the idea of Humanity
which History exhibits as evermore developing

itself into greater distinctness, setting aside the dis-

tinctions of Religion, Country, and Colour." " It

is," says Fichte, " the vocation of our race to unite

itself into one single body. This is the first great

point. Then shall Humanity move onward."



DEMOCEACY

WHAT IT IS.

" The universal Commonwealth."

—

Fichte,

" The state is here a living miiversal spirit, but which is at

the same time the self-conscious spirit of the Individuals

composing the commmiity."

—

Hegel.

" In a despotic State a real division is perpetually kindled,

and if at any time a union happens to be introduced, citizens

are not then united, but dead bodies are laid together in the

grave."

—

Montesquieu,

Freedom is the completeness of Spirit.

Democracy is the completeness of nations.



"Democracy does not confer the miost skilfnl Mnd of

Government upon the People, but it produces that which the

Ihost skilful Governtoents are often unable to awaken, namely
an all pervading^and lestless activity, a superabundant fores',

and an energy which is inseparable' fromr it, and which may
mider favourable circumstances beget the most amaeing
|)enefits. These are the true advaintages of DemocraGj."^-'2)e

i'eeqimiiMet 140, v. 2.
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Chapter II.

DEMOCEACY:
WHAT IT IS.

"The judgment of a whole people, if unbiassed by faction,

undeluded by the tricks of designing men is infallible."

—

Franklin.
" Many maintain that nations are never their own masters.

Such principles are false and cowardly, and can never prqduce
aught but feeble men and pusillanimous nations."

—

De Tocque-

ville.

" Every man who is supposed a free agent ought to be his

own governor, but it is fit the people should transact by theif

representatives what they cannot transact by themselves."

—

Montesquieu.
" A majority held in restraint by constitutional checks and

limitations, and always changing easily with dehberate changes
of popular opioion and sentiments, is the only true sovereignty

of a free people."

—

Lincoln.
" The Statesman must allow all restrictions of freedom to

remain which are once rooted in the present, so long as men
do not show by unmistakeable signs that they regard them
as enthralling bonds, that they feel their oppressive influence,

that they are ripe for an increase of freedom, but when this is

shown he must immediately remove them. Finally, he must
make men thus ripe for enlarged freedom hy every possible means.

The last duty is unquestionably the most important, for by
nothing is this ripeness and capacity for freedom so much pro-

moted as by freedom itself."

—

Baron W. von Humboldt, "Sphere
and Duties of Government," pp. 197, 201-2.

Development.—By free School, Press, Church,

and Assembly.

Association.

These two produce Equality, and that is Demo"
cracy, or Government of, by, and for the People.

Development endows Individuals with Power,

and when of a certain quality and universality,

produces association foe public purposes. In
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other words, it causes a common platform of mate-

rial, Political, and Moral Truth, to be accepted and

acted on by a competent number.

Thus, DEVELOPED AND ASSOCIATED MANHOOD,

produces material, political, and moral power. In

other words, it is strength and unity,—Power and

Organisation.

Power produces Equality or Revolution.

Take, in addition to these facts, the axiom ia

material as in political science, that the smaller the

molecules the stronger the unity.

And that other maxim vouched by authorities

and common sense, that a mixed Goverpment is an
imnatural or provisional state of things, and that

one power will necessarily preponderate in every

living nation.

And also the fact of the substantial oneness of

the race.

Take also History.

The result is, that mankind has, has had, and
can have before it, throughout aU its nationalities

and epochs, but three alternatives :

—

To educate and develop, or to remain barbarous.

To develop and associate, or to be ruled from
above or from without.

To associate for Equality, and to rule itself

The nation that is a Democracy is also the
strongest nation.

The nation that is a Democracy is the only
nation that while it moves can rest. It has reached
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the highest political/orm,—^that towards which or

towards ruin, all Peoples for ever gravitate.

There the Government and the People are one.

There power is rightly distributed, and completely

administered.

" The organisation of Democracy" is therefore

the problem, not only of Individuals, but of nations,

not only of " the age," but (politically) of Souls

and of Creation.

And the problem solving in Politics always is

how power shall be developed, or how the poHqy

and the politicians shall be destroyed.

The Development is an Imperial question ; Pro-

vidence secures it for the whole.

The Destruction is a Provincial question, each

country may settle it for itself.

Order is the first law of earth,—freedom the

next, or perhaps, in its perfect sense, the last. The

Savage obeys the strongest individual. Society

the strongest organisation. As Society advances,

Equality advances, and " Individualities " (save as

servants and helpers), and administrations recede.

The Law of organised existence is, " as much
freedom as is compatible with order, and no

more ; first imity, then the perfection of the

units."

But order is useless, save as it leads to free-

dom, and when (as now at last in America)

greater freedom for the Individual becomes possi-

ble, and there is enough organisation to work it.
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a more complete order^ and more perfect unity.

Order and Freedom are, in tte mind of the

Supreme, the symbols of a mighty equation, but

whilst, in the history of man, they work iilip&r-

fectly towards that equation, they are in ceaseless

and essential antagonism. Man, at each stage mor^

complete, offers himself for a more complete organi^!-

sation ; the organisation wears out its systrail of

law, and is again modified or destroyed by the

man, again progressed, and further completed.

Perfect upity, or organisation, cannot be reached

-without perfection of the units, because their ad-

vancing perfection will destroy all other organi-

sation, than the last or perfect one.

"How to Destroy?" becomes then, at cer^

tain stages, the question of questions. To gra-

duate wrong into right, and if it may be, to abolish

Hevolution by enacting progress, or, if it must be,

to summon, iu the last resort. Revolution itsdf

from the abyss.

When this question comes to be asked, it is

the supreme one, and they who do not agree in the

answering, or who wiU not abide by the answer,

contend neither for Freedom or Revolution, Pro-

gress or order, but for anarchy—the negatiott of

both.

Happy the People that has learnt to destroy by
replacing 1

Eights arise out of relationships, ' Political

Eelationahips are between man aM maiij between.
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the Individual and the State, and between

States.

The requirements of man in communities are,

protection of Property, Person and Life, conduct

of afPairs between States, and the payment of the

expenses of these things.

In other words the Judicial, the Political, and

the Economic departments of Government.

It is usual to say that the " rights " of man are

relative or absolute, original or acquired. That

his original rights are absolute, and that his

acquired rights depend on his fulfilment of his

duties. We, on the contrary, prefer to put it,

that all " rights " are absolute.

But the getting of right depends usually on thq

getting of self-Govemment, and by the same

reason, of equal self-Government.

The question is not whether rights are abso-

lute,—that is a truism.

The question is, " what are the rights 9"

Rights to protection of Property, Person,

and Life, are called absolute, because they are

absolutely clear, obvious, and simple, until for-

feited.

Complex rights also are absolute in the ideal,

but have got to be absolutely proved to be

rights before they are known and accepted as

such.

PoHtical rights are complex. They are rights

to the best mode of obtaining rights. They are ab-

solute in the ideal, because truth is absolute ; they

are only absolute in practice as far as opinion cot
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incides with Truth, i.e. as fax as "the best mode of

obtaining rights " is discovered, agreed upon, and

enacted by Law.
" Man has Eights." True. " Manhood," also,

has rights. True, also. And the whole circle of

poHtical error is caused by the confounding of

" Man " with " Manhood."

The Eights ofTnan depend upon what the man

is, and he is everything from the angel to the ape,

and from the ape to the Demon.

To say, then, that man has rights is to utter a

b^tise, a truism, or a lie,—according to what is

IKiderstood by " man."

Man has a right to the best possible mode of

^securing and obtaining his rights, 'i.e. to the best

possible Government; but "Government" pre-

supposes Unity, and strength and wisdom are th&

qualities whereby Unity is acquired.

Man will never get his rights (such is the

blinding effect of self-interest) until he gets equal

self-Government, and he cannot get equal self-

Government until he has got the Governing

qualities,—strength and wisdom.

It has been shown that Development (or

Education) and association can alone supply

these.

The question, therefore, " What are the rights 1"

depends upon the fact, " What is the manhood 1

"

The question, how any nation is to get the

rights of manhood, depends upon gettiug the

national manhood^ by which alone equal national

eelf-Govemment is possible.
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The science of Politics, therefore, seems to

exhaust itself in two problems.

Krst : What is the average educated or de-

veloped manhood of a country, and, therefore, its

appropriate Government 1

Second : What is the best mode of raising that

average, and of moulding the Government to it ?

For a low or one-sided Development, tyranny

is the best Government, rising, with the Develop-

ment, from the rule of the one to that of the few

and the many, and at last attaining to that of the

alL

The ideal best Government is of course national

self-Government, and Conservatism joins with pro-

gress in seeking the consummation. Self-Govem-

ment is safest, for it is the broadest base. It is the

object of all progress, for it unites interest and

right.

All theories of thinghood or Property, as op-

posed to manhood,—of three per cent., or bricks

and mortar, if meant as aught but a rough test of

the qualities of manhood,—are dismissed with the

contempt they deserve. " Let them blare off into

the inane without further note or comment." They

are false, abject, anarchical, material, and retrograde,

—fit only for millionaires or monkeys. All Pro-

perty that derogates from Manhood is Robbery,

To raise the average national manhood- is the

work of Conservatism and the work of Democracy.

You must either sink manhood to perpetuate the

rule of the Few, or raise manhood to hasten on the

rule of the AIL

E 2
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. The rule of the all is the only finality. That

must be a verylow degree of deoehpmemt that does

not see this, a very low degree of morality that

will not seek to attain it, and an infinite measure

of stupidity that thinks to withstand it.

The hasis of the relationship of the unit with

Unity,—the Principle of the reconciliation of Indi-

vidual Freedom with Nationality, with Order, with

Government, or any other real Unity,—^is the fact

that each Individual bears the same relationship to

the Universal, and is therefore capable of Harmony
with the natural laws, and with other Individuals.

Things that are like the same thing may be Hke

one another, and all are capable of advancing

together towards the Infinite.

Progress consists in an ever truer obedience, by

an ever increasing number, to the eternal laws, and
as this progress but develops the natural relation-

ship of man to his fellow and to the Supreme, so

" Manhood Development" is the right name for the

process.

And as nationality is the most comprehensive
poHtical Unity at present within the sphere of omr
knowledge, so, inevitably, as the next great step,

the collective reason of a nation must become (if

the nation is not to be destroyed) the best expres-
sion of the national mind. If any minds are ex-
cluded as incompetent, they degrade the national
character, or, at least, weaken the national average,
and anjfractional reason must be, by comparison
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with the true collective national reason, weak, im-

perfect, arbitrary, and uncertain.

Every man, perfectly free, must, in a measure,

have experienced in his own soul every stage and

struggle for completeness that the world itself has

passed through.

Every nation, truly democratic, must in like

manner have conquered its right to Democracy.

The Individual wins freedom by a symmetrical

manhood Development. Communities win freedom

by those Powers of Association which are the natu-

ral and necessary result of Development. The two

together give Unity and Strength, and can never

fail to win Equality. The Individual contends with

Individuals, and advances as an Individual. But

when he contends for 'political rights he contends

against Factions and Parties, and can only succeed

by association.

Freedom is the completeness of Spirit.

Democracy is the completeness of nations.

As this question is often put

—

" That is good Government which secures Order,

Freedom, and Progress ; and that is the best pos-

sible Government which seciures the greatest

possible amount of them."

" Is Democratic Government good Government 1

Can it,

—

Does it secure Order, Freedom, and Pro-

gress ; or the greatest practicable amount of

theml"
The "Can it " must be answered by Theory and

Fact.
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That it secures Order is admitted. Where " the

all" govern, all obey.

And Democracy not only secures Freedom. It

u Freedom.

As to Progress, progress is Developmipnt, and

the great recommendation of Democracy is that it

depends upon Development.

All these things are admitted as theory, and are

established in the hfe of the American nation.

What, then, is -the difficulty ? What is the

impeachment of Democracy 1

Two-fold.

Firjit :
" The equal voting all would give an in-

evitable class majority to Labour. Democracy,

therefore, after all, impugns Freedom. It would

destroy Equahfcy by Equality."

Second :
" High culture, wealth, leisure, and

high Caste, give to aristocracies grand and chival-

rous exaltation of soul, breeding therein a love of

glory and of beauty, to which dead level Democra-

cies aspire in vain." But Equality is of the essence

of Democracy, and if this accusation be true.

Democracies do not promote the highest degree of.

Progress.

In other words, though Democracy secures

Order, and also a mediocre average Development,

it does not secure the greatest possible amount of

Freedom and Progress.

The first theory is Mill's. The second, Aiisr-

totle's. The first is bom of fears that can never be

realised. The second, of assumptions which me-
chanical, industrial, and social science, and a com-
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pletely altered state of Society, have for ever

destroyed. We shortly proceed to examine both

by the light of their own admissions,—^by that of

other great authorities,—and by that only true

Democracy, and only complete nation, of the

making of which we have written.

Fact, theory, and authority will perhaps show
us that Development is the synonym of Order^

Freedom, and Progress. That the faculty of Aaso-

ciation (remarkable in Democracies) intensifies,

multiplies, and accelerates progress by competitioii

on an equal basis,—that it secures freedom hf
making public opinion irresistible, and enthroned,

Order in an intense executive Unity. <That De-

velopment means intelligence of common interests,

and Association, an instant, intense, and constant

expression of the national wiU.

Behold at last the ditch wherein Conservatism,

falsely so called, has got to die.

With Development universal,—natiohal man-

hood Development or Education, vanishes the

basis of Aristotle's objections to Democracy, for

. Development is wealth, dignity, and gloryj and the

true national Unity which Association secures,,

secures also defence of national rights, and defence

of Human rights. Where Families rule, but do

not pay, their selfishness leads the nation to fight

for privilege,—their subserviency leads it to fight

for Prerogative. Where nations rule, as well as

pay, there wiU be no ignoble wars ; they will not

fight for families or legitimacy, but they will %ht
focr national existence orpopular rights^ Aa nations.
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they will fight for nations: as "The All," for

Democracy.

Development being attained, and Association

with it, there remains, therefore, the question of

Equality, pure and simple, which must result there-

from, and that is the whole question ; for if that

is not right, then not Development, but restraint,

is the true Gospel, and there is a hitch somewhere,

not only in Democracy, hut in Creation. Demo-
cracy means Development,—but universal Develop-

ment. It means also Association,—but association

of the All to promote the " rights of minorities,"

or the supremacy of the Few, is not only not

Democracy,—it is nonsense.

The question of Democracy has to be developed

in its entirety, but the only questions worthy of

discussion amongst advanced thinkers, are those of

Individual greatness, genius, and glory, and
whether or not the whole equal voting (educated)

Developed Manhood of a nation constitutes its

natural Governing power, possessing the three at-

tributes of all that is rightly Imperial, namely :

—

1st. The conservative element, or the power to

decide what at each stage is the right instalment of

progress.

2nd. The progressive national force.

3rd. The central power, the national wiU, which
combines these two and balances them, making
progress conservative, and conservatism progres-
sive, developing the thought, passion, and character
of the nation for permanent national uses.

. Whether the true, perfect, and complete national
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Individuality resides in its equal voting developed

manhood, or in some unequal artificially balanced

quasi national manhood.

The latter position is that taken by Mr. Mill.

He says that this equal voting aU would throw the

nation off its balance on questions which naturally

affect the majority as a class.

That Equality, if it descend to the all, means

class tyranny, and not freedom. In other words,

that national Equality can never exist. And the

same writer's theories about special rights for
minorities are only another denial of the Principle

of Equahty. They deny it none the less that the

scheme may not be pressed for present adoption.

Thought and fact have irrevocably settled every

question of Polity in favour of Democracy, except

this one of Equality.

Democracy says that this is a question of Educa-

tion or Development. That an educated national

manhood contains within itself a complete natural

balance of forces and interests. Mill says that it

does not.

The errors of the Human mind seem to repro-

duce themselves eternally.

Here again are the Hebrew old clothes of

political Judaism. MiU has got into the petticoats

of the Hierarchy. The pharisees of civilisation

would make broad their phylacteries over the man-

hood of the People. They would hide the naked-

ness and readjust the fulcrum of Creation. The
" Balance of Power," recognised at last as a policy

of idiotcy amongst natiorts, takes up its last refiige
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:

Between classes. It is declared, that a true People

can never be, and that Genius, wealth, learning,'

and organisation, which must always belong to the

comparatively few, wiU never be recognised and

deferred to by the all, even when education shall

have rendered their advantages, and the capacity

to appreciate them, universal.

The latest and the least unfavorable form of

this opinion is in Mr. Mill's letter of the 17th Aprils

1865 :—
" I would not vote for giving the suffirages in

such a manner that any class, even though it be

the most numerous, could swamp all other classes

taken together."

§

But there exist already, in fact, two complete

and " balanced " Individualities, and their existence

guarantees, to our thinking, the others.

God,—the All-One. The One-All.

Man,:— (certain Individual men), politically

complete and self-balanced.

Nation,—-to be thus complete when its men
are thus complete.

World,—^to be thus complete when the con-

stituent nations are thus complete.

We must reason through human nature on to

order and God, or back to Chaos and the absolute

Yoid inane.

To aflSrm that the world cannot be thus com-
pletes, is to aflBrm that its constituent nations can-

not be complete.
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To aflfirm that a nation cannot be thus complete,

is to affirm that its constituent men cannot be com-

plete, that manhood tends to confusion, and that

God is the author of it.

To affirm that man cannot be thus eompletCi

is to deny God. It is to affirm that Individual

completeness clashes with Political Unity. That

the State and an universal political manhood are

hostile interests. That EquaUty, the completion of

Freedom, contends with Unity, the result of Free-

dom and order completed. And it proves nothing

but that the Individual so affirming, is himself

" unbalanced," by reason of excess of the critical

and speculative faculty, or of dejficiency in insight

and faith.

Freedom is good because it conduces to Deve-

lopment. But when it has leavened the aU, and

made them fit members of the State, then, for-

sooth, the State meets development and its claims

of Equality with a higher law, and says, " we must

balance interests or men. If men are equal, Inte-

rests will be unbalanced. We prefer Interests.

True Conservatism criticises each instalment of

progress to see that it is real

True Democracy sees in God, the One-All, a

guarantee that Development must justify creation,

—^that every Individual Development is not only

not incompatible with, but essential to, a higher or

wider Unity,—that the truths of Freedom and

Unity can never clash,—^that free will and Destiny

are one. It therefore advances with confidence to

the future.
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False conservatism dreads each, advance as ap-

proaching the final anarchy,—-just as false Demo-

cracy patches up false immature unities. The one

is ignorant of the true process ; the other disbelieves

in the final result.

Let us who believe in man—^nation—^world,

because we believe m God, accept only such poli-

tical theories as allow conservatism and progress,

—manhood Development and national Develop-

ment, to unite in hope and action for each and

alL

Let us who believe that ONE NATION is

already Royal, and owes its Royalty to Equality,

denounce with every power of our soul and every

efibrt of our understanding, the fears that would

obstruct the road along which other nations foUow.

Let us had the approach of every planet as it

sweeps towards its predestined place in the political

Heavens,^—hail the fact and hail the theory, not

only as right but inevitable,—unless we have the

will and the power to banish from man, nation,

and world, truth, nature, Destiny, Progress,—and

God!

" The People will be able to sit down whenever
the sovereignty of a king shall be exactly of the

same dimensions as the liberty of a man."
The men of the Future must now say to those

great ones of the Past, who live :

—

« men eternal, the minds of this day salute you, but do
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not follow you. Their function is no longer yours. They
have business with the virility of the human race. The hour
which makes mankind of age has struck. They contemplate
creation directly, they observe humanity directly. They have
one model man, and one master GOD."

" It is necessary to restore some ideal in the Human mind.
Whence shall you take your ideal ?"

All the wits from ^sop up to MoUere, all the intellects from
Plato up to Newton, all the EncyclopaBdists from Aristotle

to Voltaire— throw all these souls into the " man."
You wiU cure the middle class and found the People.
What an aim ! to make the people ! Principles combined

with science, every possible quantity of the absolute introduced by
degrees into the fact. Utopia treated successively by every
mode of realisation.

They must say also to the men of the present,

respecting the People and their Progress :

—

" Up with you all intellects ! It is necessary to con-
struct."

To construct what?
To construct where ?

To construct how ?

To construct the People.
To construct the People according to the laws of pro-

gress.

To construct the People according to the laws of light.

" The progress of man by the education of minds ; there is

no safety but in that. Teach ! learn ! all the revolutions of the
future are enclosed, sunk in this phrase : ' Gratuitous and
obligatory instruction

!'

"

We conclude from the foregoing argument,

and propose to establish hereafter, the following

principles :

—

1st. That Order or Conservatism, and Freedom

or Progress, are one cause,—the equal and opposite

terms of an orderly Development. The first repre-

senting the mode,—the last the essence. That on the

great international scale, the first, means strict
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non-Interv^ention as against Peoples,—^the Indivi-

dual working out of each nation's Destiny. That,

on the small scale, every standpoint of constitu*

tional right should be made the fulcrum of move-

ment, whereon the lever of Democracy shall be pKed

tUl every vestige of prerogative, privilege, feu-

dality, oligarchy, and Barbarism be destroyed.

That the one cause, of which order and Free-

dom are the positive and negative sides is De-

velopment,—of the entire national manhood.

That this Development is Democracy, and includes

Conservatism as one of its inevitable results. It

contains within itself " all revolutions," past, pre-

sent, and to come. But it must be a Develop-

ment of a certain degree of Universality as to

numbers, and of completeness as to quality, or it

cannot produce that faculty of Association, which

as regards communities is its most essential result.

That the faculty of associating togetheb is at

once the means and the result of Democracy. It

is a characteristic of all true DemocracieSj and re-

places the mechanism of centralisation, with the

vital unities of an aggregate national life.

That Equality is of the essence of Democracy,

and the main incentive to Development, just aa

Development is the guarantee of Equality. That
Development Tenders Despotism impossible, by
creating the best possible conditions of social, reli-

gious, and poHtical association, and therefore of

the strongest, completest, compactest, national
Unity. That without Equahty, Representation is

-imperfect, the "balance" of the reahn impossible,
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and Stability a matter, not of certainty, but of
sufferance.

That Equality, or the supremacy of the Col-
lective Reason, in other words, that this equal

voting power of the entire educated manhood of a
country, combines, if not in perfect proportions, at

least in the best possible proportions, the two
objects of Grovernment—Individual Freedom and
National Unity. That Equality, the completion of

Individual freedom, cannot contend with imity the

completion of national hfe. And that the ten-

dency of the Collective Reason always is to dis-

cover and elevate its greatest men.

That plural voting is in fact a system of repre-

sentation without election, and belongs to the oli-

garchic era of national life.

That in reference to the allegation that the

People would constitute a " class Sovereignty," it

is a seF-evident truth that the whole People, with

its broad and multitudinous base, with its ascend-

ing hierarchies, professions, and ofl&cials ; its divi-

sions into sects, parties, localities, classes ; its

specialities and influences of thought and learning,

of pulpit, press, platform, &c. ; its individuals and

sections with multiples of power, constitute the one

complete, and if not perfect, the best and only pos-

sible balance, provided by nature for nations.

Democracy alone amongst poUtical systems, can,

like the steUar firmament, rest and move at

once.

That the preparation and enfianchisement of a

whole People will alone secure the objects proposed
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by such schemes as plural voting, and that plural

voting is directly revolutionary in its tendency;

becaiise it would arm the favoured with artificial

multiples of power, and place them as obstructives

directly in the highway along which the People

must inevitably march to power.

That there are four grades or eras of national

life and progress, indicated by the rule of the one,

the few, the many, and the all ; that the governing

quahties are in manhood ; that when that is com-

plete but restricted, the restricted sorts of Govern-

ment are justified, when complete and universal.

Democracy is inevitable.

That the proportion of acres to men may

accelerate or retard certain political changes. To

maintain that it can do more is an abject poHtical

heresy. Statesmanship is not in the soU, but m
the soul. Nothing but manhood ever ruled or

ever wiU, whether it be the stupendous manhood

of an Alexander, a Caesar, or a Napoleon, the col-

lective manhood of a true aristocracy, the mediocre

administrative mechanism of middle-class Govern-

ment, or the universal manhood of Democracies.

Always and everywhere a certain manhood
rules, because it is a better manhood than that

other which is ruled.

That Freedom is three-fold

—

Material, Politi-

cal and Religious. Material,—^free trade, and

direct taxation ] Political,—the franchise ; Eehgious,

—that the Church be free from State endowments
or control

That where a nation has not conquered for its
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masses material freedom and comforts, it is im-

possible for it "to attain in any large measure either

political freedorn or moral elevation. " They who
have not learnt Humanity, may refrain from

teaching Religion."

That human nature teaches us that Goverment

hy, is always and everywhere Government for.

That, consequently, to be best governed, nations

must be SELrnGOVERNED ; . and that wherever and

;wheneyer national self-government becomes a fact,

'the age of " stupendous Individualities " (ruling by

force or fraud and for themselves,) must of neces-

sity pass away, and that of Royal nations become

possible.

That a nation thus constituted in an orderly

manner, of this three-fold freedom of the Body,

Mind, and Soul, has necessarily, the individual in-

terests and interrelationships of its People so strong

in themselves, so bound up one with the other, and

so homogeneous as regards the outer world, as to

.combine all the elements of nationality in the best

possible proportions, and to the utmost possible

^xtent; constituting, also, a better and completer

"Constitutional Balance" than could be in-

jvented by man.

That any nation that does not, slowly perhaps,

but surely, progress towards this completed Free-

dom, is either stagnant or declining : that if it be

not stirred by agitation, it will be smitten by ad-

versity, or finally, by that destruction which Pro-

fvidence always allows to fall upon the parts, when

..they obstruct too long the progress of the w;hole.
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But perhaps, after all, the most important and

essential result of Democracy is this,—that it dis-

cards " Balancings " for Progress. The old weary

Europe has always "balanced" against progress,

till progress has inevitably scattered the sawdust

to the winds, and carried each political acrobat and

his tumbling-ground away together.

Neither within nor without the State does

Democracy seek to balance artificially. It seeks

not to balance State against State without, nor

within, interest against interest. It seeks to ad-

vance with and by the whole.

As to the former species of balance, it may say,

with Wendell Phillips, " If Europe leaves America

to Republicanism,—well. But if she interferes, we
interfere, and the right of our fellowship grasps the

hand of every republican in Europe to upset every

throne on that Continent."

As to the latter it says, " Make yourself into a

majority, and you conquer ; if not, remain a mi-

nority, and submit. And this is the end of the

logic, whether it be accepted at once, or be pro-

longed through secession and civil war."

Democracy elects its Executive (though not its

Judiciary) and its Legislative, which of course act

separately without confusion of function, whilst

the real ultimate supreme Unity is the People,
To do less would not be representative Govern-
ment, but the chaotic action of Individual units and
atoms. To do more, might be called a "balance,"
but would be obstruction. It bids its Legislative
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6nact the best ideas of tlie nation, and it bids

the Executive execute whatever is aheady the law.

Democracy leaves the tight rope and the long

pole to Diplomats who represent the partial

interests and artificial forces of the One or the Few.

On the one hand, it regards the " Balance " as vir-

tual war which necessitates war taxation in time

ofpeace, and a bloated expenditure. On the other,it

discards even the speciosities of Mill, who, following

Montesquieu, admits that even in so-called mixed

Governments there is always one preponderating

force which governs, but who seems to advocate

always some " nucleus of opposition " thereto, not

to temper, but to obstruct or defy it.

" I regard it (' Eepresentative Government,' pp. 234-48) as

a fundamental maxim of Government that there should be in

every polity a centre of resistance to the predominant power in

the Constitution."

"A most important principle of good Government in a
popular Constitution is that tw executive functioxiarie^ should be
appointed by popular election."

Where sections govern, these things are essential

;

where power is universal, if there be centres of

resistance, presidents, &c., will be elected by the

People, and if on any great national question they

veto the People, it wiU end iu the People vetoing

them. Democracy studies the past, but is not

chained to it. It is Society mobilised.

The All govern as manhood should,

—

by injlu^

ences, not by mechanism. If you want a cause or

an idea to govern, get first your locus standi in the

intellect and devotion of the solitary great. Let it

leaven, if it can, the lump. Let it be fi?ee of every-

F 2
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ttirig but opinion, and of that, if it can conquer it.

;WTiere tte Collective Eeason reigns, anything that

is reasonable has in itself thie title deeds of Empire,

and is the true legitimate. Where entire freedom

is, minorities that remaia minorities are like un-

tiinely births, that have not the strength to exist

«ave as infants or imbeciles, and ihat had better

iiot exist. They resemble the weak progenitors of

animals who are soon conquered and destroyed,

lest they perpetuate their inferiority, and hand

tlown their weakness for ever.

And this disposition against " balancings," Demo-

crsiCj will always assert in the world internatipnaj

also. It will replace the attempted "communism

of Families by the solidarity of Peoples. Demo-
cracy paralyses Intervention for wrong ; it could

never descend to non-intervention for the Right.

Its policy will always be a moral propagandism,—
and perhaps something more. It steers a middle

course between an aimless intervention which is

a pohcy of idiotcy, and a poHcj of non-inter-

vention, as much without heart as without: head,

cwhich is a policy of Cain. A just intervention is

the natural result, amongst Peoples, of the habit

•and power of association.

; These seem to us the leading positions as to the

connection between Democracy, and Government,
and Nationality, between the Man, the Institu-

tion, and the State,—established by the authority of

^philosophers, by political science, and by the expe-
,)dence of the foremost nations.
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The political creed tlius taugKt by History,

Authority, and Facts, may perhaps be set forth

with advantage in a categorical form, as follows :

—

Q. What is Democratic Govemment ?

A. The equal voting power of the Educated Manhood of a
country. -

Q. What is Manhood?
A. Of the Body, Intellect, and Character.

Q. How is this Educated (developed) Manhood to be
tested?

A. In the general it is a question of preparedness and of

consequent -power. If the nation be fit for self-rule, it wiU
be competent also to organise sufficient power to conquer it.

The test of manhood is Victory. In the particular, Tests
must not be inquisitorial, arbitrary, or debateable, but we must
judge by the actual visible result of a man's energies and in-

tellect in pi'omoting his own iuterests, and in acquiring a stake

in those of the Commonwealth. In other words, the test

should be one of proprietaryship only as it appertains to man-
hood. It must be such a test as a labourer with the ordinary

qualifications of manhood, namely, an average measure of in-

dustiy and health, may pass. It must be a mere test of,

manhood and residence. In a true Democracy, education being
universal, the average labourer cannot fail to pass such a test.

Q. What withstands this arrangement ?

A. Three things : In Economics, indirect taxation, conges*

;

tion of trade, and a " bloated," nay, a " Demoniac" expenditure

for sectional aiid anti-national objects; in Keligion, an estab-
,

lished, that is, a tyrannical Church ; and, ia Politics, <' Eights,"
apart from Duties, and a " Conservatism " which opposes pro-

gress, destroys power, divides interests, and makes Unity;
impossible.

Q. What is Good Govemment ?

A. Any Government that combines Order with Progress.

Q. What secures Order ?

A. Loyalty of the greater part of the power of the country,

to the Executive.

Q. And what secures that Loyalty ?

A, Either a good Government and a well-informed Popula-
tion, or a strong Government and a degraded Population.

. Q. What is " Progress" ?

A. DEVELOPMENT—of . the national manhood.
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Q. And how is this Manhood-Development to he secufea ?

' A. By Freedom,—Material (or Industrial), Political, and

Beligious.

„ Q. And what are these ?

A. First, Free Trade and Direct Taxation. Second, Free

common Schools, Press, Speech, and Assembly. Third, non-

intervention by the State with i^ehgion.
.;' Q. How are these to be secured ?

A. By constitutional action, where the People have a locuS

standi in the Constitution ; by Eevolution, where they have not.

In either case, they secure one another, for neither can be
won without rendering the conquest of the others more
easy.

Q. What then secures the union of Order and Progress 1

A. The Union of Power with Development.
Q. And what secures that Union ?

A. The use of the first to promote the last.

Q. And what is the result of this ?

A. Democratic Government,—-again, "National self-Go-
vernment." In other words, Democratic Equality.

Q. Then all good Government tends to Democracy ?

A. Entirely so. When the (majority of the) All possess
Unity and Power (the result of Development and Association),
they will most undoubtedly use them.

Q. But if Power be used against Development ?

A. " All History teaches " the result. The nation submits
or resists. If it submit, the nation declines, and progress goes
elsewhere. The alternative for every country that does not
submit to bad Government, and thus commit the unpardonable
sin of nations, is Democracy or Eevolution.

Q. And for the world generally ?

A. There is no alternative. Providence secures Progress
ioi the whole. Statesmen may secure and Peoples may submit
to destruction for the parts. ^ * •'

Q. What, then, is true Conservatism ?
A That which secures national safety by means of national

Developinent, and considers Equality,—the natural result of
Development,—as the completion of that Balance of parties
and interests which every true nation represents

Q. What is Democracy ?

ji- That which secures Development, knowing that Con-
servatism IS one of its mevitable results

80 c?Ued?^*'
*^^'''

'" *^^ ^''''°*'°'' °^ Conservatism commmonly

A. It secures, during the minority of a nation, and iii a
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temporally, parfial, and jirovisional manner^ a measure of secu-

rity and Unity, whilst the universal Manhood Development, Ahd
conseqtient powers ofAssociation, are preparing to achieve Equality,

and to unite Conservatism, Democracy, and Nationality in one.

And if tte question be further pressed,—

-

" Equality—'Development-^Association

—

ofwhat?

wtat do you mean, or rather what do you not

mean by manhood T We answer, Truth is always

Cathohc and absolute in conception; if not

obstructed it is always gradual and conservative

in action.

By manhood we don't mean the animal man,

aged twenty-one.

That were to crucify Democracy between two

thieves : the thief who destroys his own manhood,

and the thief who would use the pretence of man-

hood to deprive others of their rights.

That were to base Democracy, not upon man-

hood, but upon Animalhood, Devilhood, or Beast-

hood.
" Manhood rights " is a relative term, in the eye

<jf God and of the State.

It is only some unsafe advocate of Democracy

who would challenge for man absolute rightSi As

regards God, man must take his stand, hot upon

justice but mercy,

As regards his fellow, man must get his rights

by gradations as he gets fit to use and able to win

them.

Right,—^the conquering it for oneself : Duty,

—

the determination to do it to others ; these two
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togethel* make tip that true " Keasoii" ^hich con-

stitutes the worth of States.

The first means isolation, the second reciprocity.

The cry for right without the feeling of duty

is destructive and barren. The cry for right as a

means to duty, is genial, productive, and sympa-

thic. The first without the last is disease. The

two together are Life,—Conservatism and Pro-

gress. Right represents the unit. Duty is

Unity.

The wish to get rights, without the wish to do

right,— it shakes Earth with revolutions and Hell

with laughter

!

Manhood in Communities is a relative term.

Before it can force recognition as a political_

•element it must have attained such a degree of

Development of character and intellect as will

enable it to combine and assert itself. We need

-not therefore define the terms of a situation that

can never exist. Individuals not developed to the

average extent as to intellect and morality (or a

sense of others rights), will never be able thus to

combine effectually with others for political pur-

poses. Men do not associate without trust, nor
without a common intelligence of mutual interest,

.a,nd if they did, their association would be ineffec-

tual, for the smaller hostile Unities would be the

,
stronger and the easier held together.

The quantity of the People is more, lut to

conquer, their quality must he equal

" An usurping populace is its own dupe, a mere undertaker,
-anda purchafeer in trust for some single tyrant, whose state
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anci'power t&ey aidvance to "tKeir own ruin, "with' as blind an
instinct as those worms that die with weaving magnificent

habits for Beings of a superior nature to their own."*

And if, again, we are asked at what stage any

given nation is fit for any given step in advance,

and i;ealisation of Democracy, we answer, it isJit for

it when it is able to get it. This is the sole abso-

lute test that other classes or interests either can

or will accept of the political competency of the

all,

—

are they able <ind willing to conquer it ? By
revolution or by agitation as the case may be,

..Vae Yictis is the necessary philosophy in Politics.

No Government, will ever " generalise Democracy

from the depths of its own moral consciousness.''

Governments concede when they must, and deny

when they can.

The only possible proof of the fitness of a

national manhood /or self-Government, is general

development and powers of association. When these

exist they are the power and the means and the

right. The national Industries must be developed

to allow of a certain general diffusion of ease and
culture. The national Intellect must be so de-

veloped as to comprehend the means and necessity

of organisation. The national Character must )3e

so developed as to present the conditions of

confidence, and to teach- the necessity of self-

restraint and of mutual trust.

When this is done, or nearly done, middle (or

naiddling) . class government will get its " crick in

the neck." Its adherents will then extol the rights

* State Tracts, 1688-1702^ p. 225. _.
)
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divine of minorities, and leave off being very

enthusiastic about Democracy. When Democracy

was yet afar off, they would of course glorify the

power of the People, and for two reasons. First,

because they help the middle classes to power, and

SeOond, because the middle classes combining with

the upper against the People, are supposed to be

potvrerful enough to prevent a.further "degradation

of the firanchise."

Power is the vindication of Right. The His-

tory of political Equality in old nations is usually

thus. Labour accumulates Capital. Comtoetde

establishes a third power in the nation. It stimu-

lates the iutellect and the invention. It opens up a

career for manhood, and offers a premium for talent.

It is the carriere ouverte for the many. The forces

spread by self-interest. Labour is gradually

associated in the rewards and in the power of

capital. It becomes gradually the owner of

capital. It then unites with it in political am-

bition. It demands power and vdll have it.

Such is generally the beginning of the People's

Power. It is indeed essentially so in America,

for there labour oftener invests in land, and
Democracy ig territorial, and has the natural

Clonservatism and Stabiliiy of Land ownership

conferred upon about two and a half millions of
farmers, in addition to the natural progressive

qualities of Democracy.

Inasmuch as one complete nation can now be
said to exist, which is also the only Democracy,
(having now completed ite freedom and vindicated
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its authority) it is niBcessary to show from its

example, first, to what extent the question ofDemo-
cracy is no longer empirical—^that it is a science

;

and, second, that the theory of Democracy is per-

fect, and its march irresistible and irreversible.

Clearly it behoves us all to study that which is not

American Destiny only, but world-Destiny.

The whole question of Democracy will then be

treated of according to Atjthority, Argument,
AND PeeOEBENT.

Authority ; the opinions of the Fathers, and of

Political thinkers since.

Argument.

Precedent, that of America.

We shall also consider the state and prospects

of Democracy in England.

In any given country, that which is virtually

Sovereign, must bear the blame of disaster, or reap

the glory of success.

America is the chief examplar of Popular

Sovereignty.

But inasmuch as aUy given coxmtry may, and
that country does possess, veiy peculiar political

conditions, it is necessary to examine the theory

as well as the practice of Democracy,—^to con-

sider the argument a priori, as well as a

posteriori.

The question, therefore, divides itself into the

Universal and the local : the abstract and the

concrete.
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Whether, then, we investigate the theory of

Democratic Government, or its application in any-

given country, it is in respect of these three terms

or qualities—Progress, Stability, and Unity, that

we seek a verdict. And we shall find as we pro-

ceed, that they are included in the more precise

expressions, " Manhood Development, and Faculty,

of Association."

We contend that the Theory of Democracy is

absolute and unassailable. That its adaptation to

any given Country is a question, not of the worth

of the Principle, but of the nation.

As Hegel tells us, " what constitutes the State

is a question of advanced science."

" Questions of political form," says Carrel, " have

their data in the state of Society, and nowhere

else."

Montesquieu (Esprit des Lois) also lays it down,

that " every Government is composed of two

distinct elements, its nature (structural identity)^

and its principle (or passions)."

,

"Whereupon," adds Napoleon III, "it follows

that a Government can be a strong one only as its

principles are in harmony with its nature."

And Aristotle contends that :

—

;

" Government is nothing else but the arrangement of indi-

viduals in a state, and the propriety of every arrangement or

composition must depend on the number and Tiature of its ma-
terials. . ^

" The hest Government is the best arrangement, and the
best arrangement is that in which the niaterials to be arranged-
are the best fitted both to receive and to preserve.

" Of all political errors, the greatest is that of thinking that
the institutions of one people may be safely communicated to
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another, differently endowed and circumstanced."

—

GilUea^

Aristotle, pp. 234-7-376, v. ii.*

Or, to rectir to the profound and quaint sim-

plicity of tlie earliest authority, we are informed,

in the Republic of Plato, of the truth upon which

the matter stands :

—

" Do you know now, said I, that there is somehow a neces-

sity that there he as many species of men as of Republics ? Or do
you imagine that Eepublics are generated somehow of an oak,

or a rock, and not of the manners of those who are in the city. *

* * If, then, there be five species of cities, the species of

souls in Individuals shall be likewise -five. Why not?"

—

-The

Jtepuhlic of Plato, book viii, p. 387.

RepubHcs, then, depend upon men and their

manners, We are thus admonished of the neces-

sity of forming our opinion of both :

—

,

' " Whosoever cannot define the good by reason, separating

the idea of the good from all others, and as in a battle, piercing

flirough all arguments, eagerly striving to confute, not accord'

tiiff to opinion, but according to essence, and in all these, marching
forward with undeviating reason ; such- an one knows nothing

of the good itself, nor of any good whatever, but if he has at-

tained to any image of the good, we must say he has at-

tained to it by opinion, not by science, that in the present hfe

he is sleeping arid conversant with dreams, and that before he is

roused he will descend to Hades, and there be profoundly and
perfectly laid asleep. By Jupiter, said he, I will strongly aver

all these things."—TAe Republic of Plato, book 7, p. 379 (Tay-

lor's Translation).

* It is important throughout to bear in mind the character

of the translation here used. It has been characterized as

" faultless and faithless," the latter because it was written

with a view to make Aristotle appear to favour monarchy.



\* We insert some passages from Hugo, for the power,

splendour, and truth that is in them, although, as at pp. 61

and 80, it seems doubtful how his philosophy deals with the

mightiest element in man,—the spiritual " To deprive reli-

gions of Hell, and to be brother to the damned," is perfectly

allowable to so illustrious a member of a church that has ex,-

Communic3ited the best of mankind.
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NO LONGER EMPIRICAL.

' La Pplitique c'est la fatalite " (diBstmj).-^^apoleon I,



" The human caravan has, thanks to 1789, arrived on a

high plateau.
" The nineteenth century has an august mother, the French

Eevolution. It has that powerful blood in its veins. As for

its source, it is beyond man. The mysterious
_
gestations of

progress succeed each other according to a providential law.
" Revolution will be the name of civilisation, imtil it can be

replaced by the word Harmony. To deprive religions of hell,

and societies of the galley; to be brothers to the wretched, the

serf, the fellah, the proletaire, the disinherited, the banished,

the betrayed, the conquered, the sold, the enchained, the

sacrificed, the prostitute, the convict, the ignorant, the savage,

the slave, the negro, the condemned, and the damned,—yes,

we are thy sons. Revolution ! "

—

Hugo.

" There is nothing in the world so sound as American society,

with its intimate union of all classes, its general diffusion of

property, its common schools, and its free rehgion. The
danger of commnmism; or of anything like a wa,r of classes, is

never felt, and even strikes were almost wholly unknown till

the Legal Tender Act multiplied them by causing a frightful

derangement of prices.

"The- local institutions also are perfectly healthy, and
fomiin th6ingglves,'arid by their effect in training the political

character of the people, the sheet anchor of the constitution.
" The manhood of the new nation would bring with it no

doubt many new difSculties, but the past will never return.

Feudalism, Primogeniture and State Churches were left behind
for ever.

" That the victory has been won, not by a man, but by the
nation, is your glory, and the pledge of your salvation. The
Cromwell of this age is an intelligent, resolute, and united
People."

—

Goldwin Smith.

" Every American is in some sense a patriot and a person
of cultivated intelligence. No such wide diffusion of the
ideas, tastes, and sentiments of educated minds, has ever
been seen elsewhere, or even conceived of as attainable."

—

J. S. Mill.
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Chapter III.

DEMOCEACY

NO LONGEE EMPIEICAL
" The suppression of the aristocratic and Democratic

rebellion of the slaveholders will in itself be the defeat of our
foreign enemies, and our triumph will be shared by ourforeign
friends who are fighting the battle of liberal principles and equal

rights in the Old World. The existence of a strong, rich, prosperous

Republic is a persistent reuolutionary fact."—North American
Seview.

" There remains, on the one hand, that rupture which the
Catholic principle inevitably occasions, and on the other, the
requirement that the units of the /State in their individual

capacity should rule, that all Government should emanate from
their express power. This collision (between Government and
iiidividual will) is the problem with which history is now (a.d. 1830)
occupied."

" We have now to consider the French Revolution in its

organic connection with the history of the world.
" LiberaUsm as an abstraction (the right of individuals to

govern) emanating from France, traversed the Eoman world.
It became bankrupt everywhere. Religious slavery held that

world in the fetters of political servitude. For it is a false

principle that there can be a revolution without a reformation.

These countries sank back iato their old condition. Napoleon
could not coerce Spain into freedom. Here it n, ist be frankly

stated that with the Oathohc religion no rational Constitution

is possible."
"A share in the Government may be obtained by every-

one who has a competent knowledge, experience, and a morally
regulated will. Those who know ought to govern.

" These are the principal phases of that form in which the
principle of freedom has realised itself,—for the history of the

world is nothing but- the development of the idea of freedom."
-^Hegel, pp. 472, 468, 476. ^

Democracy, as a theory, has always been ac-

knowledged perfect.

Democracy, as a fact, has always been on its

trial,—always until now condemned as inconiplete,

G
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if not left for execution. There are various issues

on which the verdict may be taken.

First. Does it as much, or more than any other

poHty, promote the general diffusion of material,

intellectual, and religious advantages ?

Second. Does it tend to make an intemer

nationality f

Third. Does it promote Individual greatness,

heroism, culture, and Genius % or is it that the

system which gives a chance to the AH, quenches

or mitigates the aspirations of the Few 1

Or, to vary the test, does it secure a strong, an

honest, and a stable Government f

Or, again, does it secure Industrial, Political,

arid Religious Freedom f

How much, then, of this great question of

Democracy can now be argued from precedents

and upon evidence, and what portion of it, if any,

is empirical \

The past, whether of Greece, Rome, France,

England, or elsewhere in the Old World, teUs us,

from different standpoints, that without manliood

Development sufficiently general in diffusion, and

good as to quality, Democracy pure canwoi be.

What does America tell' u^ 1

It teUs us that a mixed manufacturing and

territorial Democracy—chieflythe latter—^has stood

through aU changes of fortune and numbers, ar

veritable and a progressive Democracy ; Education

universal ; Competency universal ; remarkable for
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its love of peace and ability to carry on war ; for

its love of the arts, and devotion to the national

ideal.

What America does not. tel] us is, how Demo-
cracy wlU stand the strain when, ages and ages

hence, her territory will be filled to overflowing,

and the population will be pressed back upon itself

into numerous and crowded cities to such an extent

as to raise the old questions of over population and

over production, and to outvote the population

settled upon the land. This problem has often

been solved before without Democracy.

American Democracy now answers even that in

part, for the great cities have responded to the awful

pressure of the crisis, as well as the wide plains.

Still, in as far as America does not settle- the

question by a fact, it is stUl one of opinion and not

of fact, and we are left to maintain in theory only

what no thinker (not even Mr. MiU) doubts, namely,

thai if the educated national manhood would not,

by force of numbers, give to the worldng classes a
preponderance of class interests, Democracy is then

in that, as in all other respects, the best polity.

But further, if Democracy will not answer in a

crowded commercial and manufucturing Commu-
nity, then no possible system will answer, for aU

others have been tried and failed. We must there-

fore adhere to Democracy—^the only system in this

respect untried,—or declare Governmental science

a failure, and that Progress must drift the world

to chaos.

It comes, then, to this, that all other systems

G 2
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having failed ia all circumstances in which they have

been tried, and Depiocracy having succeeded in all

circumstances hut the one in which it has not been

tried,—shall we conclude that there is no system

that can meet the case, or that Democracy will

meet it 1— that this contingency in universal

Government is an oversight or a failure ; and that

neither Democracy nor any other system can pro-

vide for it 1

The Territorial Democracy ofAmerica partakes

of the advantages of aristocracies, whilst it avoids

the dangers of Democracies. It is not a territorial

aristocracy ; it avoids immobility, obstruction, and

servility. It is not a Democracy only of serfs or

manufacturing workmen ; it has the responsibility

of ownership and the stability of land.

And the best grounded fears of such as do not

hate, but merely doubt, American institutions, are

thus expressed, but some time since, by Hegel :

—

"North America will be comparable with Europe only
after the immeasurable space shall have been occupied, and
the members of the political body shall have Tjegun to be
pressed back on each other, and so to form a compact system
of civil society."

But as the space to be fiUed up is immeasure-
able, we cannot wait for it ; and if Democracy be
thus jar the only complete system that we contend
il is, and if self-Govemment be the destiny of aU
political communities, we must dismiss such fears

as unworthy of students or believers, and we must
trust the system we cannot in theory impugn, and
which has worked hitherto through infinite troubles
and storms. Hegel says, elsewhere, that " History
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ends with Europe." We conte|ijd that the History

of the Peoiple begins with America.

Unless the nature of Man is without a plan,

and his faculties created for confusion and chaos, we
must trust Manhood, and believe that the educated

national manhood must be better than sectional

manhood to govern nations.

A priori we should have argued that as aU
Government is a government of mauhood, so the

aggregate manhood Tnay govern, and that the

natural progress of Society must come to this unless

it can be proved that there exists some immutable

and indestructible barrier of race, caste, or capacity.

But now America supplies the argument a
posteriori and of fact.

There can of course be no question that Demo-
cracy, pure and simple, of School, of Church, and of

Assembly, conquered nature, solitude, and savages.

That it formed a League, and an association, and

also an organic and fundamental law, under which,

as a national constitution, the Americans lived for

seventy years with ever increasing prosperity, and

but for Slavery—unitedness also. That during

this time it got over the war of revolution, and the

"one-horse war" of 1814. That a Republic has at

last been founded and maintained. That it has

flourished not only on pastures and tillage, and

over a continent of vast spaces and . area, but in

cities of dense population.

So,much is not empirical, but fact.

For four years, since 1860," empirical " reasoners

contended that the Union,—the Republic, has
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faUed. But they reckoned without their republic.

Some, scarcely to be called reasoners of aay sort,

carefully pointed out the natural boundaries of at

least three new empires,—those boimdaries being

formed by the Mississippi and the Ohio, the

mightiest agents, almost, in perpetuating the

Union of the whole.

§

The chief friends of Democracy are Christianity,

Pohtical Economy, and History. Let us ask of

the latter its verdict on the last two himdred and

fifty years.

Can Democracy construct ? was demanded in

the year 1600, under other auspices. The attempt

failed in England because society was not pre-

pared for it, and because the Bishops, the Aristo-

cracy, the Church, and the King combined against

it. But America has answered the question by

two centuries and a half of such construction as

the world has not seen elsewhere.

The Edifice has not been assailed by any ex-

cesses of Democracy, but by a consolidated Ohgar-

chy, the equal and essential foe of national Unity,

and Individual right and value.

Democracy was at' one with the national

Genius, and it created the national Constitution.

But the hour had stiruck when its principles of

Federal Kepublicanism, Freedom, and nationality,

must complete their triumph, or go down ;—as

the Richmond papers said,—" down, down, down to

perdition."
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This Oligarchy found, we say, the ground pre-

occupied by its adversary ; and it found tiie nation

content, and its principles but too successful.

It' found Conservatism and Democracy one.

To redress the Balance, it allied itself with Revo-

lution.

Can Democracy destroyf That, therefore, be-

came the question, and Democracy for its life must
answer it. Conservatism, Freedom, Progress,

Nationality, were on the one side, and from the

other a Bureaucracy of Felons cast down before

God and the People the gage of battle.

Can Democracy concentrate ? Is it an unit, a

nation 1 Can the AU become as one as the Few 1

Must, for ever. Individual Development and

Right, be sacrificed to "administration?" Must
the man always renounce some of his rights, that

the nation may be made and kept ?

That is the question which America now settles

for the AU, there and everywhere,—now, for the

first time ia History, and for all the future. The

Peoples, by an instinct, universal and profoimd,

acknowledge it, and ifrom every stronghold of

Despotism in the world, tyrants strained their

weary bloodshot eyes, and shuddered for the issue.

Democracy created—progressed—^maintained.

Must it now become a Despotism to keep its

Unity, or can it by its Unity destroy Despotism %

" Democracy," in truth, pities the fears of its

friends and derides the hopes of its assaila^ts.

Political science bids the one despair, and the other

beHeve.
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Democracy pronoTinces the issue false and vain.

It says, that " there is not nor can be conflict be-,

tween Individual Development and national Unity

and strength." That the more of the first the

more of the /last That an educated Democracy

goes from glory to glory, and from strength, to

strength. That had its intellect outgrown its

morahty, and listened to compromise and Slaveryj

there had been danger and death, but that Demo-

cracy ta arms for its own principles and ideal, for

the completion of Individual freedom, the vindicsb

tion of a national morality, is a thing upon which

the shadow ofDeath cannot pass.

Here then is the central Truth of Democracy,

and Conservatism,—of the broadest based national

Unity, and the completest national Strength,^

THAT InDIVIBTJAL DEVELOPMENT AND NATIONAL

Life are one.

As to America, the danger is, not when a nation

takes, but when it refuses to take, the next ap-.

pointed step. When WUl does not equal Destiny..

When Fear cripples Justice. When " I dare not

"

waits upon " I wotild." America took the step.

She agonises for the Purple of the People, and will

have it. She is the Royal nation.

Democracy in America had two foes, Oligarchy

and Materialism. Both hindered Development and

both made association an object of conspiracy

against progress. The first had been imposed upon
the past by the necessities of order ; the second was
bom of the vices and wickednesses of the hour.

The first, the Puritan race quitted Europe to
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avoid; the second tliey will have always with

them.

Materialism and Oligarchy met in the South.

The two brought forth Slavery, as Sin and the

Devil brought forth Death.

Materialism communed with Democracy in the

North. The result was, according to the natural

laws,—a neutralisation, a compromise, and an un-

doing, and the unmaking of the nation went on for

fifty years. Opposite and equal forces contended,

and have destroyed between them neither less nor

more than fifty years of the nation's life. As
Carlyle once said of some such other Scene :—It is

" not comic."

But there were already bom within her the

principles of her resurrection and political redemp-

tion,—Free Labour and AboKtionism,

Democracy, borrowed fi-om its mother, Chris-

tianity, the principles of the higher Hfe and law,

but these rested on the broad natural human forces

and interests of firee laboiu: done and free wages

paid, and upon the fact that the good and the bad

cannot dwell together in amity.

The meaning, present and eternal, of this con-

flict, is that Free Labour, Democracy, and Chris-

tianity,— the Body, the Soul, and the Spirit, of the

American nation, are destroying the oligarchy of

the South, and opening up the future for them-

selves and for all men. The serpent wreathed itself

.

around the world-Champion of Democracy ; its

Head is crushed there, let its folds be disentwined

throughout the world

!
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Now that the North has satisfactorily beateH the

South, many good tall fallacies about the " natural

superiority of oligarchies " are dead and buried.

For in every age have imbeciles of every kind,

imputed their imbecility to systems which they

have failed to understand, or attempted to foist

their idiotcy by turns on nature, necessity, or God.

The capacity, however, of Democracies for pro-

gress, is, though not indefinite, as large as the

Human soul, and practically illimitable.

Oligarchy, on the other hand, is always and

everywhere " a company limited." Whatever the

polish or power of the few, they can never supply

to a nation the interests and incentives of self-

Government, nor can those who are governed by

deputy ever reach the dignities or responsibilities

of those who govern themselves.

At first sight the dUemma urged by De Toc-

queville, following, but rather exaggerating Aristo-

tle, is, to a true Democrat, somewhat appalling. It

would seem almost as though a certain quantum of

" love and glory, of culture, genius, faith, honour,

and love of Republic," were allotted to each nation,

of which, if the few have much, the many must
have little ; of which, if the many have much, the

few will have less ! ! As if the founders or revolu-

tionizers of States must ever choose between Insti-

tutions which will produce either an ordinary dead
level of Humanity, or a few hot-house giants, at the

expense of a nation of dwarfs.

We are, however, somewhat reassured in

theory, when we find Aristotle teaching that
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equality and liberty witL intirease with improve-

ment in education and manners, and that the

many may become, politically, not only richer, and

wiser, but twhler than the few ; when we learn

from De TocqueviUe, that the organisation of thia

Democracy in Christendom is undoubtedly the

greatest political problem of our age ; and from J.

S. Mill, that in great crises the " mediocre " many
always choose the truly great for leaders ; till at

last we permit ourselves to conclude with Pascal,

that " mankind is a man that never dies, and that

is ever advancing towards perfection "' and that,

after all, man is not really a being to be thus abso-

lutely moulded, to honour or dishonour, by "Institu-

tions." It is not privilege, or poHtical position

that gives, in this dispensation, assurance of poUti-

cal manhood to the Peoples, but Christianity and

Human nature, if only not obstructed by institu-

tions, may breed in every soul the rudiments of

national strength, and the love of Fame, of Beauty,

of Goodness, and of Glory.

Moreover, as far as all these good things may
be wanting va. American representative men, let us

remember the frontier life of a vast proportion of

Americans, the rough but grand energies de-

veloped in the contest with nature, the strong

infiision of the wUd Irish element, the newly free

German element, and such ingredients also as the

Slave-drivers of the Red River.

, Much is attributed to system which belongs to

manners and circumstances, much to Democracy

which belongs to the woods and the clearings.
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Energy here comes to the front, not, as yet, polish,

or philosophy, nor traditions. What, moreover, if

it should tvom out, as we contend it has, that with

these universally diflfused good qualities, Demo-

cracy combines also on the whole the beat Govern-

ing qualities, and as great, if not greater men

than other systems 1

As to the ingredients of Congress, many gen-

tlemen are maltreating Democracy who would be

better employed in reading the American Constitu-r

tion, and in studying the efi'ect of such Httle enact-

ments as this,—that every representative shall,

" when elected be an inhabitant of that State in

which he shall he chosen." (Art. I, sec. 2.)

But aftfer all, is not Protestantism (the reasser-

tion, in a partial sense, of the Individual rights of

the Soul), as well as Christianity, Democratic 1

Were not Napoleon, Cromwell, Gustavus Adol-

phus, Washington, Jefferson, and the Adams,

democrats ? Had Romails no " love of glory,"

and of the Republic 1 Have the French (a Do^

mocracy of eighty years) none 1 For what did the

Ironsides fight, for what did Milton and Crom-

well diplomatise 1 Where did nation ever grow so

mightily in manhood as the Americans, before

cotton and slavery, and a cotton and slavery-born

oligarchy, crossed their path ?

And their last crowning victory of Democracy ?

The North is the Puritan. He beheves in God,
Human nature, and Country, and is not above
working, praying, or fighting for them. The South
believes in oHgarchy, and fought for an independence
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that "would intensify and eternise the rights of the

few and the wrongs of the many,—throughout the

world in theory, and in fact over a vast slave

empire.

The North,—the Repuhlican,—the Puritan,

contend for the completed rights of the Individual,

—against that Materialism and Slavery which ate -

together into the heart of the nation for sixty

years. The North so fought that aU the " chivalry
"

of oligarchic countries cried out against its fighting,

with an exceeding bitter cry.

And the bitterness to theorists is that these

Democrats do by some mistake overcome the Oligar-

chy, and that, strange to say, the " love of com-

forts " has not withheld them from " the love of

glory and of the RepubHc !"

This does not exactly agree with the attributes

imputed by De Tocqueville to Democracy, namely,

"the employment of the moral and intellectual

activity chiefly in the production of comforts, and

the acquirement of the necessaries of life, and of

the greatest degree of enjoyment."

Stin less accommodating are such facts as the

" Clmstian " and the " Sanatory Commissions,"-

—

societies of colossal dimensions, and which with

lavish expenditure, and a total disregard of " com-

fort," and an ambition wholly beyond the mere
" love of glory," fought on fields of carnage the

battle of God, against cold, thirst, hunger, want,

irreligion, and despair.

Thus does the first and the only Democracy

answer the words of theorists, and the arms of
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oligarchs. Sueh fallacies as " over-production.

"

and " over-population " may be safely left to de^i

stroy one another in the ftiture.

But now that the Republic is fairly recon-

quering Unity, empirical reasoners against it will

subside upon the old peradventures of a future

growth of faction or denial of negro rights, or of

some possible or impossible severance, forgetful or

ignorant of the fact that no single factor of mate-

rial or national Unity is wanting to America, that

slavery (or oligarchy), the only ahen element, is

perishing, and that aUianceship between the two

halves against outsiders, would precipitate a. re-

union which every conclusion of political science

guarantees.

So much for nationahty. The world must now
acknowledge that Democracy can make a complete

natibn.

Nor can it refuse now to make the comparison ^

it has challenged between the relative values, Indi-

vidual or Social, of Oligarchies and Democracies,

Let any whose system can boast a wider base, or a

higher or completer Unity, assail the bulwarks of

the latter. Others must watch and wait, and

learn, and follow.

The American experiment settles, amongst
other things :

—

1st. That Democracy has proved its case. That
a royal nation exists and is definitively constituted,

That it exists by virtue of Individual competency,
intelligence, heroism, culture, and religion, which
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are not only a basis, but the only safe basis for

national Unity.

2nd. That that /ac< involves the verification of

the theories of Aristotle, consciously or uncon-

sciously quoted by Penn and others, as to the Col-

lective Reason, and explodes the delusion that a

whole People can be a mere class interest,

3rd. That inasmuch as Democracy must soon

or late, prevail everywhere, and cause every com-

munity either to pass through a revolution or to

fall into complete dissolution, certain duties are

devolved upon all citizens everywhere,—the chief

of them being to prepare the People by education

for Democracy, and to see to it that no traitorous

or foolish schemes for plural or fractional voting

are meanwhile foisted on them to create distrust,

weakness, and revolution hereafter.

Democracy has been tested in battle against

the strongest and subtlest of oligarchies, and it

answers all the purposes of Government ;—Secu-

rity, for having the broadest base, its base cannot

be broadened. Intellectual Power, for the People

always elevate and follow their greatest men.

Honesty, for when Equality governs, payments

wiU be equal.

That was always the theory of Democracy. It

is now the leading revolutionary and conservative

FACT of the world's politics.
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MUST BECOME UNIVERSAL.

"Fortune never interposes in the government of this world;
and we may be convinced of this truth by the Romans, who
.enjoyed a continual series of prosperity when they regiilated

their conduct by one invariable plan, but suffered an uninter-

rupted train of •calamities when they acted upon diffesrent

principles. There are a set of general causes, eiither moral or

physical, which operate in every monarchy, and either laise

and maintain it, or else involve it in ruin. AH acqideatal con-
junctures are subordinate to jthese causes ; and if the.hazard of

a battle, which, in other words, is no more than a particular

oause, has been destructive of a state, some .general cause
presided, and n^ade a single battle 'be the inevitable ruin of

ihat state. In a word, tfie tendency of the xnain principle draws

after it all the particular incidents."—Montesquieu's Works, v. ffi,

page 135.

" Progress mtay be safedy left to the passions and the bhad--

ness of those (rulings) classes, even although warned lof .the

result.
" Since a human race has appeared upon jearth, it must;

iattain all the 4e.yelqpment which :it is possible far it to attain

on earth.

"There is but one world possible,—a thoroughly good
world."—Fichte « Vocation of Man" pp. 146, 150, 183.

"It is over with us, the multitude are enUghtened."

—

Yolnof, " Vision of Priests and Despots."

" Every combination of ashes returns to ashes. AU those
granites, oligarchy, aristocracy, theocracy, are promised ta

the four winds."

—

Hugo.

H



"True .History, henceforth charged with the education of '^ the

royal infant, the People, will study the successive movements
of numaidty.

" Humanity «o longer possessed, but guided. The legions of

light drive backwards the hordes of flame. Planets become
spectres. The flaming pleiad of men of brutal force descends

deeper and deeper into the abyss, and in the deep heaven of

the future, azure, Tienceforth rises in radiancy the sacred

group of true sta,TS."^^Ihigo.

. "A regard for their own security compels all free states to

transform all aroUnd them into free states like themselves ; and
thus for the sake of their own welfare, to extend the empire of
culture over barbarism, of freedom over slavery. Soon will the

nations, civilised or enfranchised by them, find themselves in

the same relation towards others'; and thus of necessity 'hy

reason of the existence of some few really free states, wiU tiie

empire of civilisation', freedom, and with it universal peace,

,

gradually embrace the" whole world."

—

Fichte.

" When schism and faction abound in a state, it is near itS

ruin, and ought ±o be inYaded."-r-/»w<iiietes of Timqur.-
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Chapter IV.

DEMOCRACY
MUST BECOME UNIVERSAL.

" Woe be to us should their fatal cry of Liberty reach the

ear of the multitude. If all men are equal where is our exclu-

sive right to honours and power ? If all men are or ought to

be free, what becomes of our slaves, our vassals, our property ?

If aU are equal in a civil capacity, where are our privileges of
hirth and succession, and what becomes of nobility? If aU are

equal before Grod, what is _to become of the Priesthood? Let
us sound the alarm to Ejngs. Let us divide the People. Let
us excite their apprehensions respecting the power of this

free nation."

—

Volna/.

" When a nation modifies the electoral qualification, it may
easily be foreseen that sooner or later that qualification will be

entirely abolished. There is no more invariable rule in the
History of Society, for after each concession, the strength of'

the Democracy increases, and its demands increase with its

Strength."

—

De Tocqueville, p. 67, v. 1. . ~

" It is the vocation of our race to unite itself into one single,

body, all the parts of which shall be thoroughly known to each
bther, and all possessed of similar culture. * * * And this is

the first point to be attained in the endless path on which
Humaijity must advance. Until this shall have been attained,

one nation or continent must pause on the great common path
pf progress, and wait for the advance of the others, and each
must bring as an offering to the universal commonwealtli, for

the sake of which alone it exists, its ages of apparent immo-
bility or retrogression. When that first point shall have been
attained then, without farther interruption, without halt or

regress, with united strength and equal step, Humanity shall

move onward in a higher culture, of which we can at present

form no conception."

—

Fichte, " Vocation of Man," pp. 141-2.

"Future History approaches. Historical eflSgy will uo
longer be the man-King ; it will be the man-Peoplc-^flw^'o.

TKe first practical successful solution of the

Democratic problem is the one great step towards

its universality;

H 2
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Let but the first Democratic Jiation stand, and

it must draw all systems to it.

For,—not land, or peculiar material conditions,

but manhood is the basis of Democracy.

Wherever rnanhiood is, there may be manhood

Development. Wherever manhood Development

is muhplied, there is manhood Association. Where-

ever developed manhood associates, it wins Equality.

And manhood, developed, associated, and equal, is

Democracy. Inasmuch as Democracy makes thfe

strongest Unity and intensest concentration of

power, it cannot be successfully opposed hp arms.

Inasmuch as it is a question of Devdlopment, all

free opinion is destined to telp it.

That Democracy shall become univ&rsE^ arises

from the nature and necessities of man, and the

necessary grades arud epochs ,&fgu^1i which .indi-

vidwal and national life 'has to pass.

Without toanhood Development tlierfe is no

nation.

Wliere manhood Development exists "to a cer-

tain extent, and subject to a certain organisation,

there a nation exists.

Manhood Development ^eith©r ceases or eis*

tends.

If it ceases the nation rexpires.

If it increases, it becomes more gen.BTaJ3y dif-

fused -in quaatity, and more -elevated in quality.

But with that state -of things Individuals

iimeviitabiy learn to assodate togiether^-^theyacquire

But Unity and Numbers are streng'th^ and a
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strength. tEat constantly increasea itself in a greater

ratio.

And strength wiU always (with or mthout re-

volution) win for itself Equality.

And manhood Development and Association

result in Equality, which is Democracy.

The process may take years, or ages, but the

result is inevitable. If any given nation abandon

the advance, and cease the Development of Demo-

exacy, tha forces of progress but transmigrate to

©ther nations more worthy. Labour leaves the

land, and manhood society.

If Humanity is not to progress towards Demo-

cracy, it cannot progress at aJl. If it is not to

progress, it must be stayed by the same hand that

launched it on its career.

The logic of politics is absolute, or it is nothing.

Either the rule of the one is best, or the rule of

the all. Either we must trace our steps back-

wards to autocracy, or onwards to the People. If

responsibility educates ; if Government hy, be

always and everywhere Government for ; if right

diviae, which sometimes by necessity hedges Kings,

goes over, when the necessity is gone, to the side

of the Peoples,—then, as surely as history, pro-

gress, God, exist, and as the All are of more

value than the Many or the Few,' so surely, soon

or late, in all cauntries and with all Peoples, will

altered conditions of national Life transfer the rule

accordingly.
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There is no single atom either of the Theory,

the History, or the Practice of Democracy,, that

we need either doubt or evade.

No! The Theory of Democracy is no longer

" empirical." It rests on facts. If not yet ah en-

tire and perfect chrysolite, so pure is its water, so

weU has battle ground its facets, that other lights

must pale beside it.

The tendency of progress and ci\alisation is

altogether to throw down barriers and to bring

men. and ideas together. The only possible check

to Democracy would be.a system of Isolation.

And the very compromises of Democracy,

during "the era of compromise," from 1777 to

J 833,confirm our argument,—for the great rebellion

was directly and inevitably occasioned by the un-

truthfulness of Democracy to itself, yielding for a

time to the blandishments of materialism and a

mock Democracy, whUe oligarchy and slavery grew

and strengthened.

Since then the vast resources and intense Indi-

viduaUty of Democracy have done their work;

Democracy found its leaders, and the army its

generals. The administrative organisation of the

Eepublic has controlled the one and wielded the

other, without weakling or diminishing either.

CentraKsation and Illdty have worked together,

not in spite of, but by means of, a proper indepen-

dence of States.

Why, then, should we doubt or " hesitate ?

Destiny has put to Democracy a series of tests,—
the last of them searching, exhaustive, and conclu-
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sive. " Can Democracy emigrate, colonisej unite
;

repel Despotism from without, sooth disunion

within, extend over a vast continent; surrender

materialism and ease, extemporise an army and

fleet, beat . down a rebellion localised by climatei

intensified by slave-interests and oligarchy, rami-

fying through the country by intrigue and party

interests, and seeking in every state alliances on

the plea, of State rights. Can Democracy, in the

face of this last and final trial, still crown its

nationality without disowning Freedom, and re-

generate and piuifyjtself, while contending with a

third of the empire, led by the ablest of its then

acknowledged Statesmen V'

But one conclusion now is possible. That con-

clusion this book attempts to work out, throijgh

aU its parts. That the collective Reason and the

iiniversal WiH are not perfect, but the best possible

Institutions. That " class Popular Sovereignty
"

is as much a chimera and a delusion as is the fig-

ment that Democracies do not love glory. That

the whole of a nation voting equally by its educated

y/nstained manhood, isfot^med arCd specially created

hy nature,—necessity,—God, to control its own Des-

tiny, and to lead on the van of the future. That

such a nation makes of its contending forces the

mean,—^progress; and becomes, as it were, that new
thing upon the earth, A National Individuality,

with functions (as far as possible) perfect, complete,

and reconciled.

So entire should our faith now be in these re-
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sidte, that xre sbotald be prepared to say of America

&e any other natiofit that thus fairly and fully trie&

BetiioGraey^ * if Democracy canilot save it, it is not

troith saving,—it caimot be saved ;* the time

has come when it ought to be destroyed. Its blood

mnst be poisoned ; its heart rotten ; its functions

gome; its whole anatomy an anachronism. By

trhat light cumbets it the ground on which other

nations are waiting to grow and Multiply I Let it

go as other false nations have gone, howling and

shrinking to its Gods. * Na,tionalities ' were made

for man, and not men for nationalities."

Dynastim, Feudalities, ancient corporate ob-

structions in Church or in State, may stand hi

the way, but EquaUty and Manhood will at last

get their feet upon the necks of them. This, result

fiaust be as general as the nature ofman is uniformw

Plural voting is as much a thing of Feudality

and Privileg© as any relic of Barbarism. It may
be possible in feudal Societies. It is impossible

elsewhera

It is a simple, stark,, staring, blank truism, that

the Progress of virtue, civilisation, and religion,

leads infallibly, in aU ages and countries, towards

or to Democracy, and it is neither logical nor poS>*

sible for the victorious Demos to consent to frac-

tional voting.

Where the majority are unfit to govern, they

are, nevertheless, in a progressing country, pre-

paring for Democracy. It is a question, not of
principle, hut of instalments.

* Of course DeiHocracy involves entire freedom of rehgfon.
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Vfh&m th^ maj(3i?ity is prepared and fit to

govern, the policy that would deny to them then?

rightSj and refuse, to itself the strength of their

adherenee, is a policy of Barbarism and Suicide. It

sacrifices the country to party, puts back the whole

for the sake of part, and postpones man to measures.

StKfh a policy simply forfeits for the Government

ik& moral and material support of the greatest

number,—^the wisdom of their councils, and the

weight of iJieir adherenca

Statesmanship admits everywhere and always

the principle of DemcKjra&y, and hastens to reduce

it to practice as fast and as far as Education has

given the People self-restraint, and (with the power

ef acquiring property) a sense and habit of respond

aibility.

In numbers,—cer^gm pa/eihus—there is safety

and conservatism. To maintain that the educated

AH ought not to govern, is only to proclaim to the

world that the few who may be in possession, have

aiready rendered their class dangerous tO' the inte-

rests and rights of the nation.

The Monitor came round the comer!—and
already, whatever might be the fleet- of the fiiture,

it was sufficiently clear what were the fleets of the

past..

And deeper and deeper to the heart of the

world presses the conviction that Democracy is

eoming round the comer I Governments founckd

upon the Few can run na/a^race, Gan Jigkt no
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equal battle, with Governments founded upon the

AU:
To those who worship force, the voice of the

people begins at last to sound like the voice of GoA-

To those who regard Histoiy as an organic whole,:

3,nd recognise in the evolutions of centuries the

working of. one eternal wiU,—^to such, the conclu-

sions of the French philosopher are but a truism,

9nd the .progressiye, and irresistible development of

social equality is indeed a " divine decree."

If Europe will not accept Democracy, so much

the worse for Eiu'ope. As Barbarians are to OU-

garchies, so are Oligarchies to a true Democracy.'

Democracy is not now a principle to be investigated;

It converts or destroys. It is an influence which

in peaceful times will carry on the peoples that can

adopt it beyond aU" attempt at rivalry, and which,

in times of war, wiU grind its. adversaries into

powder. Democracy, or "the New Zealand er,"

will visit in tm-n every Capitol in Europe.

"We say, "the peoplesthat canadopt Democracyi"

for Democracy overcQmes Oligarchy only hy ajc^Oz

priating the truths and the forces it represents.

Thus Democracy embraces all the elements of

political science. :

Let VIS have done with dilettanti Democrats;
Power governs.

. If power be with the One, tlie

Few, or the Many,—it is where it ought to be.. So
much the better for the One, the 'Few, and. the
Many, but so much the worse for the All. They
are not where they aught to be, and the nation is

fi,ot where it qught to be.
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Woe ! woe ! to the nation that anticipates too

much its manhood. It will find that the first law

of Earth, as of Heaven, is order ; that the People

that will not learn, cannot rule ; that to the victors,

always and everywhere, are the spoils ; and that

Victory involves force, organisation, and self'

restraint,—always sooner possessed, and. easier won
and wielded, by the smaller Unity.

But there is, perhaps, a greater Woe to the

nation that prolongs too much its minority,—^that

will hot, or cannot (Priest-bound, Tradition-bound,

vOr PevU-bound), take its manhood. It will fall

;back into the ruck of nations, and be nothing and.

nowhere in the world-race. It will breed families,

and not men, and send the circles of its life-blood

in and in towards extinction. The nation that

forestalls its greatness, will be taught by the sword.

The nation that declines the progressive glories of

Democracy,—will rot.

§

Before the People can rule themselves, they

nmst submit themselves to the double victory of

education and religion ;—they must have the rule of

others' intellect, or of their own ; the law of God;,

or else of some sort or other of " Better men." Tke

result expresses the value of the nation.

Given, the proportion of educated Christian

men to the population, and you have the value

.(relative and positive) of that population, and also

its fighting, a,nd its peacefiil progressive c[ualities.

If there be none such, there is no nation. If there
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be feWy the nation is barbarous. If many, civiEsed.

K tbe majority, it is a Democracy. The Unity of

the ealledive Eeaaoni and Will is the only complete

and absolute Unity, for that alone ia a complete

Unity in which the Units are individually complete

and thoroughly equipped. There alone can no

revolution enter, where the reason and the interest

of all do rule. Sectional interests may be general,

injuries.. The univer^ or the necessary can alone

be the warrant of the absolute.

Whatsoever cause has availed itself of this

secret of power in developing and organising all

available intellect^ has succeeded as &r as success

was possible. The results a3E'e certain,, as far as the

power can be \ised

Christianity, wielding- not only the intellect^ but

the conscience and imagination, and working not

only with the Few but with the All, is tiie only

complete instance of an appeal to the whole and to

the All. What were its successes untd. Constantiae,

certaiolya murderer—probably a hypocrite, chained

religion like a dead body to the State I

China has used it, and by her select bureaaicracy,

the result of her universal competitive system, has

rdled for twenty centuries a third of tiie human
race.

Eome papal used it, and from all classes she

enlisted those battalions of intellect that so long

mastered the world

The Chancellerie Russe has given the world
startling proof of what an aristocracy of talent can

da
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Th« EVench EevKjlution used it, and it intensi-

fied an impulse which mil yet conaplete the ciaseuLt

of the globe.

The world knows weU the meaning of " iiie

open career/' as the necessities of iSociety carry the

saldier, the lawyer, the diplomatist, the writer, ixr

the artist, victoriously to the front.

As long as Democracy had had mo adaiai repre-

sentative ; as long as no People had arisen able t®

beaar its Gross, ,and take its Crown ; as long aa

national manhood seemed a Iwsus naturcB, and
" EepubHcs " were Repubhcs of Slaves ;—^so long

might " Patriots " assassinate order without bring-

ing Liberty to Life ;—so long might

" The hive of Eoman Liars worship the Emperor-Idiot."

So long, even after age upon age of trial, must

the People subside from their CromweUs to their

Stuarts.

And now, at last, when a nation has arisen

with valid claims to be also a Democracy, nothing

but a gulf wide as the Atlantic,—nothing but such

armies and fleets as the great Republic has created

—could have kept the helots of reaction from in-

tervening to crush a nation that determined at last

to be whoUy and truly a nation ; to vindicate the

honour of its Democracy by arms ; and to void out

Slavery, the reductio ad absurdum of Oligarchy,

—

- the excrement of fifty years of crime !

It remains then,—since this rivalry truly inter-

national has got to be fairly worked out—to

welcome the FIRST MANHOOD ofa NATION,
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Eind to test its future and that of the waiting

world of commonifien, not by the frantic outcries

of the worsted few, nor by the old blasphemies

about rights divine, but by Principles, plain a,nd

simple, of poHtical science, and by the FactS| as We
^B them, in. the History and Life of this American-

nation.

It is the " system positive," with a vengeance.

For no light half so bright and searching ever beat

upon cause or nation before. Nevertheless, Demo-
cracy is justified of her children.



DEMOCRACY

:

AUTHORITIES.

" Any form may be kept together by extreme force, but
that is goqd which flourishes by. itff native- energy."—^m-
totle.

"The People at largejnay.alwayLS quash the vain preten-
sions of the few, by saying, we collectively are richer, wiser,

tod nobler "than ydu."-^.4m<oife. - <

" Consider, if a man should io this manner appoint pilots of

ships according to their valuations (property), what would be the
consequence. They would, said he, make very bad nayjgationj
and is it not in the same manner with reference to any other
thing or any Government whatever ?

" Oligarchy would then seem to have this which is so great
a fault. , . . But such a city is not one, but of necessity,

two. . . . Always plotting against one another. ' By
Jupiter,' said he, 'it is in no respect less.' "—^Sqmbltc of
Plato.

" The end of man, or that which is prescribed by the eter-

nal or immutable dictates of Eeason, is the highest and most
harmonious development. . . . The individuality of power
and development."

—

Baron W. von Humboldt.

" The masses which can never be corrupted, should be the

constant source from, which all power should emanate.."

—

Napoleon III.

" The all of A, how much less is it in the eye of A than the

all of B in the eye of B."

—

Bentham.

"When does a People stop,—when it ceases to possess In-

dividuality."

—

Mill.



*'Th€»9ae'vitaHe Ti^ht of the thougiits of the million^—
Wendell Phillips.

" Whatever may be the facts moder -wHch} "in the .diffiereiDit

vountrifis of Eur«p€|, .such an or^aniflation (a. lastio^ poUtical

system) takes place, oo-the political forms ^^uiSing ii„lkeh«m
it wust ,r.est upon is wdvermd, and if nepesmry, eompulsoty,

"Edimalion, In tb^ nore lenlightened puices the movement has
already nearly reached that point. Alreadj it is an accepte3
doctrone that the State has rights in a icrold as weD ,as its

pareot^ and that it mgiy insist on Bdiicafi®n ; conversely alea
that ev«ry child has a claim upcm the G.ovemment for gopf
4»atimctian, After pKoyidiiig in the most literal manner Tot

tliat, free countries have but one thing more to do for the
accomplishment of the rest."

" 3Phat one thing is to secure 'intellectual freedem as com-
jileftely as the rights. of property and persooai liberty hawe
been already -secured. Philosophical opiaions and scienlSfic

discoveries are entitled to %e judged -of i)y their traft, not
4)y theij- epilation to eirietiag iatei;es<iB,''^-rEp,^&6-jp,-)vd. ii.

JDraip^h Jm^iyatv^iMepdiipmfinf (^Mmpe,
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Chapter V.

DEMOCRACY:

AUTHORITIES.

" To make the People fittest to choose the chosen, and the
chosen fittest to govern, will be to mend our corrupt and faulty

education. Noble Education, in all liberal arts and exercises,

. . . communicating the natural heat of Government and
culture more distributively to all extreme parts."

—

Milton.

"It is in a Republican Government that the whole power of
Education is required.

" Virtue may be defined the love of the laws and of our
country. This love is pecuUar to democracies. In these alone

the Government is intrusted to private 'citizens."—Vol. i,

p. 43. Montesquieu.
" Peace and moderation is the spirit of a Kepublic."

—

Ibid.,

p. 167, vol. i.

" There is no great share of probity necessary to support
a monarchical or despotic Government : the force of laws in

one, and the Prince's arm, in the other, are sufficient to direct

and maintain the whole ; but in a popular state, one spring

more is necessary, namely. Virtue."—Ibid., vol. i, p. 25.
" Is it not almost a self-evident axiom that the State should

require and compel the education, up to a certain standard, of
every human being who is bom its citizen. To bring a child

into existence without a fair prospect of being able, not only

to provide food for its body, but instruction and training for

its mind, is a moral crime against the offspring and society ; and
if the parent does not fulfil this obligation, the State ought, to

see it fulfilled, at the charge, as far as possible, of the

Parent."—J'.
;S'. Mill, on " Liberty," p. 189, &c.

" To learn is the first step; to live is but the second. It is

beautiful on this sombre earth, during this dark life, short pas-

sage to something else, it is beautiful that force should have
right for a master, that progress should have courage as a

chief, that intelligence should have honour as a Sovereign;

that conscience should have duty as a despot ; that civilisation

should have Liberty as a queen ; that ignorance should have

a servant, Light."—Hugo.

In considering the old authorities, it is well to

remember, as Montesquieu reminds us, that " Aris-

I
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totle wanted to indulge sometimes his jealousy

against Plato, and s.o,metimes his passion for Alex-

ander," and that " Plato was incensed against the

tyranny of the People of Athens."

One of the most striking and instructJR^e facts

is that from epoch to epoch, not only the same Hues

of thought, but often the very same words (as

translated), are employed and repeated by those

Hierarchs of thought,— so comparatively few

indeed,—^whom it is necessary to consult on this

(question.

The Perfection of the Democratic Principhr

has not been questioned by theorists untU the pre-

sent time. Save in America and France, its prac-

tice is generally relegated to a future, when-

capital and Labour shall, more or less, have ad-

justed their disputes by combining their advant-

ages in the labourer, but Mr. J. S. Mill, by way of

alternative to Popular Sovereignty, though not

perhaps with a view to an eternal postpone-

ment of it in 'England, recommends a graduated

scale of suffi'ages according to education and
wealth.

It is, however, beUeved, that with whatever inT

tention proposed, the People that should once adopt
this sliding scale of Manhood, would have, to reaqh.

Democracy through revolution.

Political theorists used to be divided into

believers in the rule of the one, the few, the many,
and the aU.

Amongst, living nations they are now mostly
divided into two parties.
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Those who trust no class at all, and those who
trust none but the universal People.

1st. Those who believe in no class and would
guard against all. Who object to Demociracy

pure,—to Popidar Sovereignty, not because it is

Popular Sovereignty, but because it is, they say,

class Sovereignty, and who seek political safety in

any artificial balance of votes and interests.

2nd. Those who trust the People.

Amongst the first class the only great repre-

sentative advocate is Mr. J. S. Mill.

To the second, really belong all the authorities

from Socrates downwards.

It is almost as impossible to find a great man
who does not trust the People, as it is to find a
great People that does not trust its great men.

Socrates denounced the evils of oligarchy, and
Aristotle, though reconnnending a compromise

therewith, enunciated principles which lead straight

to Democracy pure, whUst his definitions of De^
mocracy ("to constitute a Democracy, the many
who are masters of the Government must be

poor") would not apply" to the state of Society in

America, or to any state where political economy
is understood, or the rights and interests of all are

attended to.

If the theorists of old be compared with those

6f to-day, the former appear the more scien-

tific, and consistent, and courageous. They believed

more in the man, and less in his chattels. They
mistrust pure unmixed Democracy, for in Greek

and Roman Democracies, from four-fifths to eleven-

I 2
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twelfths of the People were Slaves, and they

evidently did not anticipate the time when the

majority would be in circumstances of ease.

Thus, from Aristotle untU J. S. Mill, the two

ideas of Popular Sovereignty, and popular dis-

qualification through poverty, pervade, more or less,

all theories of politics.

Socrates derided the idea of " valuation " of a

voter. Aristotle attributes political " prerogative
"

to wealth, and certainly neither foresaw the

(approximate) annihilation of poverty. But MiU

(J. S.) in an age when machinery invented since

1816, does the work of five hundred millions of

men, and when the laboiirers of all living nations

are being lifted more and more irom the earth,

comes forward with mongrel theories of plural

voting, to counteract ignorance and Democratic

class Sovereignty, theories which, ifaccepted, would

go far to prevent the attributes of manhood from

ever in our day being properly recognised.

We now consider the principle of the sove-

reignty OE THE People ;

—

1st, as treated of by the fathers of political

science, and therein chiefly as afiected by the

elements of Poverty and Ignorance, which are the

only elements in respect of which, until lately, the

principle has been doubted, and we shall show how
even such writers as Mill resolutely maintain the.

Principles of Democracy pure, whilst propounding
divers plans for its perpetual denial.

We shall afterwards give the reasons why the

Sovereignty of an educated nation secures the three
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objects of Government,—Progress, Stability or

Conservatism, and Unity.

The Principle of Popular Sovereignty is di-

rectly asserted by Aristotle. Herein he is one in

theory with Penn, although almost all the world's

history roUs between them. Christianity was really

the basis of the principle of Democracy, and the

motive power for its realisation, but it required the

mighty equalising agency of the printing press, it

required Enghsh isolation from Europe, before

Popular Sovereignty could be established,—it re-

quired the completer isolation of America from

England and Europe, ere Penn could found in

fact the principles which the mighty Grecian thus

propounded :

—

" In what portion of the State the Sovereignty ought to
reside."

" The People at large, how contemptible soever they may
appear when taken individually, are yet, when collectively

considered, not perhaps unworthy of Sovereignty. It is a trite

observation, that those entertainments where each man sends
the dish most agreeable to his own palate, are preferable to
those furnished by the most sumptuous delicacy of individuals.

The People at large are aUawed to be the best judges of
music and poetry. The moral and intellectual excellencies of the

multitude thus differ from those of a wise and virtuous man,
as the beauty of a fine picture does from the beauty of indi-

viduals, of whom some have features more perfect and beau-
tiful than those of the picture; yet the picture, collecting

only excellencies, and always avoiding deformities, will be
found more beautiful and nurreperfect than any original in nature,

with whom it can be compared. The excellencies therefore

of that complex entity, the public, may sometimes surpass those

of the most accompfished Prince or most virtuous council."

—

Aristotle, b. 3, pp. 214-15. (GiUie's Trans.)
" The safety of every free Government requires that the

major part of the citizens should enjoy a certain weight in the
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administration . . the people, collectively considered, are

capable of discharging functions of which, in their individual

characters, they seem altogether unworthy. . . . Such

is the absurdity resulting from the supposition thai those who are

superior in one particular, ought to he, entitled to a superiority in

political society, m which mankind have assembled in order to

club their respective advantages, and to direct their various but

united efforts to one salutary end and purpose ; and in which
the People at large may always quash the vain pretensions of the

few, by saying, we collectively, are richer, wiser, and nobler than

you."
" The arguments in favour of the judgment of the many,

we have already had occasion to explain ; and in favour of their

justice, the many are less liable to corruption than one man or the

few, in the same manner that a large lake is less corruptible

than a small pool. If we deal therefore impartially with
Kings, Magistrates and People. . . it must be acknowledged,
that in communities consisting of such members, a repubUc
is better than an aristocracy, and an aiistocracy than a
momTchj."—Ibid, pp. 218, 222, 230.

§

We contend that notwithstanding Aristotle

condemns Democracy, together with OHgarchy
and Tyranny, and extols the "Eepubhc," as de-

stroying the evils, and retaining the advantages of

both, and as a state in which " the prerogatives of

the few, and the rights and Hberties of the many,
are duly respected and impartially maintained,"

yet if attempted to be applied to the actual state

of Society in democratic America, where educa-
tion and production are free, his own principles

and definitions are inconsistent with these "pre-
rogatives of those wealthy few."

For he says (vol. ii, p. 329) :—« To constitute
an ohgarchy, the few who are masters of the
Government, must be rich; and to constitute a
Democracy, the many who are masters of the
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Government, must be poor : for it is only when
both circumstances concur in these Governments,

that their respective characters are strongly im-

pressed, and their opposite genius fuUy displayed."

He also says (v. ii. p. 340) that :

—

" Those mixed Grovernments which incline most to the
side of oligarchy are commonly called aristocracies, because
morals and education seem to have a natural connection with
wealth." That " when (p. 341) with regard to any one object^

the respective laws of these distinct forms of polity are incon-

sistent, neither of them is to be employed, but a new law is

to be framed holding a due middle between them." That
(p. 343) " any form may be kept together by external force,

but that is good which flourisiies by its native energy." That

(p. 346) " excess of wealth spurns the authority of reason,

and extreme poverty debases the character." That " a certain

mediocrity is necessary to equality, equality to friendliness,

and friendliness to security. It is plain, therefore, that the

best commonwealth is that in which middling men most abound, and
prove, at least, superior tci either of the extremes." That a
republic " abounding in the middle ranks " is least likely to fall

under the tyranny of one man, and least likely to be subverted.

Again (p. 348), "the political arrangement of every Stat6

must always depend on the prevaihng inclinations of that

party which is predominant ; and the preponderancy must
consist in quantity or quality ;

quantity denoting number, and
quality the distinguishing excellencies of the upper ranks

;

birth, wealth, education, the love of glory, and of the Republic. If
the popular party exceed mm-e in quantity, than they are excelled

in quality, Democracy must prevail. The first and best kind of

it, if the majority be husbandmen and shepherds, the last and
worst, if tradesmen and manufactm-ers."

Aristotle further contends that next to a com-

munity of husbandmen, a nation subsisting by

pasturage is the fittest for being formed into a

democracy.

He also teaches that the more Society is im-

proved, and education perfected, the more equality

wiU prevail, and the fiu^iher will liberty be extended.

Mho that the stabihty of Government depends
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(v. iii, p. 373) chiefly on :—1st. Kespect to age and

experience. 2nd. Distribution of honours and

offices according to merit. 3rd. Education accu-

rately adapted to the pattern of the commonwealth.

From these quotations we get the following

conclusions respecting the politics of Aristotle :

—

1st. He concedes the principle of Popular

Sovereignty.

2nd. He concedes also its practicability if

Poverty and Ignorance can be put in a minority.

Poverty is the main cause of the deficiencies of

Democracy. Pure morals, education, and pvhlic

spirit, are qualities which usually accompany a

competency, and which in his time rendered the

Oligarchic element essential.

3rd. That a preponderating middle class is the

safest and best for the State.

4th. That the main reason why Aristotle at-

tached so great importance to the preponderance of

a middle class, was that ignorance and poverty

were then supposed to attach to the lower many
whom it debased, and who were deprived of a love

of glory, culture, and genius. Democracy has

changed all that since Aristotle. Moreover, where

Equality reaUy prevails, it tempers the failings of

the " middle classes," as known in England. The
essence of middle class advantages, as claimed by
Aristotle, was " equality," as promoting " friendli-

ness,'' and therefore " security."

5th. That pursuits connected with the soil are

the best fitted for Democracies. How is this proved

by the "territorial Democracy" ofAmerica!
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There is, then, at least one country in the world

qualified, according to Aristotle, for a pure Demo-
cracy.

It is the country, namely, where Popular Sove-

reignty, Loyalty, Education, Love of Country, a

vast middle class, and property, universally diffused,

and illimitable fields for agriculture and pasturage,

all combine to make Democracy natural and inevi-

table.

That Country is America. The latest and com-

pletest Development vindicates the most ancient

philosophy.

But to illustrate yet further the connection be-

tween universal competency and popular Sove-

reignty and power, we wiU quote the poHtical

Economy of James MiU in contrast with the

results of the American census. Mr. MiU
says :

—

" Universally, then, we may afBrm, other things remaioing

the same, that if the ratio that Capital and Population bear to

one another remains the same, wages will remain the same

;

if the ratio which Capital bears to Population increases, wages
will rise ; if the ratio which Population bears to Capital in-

creases, wages will fall.

" If the condition of the great body of the People is not
. easy and comfortable, it can only be made so by one of two
methods ; either by quickening the rate at which capital in-

creases, or retarding the rate at which population increases.

" Tlds general misery of mankind is a fact which can be
accounted for upon one only of two suppositions ; either that

there is a natural tendency in population to increase faster

than capital, or that capital has hy some means been prevented

from increasing so fast as it has a tendency to increase.

" This, therefore, is an enquiry of the highest importance."

—James Mill. " Political Economy," pp. 28-30.
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It will suffice here, without examining the

causes which have " prevented the natural increase

of Capital and wages," to state the result established

by the American census,—that although Population

increased rapidly, and there is a vast immigration,

capital there increases more than three times as

fast as Population, and that this is due as much to

the freedom ofman and of his labour and invention,

as to cheapness of land.

Thus let Freedom of Land, Labour, Schools,

Press, and Eehgion ; let also Direct Taxation pre-

vail,—and wages and savings (Capital) increase at

an unheard-of ratio. Let the average wages of a

free nation be raised, and the average education

rises with them.

Hence we are led to this conclusion,-^—f^ai

wherever labour is really free, there DemocracU
will soon prevail ; that wherever labour and land

are not free, whether by unwise laws of parochial

settlement unjust tariffs, taxes on invention, unjust

patent laws, corn laws, unjust and complicated land

laws, laws of primogeniture, or otherwise howsoevet,

there Oligarchy and Oligarchic interests are the

criminal cause of the social and political incompe-
tency of the People.

The fact of the Progress and Unity, and conse-

quent strength of Democracies, and the counterpart
weakness and divisions of Oligarchy, is indeed
maintained by Socrates :

—

" A.nd do they not then make laws, marking out the
boundary of the Oligarchid constitution, and regnlatinff the
quantity -of Oligarchic power according to the quantly of
wealth, more to the wealthy, and less to the less, intimating
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that he who has not the valuation (property) settled by law is to

have no share in the Government f . . .

" Consider, if a man should in this manner appoint pilots of

ships, according to their valuations (property), but never in-

trust one with a poor man, though better skilled in piloting,

what would be the consequence 1 They would, said he, make
very bad navigation. And is it not in the same manner with
reference to any other thing, or any Government whatever ?

" Ohga,rchy would then seem to have this, which is so gxeat

a fault. . . . That such a city is not one, but of necessity two ;

one consisting of the poor, and the other of the rich, dwelling
in one place, and always plotting against one another. ' By
Jupiter,' said he, 'it is in no respect less.'"

—

The Republic oj

Plato, Book viii, p. 397. (Taylor's Translation.)

Guizoti (on Civilisation) insists on Individual

Development as the great Factor of States, and on

increased production and more equal distribution.

The following are condensed extracts :

—

" On the one hand, an increasing production of means of
power and prosperity in Society ; on the other, a more equal
distribution among individuals of the power and prosperity
provided.

" Is this all ? Have we exhausted the natural and common
meaning of the word civilisation ?

" Another Development of Individual life, of man himself,

of his' faculties, sentiments, ideas.

" Two facts then are comprised in this great fact. . . .

the progress of Society and of Humanity.
" It we examine the nature of the grand crises of civilisa-

tion ... it has always been of individual or social de-
velopment ; always facts that have changed the internal man,
his faith, his manners, or his external condition, his situation

in relation with his fellows."

—

Guizot on " Civilisation."

Baron W. von Humboldt gives us the'following

as to ancient and modern Individuality, Freedom,

and Diversity of conditions :

—

" Antiquity captivates us above all by that inherent great-
ness which is comprised in the life of the IndividusJ, and
perishes with him,—the bloom of fancy, the depth of thought,
the strength of will, the perfect oneness of the entire being,

which alone confer true worth on human nature*"
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" The grand point to be kept in view by the State is the

development of the powers of all its single citizens in their

perfect individuality."
" The true end of man or that which is prescribed by the

eternal and immutable dictates of reason, and not suggested
by vague and transient desires, in the highest and most har-

monious development of his powers to a complete and consis-

tent whole : freedom is the grand and indispensable condition

which the possibility of such a development presupposes ; but
there is besides another essential,—intimately connected with
freedom, it is true,

—

a variety of situations."

" Their individual vigour, then, and manifold diversity, com-
bine themselves in originality ; and hence, that on which the
consummate grandeur of our nature ultimately depends,—that
towards which every human being must ceaselessly direct his
efforts, and that on which especially those who design to in-

fluence their fellow men must ever keep their eyes, is the
Individuality of power and development.

"Just as this individuahty springs naturally from the
perfect freedom of action, and the greatest diversity in the agents,

it tends immediately to produce them in turn.
" The grand leading principle, towards which every argu-

ment hitherto unfolded in these pages directly conveys, is the

absolute and essential importance of human development in its richest

diversity."

Milton, upon the advantages of a free com-
monwealth, and on the necessity of a high class

education to the maintenance of the Common-
wealth, maintains that

—

"... A free commonA\'ealth is not only held ly wisest
men tn all ages, the noblest, the manliest, the equallest, the justest
Government, the most agreeable to all due liberty and propor-
tioned equality, both human, civil, and Christian, most cherish-mg to virtue and true religion, but also plainly commended, or
rather enjomed by our Saviour himaell."—Milton, " Ready and
easy way to establish a free Commonwealth," p. 645

.^ '1^°.?^ education and accurate wisdom ought to correct
the fluxible fault, if any such be, of our watry situation. To
make the People fittest to choose the chosen, and the chosen
fittestto govern wiU be to mend our corrupt and faulty educa-
tion. —Milton, ibid., p. 650.

J a

« And if the people, laying aside prejudice and impatience,
will seriously and cakii y now consider their own good, both
rehgious and civil, their own liberty and the ofly means
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thereof, as shall be here laid down before them, and will elect

their knights and burgesses able men, and according to the
just and necessary qualifications (which, for aught I hear,

remain yet in force unrepealed, as they were formerly decreed
in parliament), men not addicted to a single person or House
of Lords, the work is done ; at least the foundation firmly laid

of a free commonwealth, and ^ood part also erected of the
main structures."

" The whole Freedom of man consists either in spiritual or

civil liberty. . . The other part of our freedom consists in

the civil rights and advancements of every person according to his

merit: the enjoyment of those never more certain, and the;

access to these never more open, than in a free commonwealth.
Both which, in my (pinion, may be best and soonest obtained, if
every county in the land mere made a kind of subordinate common-
alty or commonwealth*

" They should have here also schools and academies at

their own choice, wherein their children may be bred up in

their own sight, to all learning and noble education; not in

gi'ammar only, but in all liberal arts and exercises. This would
soon spread much more knowledge and civility, yea, religion,

through all parts of the land, bj- communicating the natural

heat of government and culture more distributively to all extreme

parts, which now lie numb and neglected, would soon make
the whole nation more industrious, more ingenious at home ;

more potent, more honorable abroad. To this a free com-
monwealth wUl easily assent ; (nay, the parliament hath had
already some such thing in design) for of all governments a
commonwealth aims most to make the people flourishing,

virtuous, noble, and high spirited."

—

Milton, ibid., pp. 648,

654, and 655.

"I doubt not but all ingenuous and knowing men will

easily agree with me that a free commonwealth without single

person or House of Lords is by far the best Government if it

can be had."

—

Milton, ibid., p. 647.

And Montesquieu, whose writings on the Spirit

of Laws, and on the causes of the corruption of

the Roman Republic, are of the profoundest, thus

descants, in his first volume, on the true principles

and characteristics of Republics :

—

" The principle of democracy is corrupted, not only when the
spirit of equality is extinct, but Ukewise when they fall into a

* A forecast of the United States

!
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spirit of extreme equality, and wten each citizen would fain bo
upon a level with those whom he has chosen to command him,—^to debate for the senate, execute for the magistrates, and
decide for the judges."—P. 143.

" Democracy hath, therefore, two excesses to avoid ; the

spirit of inequali% which leads to aristocracy or monarchy

;

and the spirit of extreme equality, which leads to despotic

power.
" As distant as heaven is from the earth, so is the true

spirit of equality from fhat of extreme equahty ; in the former
men are equal only as citizens, but in the latter they are equal
also as magistrates, senators, judges, or masters.

" The natural place of virtue is near to liberty ; but it is not
nearer to excessive hberty than to servitude."—P. 146.

"As those who govern (in a free State) have a power
which in some measure, has need of fresh vigour every day,
they have a greater regard for such as are useful to them than
for those who contribute to their amusement. •

" They have not that politeness which is founded on indo-
lence. An absolute Government produces indolence, and this
gives birth to politeness."—P. 417.

" Their laws not being made for one more than for another,
each considers himself a monarch.

" In a free nation, it is very often a matter of indifference
whether individuals reason well or ill ; it is sufficient that they
do reason : from hence springs that liberty which is a security

from the effects of these reasonings.

" But in a despotic Government, it is equally pernicious
whether they reason well or ill ; their reasoning is alone suf-
ficient to reach the principle of that Government."—P. 418.

" The character of the (free) nation is more particularly
discovered in their hterary performances, in which we find the
men of thought and deep meditation."—F. 419.

And Napoleon, with more detail and equal

emphasis, explaining his entire approval of Eepub-
liean Principles, declares that it is essential to them
that the whole People without distinction should

take part in the elections.

In this opinion almost the entire French and
American nations have now for seventy years con-

curred.

These Principles are, as Napoleon says, en-
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tirely Republican, That they are not, in their

pure and simple shape, entirely suited to the

French, is the fault, not of Napoleon, but of the

French.

It is only a consistency of formahty and nar-

row-mindness, that blames him for securing^ fixity

of tenure where tenure has always been fixed, and

where the Rhine and not the sea, is boundary. In

France, if Napoleon does not rule, Rome will. But
that the People are with Napoleon, and that he is

as democratic a leader as France is prepared for,

cannot be doubted.

" The first wants of a nation are Independence, Liberty,

Stability, the supremacy of Merit, and tkeenjoyments of life equally

^i£used. The bestform of Government would be that under which
every abuse of power might in any case be corrected ; under
which, without social distui-bance, without effusion of blood,

not only the laws, but the head of the State might be susceptible of
change; for one generation has no right to' subject to its laws
generations to come.

" In order that the Independence of a nation be secure, it is

necessary that the Government be strong ; and that the Govern^
ment be strong, it behoves that it should enjoy the confidence of
the people, that it should be in a condition to maintain a numer-
ous and well disciplined army without exciting outcries against
tyranny, and that it should be able to arm the whole nation with-

outfear of being overthrown by it.

" To be iVee, freedom being only a consequence of inde-

pendence, it is necessarythat the whole people, ivithout distinction,

should take a part in the election of the representatives of the
nation ; that the masses, which can never be corrupted, and which
never fatter or dissemble, should be the constant source from which

all power should emanate.
" In order that the enjoyments of life be equally spread

amongst all classes, it is necessary not only that' taxation
should be diminished, but also that the Government should
wear an aspect of stability which shall tranquillise the minds
of men, and warrant a dependence upon the future. The
Government will be stable when institutions are not exclusive ; that

is to say, when, without favoring any class, they are tolerant

of all, and, above all, are in harmony with the requirements and
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he desires of the majority of the nation. Then will merit he the

mly passport to success, and services rendered to the country the

mly ground for rewards."—Louis Napoleon Bonaparte. "Life

md Works." Political Reveries. Vol. i, pp. 169-170.

Mill, the last, and perhaps the most resolute, as

sveU as most careful of aU writers on the nature of

government, so emphatically asserts, and so clearly

3xplains, the advantages of Poptdar Government,

that it may be assumed that the theory of popular

Grovernment is so far sufficiently vindicated. Yet

be maintains as strenuously the principle of a gra-

duated suffrage, and insists upon the dangers of

an alleged popular class sovereignty as incident

to pure democracy. Unless then these arguments

can be set aside or overruled, the cause of piu^e

Democracy will, not have been established, but on

the contrary, will have suffered ia his hands.

Let us first show shortly the gist of his reason-

ing on the advantages of Government by the

many :

—

" Freedom and Variety of Situations. . . . Europe is in

my judgment wholly indebted to this plurality of paths for its

progress and many-sided Development. . . Individuality is

the same thing as Development. . . . When does a People
stop? When it ceases to possess Individuality. . . . The
only unfailing and permanent source of its improvement is

Liberty, since by it there are as many possible independent
centres of improvement, as there are Individuals."

—

Mill on
Liberty, pp. 130, 114, 126, 127.

" We have now, therefore, obtained a foundation for a two-
fold division of the merit which any set of political institutions
can possess. It consists partly of the degree in which they
promote the general mental advancement of the community in

intellect, virtue, and practical activity; and partly of the
degree of perfection in which they organise the moral, intel-

lectual, and' active worth already existing.
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' *^And the ofie indispensable merit of a Government is that
its operation on the people is favorable or riot Unfavorable
to the next st«j) which it is necessary for them to take in order

to raise themselves to a higher level. .

" It is then impossible to understand the question of the
adaptation of forms of Government to states of society, with-
out taking into account not only the next step, but all the steps

which society has yet to mbJke.
" The ideally best form of Government is that in which the

sovereignty or supreme controlling power in the last resort is vesteci.

in the entire aggregate of the community. ... It is both more
favorable to preseiit good Qoverimienb, and promotes a better

and higher form of national character than any other polity

whatsoever.
" Its superiority in reference to present WELL-BEiue rests

upon principles of as universal truth and applicabiUty as'

any general principles- which can be laid down respecting
human affairs. Human beings are only secure from the hands
of others in proportioij as they are self-protecting ; and they
only achieve a high degree of success in their struggle with
nature, in proportion as they are self-dqfiendent.

• "
. . Whenever it ceases to be true that mankiild as a rule

prefer themselves to others, from that moment Communism is

the only defensible form of society.

; " If we now pass to the influence of the form of Govern-
ment upon character, we shall find the superiority of popular •

Government over every other to be, if possible, still more decided.

This question reaUy depends upon a still more fundamental

ojie, viz., which of two common types of character is it most
desirable should predominate—the active or the passive type f

- " There can be no kind of doubt that the passive type i^.-

favored by the Government of one or a few, and the active self- ,

helping type by that of the many.
1 " The 'striving, go-ahead character of England and Ae

United States is in itself the foundation of the best hopes for -

the general improvement of mankind."

—

J. S. Mill, on "Repre-
sentative Government," pp. 33, 37, 43, 55, 59, 64.

Thus much, then, is dear irova authority. AH
the writers we have quoted, from Socrates down-

wards as far as MiU, either represent the advantages

of Democracy as unquestionable, or its evib as

depending on some removeable cause, such aS

ignorance or poverty. Mill, however, will have it

"that when these are dispell^ and replaced by-''
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fatal ohjiection, to that equal voting, of the All

which is Democracy ; namely, that however good

may he the class,, it is still a dass, and that excel-

hng in votes and in nnmhers, it mast of necessiiy

swamp all other classes.

We contend that this cannot he, because in a

tEue Democracy there are no longer " dassesj,' hut

the nation.

We believe in Human Nature, as intended

for sodal, political life, and that the generally

educated manhood of a nation is likely to do less

wrong thaa any other attainable form of Govetn*

ment.

And it seems to us that all authority and argu-

ment, except Mills', Inaintain. that Manhood may
and (mght to mle, if it be educated,

—

iAxat is, if it

is a symmetrical manhood, fitted by developmeni'

for association in political action.

It is true that De Tbcq^eviHe thus exposes,

what he considers to be the weak point of Demo-

cracy :

—

"We must first understand what the purport of Society
and the aim of Grovermnent is held to be.

"
. . . If, in short, you are of opinion that the prindpal

object of a Government is not to C(mfer the greatest pos-
sible share of power and ofglory upon the body of the nation,
but to ensure the greatest amount of enjoyment, and the least
degree of misery to each of the individusds who compose it,—*
if such be your desures, you can have no surer means of
satisfying them than by equalising the conditions of men and
establifihing democratic institutions."—De TocquevUler 140-1-^
v.. ii.

Apart from this "power and glory" of which
the great Repuli© has now shown the world enough,.
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it is indeed difficult to say what advantages M. de

TocqueviQe does not, attribute to Democracy,

He says it seeks the greatest possible happiness,

of the greatest number—that its officials cannot

easily combine against the People—^that it excels

in public spirit^ in notions of right, in respect of thie

liaw, and in the universal activity it promotes,

—

that it 'is endangered rather by its strength thart

its weakness, and that it has a secret tendency ta

promote public prosperity notwithstanding private

vices and mistakes, and to produce advantages

never thought of, whilst in aristocratic institutions

there is a secret propensity which, notwithstanding

the talents and virtues of rulers, leads them to

contribute to the evils which oppress, and does in-

juries even when not intended.

—

Ibid., v. ii, p. 120,

&c.

But elsewhere he rebukes the idea that nations

cannot be masters of their own Destiny, and de-

clares that it tends only to make " feeble men and'

pusillanipious nations."

"We leave this part of the subject,^ quoting

a bit from Bentham on the. sort of mechanical

nonsense talked about the advantages of a constitu-

tional Balance, of a mixed. Government, and about

the danger ofmanhood rule to property, as though

property could suffer from an increase of pro-

prietors :
—

" Talk of balance, never will it do. What mean ye by this

your balance ? Know ye not that when forces balance each

other, the machine is at a stand ? Well, and in the machine

K 2
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ofOovernment, immobility,- the perpetual absence of all motion, •

ife that the thing which is wanted ? .Know ye not, that since an
emblem .you must have,—since you can neither talk nor

attempt to think, but in hieroglyphics,—know ye not that, as

ih the case of the body natural, so in the case of the body
politic, wlien motion ceases, the body dies f

" So much for the bakmce,—^now for the mixture. Good ;

—

this notion about mixture, so long as the respective natures of
the several interests are kept out of sight. A form of Govern-
ment in which the interest of the whole is the only interest pro-

vided for, in this form behold the simple substance. To this

add a power employed in the interest of one single person, and
a power employed in the interest of a small knot of persons ;

—

m either of these cases you have a mixture ;—well, compared
then with the simple substance, when and where can be the
advantage of this mixture ?

,

"The all of A, how much less is it in the eye of A than
the all of B in the eye of B? When you have solved this

problem,—then and not before, say that universal confusion
and destruction of property would be the result of universal
suffrage.—.BeJitAam, >' Plan of Reform," pp. 51-3, 118.

The great representative fact ofthe existence and
stability of Democracy in America, is a guarantee to

Democracies everywhere, that there may be a futrn^

for them, but it is also a warning, that to rule they

must first obey ; that education, loyalty, and self-

restraint, are the conditions of their existence,

—

in fact, that if the All are to govern the State,

they must (in the general), first be quahfied to

govern,—each of them,—^himself

Granted, then, the principle ofhuman progress,

all other forms of Government than this Govern-

ment for and by the aU, are but compromises
between order and progress, whereby the People
submit foi- a while to the one, the few, or the many,
for the sake of the necessities of the present, or

the fears of the past.
'

Naturally, therefore,—inevitably, the oligar-
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chies and the people of all countries are at issue

about the American " experiment."

All ideas tend,—as representatives of all races

are emigrating,—^towards the continent of the

People.

Association of ideas, or of forces, will neces-

sarily decide the matter for Europe. If oligarchies

cannot prevail upon Democracies to commit suicide

by warriag against the Great Republic, a conserva-

tive progress will gradually lead them after it on

the inevitable road. If ohgarchies can succeed in

launching People against People, the principle of

Association will still prevail. But it will then

become a revolutionary propagandism, and present

the leverage which wUl upheave every thrOne, and

unsettle every Government in Christendom,
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" It is said we shall have safeguards, and Mr. Stuart Mill,

a political philosopher, has busied himself in discovering what
those safeguards are to be. I can conceive no employment
less worthy of a philosopher or statesman than to advise this

House to give away political power in order to devise means
of gettmg it back etgaxa/'^The Hon. Sobt. Xowe, May 3rd,

1865.

"Their laws not being imade iorone more than for another,
each considers himself a monarch."

" In a free nation it is very often a matter of indifference

whether individuals reason weU or ill ; it is sufficient that they
do reason : from hence springs that liberty which is a security

from the effects of their reasonings."—jfemtogwiei*.

" The form of Government usually termed mixed, has
always appeared to me a mere chimera. In all communities
some one principle of action may be discovered which preponde-
rates tyoer the others. When a community really has a mixed
Government, that is to say, when it is equally divided between
two adverse principles, it must either pass through a revolution

or fall into complete dissolution."

—

De Tocquevitle.

" The pohtical arrangement of every state must always
depend on the prevailing inclination of that parti/ which ts pre'
dominant."—Aristotle.

" The form of Government assigned to a particular stage
of Development must present itself."

—

H^el>



"The superiority of popular Grovemment in reference to

present well-beiag rests upon two principles of as universal

truth and appUcability as any general propositions which can
be laid down respecting human affairs. The first is, that the
rights and' interests of every or any person are only seciu'e

from being disregarded when the person interested is himselfable,

and hahitudlh/ di^osed, to stand up for them. The second is,

that the general prosperity .attains a greater height, and is more
widely diffused, iu proportion to the amount and variety of the
personal energies in promoting it."

—

J. S. Mill, on " Repre-
sentative Government," p. 64.
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ARGUMENT ON AUTHORITIES,

CHIEFLY IN REFERENCE TO THE HERESIES OF MILL.

" Every distinct development of character is capable of its

peculiar excess, and to this it constantly tends to degenerate.

If, then, an entire nation has adhered to some certain variety of
development, it comes in time to lose all power of resisting the

preponderant bias to this one peculiarity, and along with it all

power of regaining its equilibrium. Perhaps it is in this that

we discover the reason of such frequent changes in the consti-

tution of ancient states. Every fresh constitution exercised an
undue influence on the national character, and this, definitely

developed, degenerated in turn and necessitated a new one."

—Baron W. von Humboldt.

"The estate goes before the steward, the foundation

before the house, .people before their representatives, and the

Creator before the creatm-e. The steward lives by preserving

the estate ; the house stands by reason of its foundation ; the
representative depends upon the people, as the creature sub-
sists by the power of the Creator."

—

Penn.

" Eesponsibility educates, and politics is but another name
for God's way of teaching the masses ethics, under the re-

sponsibility of great present interest."

—

Wendell Phillips.

" Not that depositaries of power will not, but that they
cannot, misemploy it. Democracy is not the ideally best form
of Government unless this weak side of it can be strengthened."

—J. S. Mill.

We quote Baron Humboldt here, because he

fears a "preponderant bias, or undue influence" on
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national types, conveyed through the sameness of

Government education,—^the very thing which Mill

most insists upon, and because Humboldt himself

insists that " absolute freedom," which is something

very like equality, is the great promoter of variety

of conditions. He seems to contemplate either

State education of an elaborate kind, or education

in a despotic state of society under control of a

Despotism.

The difference is curious. Mill says, " Let the

State educate, but avoid a majority class preponde-

rance by plural voting." Humboldt says, " Do not

educate by the State, or you will create a speciaj

bias which will degenerate into extremes."

We now leave the domain of authority and

proceed in the first place to combat Mr. Mill's new

objections to Democracy pure, and the precautions

he proposes against ignorance and the class inter-

ests of a numerical majority. In some respects he

herein follows Aristotle, although in a state of

society entirely different. He also fears iihat a

general mediocrity is incident to Progress j but a

mediocrity tliat means a general diffusion lof com-

forts and knowledge, that discovers and promotes

its truly great men, that is compatible with an

intense nationality, and that can combine a revolu-

tion with a reformation, in such an apocalypse as

America has just shown the world,—such a " me-
diocrity," we say, is an argument not against, but

for Democracies.

Mr. MiU must be tired of being always stu-

pidly and mechanically praised, it appears to us
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that ie has pursued one Ime of axgument wMch
begLns with universal means of development, and

ends with the universal vote-power, and that other

line of argument anent conservatism, tiU th« great-

ness of the interests at stake and the untried con-

clusions it then involved, startled him into com-

promise and " graduation."

Surely he should have been at home in this

greatness. He should have trusted nature and

God. He should have seen that a true national

manhood is the mean of progress and conservatism.

That if BO many good and amiable and edu.cated

anen do ahrink from public Jife, perhaps, after all,

ffchey are best in the bosom of their families. That

in the revolutionary energies of the " AU," the

conservative instincts of the many, the God^given

leadership of the few, the oneness of the Presiden-

tial executive, and the universality and power of

his oonstittiency,—we shall find the necessary vir-

tues of all systemSj whether Democracy, middle-

jjlass rule, dligarchy, or autocracy, and that in a

true People thus expressed, led, aad organised,

there is a fimotion that has yet to t&e explmned to

the politicians of this generation.

The remedies he would apply are certain sim-

ple education tests, to keep out the most ignorant,

a general right to cast votes for individuals who
are not candidates for any particular place j and a

.system of plural voting as the right of thosBj who
by racademical test^ or .a jough money ,test, -may
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be supposed to be more learned and politically

competent.

To the first there is perhaps no objection if it

can be rendered practicable.

The second is admirable, if possible.

To the latter there are objections both as to

Principle and as to Practice.

Amongst them are :

—

1st. That Society in England is prepared to

wait or to advance by degrees, imtil education

shall beyond aU. doubt have qualified the all as

citizens. There is no need for experimentalising

upon the EngUsh constitution with a measure of

such new and tremendous power as one for plural

voting.

2nd. Education will tmdoubtedly prepare the

all for power quite as fast as they will demand it.

Mr. Mill himself insists upon it that the citizens of

the only democratic coimtry are all in some sense

both "Patriots and cultivated." He aJs admits

the connection between " these qualities and demo-

ccratic institutions."

3rd. To establish a plurality of voting power

would be to create a more scientific and dangerous

instrument of Despotism and obstruction than has

hitherto been invented for the enemies of man-
kind.

4th. England is already the country of coi^o-

rate and feudal obstructions of all sorts against the

popular advance. These have to be attacked and
carried in detail, and the storming of them wiU be
.ample "graduation." It seems now as though they
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could never be "carried without the impetus oi-r&oo^

lutionary energies. To implant fresh obstructions

in the constitution itself, would arouse not the mere

revolutionary energies of the People fresh from

contact with the soil and with reahty, but revolu-

tion itself.

5th. The working [classes cannot form a pre-

ponderating class unless,, 1st, their power exceeds

the power of the other classes, and 2ndly, unless

trhey combine as a class for class objects, instead of

9s citizens with citizens.

In reference to the first postulate, numbers

never have constituted, and never will constitute

power in any permanent sense, until they deserve,

to do so. Numbers are not power without organic

sation, and there can be no organisation without a

common platform, and in a country like this, that

platform must be one of intellect and morality.

In reference to the second postulate, there are

no democratic class objects of an unfair, unjust, and

improper , sort, which education and intercoiu-se

will not demonstrate to be injurious as sectional,

and unattainable as injurious. The Few have at-

tained dass objects throughout history, but it has

been xmder cover of the general ignorance.

To put one man at nothing and another at one

may for the time be necessary. To admit the

education, and yet to put one man at three and

^mother at one is illogical. It both denies and

affirms manhood. It blasphemes and drivels in a

strophe.

We refuse to believe that any man who admits
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the conservative effect of education,—^that tlie

popular power can only become eflScient as it is

organised by education,—and tbat to judge ofpoK-

tical capacity and bonesty is no affair of recondite

science, but of mere common sense, will also deH-

berately affirm that the educated citizen is not

competent to use his manhood, so fearfully and

wonderfully made, for [the rudimentary rights' and

equal functions of political Efe.

But our categorical answer to this "prepon-

derating," and " swamping," and "piraulity" busi-

ness is :

—

6th. That in all Government whatsoever, some

one principle atad power must preponderate and

swamp. That to try to avoid it by handicapping the

national maaihood, is to mistake the principles and

the possibiEties. of Government, and the needs as

weU as the patience of nations ; is to organise revo-

lutions and call that a balance, and to guarantee

the deluge by contriving dams against it.

7th. Democracy, or the eqtial voting power of

the alt, is that towards which the whole woiid

gravitates.

That which gives unity to Government is' a

single preponderatiQg power, and there can be no

true Government without it.

And we have seen what has been the warrant

of the various powers that have prepondera-ted.

The power of the one is justified by the neces-

sity of order :—of thefew and the many by the same
necessity, tempered more and more by right, as

gradations of the aU have been admitted. Through-
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otit hiatopy; other classes^ have preponderated' from

necessity,

—

the people alone can preponderate hf

fitness and right.

8th. But this preponderance ofthe People is only

a preponderance of the all against privileges and

aibusei It is in reality a Balance, and the only

righteous balance possible,—the balance of the

mnaltiple of numbers against all the other multiples,

as hereafter explained,—^the God-created balance

of a great and true nation

!

Alas, ia mistrusting the People, Mill misses and

would mar the last sublime and only true and com-

plete unity.

The aU would indeed "swamp'* and "neu-

tralise," and " preponderate,"—over the abuses, vis

inertiee, and corruption of the sections, but they

would create the People que and indivisible.

We denounce then Mr. Mill's plan as a plan

for the eternal subordination of the masses. Unless

it secure that, it must secure revolution, or destroy

the country.

Though wide as the poles asunder in moial;

intent, he works in one hne with the cause lately

called " The South/' for he works for that which is

in its nature and essence, oligarehic:

And a nation he would never have, but an

artificial balance of classes, waiting the furnace of

revolution to purge and fuse them.

Let the wheat and the tares grow awhile-

together, tUl the People are graduated into fitness.

That may make a nation. Mili would only make

a judgment..
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And all because, forsooth, the common people

ire not fit to say whether A. or B. is fittest to

epresent them

!

We say, on the contrary, that ten thousand

ober common Englishmen, listening in pubhc

fiSembly to A. and B., are better fitted than the same

Lumber of M.A.'s, B.A/s, or LL.D.'s, millionaires,

•ankers, esquires, or tailors, to pronounce on the

[ualifications of the said A, and B. as pubhc men.

Jut if education is wanted yet further to prepare

hem, they can better afford to wait than to have

lattalions of pohtical enemies, with multiples of

(oHtical power, marshalled across their path. Those

?ho impute class antagonism to the people, must

Lot admit it against thfem.

Prepare the People for the vote : universaKse

t ; and then protect them in it.

Nothing tends so much to remove this disquali-

Lcation of ignorance as the incentives suppHed by
: sense of fireedom and responsibility conferred by
share in the Government. As Wendell Phillips

eaches,—" responsibility educates ;" and Mr. Mill

limaelf insists that

—

" Among the foremost benefits of free Government is that
iucation of the intelligence and sentiments which is carried down
> the very lowest when they are called upon to take a part in
cts which directly affect the great interests of their country.
Mess sTihstantial. mental cultivation in the mass of mankind
i to be a mere vision, this is the road by which it must come.

Ahnost all travellers are struck by the fact that every
[mencan ts m some sense both a patriot anda personofcultivat&l
itelhgenee i^nd M. de Tocqueville has shown how close the
onnection is between these quaUties and their democratic
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institutions. Ifo such wide diffusion of the ideas, tastes, and
sentiments of educated minds, has ever been seen elsewhere, or even

conceived of as attainable."—Representative Government, pp. 156-7.

But Mr. Mill proceeds to say that "this is

nothing to what we might look for in a Government

equally democratic in its unexclusiveness, but better

organised in other important points." Further,

that " no one but a fool, and only a fool of a

peculiar description, feels offended by the acknow-

ledgment that there are others whose opinion, and

even whose wish, is entitled to a greater amount of

consideration than his."

In other words, Mr. Mill considers that a

Government "equally democratic in unexclusive-

ness" as the American, where the scholar, for

instance, or the banker, shall have two or more

votes for one of the laborer's votes !

This, again, involves two questions : 1st, what

the laborer would feel ; and, 2nd, what the State

has to decide as to this supposed overwhelming

class power of an equal-voting Demos.

At present the laborer looks upon the suffi-age

as a right to be won by economy and industry for

the individual, and by agitation and political

progress for his class ; and he knows that those

next above him have but lately won their vote,

after a national struggle. But to be openly and

scientifically appraised as but half or three-quarters

of a man ; to be told that another who knows Latin

and Greek, and has got over the ass's bridge, is

three times as able as himself to decide whether

Mr. Smith or Mr. Jones would be the best M.P., or

I-
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whether we shovild go to war for Poland, or b6

imprisoned for Chttrch Rates,—this would lead to

deep-seated class hostility, would evoke class agita-

tion, and make the workmen declare that they

indeed would not be such "fools" (they might

quote Mr. MiU, and say, such fools "ofa peculiar

description ") as to submit to the valuation.

With regard to "ignorance," in the sense in

which the argument relating thereto was used by

Aristotle, we need not further refer to it. Modem
Democracy completely cuts away that ground, and

Mr. Mill is one of the foremost ia insisting on its

extirpation.

Democracy says that a nation cannot be demo-

cratic till it is educated. The nation must prepare

and wait. Mr. Mill says, let us take the nation as

it is, and graduate votes to education, &c.

Democracy says that the whole equal voting

educated manhood of a nation can alone fulfil its

destiny, and can alone secure (amongst other

things) the objects proposed by such schemes as

plural voting ; and further, as has been already

"stated, that plural voting is directly revolutionary,

for it arms those who already possess natural

multiples of power, with artificial ones also, and

places them as necessary antagonists directly in

the march of the People.

The ancient objection of "ignorance," then, has

been transformed into a question of " graduation."

It is now asserted that " quality " must balance
*' numbers,"—that " preponderance of classes" must

for the first time be avoided, or that, as the stock
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phrase now is, the People must not be allowed to
" swamp " their betters.

We prefer Aristotle to Mill and to the Tories.

We repeat with Aristotle, that when " quantity
"

joins "quality," "Democracy must prevail," and
with De TocqueviUe,—that if the natural prepon-

derating power is withstood successfully, the result

is "revolution or dissolution,"—that the obstruc-

tion is overthrown, or the country destroyed.

But as pointed out before, this is not so much
a question of argument as of power. The men with

multiples of influence and power are always sure

to prevent the access of the People to it, until the

latter are prepared to conquer these smaller and

coropacter hostile unities. Power is Only conquered

by power, and by a power greater or better organ-

ised. When the People can conquer it by public

Opinion, it will always be safest to give it them.

Nor can we forbear remarking on the incon-

sistency of urging plural voting as the " only

alternative to imiversal suffirage."

Mr. Mill wants to see all men prepared for

citizenship. He urges on the State -to allow no

man to grow up without education. A imiversal

education is a universal citizenship. Universal

citizenship and suffrage is the goal of political

progress : it unites interest and right, conservatism

and progress ;—^and yet tliis universal competency

of citizenship is to be rewarded by a comparative

disenfranchisement

!

L 2
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The heresy of Mill resdves itself into a dis-

belief in equality,—that it is not possible without

producing tyranny, in other words, that it is not

possible. To meet this theory of danger, he would

make equality impossible. He would make in-

equality an institution, and expect the all to accept

their degradation. He would bind over the People

in sureties to wage eternal electoral war, for he

would urge on development, and promote associa-

tion, and when these have brought forth their

inevitable oflfepring—Equality, he would say to

the People, " now you are getting dangerous, come

on to my patent graduated sliding scale, and let

us see how many parts of a man you are entitled

to be considered."

This is to inaugurate revolution with a ven-

geance, for it creates the power and then denies

its use.

The answer to all this is clear.

In the inevitable course of human nature

there are no contradictions. You cannot execute a

strategic movement upon necessity, nor outflank

Destiny.

Up to a certain point those classes which pos-

sess the multiples of power—high class education,

oratory, learning, culture, wealth, birth, &c., wiU

by excelling in quahty neutralise mere numbers.

After a certain point the quality of the Demos
wiU improve,—better developed, he will the more
closely associate, and as his " quality " comes up to

the standard of the more favored classes, and as,

exceeding in quantity, he equals also in qualify^
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then at the same time that his preponderance is

secured, the evUs attending it are removed.

Therefore the all cannot attain a class prepon-

derance till classes, in the bad sense, have ceased,

and there remains instead of them a completed

nation.

The attempt to institute plural voting, this only

alternative with universal equal suffirage, must begin

and end in exasperation, distrust, and suspicion.

Mr, Mill's own theory of moral and mental

" development," contradicts the scheme. If the

man valued the vote, passion, and a sense of injury,

would ensue from this graduated scale of manhood.

If he did not value and use it, so given, where

would be the " Development V
If it is an obvious fact, that " Free Government

educates the intelligence and sentiments of the

very lowest,-^makes him a patriot, and widely dif-

fuses the ideas, tastes, and sentiments of educated

minds to an extent neither seen nor conceived of

elsewhere," it is neither conceivable nor right, that

individuals so qualified should submit to be con-

stituted politically the third or the ninth part of a

man. Such qualities, forced into opposition, would

become dangerous precisely in proportion as they

would otherwise be conservative and valuable.

With such admissions neither the ignorance

nor the numbers of the Demos can serve as a plea

for plural votiiig.

§

Plural voting is also a scheme which wotild unite

a most diverse and powerful opposition.
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If the scholar is to have twice the voting

power of the workman, would the wealthy man

have twice that of the scholar, or would the B.A.

in the garret or the shop outvote his landlord or

his master 1 In the first case, the class power

would be overweighted as against the artisan

class. In the second, property would oppose the

scheme.

Moreover the educated and wealthy classes;

have abeady a " plurality " of influence upon the

franchise. The money power, the social power,

the writing power, the speaking power, the preach-

ing power, the newspaper press. The forum, the

pulpit, the exchange.

Never before was a system so well contrived

as that of English representation, to represent

minorities.

A majority of a section has ruled England since

Cromwell.

What is the result 1

Five-sixths of our People are declared unfit ta

vote.

Large, religious, and powerful majorities are

not only unrepresented, but they are outraged.

It is only when the People are grasping power,

that the value of minorities is discovered.

Again as far as Conservatism consists oi prejvr

dice, ofmere likes and dislikes, sentiment or passion,

it depends not upon knowledge or ignorance, but

obviously and notoriously on whether one is in or

out of the pale of the Constitution. Outside, one

rages against the barriers ; inside, one pities.
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despises, or neglects the disqualified. To make
men conservative, qualify them.

Nor would this feeling stop here. It intensi-

fies as the outside recedes, and the innermost

penetralia is reached. They who "simper ia

gilded saloons " have generally not been used to

them. In his progress from the outer world

to the pohtical holy of hoHes, the Demagogue
naturally becomes a parasite. It is high iateUi-

gence or stern principle alone, that comprehends

what is true Conservatism and true Democracy,

and thus combines and adheres to both.

Moreover,- to a great extent, poverty is itself a
qualification. It is more a qualification than a

disqualification. If the question be " the right men
in the right places,—^merit and not influence," the

masses would vote for merit, the families would

vote for " influence." In other words, each woidd

vote for its own interest. With regard to war,

the masses would incline against it, it means

taxation, the few for it, it means employment,

and also lavish expenditure, and a continuation of

class monopohes of all sorts. On the other hand,

the national honor is safe with the People, who
would vote, fight, and pay in a just cause. We
have had more than a century of frequent fighting

for Bourbons, Legitimists, and Popes, for Austria

and Turkey, and against Nations, Republics, and

Progress generally. We should have had another

war now for slavery, and against another Republic

and Nation, if the miUion had not kept the peace

which the oligarchy attempted to break. Further,
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war draws the working man for the militia, and

trenches on his necessities, to promote extravagance

in naval, mUitary, and civil services.

The working man would vote for free trade,

peace, and economy.

The candidates of the few vote for imposts

on trade,—have sons, brothers, and relations in

the services and the embassies, discharge their

Hudsons for their EUiots, and give their sym-

pathies and influence to despotism and laissez

faire.

Manhood always recognises manhood. That is

the sum of the whole matter. It is the intelligence,

disinterestedness, and determination of the whole

People, one and indivisible, that the tyrannous few,

now and always, fear. The more plenary and

complete the manhood of a leader, the nearer does

he come to a certainty of popular favour. For the

universal and the all are in natural and inevitable

unity.

We have said that poverty is a qualification,

and wealth the contrary. Man has five objects of

attention and carefulness,—his person, his family,

his property, his country, his God. As property

increases, thought and care for it increases, and
must increase, tiU respectability hangs like a mill-

stone upon manhood. The rich man's family are

often provided for by the State. His country

requires expensive services, and the church rewards
a timely zeal with a place for his sons in a costly

jrehgious estabhshment. It were as easy for this

average rich man, with his riches, to regard the
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interests of the all, as for a camel and his hump to

pass through the eye of a needle.

The position of the rich man tends to lead him

against the State, save as to the promotion of a

certain irresolute security,—^that of the poor man
identifies his and its interests. In a word, the

rule of the all carmot be a monopoly.

On the other hand, when the working man sees

that he has a property in the Government, the

imperial powers of governing within him tend to

become developed and exalted into a passion. The

idea of the State fills his pohtical horizon. He is

the Government.

After all, political influence always has been,

and always will be, rather weighed than counted.

Concentrated voting woidd be undue influence,

and bribery made easy.

Nor is it to be forgotten that the pleas of

majority-tyranny are good only as afiecting ques-

tions of rights of property. But rights of the

person are as varied and important. Everybody

possesses and understands them. They belong to

no class. Everybody, therefore, should vote upon

them equally.

And different localities involve a variety of

counterbalancing interests. As an old -writer

says :

—

" Because this must be said in behalf of human kind, that

common sense and plain reason, while men are disengaged

from acquired opinions, will ever have some general influence

upon their minds ; whereas the species of folly and vice are

infinite, and so different in every individual, that they could never
procure a majority, if other corruptions did not enter to pervert

men's understandings, and misguide their wills."—"A Dis-
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coOTse on the Contests between the Nobles and Commons
in Athens and Kome, &c." State Tracts, 1688-1702, v. iii,

p. 227.

Nor is any depth of intellect or variety of

learning necessary for the suffrage. The requisite

is not statesmanship, but to appreciate statesmen

;

often, only to decide which of two candidates is the

more honest and capable.

It was the opinion of Cavour ("Dicey," p. 81)

that the right to the suffrage depends on three

moral qualifications,—^iudependence from bribery,

intelligence to judge of fitness of candidate, and

the possession of a' stake in the preservation of

social order. For appreciation of statesmanship,

we contend not only that the People are not in-

competent, but that they have a special political

instinct and competency. As for independence, we
know that the all cannot be bribed. And every

average educated workman would have stake

enough in the country if only unjust laws did not

prevent his acquiring it.

All the authorities go to this.

When Socrates contends against the expediency

of " valuation," it is because it would produce very
" bad navigation " of the State, and he swears that

it would make the city not one but two. When
Aristotle objects to Democracy only because igno-

rance and poverty characterised it, the inevitable

inference is, that with competency comes greater

concern for the public weal, and that with education

comes a better understanding of the mutual interest
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of citizens. Wlien Fichte, and Mill, and Guizot,

and Humboldt declare that individual development

is the great object of Government ; when Napoleon

says that to be stable, institutions must be free and
men equal ; and when Milton insists on an educated

Democracyand onLibertyand apportionedEquality,
—^then we say, from each and all we gather that

development and equality, which produce one

another, are the factors of national and individual

advancement, and the objects of all enlightened

Government.

Ideas of Government iaiid development seem

to the thoughtless only to clash. The one means

a universal free and intelligent action, the best

guarantee of the other,—^^of the unity of the whole,

and subordination and adjustment of the parts. j

" The whole " is a great word, and but little

understood yet. " The parts " was the cry of the

old dead world,—old and dead because, not having

unity, it could not perpetuate life. The parts of a

man,—^his intellect without his character, his body

and work without his soiil. The parts of a State,

—

the one instead of the nation, or the few or the

many without the all. Political equality is ajiother

name for unity, and without unity " nation " is but

a "geographical expression."

So much for fears respecting equality felt by

men possessing multiples of power. So much for

right relationship to the State of those who, as

individuals, can never be equally powerful with

their betters, and who, by association, can never

become too powerful for the public good.
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To our mind, to doubt equality as a principle,

as it would prevail in a true Democracy, is to doubt

manbood.

Witbout development a State dies. With

equality denied to developnaent tbe State is de-

stroyed.

The simple and decisive question is, " Are men

prepared to trust or to distrust tbe People and

manbood 1 " This is tbe great divider of parties.

Tbus said Jefferson :

—

"Call them Liberals and Seryiles, Jacobins and Ultras,

"Whigs and Tories, Eepnblicans aiid Federalists, Aristocrats

and Democrats, or by whatever name you please, they are

the same parties still, and pursue the same object. The last

appellation of Aristocrats and Democrats is the true one,

expressing the essence of all."
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EQUALITY THE ESSENCE,

" But for Equality in Democratic communities the passion

is ardent, insatiable, incessant, invincible: they call for

EquaUty in Freedom ; and if they cannot obtain that, they
call for Equality in slavery. They will endure poverty, servi-

tude, barbarism,—but they vrill not endure aristocracy."
" This is true at all times and especially true in our own.

AU men and all powers seeking to cope with this irresistible

passion will be overthrown and destroyed by it. In our age
Freedom cannot be established without it, and despotism
itself cannot reign without its support."

—

De Tocqueville.

'•A love of Democracy is a love of Equality."

—

Mon-
tesquieu,

" The equality of citilzens which commonly produces an
equality in their fortunes, brings plenty and life into every part

of the body politic, and extends them throughout the whole."

—

Ibidt

" The most favorable position which man can occupy as
member of a political community has appeared to me to be
that in which the most manifold individuality and the most
original independence subsisted, with the most -various and inti-

mate union of a number of men,—a problem which nothing but

THE MOST ABSOLUTE LIBERTY Can ever hope to solve,"—Baron
W. von Humboldt.



" Their deliberations, in which every man shall decide what-

ever he decides for himself, and not for one subject to him whose
sufferings will never affect him ;—deliberations, according to

.which no one can hqpe that it shall he he wlw is to practise a per-

mitted injustice, hut every one mustfear that he may have to suffer

it; deliberations which alone deserve the name of legislation, which

is something whoUy different from the ordinances of combioed

Lords to the countless herds of their slaves ;
—^these deUbera-

tions wiU necessarily be guided by justice, and will lay thefmm-
dation of a true State.

" By the establishment of this only true State (where equa-

lity and justice prevail) the possibility of foreign wak, at.

least with other true States, is cut off. This law concerning

the security of neighbours is necessarily a law in every State

that is not a robber-State. That a whole nation should deter-

mine, for the sake of plunder, to make war on a neighbouring
country is impossible

; for in a State where all are equal, the

plunder could not become the booty of a few, but must be

equally divided amongst all, and the share of no one individual

could ever recompense him for the trouble of war. Only where
the advantage falls to a few oppressors, only from savages or

barbarians, or from enslaved nations."—Fichte, "Vocation of

Man," p. 143-5.
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Chapter VII.

EQUALITY THE ESSENCE OF
DEMOCEACY.

" The very essence of Democratic Govermnent consists in

the absolute sovereignty of the majority."

—

De Tocqueville.

" A love of the republic in a Democracy, is a love of the
Democracy ; as the latter is that of Equality.

" Though real Equality is the very soul of a Democracy, it is

so difficult to establish, that an extreme exactness in this

respect would not be always convenient.
" The love of Equahty in a Democracy limits ambition to

the sole desire of doing greater services to our country.

Hence distinctions here arise from the principle of Equality.

All inequality in Democracies ought to be derived from the
nature of the Government, and even from the principle of

equaUty."

—

Montesquieu, v. i. pp. 52-3-7.
" The moral authority of the majority is partly based upon

the notion that there is more intelligence and wisdom in a
great number of men collected together than in a single indi-

vidual.
" The Theory ofEquality is in fact applied to the intellect of

man, and human pride is thus assailed in its last retreat."

—

De Tocqueville.

" The People collectively considered are capable of dis-

charging functions of which in their individual character they
seem altogether unworthy.

" The People at large are yet, when collectively considered,

not perhaps unworthy of Sovereignty. The excellencies of

that complex entity, the public, may sometimes surpass those

of the most accomplished prince or most virtuous council."

—

Aristotle, b. iii, p. 222.
" Th&/ will 7V0 longer endure any among them who cannot le

satisfied to he on an equality with others, and so to remain. In

order to protect themselves against internal violence or new
oppression, all will take the same obligations."

—

Fichte.

We now proceed to carry the argument a step

farther, and to show that Equality is of the essence
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of Democracy. This principle means, from the poiat

of view of the Individual,—^the completest state

of Freedom. From the general point of view it

means that the best possible balance of the State

is that arrived at by the political equality of the

All, together with those intellectual, social, and

moral inequalities, gradations, and influences

which will always remain.

Democracy involves Manhood-Development

and Association, but one cannot fail to perceive

that as these together constitute unity and strength,

—^the power to combine for common objects,

—

na,tional self-interest must soon or late accompHsh

the next step—Equality.

This is the theory; and also the. fact in the only

Democracy that yet exists.

That which other forms of Government attain

by force, and by the suppression, more or less, of

the universal will and inteUigence, Democracy

seeks to attain by directly opposite meastires,—^by

stimulating the one and organising the other. The

formula is the "vmiversal inteUigence fuUy de-

veloped, and the universal will fairly and fuUy

organised." In a word, the rights and values of

the individual make the nation.

And if the hopes of Democracy be not for ever

a chimera, these positions respecting it will be

estabhshed in argument, as they have been by the

life of the American nation.

Democracy is that kind of Government which
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most completely combines the spirit or motive

power, witli the organisation or machinery.

It has been pointed out that this is the excel-

lence of Democracy, that it unites manhood and
organisation.

And we hei-e repeat that the excellence of this

union chiefly depends upon :

—

1st. Pohtical Equality,—the absence of sectional

or class jealousies and weaknesses, the formation

of a mighty uniform preponderating power, con-

sisting of the aggregate manhood, with no law-

made causes of contention. Equality is essential

to this uniform power, because otherwise classes

must preponderate, and can never be balanced, nor

can manhood be at one with manhood, or identical

with Government.

2nd. That this equalily is in reality a balance,

and the true natural balance. The all having a

voice,—the many and the few, natural or artificial

multiples of power.

3rd. That this equahty is the mightiest agent

in manhood-development,—that it promotes the

greatest and completest variety of conditions of life.

4th. That it is the only completion offreedom

as between individuals. It unites man with man.

5th. That it is the only guarantee of freedom

as against the State. It is the sword and shield

of the People.

6th. That inequality therefore divideis into

classes, destroys ' the natural national " balance,

obstructs development, and arrests the march of

freedom and union. That plural voting would pre-

M
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sent to prerogative, privilege, and abuse, a new and

inveterate Swiss guard, which, paying itself in

kind, must destroy or he destroyed by the People.

Inequality is the cause and the result of bar-

barism, contention, tyranny, disunion, and weakness.

Eqxiality is the crown of political achievement : it

can only result from an aggregate educated national

manhood,—^it alone can make a complete nation.

The natural working of development and of

associative powers must bring equality, unless there

be an arrest in the national progress.

Without equality there must be inequality,

and inequality is oligarchy, and oligarchy without

the warrant of necessity, is tyraniUy and confusion.

Equality alone can protect a nation from a

return to this barbarism.

Government organised upon a basis o^f a gradu-

ated inequality, intended to be permanent, would

be a conspiracy against manhood, and, amongst

systems, a new, and scientific, and most infernal

machine of tyranny.

It is at once the test and triumph of Demo-

cracy, that development and unity assist and com-

plement one another. The best units make the

completest unity ; and that is not the best unity,

or the completest system of Government, which is

incompatible with the completest development of

individuals.

It is admitted, without argument, that in-

dividual development is promoted by freedom,

education, and variety of forms and conditions,
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and that association depends upon development.

Equality is also admitted to be the essential prin-

ciple of Democracy, but the new controversy is

about its meaning ; whether it means an equality

of classes or of individuals, a balance of power to

protect class interests which the majority would

assail, or absolute political equality. And if the

former, then of two things one,—either those

interests are against manhood, and ought to be

destroyed, or manhood is not sufficiently educated

to value them. The remedy is, not to deny man-

hood, but to educate it.

Any other interpretation of equality sins

against national unity, as well as individual right.

It sins against national tuiity because it divides

into classes instead of promoting homogeneity, and

against individual right because, when the average

citizen is sufficiently educated to choose a repre-

sentative well, it is a wrong to give another citizen,

who need do no more, twice his electoral power. It

is to maintain the rights of parts and sections

against the whole, and is in principle the same

denial of the rights of the aU, which has just

received an eternal quietus in America.

We have already seen that the education re-

quired by the two interests which have to be

consulted, namely, the individual and the nation,

must be an education which does not clash with

freeedom, and which consists of Free School, Press,

Ohurch, and Assembly.

§

Individual development thus generally pro-

M 2
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moted amounts, in fact, to Statesmanship. It

possesses self-restraint. It comprehends and dis-

cusses the history of its country, and the tendencies

of its principles. It calculates causes and results,

[t knows how to combine, and anticipate, and

organise, and associate. It confers that universal

consentaneity of thought and sentiment which,

especially in national crises, thrills through the

mind and heart of the million, and makes it as one

man.

But to arrange for so complete a development

of the national manhood is of necessity to arrange

for equaHty or revolution. To larrange for perma-

nent inequality is to arrange for the permanent

debasement, not of the franchise, but of man.

Rather it is to guarantee and legitimate revolution.

Equality requires that there be no clashing

minor sovereignties, whether of sections, minoritieSi

or States,—that the People be sovereign.- A People

thus constituted wiH be taught by intelhgenoe to

combine for truly national objects, and will be

enabled by the franchise to root out those Jaws

which interfere with the laws of production and of

economics.

And this three- fold panoply of universal vote-

power, universal interest, and universal intelligence,

tends to render faction itself an advantage, causing

it to stir without commanding the whole, whilst it

converts to the commonweal those "stupendous

individualities " which are apt, in otker dispensa^

tions, to supersede the general wUl.

Until the present epoch, the basis of a true
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Republic was wanting, and Aristotle, whilst pro-

nouncing that " the best commonwealth is that in

which middling men most abound," laments that

" a Republic founded on the salutary principle of

mediocrity and a just equality had been in his

time indeed a rare phenomenon."

Further, " promotion of means and conditions

favorable to tbe next step in national progress, and

to all future steps," depends chiefly upon leaving

human nature unhamperedwith the forms, interests,

and castes of corporate and privileged bodies de-

scended from the past. But an organised inequality

of votes would be the most formidable corporate

obstruction that could be created.

The essence of all proposals for a permanent

ineqaality is distrust of human nature. Equality,

on the other hand, declares that human nature is

to be trusted ; that the best and completest

" balance " is the virtual and national one of num-

bers against influence, wealth, genius, and organi-

sation,—of localities against localisation,

—

of the

universal and profound self-consciousness of an

educated and self-governing People, —and that the

average action of such a nation is better, wiser, and

more virtuous than that of any part of it.

It is evident that manhood is the one harmo-

nious, conservative, progressive governing power of

the world, and that manhood-development is the

only statesmanship that is not a compromise or an

expedient. Where the Collective Reason reigns, it

points out infallibly the Collective Interest.

The problem of which Democracy demands the
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solution is, how to promote individual development,

and diffuse and stimulate it to a certain point, and

how to organise and consolidate individual forces.

For it is obvious that beyond a certain point,

individual development and character guarantee

national progress and unity, because they guarantee

individual progress and co-operation. And the

point in question is reached and passed when a

certain qucdity of education and morality has

reached a certain amount ofgeneral diffusion.

The right to define " what is a State," and in

whom shall reside its sovereignty, must be either

a right divine of kings and of privileged classes, or

a right which may reside in the whole community.

If the latter, then the only remaining question

is one of instalment.

Right divine of personages and classes once

abandoned as barbarous, there can be naught of

principle in the matter of exceptional qualification.

It is rather a question of time, place, and prepared-

ness.

This granted, all exceptions, on principle, are

arbitrary, and therefore the onus probandi lies upon

those who suggest them. This is the gravamen

of Mr. Gladstone's Democracy.

But " right divine " wrested first from the one

by the few, and then from the few by the many, is

now led forth to do its last duty.

Through each stage, as manhood has spread

and rights have broadened downwards, necessity

and fear have checked the advance and the exten-

sion.
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Necessity,—^the unrepresented were not "quali-

fied ; " fear,—^lest they should become so. And
thus the right divine has widened with the qualifi-

cations, till necessity again asserts that the million

are not qualified, and fear suggests that, when
qualified, tbe,y wUl act as a class. A higher wisdom

would reply,
—"Injustice and ignorance make

' classes ;
' justice and education make nations."

In England, tiie Family Governments have

restricted the qualifications by restricting education.

As a class, world without end, have they always

acted, and now, according to Mill, by a "valuation"

of the poor man as a fraction of the rich man, and

according to Grey by admitting him as a class or

gmld, each element that is possible, of mistrust,

ahenation, and class feeling, would be imported into

the question,-^to make of every concession a defeat,

and to suggest to the conquerors the question, by
what natural or constitutional right, the power to

dispose of the destinies of the whole, is thus depo-

sited in the hands of the parts.

Necessity is warrant enough for the practice of

anything ; but for the theory of oligarchy, or per-

manent inequality, there is in the universe but

one logical stand-point,—a natural and permanent

inequality of class and race : the incapacity of the

multitude to judge ordinary political problems :

the natural, and necessary, and permanent inferi-

ority of the serving races : the natural and essential

superiority of the ruling races.
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That stand-point the South reached^ and Demo-

eracy met it at the bayonet's point,

The South had the courage to assert with the

distinctness of a theorem, and the aplomb of a

courage entirely immoral, that only principle which

can vindicate oligarchy ;—that God has not made

all nations of one blood ; that the BLick is essen-

tially an inferior race, that the rule of the few

there is unavoidable. But all oligarchies mean

that or a mere temporary compromise ; or nothingj

Said Stephens, of the Rebellion, " Let the North

maintain that all men are equal, we maintain

directly the opposite doctrine." "We maintain that

negroes were born to be slaves to us. That we
shall be always superior to them. That man in

politics is essentially and eternally unequal,

" Even as one star diflfereth from another star in

glory,"

This doctrine of course impugns the truth of

the Scriptures, and the justice and therefore the

existence of God. It shakes the whole system of

morals and philosophy. It challenged the ultima

ratio. This issue the world waited for a long

time, and it is well that the South raised it. The
fool Jiath said in his heart, there is no GoA
And we know that the fool is the only absolutely

fatal personage,—to his own side of the question

or the strife.

Glcry be to God that the representative South
did at last reach the ultima ratio of infidelity and
oligarchy, that it might be worthily met by the
tiltima ratio of freedom.
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All other contests between the rights of the

few and the aU have been but preparations for this

final test. And the question about an educated

Democracy if not treated as a mere question of

time, is but a compromise, a quibble, and an eva-

sion,—^if it be not a confession and admission of

the principle of Democracy. Aee the souls

EQUAL ? Are the educated multitude competent

in morals and in judgment % If they are, then soon

or latOj the Governments and representations will

be equal. If not, then aU efforts of Democracy

are vain and vicious struggles in an impossible

cause.

If the mental and moral capacity of the average

individual be competent to political problems, then

one soul is as good as another in political theory,

—

there is an end of argument, and it is a question

only of preparation, of education, and of how many
of the future rulers of the world, are at any given

epoch ready for their inheritance.

If on the Other hand, inequality and natural

incompetence are the law and the bond of

strength and unity, the South should have proved it,

for never again will oligarchy be bound together by
equal inducements. What says Burke ?

—
" In such

a People the haughtiness of domination combines

itself with the spirit of freedom, fortifies it, and

renders it invincible. Such will be aE. masters of

aU slaves who are not slaves themselves." And
such doubtless they are, but there were not

200,000 of them when the war began. How has

Destiny burlesqued this war for inequality

!
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§.

Such are tlie opposing principles, and the one

party or the other, holds a right,—imprescriptible,

indefeasible, eternal,—to reign. A right from God,

—from nature, necessity, destiny, law, or by what-

soever other name, man, whether in reverence

or imbecility, images to, or conceals from him-

self, the essential forces of the Unseen.

We say then that here is an end of argument.

On the one side is a party whom nothing but

defeat and destruction wiU convince. On the other

a party that begins with the fundamental rights of

Human nature,—That traces the tap-root of Demo-

cracy back through time and change to creation.

We take, therefore, the Individual man, and

say to him, " Education, Freedom, Religion, these

" are thy wants. The first to develop thy faculties,

" the second to prove and exercise thy powers, the

" third to give thee motives of self-restraint and
" elevation, ideas of charity and duty, stronger and

" higher than the present life. With these thou

" art, if needs be. King, Emperor, Statesman, Pre-

" sident, for thou art indeed a man governing thy-

" self,—^fit to govern others. Fit to be the auto-

" crat, because fit to be of a true Democracy."

We add to this man, a few others, with the Hke

equipnient, and find, for like reasons, a fit and pro-

per oligarchy.

We add to these few the many, and again,

the ALL, again with the like equipment, and
behold a middle-class rule or a Democracy. If

we do not find that, the fault is with the
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men or witli their training,—^with God or the

system. Either the prpper natural men are

not there, or the education, the freedom, or

the religion, are not there. In the latter case,

the Government, or the previous Governments are

to blame, in the former,—^but there we stop, and let

Atheists alike to God and to Adam,—go on

to anarchy or extinction— meanwhile groping

through earth and nature for a warrant they will

ever find, for any permaiient rule of the one or the

few, or any permanent incapacity of the equal

governing all.

Well, we carry this process out tiU we are met,

—^not by a principle, but by the limitations of neces-'

sity itself. Unity is a necessity. Democracy is

(soon or late) a necessity. The aU cannot speak,

the all cannot vote at once, or Democracy would

destroy imity. The " One " must not long rule

alone, for he would absorb the nation in himself.

Hence the All must speak and act by degrees, and

by delegates or representation, and so progress and

order, theory and right, are in the way to be recon-

ciled.

And what is all this, but the very actual his-

tory of the making of the American nation and

Democracy 1—two hundred years, compressed iij

about as many words and seconds. Americans are

a nation and have searched out unity. Americans

are a Democracy,—they will have their represen-

tation complete. All nations willfollow them.

In " man" are the forces, and they will out.

Men who cannot see the necessity of a gradually
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completed representation, majfeel the ultima ratio

of revolution, destroying them and their phantasi^;;

together. In politics there is no finality but with

the aU. Democracy is the goal of progress. The

fate of selfish and perverse oligarchies, if not their

blood, willbe upon themselves or upon their children.

What then is the difficulty 1

It is not the imwieldyness of numbers, for the

principle of representation disposes of that.

It is not the difficulty of organisation, for the

' only Democracy that has tried it, has developed

powers of association never yet equalled even in

small communities.

" Let Americans," says Mill (on Liberty), " be left without

a Government, every body ofAmericans is able to improvise one, and

to carry on that or any other public business with a sufiicient

amount of intelligence, order, and decision. This is what
every free people ought to be ; and a people capable of this is

certain to be free."

So much for Democratic Organisation.

Nor is it want of ability and penetration in the

advocates of oligarchy. It is simply the old solu-

tion,—prejudice, or fancied interest.

If the many cannot profit as do the few, by fi*ee-

dom, education, and religion, how many are the few

that can profit by them % At what point is it that

the addition of one educated, religious, and free

soul,' makes order, anarchy 1—makes that which

was proved true before, seem false agaro: ?

" "What makes this doctrine plain and clear f
Why it is just the two hundred pounds a-year

supposed to go or come by the change, or else it is
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mere prejudice,—^the sheer imbecility of men with-

out manhood, or of logicians without faith.

Meanwhile the world wiU Qot be persuaded

that there is truer philosophy in dividing a nation

into "valuations," classes, and interests, and in

seeking to balance and adjust their ever shifting

forces, than in trusting the natural balance and

compensations of a free and true nation.

Permanent " Graduation " is oligarchy, and
" ohgarchy without the warrant of necessity is

tyranny and confusion." " To make the People fit

to choose " is the problem, in representative coun-

tries, as put by Milton. To choose between two or

more would-be representatives is a feat not beyond

a common intelligence. There is then no warrant

for this graduation,—for this permanent inequality

of classes.

Once admit on philosophic grounds this un-

happy contrivance, and there would be a free fight

over every step of graduation, and whenever it

might be proposed to alter it for the benefit of

the all, it would be a nucleus around which a spe-

cious conservatism would rally against them the

abettors of every infamy, and the interested in

every abuse.

" By Jupiter," say we, with Plato, let our city

or repubhc become not thus permanently two

—

each part " always plotting against the other,"

—

but gradually and then for ever one.

Democracy is a power and a system, a hfe and

an organisation of life. Manhuod-equahty represents

both, without contradiction and without alloy.
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" The grand point is the development of the powers of all

its single citizens in their perfect individuality ; it must there-

fore pursue no other object than that which they cannot

procure of themselves, viz., security, and that this is the only

true and infallible means to connect by a strong and enduring
bond things which appear at first sight contradictory,—the

aims of the State as a whole, and the collective aims of all its

individual citizens.

—

Baron W. von Humboldt, " Sphere and
Duties of Government," p. 184.

" Each individual national genius is to be treated as only

07ie individual, in the process of Universal Hi&tory, which is the

exhibition of the divine absolute development of spirit in its

highest forms. The forms which these grades of progress

assume are the characteristic national spirits of history ; the
peculiar tenor of their moral life, of their Government, their

art, religion, and science. To realise these grades is the boundless

impulse of the world-spirit, —the goal of its irresistible urging ;

for this division into organic members, and the full development

of each is its idea. . . . Universal History exhibits the
gradation in the development of that principle, whose sub-
stantial purport is the consciousness of Freedom."

" The State is here a living universal Spirit, but which is at

the same time the self-conscious spirit of the individuals com-
posing the community."

" The essential condition and distinction in regard to

various phases of Democracy is, what is the character of the

individual membersf—Hegel, pp. 258, 260-2.

" Individuality will be a term of greater comprehension,

and nations free and enlightened, will hereafter become one com-

plex individual, as single men now are. The whole species

will become one grand society, one individual family. . . A
new age will make its appearance, an age of astonishment to

vulgar minds, of surprise and dread to tyrants, of emancipa-
tion to a great people, and of hope to the whole world."

—

Volney.

" True union is such a harmony as makes all the particular

parts, opposite as they may seem to us, concur in the general

welfare of the country in the same manner as discords in music

contribute to the general melody of sound. . . Prosperity

which alone is true peaxx.—^Montesquieu, v. iii, p. 65.
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—

Maetini.

" The People in combination with men of genius, this will

be the Voltaic pile of civilization. The mysterions dynasty of

men of genius.

—

Hugo.

" In the reality, in the highest power of the People, tiiey

are solely in the man of genius ; in him resides the great soul.

All the world is surprised to see the inert masses vibrate at

his slightest word. Why wonder ? That voice is the People's

;

they speak in that man, and God with him. Then it is we
may truly say, ' Vox populi, vox Dei.' "

—

Michelet.

" The mighty genius of Athens has made as much of an
imperceptible city, intwo or three centuries, as twdve nations

of the middle ages ia a thousand years."

—

IhicL

^ Germany, who in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies was groping about to find herself, has at lengtli dis-

covered herseK in Goethe, Schiller, and Beethoven ; it is only
since that period that she has been able to aspire earnestly

after unity."

—

Ibid.

" One of my grandest ideas was the agglomeration or con-

centration of the same geographical nations which had been
divided and portioned by revolution and politics. Thus there

were in Europe though scattered, more than thirty miUions
French, fifteen millions Spaniards, fifteen millions Italians,

thirty millions Germans. I wished to make of each of these
peoples one simple body of a nation. It is with such a cortege
that it would have been grand to advance to prosperity and
the benediction of ages. I felt myself worthy of that glory."—Napoleon I.
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Chapter VIII.

DEMOCRACY AND NATIONAL UNITY.

Individuality and nationality.

Powers of association and nationality.

The people and great men.

" When a Prince puts Ms confidence in the People,—a man
of courage, &c., himself,—^he will never be deserted by them."—Machiavel.

" The People are extremely well qaaiiSed for choosing those
whom they are to intrust with part of their authority. They
have only to be determined by things to which they cannot
be sti-angers, and by facts that are obvious to sense. They
can tell when a person has fought many battles, and been
crowned with success ; they are therefore very capable of

electing a general. They can tell when a judge is assiduous

in his office, gives general satisfaction, and has never been
charged with bribery ; this is sufficient for choosing a prsstor.

They are struck with the magnificence or riches of a fellow-

citizen : no more is requisite for electing an sedile. These are

facts ofwMch they can have ietter information in a public forum
than a monarch in his palace. But are they capable of conduct-
ing an intricate affair, of seizing and improving the opportunity

and critical moment of action ? No ; this surpasses their

abilities.

" Should we doubt of the People's natural capacity in respect

to the discernment of merit, we need only ca&t an eye on the

series of surprising elections made hy the Athenians and Somans,

which no one surely will attribute to hazard.
" We know that, though the people of Rome assumed to

themselves the right of raising pldteians to public offices, yet they

never would exert this power ; and though at Athens the magis-
trates were allowed, by the law of Aristides, to be elected

from all the different classes of inhabitants, there never was a
case, says Xenophon, that the common people petitioned for

employments which could endanger either their security or

their glory."-—^ontes^jeu, v. i, pp. 11 and 12.

Three axiomatic truths express and define the

effect of Democracy on nationality.

The fijrat is, that the more of freedom and

N
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equality ttere is in a nation, the more numerous,

complex, intimate,. and harmonious the inter-rfela-

tions of individuals, and the greater their develop-

ment.

The second is that indicated by De TocqueviUe,

that wherever freedom increases, "the faculty of

association must increase in the same ratio."

The third is, that the People in crises always

know and appreciate their great men.

Here, then, is the creation and increment of

power by freedom : its combination ; and its

effective unity.

Nothing can resist a force thus always new

created, thus combined, and thus wielded, but such

a compact, unyielding, impregnable phalanx of

prerogative, privilege, and ignorance, as in

resisting Democracy, must also destroy the

nation.

Life and freedom,-—motion and power, must be

taken together for better or for worse ;-

—

" Those," said Montesquieu, "who expect in a free State

to seethe People undaunted in war and pusillanimous in peace,

are certainly desirous of impossibilities ; and it may be advanced
as a geiieral rule that whenever a perfect calm is visible, in a State

that calls itself a Republic, the spirit of liberty rio. longer subsists,"

That the aggregate national manhood constir

tutes the imiversal national Spirit, and also assumes

naturally and necessarily a certain outward form

and organisation, is a truism, but a truism iU-

understood. It follows from it, that until the

vmiversal manhood is prepared by education,,and
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admitted to power,—there can be no complete

national ITriity.

That Democracy, or the rale of the equal voting

entire national manhood, conduces to the intensest

and completest national unity, is also a truism,

but until lately no such nation existed, and

its existence involves a new world of fact and

theory.

National unity is threefold,—material, intel-

lectual, and moral. It corresponds to the three

elements of manhood,—of the body, mind^ and

character.

National manhood bears the same relation to

national unity, that manhood does to individual

life.

If this reqtiires demonstration, we have only to

consider what are the complete national unities,—

the formal and essential conditions of a complete

national life.

A complete nation has complete and sound its

material bases (unity of race, languagej boundaiy,

aad climate), its individuality (or unity of ideas

and character, and institution), and its organic

^notions, or its Legislative and Executive.

In respect of individuality, Democracy guaran-

tees to the nation its natural symmetrical growth

and character, preparing for it the most favorable

conditions of development in Free School, Press,

Ohtirch, and Assembly. " Individuality is developr

ment."

In respect of the organic functions of a demo-

cratic State, the People, by an equal and universal

N 2
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act, create the Legislature, and the Executive is an

absolute impersonation of their will.

The People,—^the whole national manhoods-

create the institutions. There is therefore the

greatest attainable certainty (apart from the ques-

tion of the excellence of the creation) that the

creature and the creator will be at one..

In all other systems the institutions are made,

jiot by the aU, but for and hy the one, the few, or

the many. The inference is obvious.

In reference to the intense Executive, unity

necessary to Democracies, and secured by the

American Government, the Emperor Napoleon III.

has the following profound remarks :

—

" Whatever Government a nation gives itself, whether
monarchical, constitutional, or republican, one of its first and

fundamental wants is the spirit of combination.
" In a monarchical and aristocratic country, the spirit of

combination results from the epdstence even of those great

traditional bodies which receive and perpetuate the idea of

former administrations.
" But to enable a chief of the democratic Government to

give unity And consistency to public affairs, he must have a
system, and be armed with the necessary means of adopting

it. The national representation, possessed of its iromense

rights, and holding the budget in its hands, is always in a

situation to moderate and to restrain the system, and to put

a boundary to its encroachments, if they become contrary to

the real or apparent interests of the country.
" In electing a President for four years, the United States

are aware, in the first place, what system they are raising to

power, and they are afterwards certain that this system will

be frankly carried out and tried for four years, without any
impediments arising from the ministers empowered to apply
it, whatever this system may be, whether peace or war,
banking, liberation, or slavery, protection, or the annexing a
new State.
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" If after having rendered the President responsible for

the acts of his Government, the American constitution had
imposed on him the necessity of receiving his ministers from the

hands of a parliamentary majority, although these ministers

differed from j^him on many subjects, or even had totally

different ideas, the constitution would sullenly, and as it were,

regretting that she granted them, rob him of the means of

fulfilling duties imposed. It is a manifest truth which will

not a;dmit of argument, that to be responsible you must be free,

so that the ministers of the President of the United States are the

objects of his direct and free choice, the depositaries and organs

of his ideas, which they know, they accept, and they obey,

—

are disengaged from all political responsibility towards the
chambers, and entirely covered by the responsibility of the Presi-

dent, whose views they only record and carry out.
" Such ideas and such facts are, as we have said, an

elementary and fundamental necessity in democratic countries,

where the chief of the Government who is empowered to

direct pubUc affairs upon his own responsibility, should be
armed with the necessary authority for effecting his projects.

" It is surprising that Monsieur de Tocqueville, who has
studied the Government of the United States, should not have
perceived as the result of his meditations the spirit of so simple
and so wise an arrangement."

—

Louis Napoleon Bonaparte.
" Life and Works," vol. ii, pp. 392, 393.

The result of the ideal best Government would

be, industrial, political, and religious freedom, se-

curing universal distribution of comforts and

universal mental activity, and crowning all this

with an intense and invincible feeling of nation-

ality, and aspirations after glory, greatness, purity,

and God.

Does Democracy, which does everything for

the individual, do as much as any other system of

polity/or the State f

Securing freedom, and competency, and pro-

gress, does it also inspire loyalty to order, to

greatness, to genius, to the ideal, and to God ?
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If SO, there is in addition to iadividaal success

and culture,^—national unity, and national great-

ness, and the problem of Democracy is completely

solved.

We have shown that Democracy transcends all

other polities as far in regard to the higher quali-

ties of national life, as it transcends them in pro-

viding comforts and competence, and a poHtical

sphere for the greatest number.

Democracy and nationality mutually support

each other. It is the most assured conclusion of

political science. The most complete performance

of vital individual functions must produce the most

perfect aggregate unity, and the highest kind of

life. The greater the proportion of individuals

amply developed and equipped, free and trained to

every variety of interest and aptitude of exertion,

—^the greater the number of such individuals in a

State, the more complete their inter-relations,—the

stronger, the truer, the intenser, the resulting

national individuahty or Unity.

. The American nation has thus become " one

complex individual, as single men " were formerly,

and the consequences are proportioned to such a

state of things. The American nation is the com-

pletest vital organic unity in existence, and the

idea of American nationality is the greatest secular

power of any age or country.

A complete nation is necessarily a complete De'
mocracy. For it is a nation of completely equipped

men, who have known and conquered their rights.

And Democracy in its turn is a chief factor and
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guarantee of nationality, for it binds up the whole

in unity of interest, sentiment, and action.

In Democracies individual intercourse is more

equal, thorough, and miiversal, and therefore the

nationality is more homogeneous,— more com-

pletely an Individuality.

A true Democracy is the rule of the All, and is

therefore a Popular Unity.

Democracy makes its own laws, and tends

therefore to Loyalty,—again a unity.

Democracies possess extraordinary, powers of

association, and thus tend to unity.

In Democracies the Church is free. It teaches

mankind the virtues of conservatism and self-

restraint, and gives them the motive power of

progress, whilst itself shares none of the perils of

party and unites with no faction.

In true Democracies the will of the People

tends to express itself through one man, the elect

of the People—in crises always elected to do a

certain work,—'responsible to the People alone, and

therefore with authority one and indivisible. This

direct concurrence and universal fiat of the All, ex-

pressed upon each great national question, as in the

order of Providence and of a People's History it

arises, and enacted by one man, elected for the

purpose, aq.d upon whom aU responsibility centres,

appears to be the very highest position^ form, and
expression of unity, intelligence, and power.

It is in these respects that we are driven again

and again to jgi^nsult the only working modfel of

Democracy, as seen in America.
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Of the two processes which constitute the his-

tory of the American nation, the first, the tendency

of States to a national conglomerate, is no new

thing in politics, and bat marks an era in the Ufe

of that nation. The second, the tendency of pro-

gressive civilisation, education, and freedom, to

Democracy, and of such Democracy to unequalled

national unity, is a phenomenon of direct, unique,

and universal interest.

The principle of this tendency is indeed but a

truism, yet it has in America reached so advanced

a stage, and wrought on so vast, an area, as to

strike the world as a new principle and power.

The science of Politics is the science of Human
Nature—and something more. There are material

elements in politics, and there is also the Infinite

— God's will, developing.

"The One, the Few, the Many, and the AU.

Freedom and order. The universal People's will,

and the universal wiQ of God. How to reconcile

Liberty with Necessity, or orderly Development
with Destiny which represents the final consiun-

mationl" The one and the all are, as ruling

powers, the only fixed quantities. The few, and
the many, are either instalments aM compromises,

or quackeries, delusions, and names.
The theory of Democracy is catholic and un-

assailable. The practice exists only in the United
States of America. The possible failure therefore'

of Democracy there, would only subject the world
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to new cycles of revolutions, and to other circles of

vicissitudes, of which the only certain things would

be the torment and desolation of the process, and

the ultimate triumph of the principle.

The true conservatism of the world was there-

fore concerned to see this fight fought out fairly

aind to the end.

The wondering and enquiring world saw, in

America, certain forces contending on the widest

scale, and urged on by intensest passions, with the

most inexorable resolve, and on questions of uni-

versal interest.

That the strength of an educated and pros-

perous Democracy, which is also a nation, was till

lately, amongst political equations, an unknown
quantity, added to the interest of the question by
adding to its uncertainty.

Democracy must be justified of her children.

Each theory of Government has its own raison

d'ltre in the conditions of the age and the peculi-

arities of race. Democracy is good when the all

(or the majority) are good. Oligarchy is good

when only the few are good. Autocracy is good

when the one is good. We need not point out

which theory is narrow, local, temporary, partial in

ideal, and perilous in practice, nor which is glorious

in principle and grand in universality and strength.

We contend that to this " universality," Democracy

combines also the intensity of Autocracy. Neces-

sity may justify the rule of the one or the few, but

fatuity itself could not insist on the perfectibility of

a class, and deny that of the race.
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In the one case the guarantee of the common-

weal is the intelligence and virtue of thefew; in

the other, it is that of the many or the alL In De-

moCTacies puhlic virtue is intelligent self-interest

Inasmuch as men are apt to be the most intelligent

about their own interests, an educated Demociaejf

is a better guarantee than an educated Oligarchyj

and inasmuch as it is an universal one it is the

strongest also.

But the question of individuality as well as of

unity, depends much upon the relations betweeo

the People and their natural leaders. Because the

latter are not only the advanced guard of truth in

science and of morals, but they alone can master

the will, and command the faith of a nation in

crises.

The ea^erimentum cruds, therefore^ of De-

mocracy is this,—Can the many submit themselves

on occasion to the guidance of ihe ONE or of the

few, who, in supreme moments of national existr

ence can alone work out the national salvation 1

In other words, can freedom confer on a nation

that intense unity, without which a nation cannot

weather certain crises 1

The great law of intellect and genius is in-

equality. The great law of nationid right is

equality. We contend that nature makes the

equation, in a Democracy where the all possess the

equal voice and right to distinguish those whom
nature has crowned their masters.
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Equality develops Individual forces and self-

reliance. Can it also with all its learning learn in

stress of battle this one great lesson of strategy and

statescraft, namely, unity 1 The aJl in the one,

and the one for the all ? Can it choose its leaders

well, and follow them 1

So far from doubting this, we believe that a

true Democracy develops a special faculty of

selection. The natural leaders of our race will

always be few. They are the natural aristocracy.

To recognise them requires intelligence and

disinterestedness, and the universality of Demo-
cracy guarantees the one, whilst education would

guarantee the other. The masses have a natural

power of recognising their great men. What says

Mill hereon

'

" No Government by a Democracy or a numerous aris-

tocracy, never did, or could rise above mediocrity, except in

so far as the sovereign many, have let themselves be guided

(which in their best times they always have done) by the counsels

and influence of a more highly gifted and instructed one or

few. . . The honor and glory of the average man is that

he is capable of following that initiative."

—

Mill on " Liberty"

p. 119.

And from the opposite extreme of mental

character (Hugo), but with perhaps more intuitive

profundity, we meet with the following exposition,

and indeed glorification, ofmen of genius as related

to the People, and of the intimate relations and

loyalty of the People to them.

"No one can foresee the quantity of light which will be

brought forth by letting the People be in communication with

men of genius. This combination^f hearts will be the Voltaic

pile of civilisation. We know of nothing too loftyfor the People.

The People are a great soul. They throw themselves passionately
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into the beautiful. . . . The transfiguration of enthusiasm

operates. . . The multitude, and in this lies their grandeur,

are profoundh/ open to the ideal"

" Contact with the beautiful agitates ecstatically the sur-

face of multitudes, sure sign that the depth is sounded. All

the teachings are due to the People. The more divine the light,

the more is it made for this simple soul."

" People ! the author, Grod, dedicates geniuses to thee."

" "True History explains how Francis 11. succeeds to Henry
II., &c., but not how Watt succeeds to Popin, and Fulton to

Watt. The lamp which smokes on the opaque frontage of

royal accessions hides the starry reflection that the creators

of (avilisation throw over ages. Not an historian of that series

points out the divine affiUation of human prodigies, that prac-

tical logic of Providence."

—

Hugo.

The problem is two-fold : to discover the ideas,

and to obey them ; to discover the men who, being

greatest, serve most and best the age. Men there

are in every age, sent by God to lead it. If they

lead it not, it is unled. This is the root andjvMifi-

cation of the autocratic principle : necessity,—^the

necessity of leadership. But there is another

necessity,—-that of the followers ; the aspirations

and the wants of the nullion-headed and nullion-

hearted people. Age after age,—^nation after

nation, have the People been put back to school to

misfortune, because they were not prepared, as an
entire People, to learn the lessons, or to deserve

and accept the progress and the glory set them or

won for them by their leaders.

And until one true nation had done this, the

best mfluence of nation upon nation was unem-
ployed, and the world yet waited for its first great
Step.

Therefore if a People cannot or will not recog-
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nise the men meaat to connect epoch with epoch,

and each stage with the next, other nations are pro-

moted over them to urge on the universal result.

"The People and the Men," unless they act

together, the form of Government is failure, or

revolt, or a despotism. If the men are not the

natural leaders, there is despotism and miscarriage.

—Neither a true oligarchy nor a true People, but

anarchy instead of Democracy, and Devil's unction

for the Lord's anointing. The People compre-

hend, but must act through their leaders, and we
claim that an instructed Democracy is the only

means possible whereby these two can be tmited

for the greatest commonweal.

If there be an overwhelming physical force and

weight of institutions against the People, then

the nation halts, until false systems are overthrown

or destroyed. What an instance of this, in 1776,

when the great commoner stood alone for the

People of both hemispheres, against a dastard

Oligarchy scrambling for privilege, and an imbecile

king, holding desperately on with all the soul he

had, to Prerogative ! What an instance, again, the

era of dead lock and compromise, before the late

war in America !

No Oligarchy ever did, or ever can, either main-

tain itself or lead the people, unless it lead the

People towards Democracy. And we know of no

Oligarchy in history that was not more intent on

remaining an Oligarchy than on leading the People

from itself.

The natural kings of the earth lead its common
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people. The relations between them are eternal

Tlxere is no otlier progress.

Let, then, the People acqtiire the power to'

choose the men, and the men will conquer for them

the path into thp future. Let education also be

universal. Then will the best thoughts of the

best men of the past, and the energies and will of

the great men of the present, become the common
property of the People. And where the universal

progress is not overshadowed by sectional or eSc-

olusive interests, this is the natural, the necessary,

and the inevitable.

J
There are three passions or vital creative forces

in the Universe ; the first is the passion of God for

Souls. The second the passion of the sexes

The third the passion of the People for Genius,"

First, Creation. Next, the family Unity.

Lastly, the Unity of parties, communities, and

nations.

The People can only unite and advance under

a principle or a man.

God loved and created man. From the one

sprang the All Love replenishes and perpetuates

creation, and prepares from an imion of souls

the minor family unities that prepare for nations.

Genius presides over the making of nations and
the propaganda of truth, and prepares by the arts

and sciences the material media of international

and world-wide Union.

The universal reason of a People, and the in-

tuitions of genius, bear somewhat the same relation
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to the ideal and the infinite. The relationship

between genius and the People is a sacred and

intuitive passion. Between them they procreate

nations.

The universal reason corresponds, as far as mere

reason can, with the absolute in right and in truths

and the absdlute is the warrant of aU our aspira-

tions and of all our advances,—whether for this

world or that which is to come. This correspondence

is the basis of Democracy and of Behef

The universal interest, also, is the absolute right.

" God and the People " is the ultimate expression

of this fact, for God rules the People by his lieu-

tenants,—the Prophets, the Priests, the Lawgivers,

the Warriors, and the Martyrs, through the ages.

Common sense tells us that the foregoing must

be the conditions of the highest national unity.

America,-—^the only country of " equality of condi-

tions," tells us that they are so.

So much for this momentous four-fold truism,

that development qualifies for, and inevitably leads

to association, that the two necessitate equality

;

that equality tends to level all pretensions, save

those of intellect and character, and that thus

Democracy tends to national unity and life.

" The vocation ofman " and the vocation ofmen
are subjects that cannot be separated. When these

political and personal vocations are fulfilled, then,

indeed, do progress and unity combine in the result

attributed by Fiehte to a complete humanity;

—

" The dead heavy mass, which did but stop up space, has
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vanished ; and in its place there flows onward, with the |rush-

ing music of mighty waves, an eternal stream of life and power

and action, which issues from the original source of all life.

" Through that which to others seems a dead mass my eye

beholds this 'eternal life and movement rising in ever-increasmg

growth, and ever purifying itself to a more spiritual expres-

sion. The universe is to me no longer that eternally-repeated

play ; it has become transfigured before me, and now bears

the one stamp of spiritual life, a constant progress towards higher

perfection in a fine that runs out into the infinite.

" The sun rises and sets, the stars sink and reappear, and

all the spheres hold their circle dance ; but they never return

again as they disappeared. Every hour which they lead on,

every morning and every evening sinks with new increase upon

the world ; new life and new love descend from the spheres

like dew-drops from the clouds, and encircle nature as cool

night the earth."

" The individual," says Hegel, " traverses as a

unity various grades of Development, and remains

the same individual ; in hke manner also does a

People, till the spirit which it embodies reaches the

grade of universality, " The impulse of the world-

spirit to realise these grades is indeed boundless,

—

the urging to its goal, irresistible.

Such is the natural course where the nation-

life is not called to halt by sectional combinations

against it,—where Democracy can run its career.

In the last analysis, UNTVERSALiTy and
XJNITY are the two-fold object of Governments,

and how can either be secured without the all ?

The interests of the universal People, by the will

of the universal People, firee to learn of and to

follow their natural leaders ;—this is the formulum
of efficiency and right. Governments are good in

proportion as they approach it.
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" If," said Miclielet, " God has placed anywhere the type
of the political city, it was according to every appearance, in

the moral city,—in the soul of man. Well ! what does this

soul do first ? It takes up a fixed position, meditates there,

forms for itself a body, a dwelhng place, a train of ideas. And
then it can act. In the same manner, the soul of a people

ought to make for itself a central point of organism.

" Nationality is ever the life of the world: if dead, all

would be dead.
" Let us sum up this history (of mere mechanical progress).

The State, without the country ; industry and literature, with-

out art ; philosophy, without research ; humanity, without

" The spirit of nationality " (said Burke) " is at

once tlie bond and the safeguard of kingdoms ; it

is something above laws and beyond thrones,-—the

impalpable element, the inner life of States ; bat

anti-nationaHty is the confusion and the downfall

of kingdoms,—it is a blight and a mildew to the

heritage of the People."
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The Precedent.

" The contest began in America. Considered in its unity,

as interesting mankind, the question was, shall the reformation

developed to the fulness of free enquiry, succeed in its protest

against the middle ages."

—

Bancroft.

" Soon after the reformation, a few People came over into

their new world for conscience sake. This apparently trivial

incident may transfer the great seat of empire into America."—John Adams.

"It may prove the advantage of all oppressed Christen-

dom."

—

Cfustavus Adolphus.

" The consequences of this design will be favorable to all

Christendom, to Europe, to the whole world."

—

Oxenstiem.

" America is therefore the land of the future, where in the
ages that lie before us, the burden of the world's history shall

reveal itself. It is a land of desire for all -those who are

weary of the historical lumber-room of old Europe. It is for

America to abandon the ground on which hitherto the history

of the world has developed itself. As regards history our
concern must be with that which has been and that which is.

In regard to philosophy we have to do with that which is

neither past nor future, but with that which has an eternal

existence,—with Keason."

—

Hegel's Philosophy of History.

" America has left behind it, in its passage over the ocean,

the cerements of the feudal system, hereditary aristocracy, primo-
geniture, entails, and the Established Church,

" Their fundamental institutions,

—

theprinciple ofsocial and
political equality, the absence of hereditary rank, of primogeni-
ture and entails, their free Churches and common schools, are

essentially those of the new, not those of the old world."

—Goldwin Smith.

" I regret to say that I only see at the present time two
Governments which well fulfil their providential mission ; these

are the two colossi at either end of the world. Whilst our old

European centre is like a volcano consuming itself in its own
crater, the two nations. Oriental and Occidental, proceed un-
hesitatingly towards perfection, the one at the will of one man,
and the other by liberty."

—

Napoleon III.

o 2



" This general misery of mankind is a fact which can be ac-

counted for upon one only of two suppositions ; either that

there is a natural tendency in population to increase faster

than capital, or that capital has hy some means hern prevented

from increasing so fast as it has a tendency to increase."

—

James Mill, Political Economy.
" 126-45 increase of Wealth per cent, in ten years.

35-59 ditto Population ditto ditto."—
American Census, 1860.

"We are draining',

—

toe shall drain from the old tvorld its

most precious, its most important possession,—its intelligent labor-

ing classes. Thus emigration wiU change our relation to the

European nations Men and money make a nation powerfuL

Our true policy is peace."

—

North American Review.
" 50,000,000 acres of Public land appropriated to educa-

tional purposes."

—

Census, 1860.
" Here more and more care is given to provide Education

for every one bom on our soil. Here religion, released from
political connection, refuses to. subserve the craft of States-

men, and becomes the spiritual life of the People. Here the

national domain is offered, and held in millions of separate

freeholds, so that our fellow citizens, beyond the occupants of

any other part of the earth, cotistitute in reality a People."
" Under the provisions of the Homestead Act, 1,160,533

acres of the public lands were entered during the last fiscal

year." " The Homestead Policy was established after long and
earnest resistance ; experience proves its wisdom. The lands

in the hands of industrious settlers, whose labor creates

wealth, and contributes to the pubhc resources, are worth
more to the United States than if they had been reserved as a
solitude for future purchasers."—Johnson, Message, 1865.

" Compare the slow progress of those European countries
of which the wealth depends very much upon their commerce
and manufactures, with the rapid advance of our North
American colonies, of which the wealth is founded altogether
in agriculture. Through the greater part of Europe the num-
ber of inhabitants is not (a.d. 1784) supposed to double in less

than five hundred years. In several of our North American
colonies it is found to double in twenty or five and twenty
years. In Europe, the law of primogeniture and perpetuities
of different kinds prevent the division of great estates, and
thereby hinders the multiplication of small proprietors."

—

Smith's Wealth of Nations, v. ii, p. 131.
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Chapter IX.

DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA.

The Precedent.

" The American Democracy is a territorial Democracy."

—

Ulsraeli.
" The whole freedom of man consists either in spiritual or

civil liberty . . . and advancements of every person accord-

ing to his merit : the enjoyment of those never more certain,

and the access to these never more open, than in a free

commonwealth. Both which, in my opinion, may he best and
soonest obtained, if every county in the land were made a hind of
subordinate commonalty or commonwealth."—Milton.

" Now my idea of American civilisation is that it is a
second part, a repetition of that same sublime confidence in the

public conscience and the public thought that made the ground-
work of Grecian Democracy."

" Not only the inevitable, but the best power this side of

the ocean, is the unfettered common sense of the masses.
" We are launched on the ocean of an imchained Demo-

cracy, with no safety but in those laws that bind the ocean to

its bed,—the instinctive love of right in the popular heart."

— Wendell Phillips.

" Not Democracy in America, but free Christianity in

America, is the real key to the study of the People and their

institutions. Christianity the great reahty of history. In
Europe Christianity was paralysed by divisions into national

Churches. So that until State and Church Vere separated, a
higher spirit was hopeless.

" The Church in the old world was therefore unable to do
what the men of two centuries ago proposed, when England
was in her noblest mood, for never had she been so noble as

in the days of Hampden, Falkland, MUton, and Cromwell, and
when she sent forth a religious band, who founded a colony in

the new world. By this exodus, which brought Christianity

out of the State Churches, men escaped from feudahsm to the

system founded upon equahty and justice."

—

Goldwin Smith.

Three miglity problems, in wHch all Peoples

and systems are concerned, are now, in tlie full-

ness of time, nearly worked out upon the American

Continent.
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The making of the American nation, Fede-

ration, AND Democracy.

That making means the ascendency of the

nationality over its two deadly foes,—materialism

and oligarchy. It means the definitive victory of

national unity, not only over law-made classes

(the vice of the old world), but over sectional and

sinister interests supported by " State" power.

It is the NEXT STEP, in the world logic of

history, to the English and French Revolutions,

which settled, on the carcases of Kings, the prin-

ciple of the right divine of Peoples.

The English revolution failed of its direct pur-

pose. The people could not continue in power, but

they had broken the speU of prerogative, and made
possible a successful contest between the few and

the one, the families and the sovereign. It took

England from Cromwell to the Beform Bill to get

from the power of the few to that of the many.

The sea saved the English from an intervention

of CathoHcs and Legitimists, or perhaps from an

European war.

The french, without the sea, had their Euro-

pean war. Since then, the revolution has energised

the empire and the empire has organised the revo-

lution, both have been a propagandism for Europe,

and French emperors have been its hierarchs or

victims.

What the sea did for the English, the ocean
has done for America and the world.

Three thousand miles of water, which first

saved the infant Republic, have now saved the oli-
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garchs and men-stealers of the South from exter-

mination. They have also saved America a thirty

years' war, which European Statesmen might have

made into a universal war, had the Peoples of

Europe allowed them.

The next step to the assertion of the repre-

sentative or the national sovereignty is now

taken.

The Royal nation is at last definitively consti-

tuted. The People sit at last ia their own Purple,

—^with no equal yet in the world, and with no

master save their conscience, their reason, and their

God.

It is proved not only that slavery is not neces-

sary to Kepublics, but that it cannot exist in a true

Republic. And as for oligarchy (a forjn of barbar-

ism), the voiding of it out, is an act, so to speak, of

mere Kepublican nature.

And we need not explain here, how that nature,

the temperate zone, and Republicanism, being all

against slavery, the South had always to choose

between secession and defeat, or concession and

the gradual destruction of Slavery, and with it, of

the material basis of oUgarchy.

Free labour was everywhere invading, and " de-

moralising" the border States, and the waiting

game of the North, working with the exactness of

economics, and the remorselessness of Destiny, left

no one chance for slaveholders, save a move further

South, a re-opening on a gigantic scale of the Slave

Trade, and the erection in the real South of a veri-

table Slave Empire.
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This chance^ the '^Statesmanship " of Davis,

and the armies of Lee, have lost to the Devil and

to the South; for ei^et' and a day.

The principle of national unity has triumphed

over the licence of individuals^ and even the licence

of States. Secession is the reductio ad absurdtun

of State rights, as anarchy in that of freedom.

America now presents the completest exa'mple yet

of what a Ststte should be. In complete contrast

to German FederaliSmj it secures the fuU Hberty of

the individual, and reconciles it to the strortgest

expression of nationality.

" 'the political constituliioii of Germany (says Hegel, p. 455,

'Philosophy of History') involves no thought, no conception of

the proper aim of a State. . . . The' establishment of a con-

stituted anarchy, such as the world had never before seen

;

i. e., the position that an empire is properly a unity, a totality,

a state, while yet all the relations are determmed so exclu-

sively on the principle of private right, that the privilege of

all the constituent parts of that empire to act for themselves,
contrarily to the interest of the whole, or to neglect that which
its interest demands, is guaranteed and secured by the most
inviolable-sanctions."

This mighty danger is passed for America. In-

stead of straining the principle of State rights to

the denial of national and individual rights, and

to the formation of a "constituted anarchy," it

has gone naturally and necessarily on, upon its

natural unities of race, language, religion, bound-
ary, and (now of) institutions, to a Democratic
empire.

The great Montesquieu thus unconsciously pro-
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nounces upon the advantages of this Republican

Fedeiration i—
" It is therefore very probable that mankind would have

been, at length, obliged to live constantly under the Govern-
ment of a single person, had they not contrived a kind of con-

stitution that has all the internal advantages of a republican, to-

gether with the external force of a monarchical Government. I

mean, a confederate republic.

"This, form of Government is a convention, by which
several petty estates agree to become members of a larger

one, which they intend to establish. It is a kind of assem-
blage of societies, that constitute a new one, capable of increas-

ing by means of farther associations, till they arrive to such a
degree of power, as to be able to provide for the security of

the whole body.
" It was these associations that so long contributed to the

prosperity of Greece. By these the Romans attacked the whole
globe ; and by these alone the whole globe withstood them.
For, when Rome was arriving to her highest pitch of gran-
deur, it was the associations beyond the Danube and the
Rhine, associations formed by the terror of her arms, that
enabled the barbarians to resist her. . . .

" A repubUc of this kind^ able to withstand an external
force, may support itself without any internal corruption; the
form of this society prevents all manner of inconveniences.

" If a single member should attempt to usurp the supreme
power, he could not be supposed to have an equal authority
and credit in all the confederate States. Were he to have too
great an influence over one, this would alarm the rest ; were
he to subdue a part, that which would still remain free might
oppose him with forces independent of those which he had
usiu-ped, and overpower him before he could be settled in his

usm-pation.
" Should a popular insurrection happen in one ofthe confederate

States, the others are able to quell it. Should abuses creep into
one part they are reformed by those that remain sojjnd. The
State miay be destroyed on one side and not on the other ; the
confederacy may be dissolved, and the confederates preserve
their sovereignty.

" As this Government is composed of petty republics, it

enjoys the internal happiness of each ; and, with regard to its
external situation, by means of the association, it possesseth
all the advantages of large monarchies."—Montesquieu, vol i

pp. 165-167.

The American nation and Democracy are made.
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The spirit of Republicanism witl recommence its

moral propagandism iinder all the thrones of the

world, and it needs no base of operations, for its

base is ia every soul of man.

The loss and despair of the Oligarchic Empire ia

the hope and the gaia of every human creature.

The question to be put to any given nation re-

specting the system of Government that claims to

rule it, is, as we have seen, always this :
—" Has it

also promoted the Individual Manhood-Develop-

ment of that nation,—dififused it to a reasonable

extent, and raised it to a certain quality ?"

If it have not, the thing is hardly to be called

" Government." If it have, one need scarcely ask

about the iaevitable results, national unity, pro-

gress, and conservatism. Still less need we fear

that proximity, or increasing compactness of the

social state can alter the problem or the result.

The first question, then, wherewith to test this

great democratic precedent, is the individual ; it

is the problem of the effect of an universal educa-

tion and enfranchisement upon individual well-

being.

The' second is of intermediate powers (called,

in America, States).

The third is of national unity.

The fourth is of the balance and adjustment of

the rights and properties of Individual, State, and
Nation.

The fifth ia the problem of the safe increase of
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States, in tlie formation and maintenance of vaster

conglomerates of empire than have hitherto been

practicable.

Many other questions there are which are

American only, but the grand aU-involving problem,

both American and universal, is the effect of the

universality and equality of the basis upon the

Development of individuals, the Adjustment of

subordinate parts, and the Unity of the whole.

" Universality,"—of vote power, interest, and

intelligence.

" Equality,"—nothing against manhood or na-

tionality. No law-made classes and castes against

the first ; no corporate obstructions or sub-sove-

reignties as against the second.

Religion being free, it wlU be purer and stronger.

Intelligence, being free in school, press, church,

and assembly, the motive power developed will be

greater.

Greater Stability, greater Loyalty, Material,

Political, and Religious Development. The motive

power and the organisation as nearly coinciding as

possible. A true " Democracy,"—for its rule is of,

by, andfor the People.

These problems America has now more com-

pletely solved than any other nation. Federal
Republicanism is the term that best expresses

the fact. It combines the three principles (so con-

stantly alleged to be contradictory) of Equality,

Adjustment, and Unity./
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Eespectiiig these principles, it may be alleged

in detail that the "Freedom" of .the American

citizen is not at present equalled ;* that the acti-

vity and self reliance of his intellect is a proverb

;

that their provisions for education and religious

teaching are unrivalled ; that their powers of asso-

ciation were one of the special themes of De Toc-

qtieville, and are unique ; that the public life of

the People is equally energetic, the highest offices

rewarding personal ambition ; and that the road of

civilisation is always open to the People, and the

next step in national progress always agitated, and

often settled hefot-ehand, and decided by the entire

nation for itself in the presidential and other con-

tests.

Further, not only is this war an imequalled

test and triumph of moral principle, but it is in one

aspect a struggle of national against sectional sove-

reignty, the result of a widening and intensifying

of the sentiment of patriotism during the last

epoch. Its nationahty is thus " completer." It is

also " stronger," inasmuch as individual freedom is

now also completer. Americans know and elevate-

their best men. They vmanimously reject aU

theories of Church endowment that would make
religion an accomplice with class jealousies, despo-

tism, or reaction. Their dependence on the Col-

lective Reason has become more entire and direct.

* " The 'tyranny of opinion ' in America in the midst of a
dangerous civil war, appeared to him very like the freedom of
opinion which other countries enjoy in time of perfect peace."—Goldwin Smith, Jan. 22nd, 1866.
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Their battle was and is against treason to the will

of a constitutional majority. Their national unity

has proved itself equal to the greatest strain that

was ever applied to an administration. The tem-

porary submission to mediocre Presidents in the

era of compromise which the desperation of Slavery

enforced, and the treason of factions permitted, is

an exception that proves the rule.

These considerations ^re indeed ampHfied else-

where, but it suffices here to say that that which

had been a priori a truism, is, a posteriori, a

fcict ; that Democracy, of aU systems, develops the

quahties of manhood most freely and amply, that

where nature is left unshackled, she works best

;

that the freest Government calls forth the best

quahties, that the best qualities make the best

men,—the best men the best citizens,—^the best

citizens the best community ; that, in fine, the

triumph of individuality, with its interconnections

free and infinite, is also the triumph of Nationality,

—" that the most complete Democracy is also the

completest, intensestj and strongest of nations."

But leaving these positions, most of. which a,re

now admitted, and aJl of which are getting more

tmdeniable every day, we address ourselves to that

which may be considered the crux as regards this

working model of Democracy, namely, the question

of the conservative effect of republican principles

and institutions.

The bases of dbmockatic conservatism in
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America are two-fold,

—

natural and artificial,

ariskig from harmony of the institutions with the

national life, and from the free conditions of that

Hfe.

According to Montesquieu and common sense,

there ia in every nation "a general spirit upon

which power itself is founded^" and where consti-

tutional forms agree with the national principle

and passion, and allow of ready modification by an

orderly expression of the national will, there

Government can be strong, and the nation conser-

vative, and yet progressive.

American conservatism is both natural and

artificial, essential and formal. The first depends

of course upon a continued right direction of

public opinion. The second upon a contiaued

coincidence between the executive and pubHc

opinion.

We shall see, and this is the great lesson, that

as power and opportunity recede from the nation

to its representatives, and from them to the

representatives of States, they lose true con-

servatism and true Democracy together, and

tend more to weakness, conservatism and

anarchy.

The American People, whose passion is equaHty,

have conquered it and deserve it. With it alone

is the mean of conservatism and progress.

It is the pretence of the old poHtics where

the People and the Government are never identified,

that good Government depends upon an elaborately

arranged and accurately adjusted system of check
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and counter-clieck, to keep in balance or mutually

to destroy or neutralise the opposing selfishness

and foUies of the People. In other words, that

national unity cannot rest upon the nation. The

American constitution adopts the principle of a

balance, but applies it, not as against the People,

hut as against officials.

The history of the American Government and

People shews throughout, that the People have

been the true Conservatives, that the checks have

been useless or worse, and that where they have

been dispensed with, they have been dispensed

with by conservatives for evil, and by the People

for good..

The American system will not entertain the

possibility of standing armies of soldiers or of

priests to cajole or coerce the People. That

system endeavours, not even to oppose the national

win by official machinery, but simply to make
sure of an adequate unanimity. It seeks and bows
to the collective wisdom equally and adequately

expressed.

And here again simplicity and nature bear

away the palm. The executive is but the arm of

opinion, lengthened through four years, and the

People are the constitution. Both are destroying

the treason of a minority, aimed alike against

Democracy, public opinion, conservatism, and them-

selves. Pubhc opinion and. the executive can only

quarrel when the President or Vice attempts,

during his four years term, to cast off his opinions

euttd his party, and to repudiate the platform for
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whicii he has wori;ed and conquered^ or when some

new and startling question arises in dispute. Jn

either case public opinion could instantly combine

against its instrument, and secure his extinction

at the eaxliest constitutional period, if not before.

In the latter case pubHc opinion would express

itself as it has often done, through its representa-

tires and by convention, but in completer fashion

than in .other constitutional countries, where the

representation is on a narrower ba^e.

It may ,be objected ;
—

" This is indeed a»

unchained Democracy." We answer, such is the

boast of Americans. The nation dep^ds on ttself.

It can neither be puUed down nor kept up by its

servgnts. And as cosmopolitans we may rejoia—" If it should .deserve destruction, let it be da-

stroyed ; if it is worthy of life, let vis appropriate

the elements of its immortality."

An,d the tendency of this Democr^icy, is to

become more Democratic.

How then, it is asked, does this natural con-

servatism of the American nation show itself?

We answer this question by asking and answering

another.

What is the actual American Qovemment ?

It has its supreme Legislative, Execu,tive, an^

Judiciary. It has also its Balances, simple, natural,

and inevitable, betweenthe Individual, the "States,"

and the Nation. But the actual supreme Legishr

title has been the I^eople's Convention, "tempered"
with the eiecttxral cojUege. The sovereign Pepple
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declare by Press, Platform^ and Conventioii their

will. They instruct their candidate, and his poli-

tical existence, as well as hononr, biads him to them,

although in theory they elect not him, but his

electors. And what is this " balance of the Con^

stitution," this system of check and counter-check

by a supposed indirect election 1—^nothing ! The

electors are mere " conduit pipes,"-^trusteeS with

the trust dictated from hour to hour. The electoral

eoUeg© neither "tempers" nor even "hampers"

popular action. The election of President is vir-

tually direct. And mark ! It is the Pedple^-^tM

nation—'that began and carried on this wai' against

Slavery,

And how about the Senate, which is supposed

to be a mainstay of " conservatism," and another

item iu the check ^stem 1 Why the two-fold

answer is this,

—

TJie People fought for this Senate

power, by fighting for free institutions iu new
States (two senators for eadi State). The People

conquered. They got the msgority. But Until they

got it the senators were, ia almost aU divisions, the

chief supports of a slave-^ysteifl, at once immoralj

anarchical, and destructive.

As for the House ofBepfeseMatPtieSf their term

is shorter, they depend more upon the People. The
northern section was more outspoken than that in

the Senate, and tmer to the right*

Thus we see that the People, th© true DemO-'

cracy, adhere to the Constitution, and " CoflsetVa^

tism " was so excessive as to identify it^lf with

destruction, anarchy, and rebellion. The Consef-

p
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vatives would have retamed Slavery and embraced

destruction, because " Slavery is in tbe Constitu-

tion." They rent the Constitution, knd declared

war agaiDst the nation, because they despaired of

identifying Slavery (oHgarchy and barbarism) with,

either. They overrode all the Slave States' Con-

stitutions, because to wait for constitutional action

would have been fatal to their plans.

And the supreme Judiciary? It left the

People, and declared that negroes are not men. It

was sufficiently "tempered," to parody the mot

of the Revolution, to declare that "robbery is

property," and to identify the judgment seat with

a felony which deprived of their dearest rights

four miUions of souls ! The Chief Justice was the

arch-thief of the Republic. The People appealed

to the ultima ratio of nations against his decision.

§

For schemes of partial interest, or of difficult

comprehension, no doubt. Oligarchy is best adapted.

But such schemes are not to the interest of the

universal People, and therefore cannot be really

conservative. The universal reason of the univer-

sally instructed People is, and must be, the, hast

defective expression of tlie will of God. A People

that ouly endorses a policy already transacted is

not free, and is conservative only as imbecility or

nonentity is conservative. A People that has its

affairs done for it in secret conclave, can have but

Httle voUtion and less character, and is scarcely yet

a nation.
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The English people could not feed on the strong

meat of Cromwell, and were put back to the offal

of the second Charles. They did not support

Chatham in his thoughts of peace for America, and

reform for England,—they were put back through

two wars against the American Kepublic, and one

long war, of near a generation, against the French

People. When their training is complete, they wiU
follow their leaders to power,—^know what is, and

what is not, their foreign policy, and leaving it to

others to reign by whatsojever forms, wUl see to it

that they themselves govern.

As pointed out before, it is the very universality

of power, and will, and education upon which Demo-
cracy is based, that makes its executive at once the

intensest unity, and the safest of all systems.

There is no grander moral spectacle than the

appeal of their future rulers to the" American People.

The universal conscience and intellect are stirred

to the depths. Parties are matched against parties

on definite platforms and projects. Leaders descend

into the arena and canvass the States, discussing,

not what has been a policy already secretly enacted,

and then for the first time revealed, but what
ought to be the work of the next four years of the

People's servants.

The general and excessive tendencies of

American statesmen, during the Slavery era, to

Conservatism are powerfully illustrated by the

proceedings of the famous Committee of Thirty-

three, in 1 860. It consisted of one from each State,

and was to consider the perilous condition of the

P 2
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country. It met again and again ; resolved and

re-resolved; rescinded, confirmed, and abandoned';

proposed an immense number of resolutions, and

rejected aU that tended to settle anything or pre-

sent distinct issues, and affirmed about half a dozen

propositions, such as—that it is improper for

Congress to abolish slavery,—that certain things

should not be interfered with,—^the most- emphatic

conclusion being that "no amendment against

Slavery shall originate with non-slaveholding

States, or shall be valid without the assent of

every one of the States !" (See p. 25, Report No. 31.)

Thus the delegates of every State but five

would have " conserved " even Slavery.

Let us, then, not be deceived by vain words.

There is a point where "conservatism" becomes

corruption, just as there is another point where

progress becomes mania.

To conserve forms that are not adapted to the

spirit is to ensiure their violent destruction.

To conserve evil principles of Government is to

appeal to the idtima ratio of revolution, or to drive

progress from our shores that other nations may
use it to pass us in peaceful competition or to

destroy us by war.

The function of Conservatism is to reject what

is premature in opportunity or bad in prindpla

To postpone unjustly or too long ensures perpetual

barrenness or premature decrepitude, and puts to

the nation the alternative of the destruction of its

politicians or of itself.

The Americans tolerated an excessive Conser-
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vatisr/i till the land stank with it, and tlie spawn of

its putrescence went up over all their institutions.

These politicians would have destroyed the nation

vith their conservatism, and so by war the nation

destroyed them,.

Nations that go back, perish. A policy of

retrogression is a policy of despair. A policy of

stagnation is a policy i)f suicide. The essence of

Conservatism is progress, but in the right direction.

And thus deeper down and more elementary

than any written proviso whatsoever, is the conser-

vatism of religion, intelligence, prosperity, and
political equality, guaranteed by human nature to

all those nations that shall, like America, have the

sense and the daring to trust her.

§

There is one kind of Conservatism which par-

takes both of the natural and artificial, namely,

the spirit of reluctance with which any project

would be entertained for the alteration of the

form of the Constitution,—a natural reluctance to

meddle with the artificial formulum of their

liberties agreed on by their Fathers. Thus, as.

Mr. Everett said, it was at the time of the Reform
BUI admitted in England, " that the United States

possessed in their written Constitution, and in the

difficulty of procuring amendments to it, a conser- .

votive principle unknown to the English Govern'

ment."

American Democracy is Conservative by reason

of the following artificial or constitutional arrsaige-
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ments. We repeat, the advantage and the aim is,

not to limit the People, but to check one branch of

Government by another, and to correct the views

of extreme sections of the People by the general

mass :

—

1st. There is the great constitutional check in

the limitation of the granted powers of Congress,

and in the exactness of the written Constitution.

2nd. The constitutional law of change and

amendment of the Constitution. Thus Draper

says :

—

" For the permanency, of any such system, it is essentially

necessary that it should include within its own organisation

a law of change, and not of change only, but change in the

right direction,—^the direction in which the Society interested

is about to pass."

JReservation of rights to States require a ma--

jority of States for alterations in the Constitution.

3rd. The organisation of the Senate as their

representative, two for each State, whatever its

size or population.

4th. The Supreme Coubt is a check on uncon-

stitutional Legislation, whether by acts of Con-

gress or by Sovereign States. It sits in judgment
on botL

In seventy-one years preceding 1860, there had

been but four Chief Justices of the United States,

and the fourth was then on the benc^. They are

not, as such, members of the Cabinet, nor displaced

with political changes, nor have they any such

office as the Speakership of the Upp*er House in

England, with vast official influence and patronage.

5th. Owing to the peculiar state of Society,
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members of the Legal profession, there so active,

numerous, and powerful, constitute, says De Toc-

queville, " the most powerful existing security

against the excesses ofDemocracy, whilst Democra-

tic Government is favorable to the political power

of lawyers, who constitute the only enlightened

class the People does not mistrust. Their habits of

order, taste for formahties, and instinctive regard

for the regular comiection of ideas, render them

hostile to the revolutionary spirit. They oppose

their aristocratic propensities to the democratic

instincts of the people, their attachment to what is

antique to its love of novelty, their narrow views

to its immense designs, and their habitual procrasti-

nation to its ardent impatience. The American

aristocracy is not composed of the rich, who are

united by no common tie. It occupies the judicial

bench and the bar. This party extends over the

whole community, and penetrates iato all classes of

society ; it acts upon the country imperceptibly,

but it finally fashions it to siiit its purposes."

6th. Moreover, one conspicuous element in the

Democratic conservatism of America is the Free-

dom OF Worship.

De TocqueviUe says of this (p. 266, v. ii) :

—

" The American legislators had succeeded to a certain ex-
tent in opposing the permanence of the religious world to the con-

tinual shifting of politics, and Churchmen mainly attributed the

peaceful dominion of religion in their country to the separation of
Church and State. As long as religion is sustained by those
feeUngs, propensities, and passions, which are found to occur
under the same forms at all the different periods of history, it

may defy the effoi'ts of time ; or, at least, it can only be de-

stroyed by another religion. As a nation assumes a democratic

condition, it becomes more and more dangerous to connect religion
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wifhpoKtical institutions. Political powers often depend on the
opinion of a generation, the interests of the time, or the life of

an individuaL If the Americans had not placed religion heyond

the reach of innovators, where could it abide in the ebb and flow

of human opinions ? Where would that respect which belongs

to it be paid amidst the straggles of faction, what would be»

come of its immortality in the midst of perpetu3,l decay * In
Americst rehgion is perhaps less powerful than at certain

periods, but its influence is more lasting. The two great
Angers which threaten the existence of religion are schism and
indifference. In Europe the living body of religion has been
bound down to the dead corpse of superannuated polity."

7th. The increased centralisation wrought in

the habits and manners of the People by war, rail-

ways, canals, telegraphs, banks, &c.

8th, And the responsibility of the President,

the head of the Executive, to the People alone,

whilst yet they check one another, has an element

of conservatism in it. Thus Mill confesses :

—

"There is unquestionably some advantage in a country like

America, where ho apprehension need be entertained of a
coup d'Etat, in making the chief minister constitutionally indepeit'

dent of the legislative bocb/, and rendering the two great branches
of the Government, wmle equally popular both in their origin

and in their responsibility, an effective check on the other. The
plan is in accordance with that sedulous avoidance of the concen-
tration of great masses of power in the same hands, which is a
marked characteristic of the American Federal constitution."-^-J.

S. Mill, on " Eepresentative Crovernment," p. 250.

The London Times, of January 11th, 1865, ad-

verted to the plan then proposed of having thence-

forth talking ministers, heads of the executive

departments, in the House of Representatives, and
argued that that would raise the standai-d and the

value of public talent, and tend to divide the re-

sponsibility, and limit the power of the Pi-esident.

We have already quoted Napoleon III on this

point (see " Democracy and National Unity "). The
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change would involve many other changes, and is

not now entertained. It is, however, essentially

only a question of who shall be called President,

and as long as the universal People are the fons et

erigo ofpower, and the constant dispensers ofit, they

wiU not be baulked by their creatures.

Public opinion will always be president of

Aiaerica.

, 9th. There are certain principles which attend

a federated nationality, and which constitute a fvin-

damental difference between the effect of great set

currents of opinion in America and those which per-

vade the politics of aU other nations. Here is a

veritable nation, and also a federation of States.

Elsewhere there is not the nation, or there is not

the federation, or other conditions are essentially

different. Here there are the People, the State,

and the States.

The Democratic and Conservative tendencies,

—the eternal flux and reflux, and conflict, between

the past and the future,—^between the things that

are and the things that have to come,—^how are

iiiese tendencies and fcarces affected or contrdled

by the/wms of the American Constitution ? What
is the natural vice of Democracy 1 It is to ex-

aggerate the rights of the Individual, without

reference to the necessities of order. What is the-

natural vice of Conservatism ? It is to exaggerate

the necessities of order, as against ideal and actual

right.

But the American system introduces a strange

third element.
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Is there any movement really wild, fiirious, or'

uncertain ? It encounters, naturally and necessa-

rily, not only the forms and the interests of

national, but of State organization (always except-

ing the anomaly of the Slave interest^. Is there

any danger of a too great or despairing tenacity of

central conservatism ? Then the thirty-four nuclei

also of vested interests and of minor sovereignties,

would combine to oppose it, for they have natural

instincts, so to speak, equally averse to be absorbed

by the great centre, or to be swept away by a too

" sovereign People."

As Mr. Everett put it :
—"Each of these States

is a representative conunonwealth, composed of two

branches, with the ordinary divisions of Executive,

Legislative, and Judicial power."

Their representation by Senators is the least

objectionable " representation of minorities " that

could be devised.

America avoids the " constituted anarchy " of

German federal politics, whilst it maintains State

life and local action.

This system seems to explain many so-called

" anomalies " in American politics, and to go fur-

ther than hmnan political s6ience has gone else-

where, towards the accomplishment of that feat

which will crown some future poHtical millennium,—^the perfect reconcilement of order and progress,

of indispensable forms and of abstract right.

10th. The absolute executive unity of the

President is all powerful imder the constitution.

Also his election by the People.
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11th. Eiepresentation according to population,

§

We have shown how in the mighty struggle

and strain against Slavery, the natural conservatism

of the nation asserted itself against official oppo-

nents, excessive conservatism, and anarchy.

We have also just seen what are some of the

artificial conservative arrangements.

We propose now to show certain extraordinary

instances of that only true conservatism,—of life,

morals, and character.

For before all things there has been an intense,

agonising realisation of the supreme value of the

human life and soul, and a conservatism of morality,

humanity, and religion, irrepressibly developed,

and incessantly, and aggressively manifested

by this Democracy during the conduct of the war.

We say that for economy of and respect for

life, for humnnity, and religion, American organi-

sations have surpassed aU others. Witness the

following, from the Sanitary, and Christian Commis-

sions, which complemented the Commissariat and

the Chaplaincy in a way never before suggested.

A pair of shoes are often as good as a

recruit, and to dispense with red tape, when
ice, brandy, or blankets are wanted, is often to

save life.

The groans of the wounded rise usually from

battle fields like the roar of a distant cataract,

tiU slowly, silence and death prevail The rate of

mortality, in January, 1855, woiddhave anmhilated
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our army in the Crimea by. hiinger, cold, and

untended wounds, in ten months.

In America, the standing army was 12,000.

Suddenly an immense number of whoUy unskilled

men rushed to arms. Large numbers of Church

members were amongst them, for they believed in

Government and in God. The worst and the best

enlisted. Congregations have given whole com-

panies. Young Men's Christian Associations have

given regiments. The Churches sent about one-

seventh of their male communicants. The Western
Churches more. The Bible Classes an immense

number. An Illinois regiment was officered almost

wholly by clergymen. And a higher class than ;

ordinary was the staple, and not for any war, but

for special national service.

A great central Women's Association, with

town and village sub-associations, " Soldiers Aid
,

Societies," and "Tillage Sewing Circles," also, up-

held the cause.

The objects of the Commission were,—^to choose

sites of camps on scientific sanitary principles—to

avoid malaria,—to drain, to water, to cook, to

clothe, to regard the health, comfort, and morale,

—

to control and stop unnecessary waste of life,—to

study and act upon vital statistics,—^to remove
official obstructions,— to supply surgeons with

professional reading and short treatises on . army
diseases,—to study European military invalid

systems,—establish experimental sanatoriia, &c.

In the first two years the Sanitary Commission
received gifts valued at nearly eight millions of.
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dollars. Its " flying dep6t " carried imderclothing,

bedding, towels, handkerchiefe, vegetables, con-

densed milk, pickles, crutches, ice, dressing gowns,

fans, pads, sponges, eau-de-Cologne, ntosquito net-

ting, potatoes and onions, refrigerating cars lined

with zinc and ice, needles, thread, buttons, cutlery,

papers and envelopes, currant wine, &c., &c. The

waggons and huge wheeled caldi'ons were always

in reach. It established vast gardens, and also

frequently swept the Western markets, to hunt the

demon scurvy from the camp. It is believed that

a miUion of men have passed through the hospitals.

In the autumn of 1862, seventy thousand beds

were arranged in a short time. A " railway ambu-

lance " was devised with perfect appointments for

sleep, rest, and food. It estabHshed an Hospital

Directory and scheme of death records, of relations

wounds, and sickness, and of dying requests, place

of burial, and memorial tablets. Sickness was

reduced to the ordinary civil-life ratio. The Com-

mission has modijied history.

California has given 600,000 dollars^ placing

money boxes beside the electoral urns. Insurance

Companies, Banks,^ Bailway Compames, have given

princely donations. The Chicago and New York

fairs each yielded about a million. The farmers and

mechanics moved with their g.ifts and produce^ en

masse, and offered them with tears and prayers.

A convention of delegates from Young Men's

Christian Associations, started the Christian Com-

Boission.

Railways, telegraphs,, hotels^ offices, clerks, pub-
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lication societies, tracts, and Bibles were offered and

used by it free of charge.

Three thousand devoted men,— clergymen,

lawyers, doctors, merchants, Za&oitreof /or it even to

the borders of the grave, each man received his

commission and free railway pass, a blanket and

strap (to be sure of a bed), a bucket and cup, a

lantern, small comforts, books or tracts. A depot

was always at the nearest convenient place, and

stores for the next battle are always labelled and

ready. They hurried to every field. They washed,

clothed, fed, wrote for, prayed with, and advised

the living, and closed the eyes of the dead.

From all corners of the Union was an un-

ceasing influx of comforts,—to every point of the

vast war horizon an unceasing efflux.

After the march, the huge cooking waggons

were ready with coffee or soup. With the march

went the supply waggons, and hot coffee has been

served during the fight to wearied soldiers.

Scarcely a man has served without receiving

Bibles and tracts, or died without the voice of pro-

mise and of prayer. Vast military prayer-meetings

were held, Churches were founded, and communion
dispensed.

In 1863 were distributed half a million Bibles,

nearly the same number of hymn and psalm-books,

one million and a quarter of small books, three

millions religious newspapers, and twelve millions

pages of tracts.

The revenue of Christian Commission rose the

last year to nearly two millions.
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Religion was thus powerfully aggressive. The

song of praise has been heard to spread far and

wide over the field after battle, and probably the

Bible was more generally read than by any other

half million of men.

At the various head-quarters there was always

a soldier's reading-room, with this conspicuous

notice :

—" The newspapers on the files are dailies

and weeklies, from your State and country. Sit

down and read. The writing-table and stationery

are for your use. They want to hear from you at

home. If out of stamps, drop your letter in the

box,—^we will stamp and mail it. Those Testa-

ments, hymn-books, and religious papers were sent

to you—take one. The library has many interesting

books ; find the one you like, have it recorded, and

return it in five days. Ifyou are in trouble, speak

to any agent in the room
;
you are the one he

wants to see."

In September, 1864, Mr. E. C. Fisher, of New
York, addressed the Social Science Congress at

York (England), on "Military Discipline and

Volunteer Philanthropy," ending with the follow-

ing affirmations :

—

" This Volunteer Sanitary Commission has fur-

nished to the difierent armies of the Eepublic,

since the commencement of the war, nearly four

millions of pounds sterling of army necessaries,

comforts, and luxuries. Its establishment, organi-

sation, magnitude, and' achievements prove three

things

:

"Firstly. The armies of the North could be ren-
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dered incom/parahly more efficient by the volunteer

aid and assistance of the people, without the slight-

est infiingement of military discipline, or interfere-

ence with the constituted medical authorities of

armies.

"Secondly. The American civil war affords

the brightest example of spontaneous, and yet or-

ganised, benevolence, and furnishes an example

which other nations Thrill do well to emulate.

" Thirdly. The whole of the American people—
men, women, and children aJike—^in thus render-

ing their armies efl&cient, proved conclusively that

the war was not carried on, as many in Europe sup-

pose, by the Government of a minority ; but was
waged hy the great mass of the citizens. In no

other way can you explain the colossal achieve-

ments of this volunteer commission."-—(London

Correspondent ofNew York Tribune, see " Sanitary

Eeporter," Nov. 1, 1864.)

The Freedmen'sAid Societies constitute another

gigantic organisation too well known to require

explanation. Patriotism, Religion, and Humanity
are equally represented in them,—and to save a
nation of bondsmen.

The spectacle of the American nation and De-
mocracy ought to re&ssure the most cautious, of

the final success of the Principle of Democracy, and
of that particular example of it.

Without an army, with scarcely a fleet ; during
the Presidency of a traitor or an imbec^e ; divided
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within by a false " Democracy " uniting all who
feared universal suffirage, who hated immigrant

preponderance, or who would surrender principle

for peace,—and divided without by a schism of

thirteen States bound together in as intense and

enthralling a union as interest, fear, prejudice,

and OKgarchy could make. Yet over aU these the

nation and the Democracy triumph.

What is the secret1—for the " educated" opinion

of the world pronounced a priori against the actual

result.

The secret of course is that American Demo-

cracy answers near enough to the ideal Democracy.

That it is a real Democracy. That it is Democraxiy.

enough to do what it ought to do,-—assimilate or

destroy its foes.

There is the three-fold bond, universal intelli-

gence, interest, omd will,—^the knowledge,, the re-

sponsibility, and the power.

There are the States with local energies, ambi-

tions, and rewards, minding their local matters,

and balancing with wholesome jealousies any

tendencies of any other States to exceed their

powers.

There are the individuals who compose each

State, constituting also the nation, and with pas-

sion for nationality naturally overruling (save

when selfish and purely local abuses interfere)

those for neighbourhood and locality.

There is the Church minding her own business,

" its ministers not (see New York State Constitu-

tion) diverted from the great duties of their func-
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tions by holding any civil or military offices."

Thus the Church keeps h&c influence for that

which is essentially expajisive, universal, conserva-

tive, and progressive.

It concerns itself with the individual American,

the individual sectarian, and if it favored the

South or Slavery, it did. it not in any national

capacity.

There is the Territory one as Adajn, with

Mississippi for back bone, Ohio and Upper Missis-

sippi for arms, grasping east and west the land

;

with its confluent rivers for ribs and muscles ; with

cities for ganglions, and the universal Democracy for

nerve-essraice, and brain, and souL

It has improvised the vastest armies, and shown

that the interests of rebels are sectional, vicious,

and irreconcileable ; it survived four months of

traitorous administration, it has conciliated the

Border States, is Hberating the negro nation, con-

ducted a general election with calmness amidst a

poHtical tempest, re-elected its peasant emperor,

giving him the necessary powers of dictatorship

whilst it remains a Republic, and has turned the

greatest struggle the world has seen into its great-

est blessing.

It has transcended the hopes and rebuked the

fears of the great philosopher of Democracy, and
has shown a life, a tenacity, a statesmanship, a

conservatism, a morality, a cultiu-e, a power, and a
love of glory,—a caution to Despotisms of the

present, and a beacon light to Democracies of the

future.
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It has not created a new science, but it haj

shown to the trembling and to the waiting worlc

a developed and united People,

—

a working mode

of Democracy.

Naturally, the world of the few is full of fears

blasphemies, unbelief, and despair,—the world b

the many, of hopes, faith, and exultation.

The flag of the People stands. It waves a1

last over a boyal nation.

§

American Democracy sprung from the bes^

part of the best age of England. It has flourishec

in spite of and by means of every foe, especially o

its last and greatest,—Slavery. It contains tw(

elements never before united, for long, in Demo
erodes,—Freedom and Equality. The firs

secures it from oppression in the present ; the las

retains to it self-Govemment, and secures it fron

those forms of Oligarchy which may at last de

generate into the fact of Despotism. Equahty cai

alone so completely prepare the individual as t(

make him a fitting material for the vastest inter

national combinations.

The qualities and proportions of the greai

American nation are, in fact, at present, the on(

essential question for the fiiture of Democraci

and Nationality everywhere. And, strange to say

they are still to the pohticians of this generatioi

almost an unknown quantity.

The constitutional balance between the Man
Q 2
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the Institution, and the Government ;—the com-

pletion of freedom, municipal organisation and

nationality;—the boundless area, the Federal bond,

the exhaustless resources, the equal conditions of

life and competition, the " Black Yankees," who
may populate and work that portion, comparatively

small, of territory below the temperate zone ;
—^the

unity of ideas (not forgetting the bond of a common
Anglo-American literature), interests, principles,

and territory; of institution, language, race, and
religion;—all these conditions (working together,

also, for the destruction of the oligarchic or slave

element, with which they cannot coexist) com-
bine to make,

—

have made—such a nation as the

world has not seen before, and therefore is not, as

yet, quite prepared to recognise, even in the great

Anglo-American Continent,—^the home, we say, of

that royal nation which beckons on all other nations

towards the future.

Thus did Bentham comment, even in his time,

on the disturbing influences of this American
precedent :

—

" But now, suppose the same or a similar accursed Govern-
ment, with the accursed prosperity, transplanted from that
blessed distance,—planted under our very noses, with no more
than one and twenty miles of sea to dilute the stench of it,

without so much as a single useless place, needless place
overpaid place, unmerited pension—not to speak of sinecures^—^no, not so much as a peerage, to settle a borough or buy
off a country gentleman—suppose these miscreants
and not more than half a guinea or a crown, not more thMi a
three hours' row, necessary to enable a man to see it f

" In this case, by what possibility could the eye, the Lead
or the heart be shut against the spectacle of the united nvisanets—^prosperity and good government ?
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" There they are—but happily with the Atlantic between
ns and them—the never sufficiently accursed United States,

living, and, oh ! horror, flourishing— and so flourishing !

flourishing under a Government so essentially illegitimate.
" There they are—^but happily with two thousand leagues

of sea between us and them—the millions of two-legged swine,
with the illegitimacy and the unencumbered and undistiffbed

prosperity in which they wallow."

—

Bentham's Plan ofEeform,
p. 8.

This is about the English of all talk about

Democracy not being conservative. That the dis-

turbing cause in the late tremendous conflict was

Oligarcby, and tbat tbe Atlantic may now be said

to be bridged by steam, if not joined by the cable,

takes nothing from the force of the above, or from

its appositeness to the subject of this work.

Oligarchy, we have said, was the disturbing

cause. In a deeper sense it has been the irresistible,

ceaseless march of Democracy that has disturbed

and uprooted aU things contrary to it since the

world began.

And before and after all other considerations

is this one,—supreme in politics. Only as tbe or-

ganisation and the forms express the spirit and

essence of power, can there heformal conservatism.

Only as a four-fold freedom of School, Press,

Church, and Assembly complete the development

of an ever-increasing proportion of the all, is the

final preponderance of imiversal national manhood

approached, and the right national spirit attained

Till then, destruction may be conservative, and

conservatism destructive. Manhood is Danocracy,

—and that must include conservatism, which tends

to the completion of manhood.
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The histoiy of America is the history of

manhood.

It began when a perfect manhood was first

shown forth to the world.

When Borne failed to develope manhood, man-

hood passed fix)m E«me,-and prepared to associate

against it for fireedom in German woods.

England continued its story, but to mature

freedom into equahty it wanted a new world, and
it foimd it yonder.

Equality must be the crown of aU nations that

are to oontanuei Bow this is to be accomplished is

a comparatively trifling question.
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DEMOCRACY IN ENGLAND.

'' Mr. Carlyle's jndgment on this point (his inferences from
the fact that Roman Democracy could not get on without
Dictators) is like that of a man-who had only known the steam
engine before the invention of governor balls, and was ready
to declare that its mechanism would be shattered if a boy
were not at hand to regulate the pressure of the steam."

—

The Times, April 4th, 1866.

" They had institutions partly derived from Imperial Eome,
partly from Papal Rome, partly from the old Germany. Our
laws and customs have never been lost in general and irre-

parable ruin. With us the precedents of the middle ages are

still valid."

—

Macaulay.

" In perusing the admirable treatise of Tacitus on the
manners of the Germans, we find it is from that nation the
Ehiglish have borrowed the idea of their political government.
This beautiful system was invented first in the woods,—' De
minoribus rebus principes consultant, de majoribus omnes;
ita tamen ut ea quoque, quorum penes plebem arbitrium est,

ftpud principes pertractentur.' "

—

Bancroft, 212, v. i.

" The great constitutional theory of jurisdiction in Anglo»

Saxon times was not feudal, but primitive Teutonic."

—

HaUam.



" Accurately speaMng' there is no such thing as a mixed

Government."

—

De Tocqueville.

"After ages will moralise on the haUudnation xmder -which

an exceptional afid transitional state of things, marking the last

phase in, the existence of an old feudal monarchy, has been re-

garded, and confidentially propagated, as the normal and final

state of man.
" The Liberal party represents the modem and Protestant

element of the nation in its protracted and wavering effort to

throw off the remains of the feudal system, and place society and
reUgion on a rational foundation."

—

Goldwin Smith.

" In point of pnvate right and freedom of possession, the

English present an incredible defidency ; sufiSdent proof of

which is afforded in flie rights oi primogeniture, involving mili-

tary or ecclesiastical appointments for younger sons."

—

Hegel,
" Philosophy of History."

" The descent of lands before ihe conquest was according
to the custom of gavelkind, or equal partition ; in the age of

H. I, the eldest son took the prindpal fief."

"In that of Glanvil he inherited aU the lands held by
knight service.

"One most prominent and characteristic distinction between
the constitution of England and that of every other country in

Europe is its refusal of dvU privileges to the lower nobility.

No restraint seems to have lain upon marriage. There was a
virtual equality of rights among aH .the commoners of England.
The peerage imparts no privilege except to its actual possessor.

There is no part of our constitution so admirable. It is to this

peculiarly democratical character of the English monardiy,
that we are indebted to its long permanence, its regular im-
provement, and its present vigor."

—

Hallcm's " Middle Ages,"
V. ii, pp. 336—342-3-4.
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" The cities became so considerable that the Sovereign

could impose no tax upon them besides the stated farm rent

of the town, -without their own consent. They were therefore

called upon to send deputies to the (Jeneral Assembly of the

States of the kingdom. Hence the origin of burghs in the

States (Jeneral of all the great monarchies in Europe.
" These laws and customs so favourable to the yeomanry,

have perhaps contributed more to the present grandeur of

England than all their boasted regulations of commerce taken
together."

—

Adam Smith.

"Tenure in viUanage gradually wore out through the
greater part of Europe. ^The time and manner, however, in

which so important a revolution was brought about, is one of

the most obscure points in modem history. Slavery was
gradually abolished by the joint operation of the two interests

of the proprietor on the one hand, and of the sovareign on the
other."—iWd., "Wealth of Nations," v. ii, pp. 91-94.

" In the monarchy of the Pranks, military service was soon
substituted for taxation."

—

Montesquieu.

" The old English monarchy was one of a class of limited

monarchies which sprang up in Western Europe during the
middle ages. AU had municipal corporations enjoying large
franchises, and senates whose consent was necessary to the
validity of some public acts ; of these, the English was, from
an early period, justiy reputed the best. If the King dared to

oppress great masses, Ms subjects promptly appealed to the
laws, and that appeal failing, appealed as promptly to the God
of batties. In the middle ages resistance was an ordinary

remedy."

—

Maccailmf.

" The relation established between a lord and his vassal,

by the feudal tenure, far from containing principles of any
servile and implicit obedience, permitted the compact to be
dissolved in case of its violation by either party. This
extended as much to the sovereign as to inferior lords.

If a vassal was aggrieved, and if justice was denied him, he
sent a defiance, that is, a renunciation of fealty to the Mng,
and was entitled to enforce redress at the point of his sword.
It then became a contest of strength as between two inde-
pendent potentates."

—

Hallam's "Middle Ages," v. iii, p. 162.
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Chapter 1.

TACITUS TO THE EEFORM BILL.

An Outline of Forms and Powers.

" It was not so much from, Slavery as through Slavery that
humanity was emancipated."

—

Segel, "Philosophy of History."
_ " The principle of Feudal Sovereignty is the outward force

of individuals,—princes, hege lords ; it is a force destitute of
intriDsic right. Whether the subjects of such a constitution
perform their stipulated duties or not depends upon the
Seigneurs being able to induce them so to do by force of cha-
racter or favours.

" The supremacy implied in monarchy is essentially a
power emanating from a political body, and is pledged to the
furtherance of that equitable purpose on which the constitu-
tion of a State is based.

" Feudal sovereignty is a polyarchy ; we see nothing
but lords and serfs ; in monarchy, on the contrary, there is one
lord and no serf, for servitude is abrogated by it, and in it right

and law are recogmsed. The barons compelled King John to
swear to the Magna Gharta, the basis of Enghsh liberty, t. e.,

more particularly of the privileges of the nobiUty."

—

Ibid., pp.
416-422.

" The great spiritual facts which lie at the basis of human
freedom are the dignity, immortality, responsibility, and re-

demption of manhood. This is the Magna Gharta. It is God's
Charter."

—

The Bible and the People.
" Let the idea take hold of the more generous and culti-

vated minds, that the most serious danger to the future pros-

pects of mankind is in the unbalanced influence of the

commercial spirit."

—

Edinburgh Review.
" The mischief is when excessive wealth destroys the spirit

of commerce."

—

Montesquieu.
" To cure the middle class and found the People."

—

Hugo.
" The fashion of the day, and perhaps I might ahnost ven-

ture to say, the vice of the day, is a disposition almost to

idolise the middle classes."

—

Gladstone.

The Development and, organisation of tke whole

as to qualities, and of the aU as to ntimbers, is the

sum of civilisation, religion, and Government.
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The proportions in whicli the whole and the all

are thus developed and organised, represent the

civilisation of any given epoch, and knowing that,

we know also the sort of freedom therein possible,

and we know absolutely into what form of slavery

the deficiencies of the period must shape them-

selves.

Throughout aU the era when feudal chivalry

was the preponderating power, those who possessed

neither physical energies, nor courage, nor mOitaiy

genius, became of necessity Slaves. Slaves they

must have been a priori, and slaves they were in fact.

This simplifies much the question of "firan-

chises." Every system has its refuse ; and the

refuse are the disfiranchised. The Slaves of one

epoch are the paupers of another. Ascertain what
is the main drift and object of an age, and the

qualities necessary to a certain success in it, and

those who want them most are the pariahs and

failures.

In every age and country, except the advanced

Democratic era, where the universal manhood is

educated, and power and organisation are one,

there are and must be those who have^ their own
failures, or those of their fathers, visited upon
them in poHtical incompetence.

The millennium never having come yet, there

has never yet been universal suffrage ; when
the millennium comes, universal suflfrage will

come with it, and, we hope, a good many other

things.
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Besides the aboriginal British, the elements of

the making of this English nation, are the abori-

ginal German or Teutonic, the Roman, the Scan-

dinavian, the Anglo-Saxon, and the Norman. AU
had their forms or organisations adapted to the

necessities that created them, or to the ruling ideas

that moulded them. All these types of ideas and

nationality united to form our own.

In the present chapter, which only aims at

such a general outline of the development and

organisation of our national manhood, from Anglo-

Saxon times, as is essential to an adequate view of

the traditions and prospects of "Democracy in

England," we endeavour to trace the successive

relations of labour, land, justice, and representation.

Respecting the general scheme of the Anglo-

Saxon and Scandinavian commonwealths, and of

Gothic monarchies, it appears that the Anglo-

Saxon difiered from the feudal scheme in giving

more to the freeman and to the King, and it dif-

fered from the Scandinavian in giving more to the

King. In both it seemed adapted to secure an

earlier and compacter national unity. The adjust-

ment between the units of the State, the freemen,

and the intermediate powers, and the Sovereign,

seems to have been more complete. On this

HaUam says :

—

"The scheme of the Anglo-Saxon commonwealth was
better than the feudal ; it preserved mwe of the Teutonic cha-
racter, it gave more to the common freeman as well as to the
King. The love of Utopian romance, and the bias in favour of

a democratic origin for our constitution, have led many to

overstate the freedom of the Saxon Commonwealth ; or rather,

perhaps, to look less for that freedom where it is really to be
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:

foimd, in the administration of justice, than in representative

councils, which authentic records do not confirm."

"The analogies between the Scandinavian and Anglo-
Saxon institutions are too striking to be disregarded, though
some conclusions may have been drawn from them, to which
we cannot thoroughly agree. If it is alleged that we do not

find, in the ancient customs of Germany, that peculiar scale of

society which ascends from the hundred, as a monad of self-

Government, to the collective unity of a royal commonwealth,
it may be repUed that we trace the essential principle in the

pagus or gau of Tacitus, though perhaps there might be no-

thing numerical ia that territorial direction ; that we have, in

fact, the centenary distribution under peculiar magistrates in

the old continental laws and other documents ; and that a
large proportion of the inhabitants of England, ultimately

coalescing with the rest, so far at least as to acknowledge a
common Sovereign, came from the very birthplace of Scandi-

navian institutions."

"A theory has been developed in a very brilliant and
learned article of the Edinburgh Review for 1822 (xxxvi, 287),
justly ascribed to Sir F. Palgrave, which deduces the hundred
from the hmrad of Scandinavian commonwealths. " The Gothic
commonwealth is not an unit of which the smaller bodies poli-

tic are fractions. They are the units, and the commonwealth
is the multiple. Every Gothic monarchy is in the nature of a
confederation. It is composed of towns, townships, shires,

bailivncks, burghs, earldoms, dukedoms, all in a certain degree
strangers to each other, and separated in jurisdiction. Their
magistrates, therefore, in theory, at least, ought not to ema-
nate from the sovereign The strength of the state
ascends from region to region. The representative form of
Government, adopted by no nation but the Gothic tribes, and
originally common to them all, necessarily resulted from this

federative system in which the Sovereign was compelled to
treat the component members as possessing a several autho-
rity."'

" The hundred was as much, according to Palgrave, the
organic germ of the Anglo-Saxon commonwealth, as the hserad
was of the Scandinavian."

—

Middle Ages, vol. ii, p. 381, 377-8.

As regards national unity, the Anglo-Saxon
scheme had, from the beginning, two defects : one of

organisation, the other of power. First, the alder-

man of the borough appears not to have sat in

the national council ; second, the suflBrage was not
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imiversal. The first defect has widened into tlie

gulf whicli separates the People from the House of

Lords. The second has enabled the Lords to

govern the People, and can never be remedied tiU

development and the suffrage become universal.

"Very few," saysHallam (« Middle Ages," v. ii,

pp. 276-7-9, 367) "at present imagine that there

was any representative system in that age, much
less that the ceorls or inferior freemen had the

smallest share ia the deliberations of the national

assembly. In simple Hfe, judicial power is always

of more consequence than the legislative. The

liberties of these Anglo-Saxon Thanes were chiefly

secured, next to their swords and their free spirits,

by the inestimable right of deciding civil and crimi-

nal suits in their own county courts, held twice in

the year. The theory that the Anglo-Saxon con-

stitution was bmlt on univer^lsufirage, could not

stand the first glimmerings orhistorical knowledge

in a mind tolerably soimd."

Eiespectiug the position of the borough alder-

man, and as to the Saxon witenagemot, Hallam

(p. 376, V. ii, and 230, v. iii) continues :

—

"Sir P. Palgrave contends for aldeirmen elected by the

People in boroughs, sitting and assenting among the King's

witan (Edinb. Kev., xxvi, 26). ' Their seats in the witenagemot

were connected as inseparably with their office as their duties

in the folkmote. Noi^is there any reason for denying to the

aldermen of the boroughs -the rights and rank possessed by
the aldermen of the hundreds ; and they in all cases were

equally elected by the commons.' The passage is worthy of

consideration, but not satisfactory to my judgment. My posi-

tion is, that inferior freemen had no share in that assembly.

Later, Sir P. Palgrave adopts the notion that forty hydes of

land were a necessary qualification."
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:

"According to Sir F. Palg^ave, we are not to look to

feudal principles for our great councils of advice and consent.

They were the aggregate of representatives from the courts

leet of each shire and each borough, and elected by the juries

to present the grievances of the People, and to suggest their

remedies. The great council of the Norman Kings was, I

believe, little else than a continuation of the witenagemot, the
immemorial organ of the Anglo-Saxon aristocracy in their

relation to the King. Of the representation of the courts leet,

we may require better evidence. It is remai-kable that alder-

men, in the municipal sense, are never enumerated among the
constituents of a witenagemot or a council."

The wants and virtues of manhood are of the

body, mind, and chiaracter.

" The Church" may be so organised as that much
of manhood wUl be outside of it. Then priestcraft

will make broad and deep its hells, it will thunder

excommunications, and bum heretics. Whilst
" religion " is of force, or fraud, the manhood of the

age will be organised without or against it, and so

the manhood will be a failure, because the religion

is a farce.

Education may be restricted to the few, and
education being the miJtiple of mental power and
material production, many will be the paupers and
demagogues.

Material comforts may be rendered impossible

to the multitude by bad legislation and indirect

taxation, and there is a compHcated evil result

accordingly, of physical degeneration and dis-

content.

As the One only is developed ia body, mind, and
character, there is at once autocracy and good
Government.
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As the few only are so developed and organised,

there is oligarchy a necessity and an advantage.

So also, in proportion, with the many and the

aJl.

Material, political, and religious freedom is the

crown of progress, and its proportions are the

guage of nationality.

Feudahty, Priestcraft, Despotism, Oligarchy,

Villeinage, and Freedom,—all these jostle one

another in our history, but from the time when the

absoluteness of the Feudal system held in definite

and positive relationship the whole of such man-

hood as then existed, there has not been, nor can

be again, anything like finality, until the whole

manhood of the all is developed and organised in

a fi-ee and equal voting Democracy.

From the time when associated numbers forced

a choice between desporism and representation, and

when fixity of tenure replaced feudal oppression by
industry,—to the time when representation shall

be equal, and when opinions and religion shall be

free,—^is essentially biit one epoch.

The more defined epochal divisions of English

history are :

—

1st. The Epoch of Force. The period of primi-

tive Teutonic Associations, ofAnglo-Saxon conflicts,

and of German, Frank, and Enghsh Feudality,

until services became fixed, and tenure, in the

nature of rent.

2nd. The Epoch of chattel and corporate rule.

The era of transition, and conflict of industrial man-

hood with the rough rudimentary Feudal manhood.

R
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The gradual fixing and settlement of property,

prior to the development of the complex and

accomplished manhood of modem times, and its

extrication from the influences of mere property.

3rd. The Epoch of Manhood. Its completion

in equality. The triumph of iudustrial, mental,

and moral manhood-development over chattel

.qualifications. Of Individuality over Corporations.

In each epoch the individual possesses just

as much freedom as he can command, and no

more.

The first epoch commences with the story of

Tacitus, and can hardly be said to close untU Charles

II turned the tenure of chivalry into freehold.

The second and middle epoch is that which now
draws towards a conclusion. The first was the era

when force transgressed the rights of property;

the second is that ia which property assails the

rights of manhood.

The third, upon which we hope soon to enter,

is that in which manhood itselfwill hold the balance

of power against both property and force. We have

to develop such a national manhood as shall com-

plete freedom in equality, and discard for ever the

idea of force or property as applied to the religion

or the franchise of others.

It was the necessary condition ofthis transition

period, that the rough aggressive individuality of

the middle ages shoTild yield to the conservative

influences of property. For ages the conflict raged

between the idea of right as attached to fixed

ownership, and the ideas of force and military ser-
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vice. The higher industrial manhood gradually

overcame the lower and more elementary manhood,

but that done, it had to extricate itself from the

forces and influences concentred upon fixed pro-

perty, and there the powers and traditions of Feu-

dality linger to this day.

The history and the Acts of Parliament of these

eras of germinating manhood represent :

—

1st. The struggle of the primitive institutions

of England against Feudality.

2nd. The struggle of the Feudal head for com-

mand of the purse and the sword.

3rd. The struggle between King and Church
' for command of the religious element, and for the

creation of a factitious religious unity.

4th. The general contest of King, Church,

Barons, Urban Oligarchies and Free Burghs,

Families, and People, in different combinations.

5th. The gradual growth of the national man-

hood and its gradual appropriation of all those

elements of power. A multiplication of material

comforts elevating the man. Equality, or political

manhood, governing itself at home and abroad in

finance and intervention. A reHgious manhood

superseding the Church. It is "the whole and the

all" advancing.

Much learning has been expended in' the at-

tempt to fortify right with tradition. The fact is

that no more "freedom" ever exists, than, firom

the actual state and elements of Society, must

R 2
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exist, and there is never a revolution without a

reformation. Each state of Society has its consti-

tution, written or unwritten. The organisation

always follows the power. Feudality only became

evil when its simple relationships existed no longer,

and when a more complex civiHsation required not

so much an intenser, as a completer IndividuaHty.

The utmost that can be truthftdly conceded to

the idea of universal suffrage appears to have taken

place at the period of transition from the feudal, to

whatwewiU call the modern industrial system,when
the severityofthe feudal system had become relaxed,

and the advantage of a true representation had

commended itself to the Sovereign by subsidies

much exceeding the ancient tallages. The theory

of military service had declined, men easily be-

came freeholders, and entitled as such to the

suffirage. The new systemwasnot organised; wealth,

luxury, and centralisation had not discovered the

advantages which distance, numbers, and influence

would/ confer on a Government. The machinery

of corruption had to be created. Parliaments were

annual, and if members were willing to be sold,

they could not be bought. Representation based

upon local and minor associations had united with

barons and clergy to conquer freedom. But those

bodies not being constituted of, or based upon, an

adequate individual manhood, "representative

Government" became at last a vast centralised

corporation, touching the People but once in seven

years, and often overpowering the minor corporate

and individual influences.
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The very necessity of " representation/' arises

from the fact that nvimbers render impossible

the direct participation of the Individual in the

Executive or Legislative. From that period history

tends to the action of corporate bodies on cor-

porate bodies, of feudal and sub-feudal heads, of

ohgarchies against oligarchies, privilege against

prerogative. Standing armies, standing Churches,

and indirect taxation gradually become normal, and
organised bodies act on the defenceless inorganic

remnant of the People. Notwithstanding many
brilliant rallies. Individuality is always liable to

be overpowered by Centralisation, until Develop-

ment has guaranteed Individuality by Equality,

—^that completer and intenser freedom, without

which civilisations cannot be healthy, and cen-

tralisation itself must be, incomplete or unbalanced

and despotic.

The student who looks at life instead of being

bewildered by systems, knows that in a wandering

warlike life, courage, energy, and loyalty nmst he

ordinary individual qualifications. He who has

these must he free ; he who has them not mibst

become a slave or villein.

When property becomes fixed, nomads are a

nuisance. Property is the object of legislation.

Land tends to become fixed as numbers increase.

Numbers associated compel representation. In-

dustry is then the basis of the new manhood, and
the prolonged struggle of Industry, aided by its

first-bom, capital, against surviving forms of feu-

dality, and against corporate and privileged power,
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-•^that is the political history of every State, from

the hour when fixity of tenure supersedes the

wandering " companion "-ship of war and the chase.

As Industry is manifolded by steam power, capital,

and education, we reach all the sooner that Man-

hood-Development and EquaJity, which wiU be

inevitable, universal, and final.

That is of necessity the epitome of the history

of all franchises, representations, and progress.

§

MarshaUiag thus the facts of the organisation

of each age, accordiag to the essential spirit and

power that created it, we find, in the beginning,

that the primitive Teutonic era of association for

armed assault or colonisation possessed unrivaJled

excellencies.

When, as Caesar discourses, the princes of our

German ancestors " each had a miiltitude of men,

and allotted what portion of land they pleased to

iadividuaJs, and obliged them the year following to

remove to some other part ;" when, as Tacitus re-

lates, " in battle it is infamy in the Prince to be

smrpassed in courage, it is infamy in the companions

not to follow the brave example of their prince,

—

it is an etemai disgrace to survive him ;" and when
in council, those who approved the leader and the

enterprise, stood up and offered their assistance ;

—

there, we say, the organisation expressed the power
because it must. Between that simple and direct

relationship of Prince and companion, there could

get no hostile corporate influence or interest.
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J'ixed property did not exist. Representation had

no raison d'Stre, and manhood was itself a fran-

chise and a Parliament.

From Feudality to Equality is a long span,

but tlie best organisation can never again ex-

press tbe individual power of the commonalty,

till IndividuaHty is developed and organised

equally and universally, and the evils necessary

to the old world are swept from the path of the

new.

Religion enforced or favored by the State,

and manhood disenfranchised, are the shapes

which aggression now takes, and the Barbarism

which the age permits. The latter is a barbarism

which barbarism could not perpetrate, and which

civilisation cannot afford to continue.

Completeness of nations must come from com-

pleteness of individuals, and complete individual

manhood therefore includes and necessitates politi-

cal manhood. We find the rudiments of Demo-
cracy in Christianity, and its earliest history ia the

Bible.

Caesar and Tacitus who come next, deal not

with the universal rudiments of manhood, but with
the particular working of a certain barbarous type.

They show how in German woods were formed

those associations which destroyed Rome, and laid

the foundations of such freedom as Europe since

enjoyed in the military feudal system.

That freedom, however, must pass away with
the system. Of aU freedoms, the German haid only

that 01 " assembly," The Individual was not com-
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plete. The organisation could be neither complete,

final, nor universal.

The freedom of the Germans was that of the

fraternity and enthrisiasm of a common enterprise.

Tacitus says that, " the men, attached to the ser-

vice of a prince, followed him wherever he went."

They were called comites, or companions, Leudes,

faithful and loyal. "The dignity and power of

the princes consists in being constantly surroimded

with a multitude of yoimg and chosen people. The

companions refuse to acquire by sweat what they

can purchase with blood. The Germans knew only

two capital crimes ; they hanged traitors, and

drowned cowards. These were the only pubHc

crimes among them."

Caesar says " when any of the princes declared

to the assembly that he intended to set out upon

an expedition, and asked them to follow him, those

-who did not fulfil their engagements to assist, lost

the pubhc esteem, and were looked upon as

traitors."

This, says Montesquieu, " is the substance

of the history of the Gallic princes of the first

race."

When the German nations invaded Gaul, the

Visigoths subdued almost aU the South, the Bur-

gundians the East, and the ¥ranks nearly all the

rest. Of the Germans Tacitus says, they chose

their king for noble extraction, and their leader for

valour. " Reges ex nobilitate, duces ex virtute

sumunt." Montesquieu says that the fiefs of the

Franks were not derived from that institution of
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the Romans (p. 375, v. ii), that villeinage was not

generally established in all parts of the monarchy

of the Franks, and that military service was soon

substituted for taxation. A capitulary of the year

864 says that it was the ancient custom for freemen

to perform military service. It was a fundamental

principle of the monarchy that whosoever was sub-

ject to the military power of another, was subject

also to his civil jurisdiction. Thus the capitulary

of Lewis the Debonnaire, of 815, makes the military

power of the count, and his civil jurisdiction over

the freemen, keep always an equal pace. Thus we
see (from glossary of English laws, &c.), that at

all times the duty of a vassal towards his lord, was
to bear arms, and to try his peers in his court

(p. 392, ihid.). The king did not long raise taxes

on the lands belonging to the Franks.

Thus was constituted the free military system
(at first of vassalage without fiefs) that had resisted

Rome, and was to conquer England.

The County Court was not Anglo-Saxon," but
old Teutonic. It subsisted, says HaUam, in this

and other countries before feudal institutions had
taken root. Also that great safeguard, "judgment
by Peers," is aboriginal Teutonic.

In the next stage when property in land has
become fixed, it must be protected against preda-
tories and common thieves, and against desertion
by its vassal cultivators. And we find (Montes-
quieu, V. ii, p. 378-9), that according to a capitu-
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lary of a,d. 864, freemen were required to do mili-

tary sendee, and to find horses and carriages for

the King's commissaries and ambassadors, and that

the Franks soon changed the imposts of the Em-
perors into defence of frontiers, and marching

against the enemy. We also find (" Middle Ages,"

V. ii, p. 292) aU the freehold lands of England,

except some of the Church, subject to three great

pubHc burthens of mihtary service, and repairs of

bridges, and royal fortresses. With regard to culti-

vation of land and to protection from thieves,

HaUam (v. ii, p. 368) remarks :

—

" Perhaps we are a little too mucli struck by the obliga-

tion of ceorls to reside on the lands they cultivated. We are

to remember that he who deserted his land, and consequently,

his lord, did so to become a thief. Hlafordles men, of whom
we read so much, were iuvariably of this character. What
else indeed could he become ? Children have an idle play to

count buttons and say : Gentleman, apothecary, ploughman,
thief. Now this, if we consider the second as bm-gesses in

towns, is actually a distributive enumeration, setting aside the

clergy, of the Anglo-Saxon population ; a thane, a burgess, a
ceorl, a hlafordles man ; that is a man without land, lord, or

law. For the sake of protecting the ceorl from such men, and
the lord in his rights to services, it was necessary to restrain

the cultivator from quitting his land."

This period includes two great processes. The

reduction of the free Ceorls into villeinage by the

Normans, and their re-enfranchisement by the ope-

ration of mutual interest and natural causes. Also

the narrowing of the representative basis from the

Conqueror to H. II, and then the broadening of it

by means of the money necessities of the Kings,

and the general spirit of freedom.

" The Anglo-Saxon peasantry of England," says

HaUam, " were not villeins, but the original Britons
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were extirpated, absorbed, or enslaved. The Thanes

were very numerous.

"It is an improbable aiid even extravagant

supposition, that aU these hereditary estates of the

Anglo-Saxon freeholders were originally parcels of

the royal demesne. Whatever partitions were

made upon the conquest of a British province, we
may be sure that the shares of the army were co-

eval with those of the general. English Lords had

their courts and suitors, with much of the intrinsic

character of the feudal relation, though in a less

mature and systematic shape than after the Nor-

man Conquest. Even the Ceorls were considered

lawworthy for a century after, and their lives were

valued at 200 shillings. Thanes were valued at

1200 or 600 shillings. The Editor of King Alfred's

WiU, says ' aU Ceorls by the Saxon constitution

might choose such man for their landlord as they

would.' Up to H. II, their lot was not one of mere
servitude. At the time of H. TI, and after, the

Cebrl was absolutely dependent, but not to any but
his Lord, who was, however, indictable only for

murder, rape, or mutilation of the Ceorl. 'A
genuine Saxon could only become a slave in not
paying a weregild, or by some legal offence.'

"

Gradually, domains became reduced by sales,

demises, and sub-infeudations. Land, the cheapest

of articles, was often the price of labour. The lord
wanted less labour, and there was more of it.

Services became less onerous and uncertain. After
unmolested residence for a year and a day within
a waUed town or borough the villein became free.
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"The greater part," says HaHam, "enfranchised

themselves by nnming away, and by the middle of

the fourteenth century a large proportion were free."

Chancellor Fortescue (temp. H. VI and E. IV)

remarked : "There is scarce a small village in which

you may not find a knight, an esquire, or some

substantial householder, commonly called a frank-

leyn,. possessed of considerable estate ; besides

others who are called freeholders, and many yeomen
of estates, sufl&cient to make a substantial jury."

" Two subjects," says HaUam, " tend in a very

material degree to illustrate the progress of society,

with which ciAdl liberty and regular Government

are closely connected,—^first, the servitude or vil-

leinage of the peasantry, and their gradual

emancipation ; secondly, the continual increase of

commercial intercoiurse with foreign countries."

The narrowing, and then the broadening of the

representative basis, we recur to in a subsequent

chapter. Hallam tells us that " the rule and inten-

tion of our old constitution was that each county,

city, or borough shoidd elect deputies out of its

own body, resident among themselves, and conse-

quently acquainted with their grievances and
necessities. The representation of towns in Parlia-

ment was founded upon two principles,—of consent

to public burthens, and of advice in public measures.

To grant money was the main object of their

meeting ; and if the exigencies of the administra-

tion could have been relieved without subsidies,
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iMe citizens and burgesses might stiQ have sat at

home and obeyed the laws which a council of pre-

lates and barons enacted. The lord sat for his

vassals, the abbot for the monks. Spiritual peers

sat by general custom of Europe and the common
law of England." " This land standeth," said

Chancellor StiQington, "by three states, and above

that, one principal ; that is to wit, lords spiritual,

lords temporal, and commons, and over that, state

royal"

Macaulay traces our institutions back to three

fountains. Imperial Rome, Papal Rome, and

Feudal Germany, and shows us the character of

those limited monarchies of the middle ages, of

which the English became the freest and best.

But German feudality, the conqueror of Rome
and of England, presents in its barbarous and

powerful individuality and simple organisation,

such a contrast, and such a lesson, when compared

with the colossal centralisation and weak iudi-

viduality of Rome, that we must pause for a

moment, and see the stand point of Imperial

degradation from which the historian of our fathers

wrote.

"In this respect (says Mr. Torrens M'OuUagh, in his
Lectures on History) I am inclined to look upon this work of
Tacitus as one of the most stupendous efforts of truly moral
greatness that we know of. I aUude especially to the
triumph of self-sustaining energy it manifests. In most
other biographies of nations, there are magnificent materials
to work upon ; Tacitus had worse than none. In all of them
there is likewise the great ingredient of antagonistic powers
in action to be depicted ; but resistance was dead in his time.
Heredotus is the chronicler of Grecian chivalry—^the narrative
of the most briUiant struggle that the world has seen, of
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moral discipline and daring', -with gigantic bmtal foite.

Thucydides is an antithesis from end to end. lavy tells us
how the bloodhound cub was born and how it grew, amid
every sort of danger, from its suckling time in the wolf's den
till its matured ferocity, when every leaf in the forests of Asia
and of Gaul had learned to tremble at its imperial howl.
Polybius, too, had the same canvas to tint, though his

colouring is more uniform.
" But Tacitus had a civilized desert for his landscape

—

a,

moral grave-yard for his scene. The conflict of poHticalprin-
ciples and powers was over and past. The cataract had worn
itself down. No man dreamed any more of a Democracy

;

no man imagined the restoration of an aristocratic common-
wealth was possible. The provinces had ceased to revolt

;

Numidia was become a domestic cornfield ; and the Greeks
had learned to dance gracefully in their chains.

" As far as the circumspective eye could reach, there was
nothing to be seen but the rotting superincumbent weight of
Borne. In the Babel chatter of the thronging of the forum,
or in the dim silence of the night watch, no man any longer
whispered—change. Had it been otherwise—had the sodden
sense of helpless unresistance to imperial despotism, been less
thoroughly felt as universal and inevitable,—Tacitus dared
not have publicly let fall those scalding tears which form the
current of his history."

Imperial Rome and Papal Rome, the inevitable

embodiment of order and religion in an era wben
ignorance disabled, and force controlled the indi-

vidual, disappear as inevitably as they came.

Feudality conquered Rome by means of the best

leadership, and the best and freest vassalage of

that age. It was individuahty conquering organi-

sation. But as a new civilisation multipHed wants,
and required more Government, and as religion

forced its claims upon the nation, these more com-
plex arrangements demanded a completer indi-

vidual competency, and that being wanting, the
interests and selfishness of Church, King, and
Family prevailed for centuries in England.
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Papal Rome remains •upon us as a State-paid

priesthood, and in a prayer book that is an album

of fine old masses bound together by Act of Parlia-

ment.

Macaulay (vol. i, p. 2, " History of England "),

complaios that Ireland is " cursed by the domina-

tion of religion over rehgion/' and (p. 181), dilates

on " the most instructive fact that the years during

which the political power of the Anglican hierarchy

was in its zenith, were precisely the years during

which national virtue was at the lowest poiat."

And the judicial HaUam (vol. ii, p. 600, " His-

tory of England") concurs :

—

" That the severe remark of Clarendon, that of all mankind
none form so bad an estimate of human affairs as Churchmen,
is abundantly confirmed by experience ; that the clergy have
an influence which no other corporation enjoy over the bulk of

a nation, and are apt to abuse it for undue ascendancy, unjust

restraint, or factious ambition ; that the hope of any real good in

reformation of the Church hy its own assemblies, to whatever sort of
reform we may look, is utterly chimerical."

Adam Smith thus deduces the power of freedom

of towns, and explains the cessation of villenage :

—

" In countries such as France or England, where the autho-

rity of the Sovereign, though frequently very low, never was
destroyed altogether, the cities had no opportunity of becom-
ing entirely independent. They became, however, so consi-

derablethat the Sovereign could impose no tax upon them,
besides the stated farm-rent of the town, without their own
consent. They were, therefore, called upon to send deputies to
the General Assembly of the States of the kingdom, where
they might join with the clergy and the barons ia granting,
wp&a urgent occasions, some extraordinary aid to the King.
Being generally, too, more favourable to his power, their
deputies seem, sometimes, to have been employed by him
as a counterbalance in those assemblies to the authority
of the great lords. Hence the origin of the rqireseiitation of
burghs in the States General of all the great monarchies in
Europe.
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" At first, the farm of the town was probably let to the
bnrghei^ in the same manner as it had been to other farmers,

Jot a term of years only. In process of time, however, it

seems to have become the general practice to grant it to them
in fee, that is, for ever, reserviug a rent certaia never after-

wards to be augmented. The payment having thus become
perpetual, the exemptitms, in return for which it was made,
naturally became perpetual too. Those exemptions, therefore,

ceased to be personal, and could not afterwards be considered
as belonging to individuals as individuals, but as burghers of a
particular burgh, which, upon this account, was called a Free-
burgh, for the same reason that they had been called Pree-
burghers or Free-traders.

" The principal attributes of viUenage and slavery being
thus taken away from them, they now, at least, became
really free in our present sense of the word Freedom.

" Nor was this alL They were generally at the same time
erected into a commonality or corporation, with the privilege of
having magistrates and a town-council of their own, of making
bye-laws for their own Government, of building waills for their

own defence, and of reducing all their inhabitants under a sort

of military discipline by obliging them ~ to watch and ward

;

that is, as antiently understood, to guard and defend those
walls against all attacks and surprises by night as well as by
day. In England they were generally exempted from suit to •

the hundred and county courts ; and all such pleas as should
arise among them, the pleas of the Grown excepted, were left

to the decision of their own magistrates."

—

Smith's " Wealth
of Nations," pp. 103-4-8, v. ii.

Macaulay thus speaks (History of England,

V. i, pp. 19, 22, 25, 27, 29, 31, 35, 40) of our

liberties and their consolidation :

—

" For the century and a half which followed the Conquest
these is, to speak strictly, no English history. The.subject
race still made its sting felt. Assassination was of daily

occurrence. The whole nation was ia a conspiracy to screen

the murderers.
" The first pledge of their (Normans and English) reconci-

liation was the great charter won by their united exertions.

Here commences the history of the English nation. The history

of the preceding events is the history of wrongs inflicted and
sustained by various tribes.

" Then first appeared with distinctness that Constitution,

&c., and the House of Commons held its first sittings.

" The greatest victories of the middle ages were gained at
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this time against great odds by the English armies. They are

to be attributed to the moral superiority of the victors, a
superiority which was most striking in the lowest ranks. The
French had no infantry that dared to face the English bows
and bills. Every yeoman, from Kent to Northumberland, valued

himself as of a race bom to victory.

" The great lords, unable to gratify their tastes by plunder-

ing the French, were eager to plunder each other. ' The
realm would not,' in the phrase of Comines, the most judicious

observer of that time, 'suffice for them all.' Two factions

engaged in a long and fierce struggle for supremacy. The
adherents of Lancaster rallied round him a line of bastards,

and the adherents of York set up a succeRsion of impostors.
" Meanwhile a change was proceeding, infinitely more

momentous. Slavery was fast disaj)pearing. Some faint traces

of the iastitution of villenage were detected by the curious so

late as the days of the Stuarts.
" When these two great revolutions (mixture of races and

elevation of peasantry) had been effected, our forefathers were

by far the best governed people in Europe. Between the aris-

tocracy and the working people had sprung up a middle
class, agricultural and commercial.

He then goes on to trace the character of the

Old English monarchy :

—

*' It was one of a class of limited monarchies which sprang
up in Western Europe during the middle ages, and which, not-!

withstanding many diversities, bore to one another a strong
family likeness. They had institutions partly derived from
imperial Rome, partly from papal Some, partly from the old

Germany. In all the King's office became by degrees strictly

hereditary. All had municipal corporations enjoying large fran-
chises, and senates, whose consent was necessary to the
validity of some public acts. Of these kindred constitutions the

English was, from an early period, justly rgmted the best. The
King alone was entitled to convoke the estates of the realm,

and dismiss them. His assent was necessary to all legislative

acts. TTia hereditary revenues, economically administered,

sufficed to meet the ordinary charges of Government. He was
also feudal lord paramount of the whole soil.

" But his power was limited by three great constitutional

principles, so ancient that none can say when they begun to exist,

so potent that their natural development has produced the
order of things under which we live.

" First, the King could not legislate without the consent of his

Parliament. Second, he could impose no taxes without their

consent. Third, he was bound to conduct the executive administra'
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tion according to the laws of tlie land, and if he broke those

laws, his advisers and agents were responsible.
" No English King has ever claimed the general legislative

power.
"That the King could not impose taxes without the

consent of Parliament is admitted to have been from time

immemorial a fundamental law of England.
" That he was bound to conduct the administration accord-

ing to law was established at a very early period.
" No candid Tory will deny that these principles had, five

hundred years ago, acquired the authority of fundamental
rules."

Also the instant physical force guarantees

which maintained the freedom of those days :

—

" If, not content with occasionally oppressing individuals,

he dared to oppress great masses, his subjects promptly
appealed to the laws, and that appeal failing, appealed as
promptly to the God of battles. They had in reserve a check
which soon brought the fiercest and proudest King to reason.

" The effect of wealth has been to make insurrection far

more terrible than maladministration.

"In the middle ages, resistance was an ordinary remedy. If a
popular chief raised his standard in a popular cause, an ir-

regular army could be assembled in a day. Eegular army
there was none.

" Any comparison between our ancient and modern polity
must lead to most erroneous conclusions, unless large allow-
ance be made for the effect of that restraint which resistance
and the fear of resistance constantly imposed on the Plan-
tagenets. As we 6annot employ physical force, it is our
wisdom to keep all the constitutional checks in the -highest
state of efiSeiency. A nation of hardy archers and spearmen
might, with small risks, connive at some illegal acts.

"Comines pronounced our Constitution a just and holy
thing.

" After the wars of York and Lancaster the Iruks which
connected the nobility and commonalty became closer and
more numerous than ever. The knight of the shire was the
connecting hnk between the baron and the shopkeeper.

" Our democracy was from an early period the most
aristocratic, and our aristocracy the most democratic in the
world.

" The palace was guarded by a few domestics whom the
array of a single shire, or of a single ward of London, could
with ease have overpowered."
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And Montesquieu's argument (p. 364, v. ii)

against the existence of a general state ofvillainage

in GatJ applies to England also :

—

" That there was a general regulation for establishing La

all parts the state of -villaraage is as false as the principle

from which it is derived. If at a time when the fiefs were pre-

carious, all the lands of the kingdom had been fiefs or depen-
dencies of fiefs, and all the men in the kingdom vassals or

bondmen, subordinate to vassals ; as the person that has pro-

perty is ever possessed of power, the king who continually

disposed of the fiefs, that is of the only property then existingj

would have been as arbitrary a monarch as the Grand Seignior;

which is absolutely contradictory to all history."

And here is the rationale of this formally abso-

lute power :

—

" As Duke of the Duchy of France and Count of Paris,

Hugues Capet assumed the title of king. He had received, by
the acclamations of his army, a crown in which the other
feudatories saw, or thought they saw, the keystone of the
arch of their own baronial power. For then- dominion over
their vassals resting on a theory of tenures and dependencies

which supposed the existence of some ultimate suzerain, from
whom their own fiefs were holden, and in whom the whole
feudal hierarchy had their common head, and stay, and centre.

They were not aware of the mighty force of names and titles,

of fictions and of forms, and especially of their force when
shadowing out any of the real substrata of the peace, and
order, and social prosperity of mankind. They knelt down
with closed hands, and reciting solemn vows before a titular

sovereign, and did not perceive, or foresee, that they were
thus gradually elevating that empty pageant of royalty into

an effective sovereign, destined at no remote period to attain

prerogatives by which their own states would be subjugated
and their own prosperity reduced to insignificance and
tv^ant."

—

Sir J. Stephens' " Lectures on the History of France,"
vol. i, p. 142, 143.

These remarks must suffice to establish the

sort of Freedom that existed, and that could not

hut exist, under the Feudal system. And these

authorities prepare the mind to believe and to

S 2
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understand the more exact details of our ancient

local freedom and self-Govemment.

How this sort of freedom, founded upon force

and necessity, differs, and must differ from that

equaHty which comes to a nation prepared for it

by Free School, Press, Church, and Assembly, is

the problem of a later, and of the present age.

Industry involves, doubtless, a higher manhood

than war.

During the reign of Ed. Ill, three great prin-

ciples were established. The illegality of the

King's raising money without consent. That the

two houses must concur to alter laws. The right

of the Commons to enquire into abuses, and to

impeach ministers.

From Ed. Ill to the civil wars of York and
Lancaster, Parhament estabHshed the following

concessions. Its exclusive right to tax, and to

direct and check expenditure. That supply de-

pends upon redress. Security against illegal

ordinances. Control of the royal administration.

The punishment of bad ministers. The establish-

ment of their own privileges.

In the 9th Hen. IV is the earliest authority for

two eminent maxims of Parliamentary law ; the

Commons' exclusive right to originate money bills,

and that the King shall not take notice of matters

pending before Parhament.

"Prerogative," saysHaUam, "with the Norman
Government, rather resembled a scramble of wild

beasts.when the strongest takes the best share."

^t first this Norman prerogative modified the
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principles of resistance inherent in feudality, but

want of money, continental ambition, feudal insub-

ordination, emancipation of villeins, and the

opening up of commerce, prepared the nation for

the new era.

The national intellect and soul of England first

began to organise itself somewhat " for the whole

and for the aU," in the era of Cromwell, and a con-

sideration of the Acts of Parliament made and

repealed within thirty years of that epoch, is a

most instructive admonition for our own age.

English history here divides into two branches.

The one part of the nation emigrated and estab-

lished in the West a complete Democracy, which,

after the struggles and reactions of eighty years,

has conquered the oligarchic sections, and is assi-

milating the American nation ; the other remained,

and, after a struggle of one hundred and seventy

years with prerogative and privilege throughout

the country, is now following its brethren fast on

the road to political equality.

Of America, it was said by Jefferson, "The
Republicans are the nation."

Of England, the same may be said of Puritans

;

they always definitively gaiu the last victory, and

Republicans and Puritans are one breed.

The forces that repudiated the despotism of

Charles the First, constituted the entire material,

political, and religious freedom of the country. The
first acts of Charles the Second were devoted with
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mnch skill and entire unscrupulousness to their

destruction, and their reinstatement has been the

progressive work of the English nation since. That

vrork is not even yet accomplished.

The powers that overthrew the Stuart were

the Puritans, the Press, and the RepubHcan army.

The powers that restored his son were the

Church, and a great portion of the landed gentry,

aided by the multitude unprepared for a Republic.

Charles the Second undertook to turn the

whole force of the law and of the State against the

first. He undertook to reinstate and to recom-

pense the second against and at the expense of the

People.

Let us take first the Army.

The 12 Car. II, c. 20, was an Act for completely

disbanding the whole of it.

The 13 Car. II, stat. 1, c. 26, was an Act for

declaring the sole right of disposing of the militia

in the King, reciting that the contrary had almost

ruined and destroyed the kingdom, and that evil

and rebellious principles had been thereby

instilled.

Take now the Press.

The 13 and 14 Car. II, c. 33, recites, "the

general licentiousness, and many schismatical,

heretical, and seditious books, for prevention

whereof no surer means can be advised than re-

ducing the number ofprinting presses, and ordering

and settling the art and mystery of printing, by
Act of Parliament."

Then the Quakers.
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13 Car, II, c. 1. " Quakers refuse oaths, and

assemble under pretence of worship endanger-

ing public safety to the terror of the People,

maintaining secret correspondence, &c." It was
enacted, that for printing against the taking of

oaths, or refusing to take them, or assembling

more than five persons over sixteen years of age,

they should forfeit to the King,—first ofience, £5 ;

second, £10 ; third, transportation.

Next against Puritans generally.

The " Act for uniformity of prayers and sacra-

ments," 13 Car. II, c. 4. Whereas a "great

number of People were following their own
sensuahty, and without fear of God, to the hazard

of souls ;" the King had approved certain altera-

tions for allaying present distempers and settling

the peace of the nation. Then follows form of

assent to book of prayer, and declaration that it

is not in any case lawful to take arms against the

King.

Nonconformists were next attacked by the

17 Car. II, c. 2 (a.d. 1664), "restraining Noncon-

formists from inhabiting corporations." " Whereas

divers persons, &c., have not assented to the prayer

book, and some of them have preached and dis-

tilled poisonous principles of schism and rebellion."

Then follows form of oath against taking

arms against the King, or attempting alterar

tions in Church or State. Penalty for preach-

ing or coming within five rcdles of town without

having taken the oath, £40 or six months imprison-

ment without baU.
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See now how the King recompensed his friends

at the expense of the People.

And first the Church.

An Act, 1 Eliz., cap. 1, had restored to the

crown the ancient jurisdiction over the state eccle-

siastical and spiritual, and given the crown power

to appoint conimissioners to reform, amend, &c.,

aJl errors which could be, &c., by ecclesiastical

power. This power had been abused by the King,

and was abohshed by the 16 Car. I, c. 11. Also

the powers next mentioned were taken from arch-

bishops, &c.

The 13 Car. II, c. 12, "explained" the last

Act, It enacted, that "archbishops, &c., may
exercise all manner of ecclesiastical jurisdiction,

censures, and coercions, &c."

So much for reinstating his ecclesiastical allies

in power ecclesiastical He also clothed them
with secular jurisdiction by the 13 Car. II, c. 2,

" an Act to repeal- an Act for disenabling all per-

sons in Holy Orders to exercise any temporal juris-

diction or authority as Justices of the Peace or

-Members of Parliament."

The Act thus repealed, the 16 Car. I, c. 27,

recited that " whereas bishops, &c., ought not to

be entangled with secular jurigdiction (the office of

the ministry being of such great importance that

it will take up the whole man), and it is found by

long experience that their intermeddling hath

occasioned great mischiefs and scandal both in
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Church and State, out of care of the Church and

Souls, &c."

Next we see the landed interest rewarded at

the expense of the nation for ever.

The 12 Car. II, c. 24, in "an Act for taking

away tenures in capite and by knight's service and

purveyance, and for settling a revenue upon his

Majesty in lieu thereof." From the 24th Feb-

ruary, 1645, aU tenures are to be turned into free

and conunon socage.

As "a, full and ample recompense to the King,

Tates of excise on beer, ale, cider, perry, mead,

strong waters, coffee, chocolate, sherbet, and

tea were granted to the King, his heirs and

successors."

Well might this King's Parliament join in

reciting (12 Car. II, c. 14) the " power miraculously

demonstrated in this wonderful and glorious resto-

ration to kingdoms new bom and raised from the

dead, on this the day which the Lord hath made,

&c.," and enact that " every subject shall annually

resort to Church " to give thajiks !

§

During this momentous epoch, from the great

settlement and fixing of the rights of person and
property of Englishmen, by the two Charters of

the 9 H. Ill, A.D. 1224, down to the approaching

recognition of the rights of opinion and of equaKty,

various great landmarks stand out from the mass

of legislation, and there is also a strange mosaic of

passion, brutahty, and fierce extremes. Thus we
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have the declaration that "no man ahall hence-

forth lose life or member for our venison," and

the Act 2 H. lY, c. 15, and others, for the burning

of heretics.

We have Acts against Quakers, preaching, and

the printing press ; and Acts of excommunication

against breakers of the Charter, and for compelling

bishops to pronounce it. And the Archbishop of

Canterbury (4 H. IV, c. 3) "promises that benefit

of clergy shall not be extended to any clerk, secular

or religious, convicted of treason or being a noto-

rious thief."

Acts for preventing clergymen from being

justices and members of Parliament, and Acts re-

instating them ; Acts for restraining,-—and for

enabhng ecclesiastical tyranny.

TQl the Reform Bill the great national land-

marks of Parliamentary history were only seven.

1st. The Magna Carta and De Foresta won
freedom for Church, Barons, and Freemen, by the

combined forces of those three estates.

The necessity for the latter Act may be seen

from the clause that " a freeman may make in his

own wood a mUl, fish pond, pool, &c., and may have

hawks, herons, &c., and also the honey which may
be' found there, &c."

2nd. The Act 25 Ed. I* (a.d. 1297). The " Con-

firmation of Charters " as the common law. It

declares judgments against the charters void, and

* The statute 34 Ed. I, st. 4, commonly called "de
Tallagio non concedendo," is mutilated, and questionable,
history.
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undertakes that " we will never draw such aids,

tasks, and prises into a custom for any thing that

hath been done or that may be founden by roU, or

in any other manner ; and we have granted for us

and our heirs, and to all the communalty, that

never for any business will we take aids, tasks,

nor prises of our realm, but by the common assent of

the realm, and for the common profit of the said

X'ealm, saving the ancient aids and prises due and

accustomed."

3rd. The Act 26 H. VIII, c. 1 (1584), whereby
the King became the supreme head of the Enghsh
Church, and freeing us from Papal supremacy,

chained rehgion like a dead body to the State.

4th. The Act 16 Car. II, already detailed, which

turned feudal tenure into freehold to repay the

chivahy for restoring Charles II, and mulcted the

nation for ever by shifting the charges from the

chivalry upon the excise.

5th. The Act 1 W. and M., s. 2, c. 2 (a.d. 1688),

commonly called the Bill of Rights, "declaring the

rights and liberties of the subject, and setthng the

succession," declares :'—1st. That dispensing power

in the King is illegal. 2nd. That the dispensing

power lately exercised was illegal. 3rd. That Eccle-

siastical Courts are illegal. 4th. That levying

money for the Crown without grant of ParHament

is illegal. 5th. Confirms right of petition. 6th.

That raising or keeping a standing army in state of

peace, imless with consent of Parliament, is illegal.

7th. That Protestant subjects may have arms for

defence. 8th. That elections shall be free. 9th.
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Confirms freedom of speech and of debates in Par-

liament. 10th. That excessive bail shall not be

demanded. 11th, That jurors shall be duly re-

turned. 12th. That grants of fines of persons be-

fore they are convicted, is illegal. 13th. That

Parliaments ought to be held fi:'equently. 14th.

That these are the true, ancient, and indubitable

rights of EngHshmen.

eth, The Act 1 G. I, c. 38, which made Parha-

ments septennial.

7th. The accepting of the value of 1692 (see

Macaulay, v. iv, p. 315), little more than one-

fiftieth of the present value, as the basis of the

land-tax. This was the second great land swindle

at the expense of the nation. Nevertheless, the

38 G. Ill, cap. 60, declares that it "conduces to

strengthening the pubKc credit, and augmenting the

national resources, that the duty now payable for

one year on land shall be made perpetual, and that

the sums be raised yearly."

These acts represent the ebb and flow of legis-

lation, and through them all the general advance of

the nation.

Nevertheless, it was well nigh said in history of

England that she died in childbirth,—that she

brought forth the man-child America, and perished

of the strain upon her system.

The revolution and the reformation that came

at once upon us kindled in our manhood at that

epoch a quality such as the world has seldom known,
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but it was not broadly based enough on an imiver-

sality of Freedom in School, Press, Church, and

Assembly,—its quantity was not enough to main-

tain freedom, much less to carry it on to Equality,

and so, as Democracy could not prevail to conduct

the future of England, it went forth to create and

to inspire another nation.

What has England done since ? She has done

a great deal of shopkeeping and shoplifting the

world over. She has tried to murder or maim her

progeny in the West. She assailed the Republic

of France, and when it brought forth Napoleon,

who hewed in pieces the feudal system, she morti

gaged her industries and passed her children

through the fire to uphold it, and took on tick all

the infamies of Europe for twenty years.

She has founded Colonies, that have immedi-

ately reversed her system of Government. She has

founded empires, but has denied and misunder-

stood the main elements of their administration,

—

justice, land tenure, and reUgion. She is the

greatest Mahommedan and Christian power, and is

mighty in opium sales and in missionaries.

And what is it that England wants 1 Is it

enough of manhood and its rudiments a,t our

base,—in our political foundations, that, as Milton

said, " those who choose shall be fittest to choose

the best, and England shall at last be organised

not only for and by ' the all,' but for the

whole of the aU,—the educated manhood of

England?"

Surely nothing but this can secure for us the
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rule of the true nation and make us free within

and honorable mthout.

Having nearly neutralised if not mastered the

party amongst us, whether in Church or in State,

who would oppose this, we are at last getting over

our parenthesis in history,—-this abyss of two

hundred years, and are going on to that Equality

which Stuarts and Legitimists, Priestcraft and

Ignorance have so long looked for and feared, as

coming beforehand to torment them.

We must cease to believe that, in affiiirs iater-

national, the converse of wrong is right,---that

because we erred in intervening, therefore non-

intervention is always policy and Christianity.

That we must either keep or slay our brethren,

and that the protest of Cain is the teaching of

Christ.

Doubtless this completion of oiu* manhood,

wholly and thoroughly, in quantity and quality, is

the process which re-commenced in 1830, and

which has yet to be urged on, through, or over all

opponents.

For the science of politics, which but manifests

the laws of God, is absolute.

We must have the revolutionary energies of

our common men to match and neutralise in per-

manence the conservative instincts of wealth, pre-

rogative, privileges, and caste. This we must

have, lest revolution itself shoidd rise from the

abyss.

From education to association, from association

to equality, is the law, based in nature and necessity.
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Stop education and you stop the rest, but it

rrnist he stopped at the beginning or not at aU.

Give to man education, and he will, he must

associate, and take the rest that is his right.

Therefore of three things one :

—

Oppose Education, and go back to Barbarism ;

grant Education, and deny manhood, and necessi-

tate revolution ; or go on freely, fairly, and folly,

to complete recognition of the national manhood.

The first course is murder. The second suicide.

The third is Life, Conservatism, Democracy, and

Statesmanship.

The Puritans were, are, and will be the nation;

and we have been but little iadeed of a nation tiU

we began to return to Puritanism.*

To confess manhood and deny it not, is the only

course for those who iatend to rule in England.

Labour and capital will go on to unite their ener-

gies and interests, and to subdue their opponents.

The true aristocrats of trade, birth, and intellect,

will help on the work. Wealth will not subdue

the spirit of commerce, for manhood will rise with

it. We shall continue and enlarge the age of

Cromwell and the Puritans, and shall never be

above praying, thinking, and fighting for the

right.

ITius England is not of those nations, over

* Is it too much to say that it was the principle of Puri-

tanism (and chiefly, if not only, that part- of it which is a
strong religious hfe, independent of endowed systems), which,
imder the teaching and leadership of such men as Bunyaa,
Wesley, Whitfield, &c, kept the better part of the En^ish
nation alive until the great outward and visible reaction of

1832.
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whose carcasses the chariot wheels of histoiy and

civilisation jolt as they pass on in their career.

For this world is organised. Order rules, and not

disorder. Human nature has certain requirements

which must be met, if not in a perfect way, in the

best way possible, if not by one nation, then by
another which will sweep over it to empira

Where there are not enough complete men in

a State to understand their material, mental, and

spiritual interests, and to organise for material, men-

tal, and spiritual freedom, those interests wiU be

arranged for them according to the general worth

or worthlessness of the actual manhood.

The Church will be farmed. The State will be

farmed,—for the profit of the farmers. The na-

tional manhood will fare somewhat as an Irish

estate with an absentee landlord and a rapacious

middle-man. The words of Volney will perhaps

better fit the situation :

—

" They sold the favour of the Prince to the Visier, and the
Visier sold the Empire. They sold the law to the Cadi, and
the Cadi sold justice. They sold the altar to the Priest, and
the Priest sold Heaven. Men will never cease to be tormented
till they shall become intelligent and wise,—^till they shall

practise the art of justice, founded on a knowledge of the
various relations in which they stand, and the laws of their

own organisation."

When a State possesses an adequate number of

men completely enough developed, the man will

govern himself, and these creatures of chaos and

old night wlQ be scattered, as chased the legions of

light the hordes of the abyss.

. TiQ " the whole of the all " are prepared and
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organised for equality, the State and the Indi-

vidual must suffer, for that is the sum of political

questions, their oiAjJinal and universal solution.

Up to 1832, the national manhood was trans-

fixed and petrified by oligarchic influences. The
Reform BUI was the guarantee of its mobilisation,

and the recommencement of its Hfe.

Macaulay says, that the revolution of 1688
" finally decided the great question, whether the

popular element should be suffered to develop itself

fireely, and to become dominant." This were surely

said with ^eater propriety of the Reform Bill of

1832. That transferred the "right divine," from

the famifies who farmed the revolution of 1688, to

the middle classes. The coming BiU. wUl establish

the principle of the political competency of the

People, if it does not enfranchise them. The most

profound researches into the past can only show

that those possessed the franchise who were free,

and that those who were free possessed the fran-

chise or its accepted equivalent of power.

The suffrage must evermore advance or recede

with the power of the developed associated man-

hood of the age and nation. The aU will be en-

franchised when the all (or a great majority of the

all) possess in their own .souls the elements of free--

dom, and can combine and assert the everlasting

twofold truth of coiiservatism and progress.
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Can Dbmoceaoy Oegantse?

" The British Government is one of the wisest in Europe,
because there is a body which examines it perpetually, and is

perpetually examining itself."

—

Montesquieu, v. iii, p. 60.

"If the constitution of England and Aijierica were com-
pared with regard to their forms and substance, that of

America would be found to approach the more nearly to a

popular elective monarchy, and that of England to an aristo-

cratic republic."

—

Goldwin. Smith, 22nd January, 1866.

"Laws ought to be no less relative to the principle or

passion, than to the nature or organisation of each Govern-
ment ; this is the key to an itifinite number of laws.

" It is the nature of a republican Government that either

the collective body of the People, or particular famihes,

should be possessed of the supreme power."

—

Montesquieu.

T 2



" The queBtion now is, whether, and how, shall England
pass from an aristocratic to a Democratic Kepublic."

" Every conceivable law must properly originate in one of

these three points of view ; but none should be made and enacted

without regard to all three ; and the one-sided view in which
they have originated is an essential defect in too many laws.

Now from this threefold aspect we have three preliminary

essentials for every system of legislation : 1. A complete
general iheory of right ; 2. A perfect exposition of the end which

the State should propose itself, or what is, in fact, the same
ithing, an accurate definition of the limits within which it is to

restrict its activity, or a representation of the especial ends
which are actually pursued by this or that State union ; 3. A
theory of the means necessary for the existence of a State; and as
these means are necessary partly for the sake of internal

cohesion, and partly in order to assure the possibility of action,

—a theory of political and financial science. The first-men-

tioned alone is eternal and immutable as human nature, while
the others allow of modifications."^Saron W. von Humboldt,

p. 183, " Sphere and Duties of Government."
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Chapter II.

THE PROBLEM.

" The whole art of the legislator is correctly to discern
beforehand the natural inclinations of communities of men, in

order to know whether they should be assisted, or whether it

may not be necessary to check them."

—

Be Tocqueville.

" We must vindicate,—what ? new things ? No ! Our
ancient legal and vital liberties, reinforcing the laws enacted
by our ancestors, by setting such a stamp upon them that no
licentious spirit shall dare henceforth to violate them."

—

Sir
Thomas Wentworth, " Pari. Hist.," 11.

" Bitter jest, that the most civilised portion of the
globe should be considered incapable of self-Grovemment."

—

D'lsraeli.

" How long shall principals continue bound by chains of
iron, trustees by nothing but cobwebs."

—

Bentham.

" I say that it is demonstrated that genuine representation

alone can give solid power, and that in order to make the
Government strong, the People must make the Government. . . .

According to the original principles of your system . . . you
do no more than restore the genuine edifice designed and
framed by our ancestors."

—

Charles Fox, 1797.

" Not laws, but tyrannous ordinances, if imposed on him
without his suffrage given in person or by deputation."

—

Sir

William Jones, 1782.

" Some doubts might be cast on the penetration of men
who, whilst they complain of the pressure of taxation, send
to Parliament hordes of military and naval officers, who have
an interest in making that taxation still greater."

—

Herbert

Spencer.

We have seen that good Government exists

where power ia rightly distributed and completely

organised.

Also that it is an axiom that all Governments

consist of a Principle, a Passion, or a motive power,
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and of an Organisation, and that every Govern-

ment ttat has not a single preponderating power

tends either towards its establishment, or to

anarchy.

It is therefore essential to enquire respecting

any given nation, whether the actual preponde-

rating power is in harmony with the actual Con-

stitution ; or whether it has warped or is warping

the original or actiial Constitution ; or whether it

tends to reconstruction and retum,~ or to some new
principle and organisation.

Because if the preponderating power be enough

a power to gradually overcome resistance, then

progress can he conservative ; if not, it must be

revolutionary.

And to judge of the progress or decline of a

nation, this enquiry must be conducted by the

light of the fact, so oft repeated, that aU real

progress is from the rule of the one, to that of the

few, the many, and the all In Democratic Govern-

ments the preponderating power is the power of

the whole,—^the all rule the all, and therefore there

is the mijiimum, chance of corruption, displacement,

or decHne,

There are therefore two necessary phases of

enquiry,

—

relative and positive. Relative,—"Is

the organisation in harmony with the power ; and

are either of these changed or changing % " Positive,—" Is the nation advancing towards the rule

of the all, halting with the rule of the few
or the many, or going back to the rule of the

one?"
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Obviously the only case in which there can be

at the same time a single preponderating power,

a power rightly and definitively distributed, is the

case where that power is in the People, and where

a universal political equality levels all sectional

and sinister ascendencies. In fact. Democracy is

the highest degree of organisation springing from
the highest degree of freedom.

These principles of enquiry suggest three

questions which the practical politicians of England

should be prepared to answer.

First. What are the principles of our politics 1

and what is the preponderatiug power in the

State 1

Second. What is the ruling tendency of otir

politics ?

Third. What are the results 1 Is our progress

in the right direction, and at the right pace 1

Does it lead away from our ancient Constitu-

tion, or back to it 1 Does it lead to the rule of

the aU, or to the rule of the few,—to Democracy,

stagnation, or destruction i sr* "

But to get the right political perspective of

events, to estimate their relative importance, and

to realise our progress or decline, it is necessary to

observe where we were in the former times—say a

thousand years ago,—what then was our Constitu-

tion, and what the preponderating power.

And as it will appear that the tendency of our

national organisation has been from l6cal self-
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Government to centralisation, and that the ten-

dency of our national principles now is from family-

rule to national rule, or Democracy, the great

question is, whether the spirit and power of

Democracy is strong^enough to organise the forms

of centralisation^ or whether the two have got to

fight it out.

In answer to the question what are now the

principles and preponderating power of our poh-

tics 1 we say,—^the British Government is an

oHgarchy tempered by monarchy, middle-class pro-

motions, capital, strikes,, trades'^ unions, a half free

Church, free assembly, and the fourth estate.

In other words we have got as far on the poli-

tical road as the rule of the few, with the many
helped, thirty years ago, to a foothold on power by

the all, and the all kicked down as a ladder no

longer useful.

The preponderating power of the families has

broken the balances of the constitution, and the

most that monarchy is allowed to do, is to choose

for us and for itself, the reigning oligarchy.

Our theory is that of mixed Government. Our
preponderating power is oligarchy. The fact is,

that we are ruled by a Premier-President, chosen

about (on an average) every four years, and by a

IDemocracy gradually encroaching on the oligarchic

usurpation, and already able, in crises, to assert its

sovereignty.

The Politics of England are not moulded either
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on the principle of Manhood, of Property (or Thing-

hood), or, entirely, of Feudality. We are ruled

neither by labor, capital, nor land, but by a com-

promise of the last two. Labor cannot be said to

be represented by the ten pound franchise, and we
have amongst us a depopulated Ireland and a mil-

lion of paupers.

Our Politics in Foreign affairs are neither In-

tervention or non-intervention. But we have just

left off murdering our brethren by the first, and

are now intent on the "great principle" of only

seeing them murdered, which is safer, cheaper, and

just as moral. This is clearly not a policy of
" Manhood" it is the safe and timorous policy of

capitaHsts, who have got a certain victory over the

policy of tradition and of the families, which has

always sought to maintain the vermin of legitimacy

in Europe at the charges of the British nation.

Now, the shopkeepers and the chivalry rule, and of

the two, the former are rather the more jealous of

the People.

As to the shopkeepers, the Chancellor, on April

7th, 1864, informed us that the total import and

export trade of England, had grown in 1863, to

nearly £444,000,000, about three times the amount

of 1843. We were further told that whereas

"from 1842 to 1852, the taxable income of the

country increased by 6 per cent. ; in the eight

years from 1853 to 1861 it has increased from the

basis taken in 1853, 20 per cent. This intoxicat-

ing augmentation of wealth and power is entirely

confined to classes of property."
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Three .thoiisand persons, according to thg In-

come and Property tax returns of July 20th, 1864,

possess an income of about £25,000,000, rather

more than the total revenue of the whole mass of

agricultural laborers in England and Wales.

As to the landowners, the census of 1861 shows

that the number of male landed proprietors of

England and Wales decreased from 1 6,934 in 1 85 1,

to 15,066 in 1861, so that the concentration of land

had grown 11 per cent, in ten years. At this rate

we should soon repeat the state of things under

Nero, when half the proviuce of Africa was owned
by six gentlemen.

Thus (as it would be quoted on change), man-
hood, already five hundred per cent, below par,

decreases relatively to property, year by year; and,

in another view, it is the one " unknown quantity,"

that increases day by day in power.

To the second question we answer, The ruling

tendency of EngHsh poHtics is nevertheless un-

doubtedly to Democracy,—^the. Power and Rule of

the AU. This tendency is vouched since 1832, by
a series of Popular Victories. AU things tend to

the preponderance of nxmibers and intelligence. It

is a running fight. Democracy is let loose upon
privilege, and notwithstanding the concentration

of property and land power, flanks every political

position to which privilege successively retires.

Ta the third questipA,;—" What are tiie resultSi
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of the principles that rule in English politics ; is our

progress in the right direction and at the right

pace T—we answer, there are two tests of those

results.

The ideal best Government produces, as we
have seen, a general diffusion ofadvantages amongst

individuals. It encourages the growth of indivi-

dual genius and of the highest class of excellence

;

and it contributes to an intense and invincible feel-

ing of nationahty. We have seen that this ideal

best Government is Democracy.

And the ideal best Government also gives Ma-
terial, PoKtical, and Religious Freedom.

How near, then, is the British nation to these

results and this ideal ?

The British nation has certainly not got mate-

rial, political, or rehgious freedom. There is con-

sequently not a proper diffusion of advantages

attiongst hadividuals. And whilst there is much
free development of individual genius and excel-

lence, and an intense feeling of nationality, greater

freedom would develop more numerous iustances

of the first, and would certainly elevate as weU as

intensify the last. The chief freedom of EngHsh-

men may be described,—and it is a great deal,—as

the freedom to try to get freedom by any means

short of rebellion.

The " results," then, poiat wholly to the neces-

sity of increasing and complementing our freedom.

The fact of thirty years unequalled advance

under a modified Democracy is an argument for an

increased Democracy.
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1832 not only gave us a new start in political

freedom, followed by conquests since of material

freedom, and of intellectual freedom, and by efforts

after religious freedom.

It turned hack the reaction of one hundred and
eighty years. It was the second great victory in our

historical development of Feudality to Democracy.

It gave the signalfor that advance ivhich will he the

destruction of our mixed Government, and which

will ultimately secure to us a peaceful instead of a

violent revolution, and save us from the horrors of
nxitional dissolution and decay.

This follows from the principle or the truism

proclgtimed by De Tocqueville, and before alluded

to, " that a Government equally divided between

two adverse principles must either pass through a

revolution or fall into complete dissolution."

In discussing, therefore, the results of the ruling

forces of our Government, we find them as varied

as the mixture of forces and principles. They are

good as far as public opinion, the final court of

appeal, inclines towards a virtuous Democracy, and

the future will be weU, as the incline, whilst irre-

sistible, is sufficiently gradual and peaceable.

It is this mixture and conflict of principles and

social forces that makes an analysis of the situation

so difficult.

As a question of finality as to the poKtical sove-

reignty, we shall probably go on with three pro-

cesses.

We shall probably go on to make public opinion

more and more absolute by making its constituent
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forces more and more equal and homogeneous. A
true Democratic equality will reign in all but form.

Tlie People's instrtunents, their Representatives,

will become more and more delegates, but delega-

tion will become more and more honorable, for

there will be a completer unity of opinion and' a

greater equality of information.

The People's instruments, the Executive, will

become, by shortened Parliaments, and by greater

freedom and equality every way, more dependent

on the People, while the Premier's power becomes,

possibly, even more concentrated and complete.

What is the nominal head of the republic is

not a matter of essence, but of form. Kinghood,

as now, will reign, whilst the People, iastead of

the families, govern ; and if triennial Parliaments

are adopted, our Premier-President will be assimi-

lated to the American,—he wiU be more powerful

and more dependent.

As the national manhood approaches maturity

and universality, we shall, and of course must,

become more self Governing, Equal, or Democratic.

Meanwhile, the nature or organisation of our

Government is the " mixture,"—of King, Lords,

and Commons. The Principle of our Government,

or the animatirig and directing passion, tends now
to be evermore more Democratic.

Hence, our necessary policy.

" Laws," says Montesquieu (ia that celdwated

passage so often quoted, in which he expounds

'the very important distinction from which he

draws many consequences, for it is the key of an
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infinite number of laws '),
" laws ought to be no

less relative to tbe principle or passion, than to the

nature or organisation of each Government."

Hence, as Disraeli once said profoundly, but

in anotlier connection, " our true policy is to carry

out the new principles by means of existing

forms." Hence, again, to accept Democracy is

conservative, to oppose it is revolutionary.

Having ascertained in "Principle, Tendency,

and Results," how fer England is a Democracy,

the great question remains, what are the next

steps which England is prepared to take in that

direction 1

Democracy, the rule of the all, is Society

mobilised. Oligarchy is Society petrified. England

is half petrified, and half mobilised.

A Democratic nation may exist whenever the

national manhood is sufficiently developed to asso-

ciate for self-Govemment, Democracy being the

measure of the admitted rights and values of

manhood.

We therefore put aside for the next score of ages

all theories of plural voting and protection of mino-

rities, for were they right in theory anywhere, they

would be superfluous here.

The theory of all progress is that of an advance

towards Democracy, and the theory of conservatism

is that that advance be graduated.

If the advance be barred,— there is revolution.

Progress in England cannot be barred. Free
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Press, Speech, and Assembly, Commerce, Education,

Labour, Capital,PoliticalEconomy, and Cbristianity,

forbid that. They guarantee industrial, poHtical,

and religious freedom,—^with revolution, or without
it.

Monopolies, Caste, and Priestcraft have got,

here as everywhere, to surrender or to be

destroyed.

The question for conservative England is, "How
best to graduate the next realisation of Demo-
cracyV The question for Democratic England is,

"Sow large a measure of privilege can be next

attacked and destroyed, and how soon f"

The question presses. England, politically, is

not yet where she was officially in Cromwell's

time, though in average education and productive-

ness much better. The Lords absorb all three

estates. The Executive absorbs the Legislative.

Scottish and Irish Parliaments are destroyed.

Centralisation is intense. To give new organic

advantages to miuorities wer^e to increase that

which is already in excess,—to do that which must

speedily be undone,—'to do that which, till undone,

would perpetuate a war of interests, classes, and

sections.

Conventionally phrased, the question now is, not

shall England pass from an hereditary Monarchy

to a Republic. She really elects her ruler already

by a species of double or treble election, for a

constituency retvirns him, the House of Commons

and public opinion accept him as chief, and then

the Sovereign sends for him. The question now
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is, " Whether and how shall England pass firom an

aristocratic to a democratic RepubHc ?
"

"It is (says Montesquieu) the nature of a

Republican Government, that either the collective

body of the People, or particular families,, should

be possessed of the supreme power."



THE PEEPONDERATING POWER OF THE
PAST, AND ITS ORGANISATION

;

OR,

DEMOCRACfY AND LoCAL SeLF-GoVERNMENT.

" After this manner, oh mighty prince, are none other
reahns of the world disposed and inhabited. For though there
be in them men of great power, of great riches and posses-
sions, yet they dwell not nigh to another, neither so many inhe-

ritors and possessors of land are elsewhere as in England."—
Chancellor Fortescue, in 15th Century.

" It is not only evident that small freeholders were always
numerous, but we are perhaps greatly deceived in fancying,
that the occupiers of villein tenements were usually viUeins."—Hallam's Middle Ages, vol. iii, p. 262.

" Estates for a term of years were not uncommon in

Ed. I, yet far outnumbered, as I should conceive, by those of
a freehold nature."

—

Hallam's England, vol. iii, p. 42.

" The great council of the Norman Kings was, I believe,

little less than a continuation of the witenagemot, the imme-
morial organ of the Anglo-Saxon aristocracy in their relation

to the King."

—

Hallam's Middle Ages, v. ii, p. 230.

" The real presumption as to the municipal Government of

Anglo-Saixon boroughs, has been acutely indicated by Sir F.

Palgrave, arising from the universal institution of the court-

leet, which gave to an alderman chosen by the suitors a juris-

diction in conjxmction with themselves, as a jiu"y over the

greater part of civil disputes and criminal accusations, as well

as general pohce, that might arise within the hundred."

—

Ibid. V. iii, p. 219.

" Until a comparatively late period no authoritative local

representative bodies existed for legislative purposes. The
inhabitants themselves were summoned in primaryfolk-motes."
—Toulmin Smith.



"Magna Carta. 'To all archbishops, &c., and to all bailiffs

and faithful s^ubjects ' are granted, &c., and to all our realm

these liberties for evermore."
" 2 Ed. Ill, cap. 8 : ' Also it is accorded that it shall not be

commanded by the great seal or the little seal to disturb or

delayscommon right, that though such commandments come,

the justices shall not therefore leave to do right in any point.'

"

" 34 Ed. I, s. 4, c. 4 : 'All clerks and laymen shall have all

their liberties and free customs as freely as at any time they

had them best and most fully, and any statutes contrary to

them shall be void for evermore.'

"

"It is common to assert that our liberties were bought
with blood. It is far more generally accurate to say, that

they (even Magna Carta) were purchased by money."

—

Hal-
lam's Middle Ages, v. 3, p. 161.

" The distribution of landed property m England by the
Anglo-Saxons, appears to have been regulated on the same
principles that directed their brethren on the continent. Part

was converted into estates of inheritance for individuals ; part

remained the property of the public, at the disposal of the

State. The former was called Bocland; the latter Fohland.
" Polcland was the land of the folk, and might be occupied

in common, or in severalty. In the latter case, it was proba-
bly parcelled out in the /o%emo«, or court of the district, and
the grant attested by the freemen present, but could not ba
alienated, and on expiration of the term^ reverted to the com-
munity. It must have been apportioned by the nation in its

solemn meeting ; earUer by the shire or other collection of

freemen.
"Bocland was held by book or charter, and had been

severed by an Act of Grovernment from the Folkland, and con-

verted into an estate of perpetual inheritance. Folkland was
subject to many burthens from which Bocland was exempt.

Bockland was subject only to the trinoda necessitas, contri-

bution to military expeditions, and repairs of castles and
bridges. The natural origin of Folcland is the superabmidance

of good land above that at once appropriated by the tribes,

families, or gentes, and on it depends the de&iition of the

march and the ' gau,' with their boundaries. Over the Folc-

land at first, the king alone had no control.";

—

Hallam, pp.
404-5-6-7, V. ii, " Middle Ages."— Quoting Allen's "Inquiry,"
Sir F. Palgrave, and Kemble's " Codex Diplomaticus."
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Chapter III.

THE PEEPONDEEATING POWEE OF THE
PAST, AND ITS OEGANISATION

;

OR,

Democracy and Local Self-Government.

" From Tacitus to 1688 there is no real break ia the chain.

The English Constitution has been the result of the mainte-
nance through ages,—^by men free when roaming the forests

of Grermany, and no less free when landing on the shores of

England,—of the active sympathies and aspirations of free

men."

—

Toulmin Smith.

"Wten the German and Scythian nations overran the

Western provinces of the Roman Empire, the confusion which
followed lasted for several centuries. The chiefs usurped the

greater part of the lands of those countries.

"The law of primogeniture hindered them from being
divided by succession : the introduction of entails prevented
their being broke into small parcels by alienation.

" The natural law of succession took place among the

Bomans, who made no more distinction in the inheritance of

lands than we do in moveables. But primogeniture came to

take place not immediately, but in process of time, that the

power might not be weakened by division. Entails are

founded upon the most absurd of all suppositions,—the sup-

position that every successive generation have not an equal

right to the earth, and to all that it possesses."

—

Adam Smith,
" Wealth of Nations," v. ii, pp. 81-2-3-4-5.

" The personal expense of the great proprietors having

gradually increased, their retainers and unnecessary tenants

were dismissed. Tenants could agree to rise of rents only

upon condition of a term of years ; and having in this manner
become independent, the great proprietors were no longer

capable of interrupting justice or disturbing peace."

—

Ibid.,

pp. 127-8-9.

We believe that our spirit and our forms can

be reconciled, and that that fact demonstrates our

vigorous life, and constitutes our safety. And
u 2
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following the simple and profound distinction

already alluded to, we shall now shortly consider,

both what was of old the " Principle, or Passion,"

or motive power of affairs in England, and also

the Organisation that expressed that principle and

power, that in fact grew out of it.

It is obvious that the real guarantee of popular

freedom, and of motive power and organisation,

then existed and was generally present through-

out the country. Nay, that in circumstances

where the People were a set of independent

centres of action, instead of one united homo-

geneous whole, the very preservation of the prin-

ciple of freedom depended upon the constant use

and assertion of local self-Government.

For as organisation can only exist by living

"agents, and as the natural and inevitable tendency

of officials is to magnify their offices, enlarge their

sphere, and strengthen their position, so, every-

where and always, when organisation is removed

from the constant living pressure of the People, it

tends to mere bureaucracy, centralisation, and des-

potism.*

And, in times when religion was farmed by
Church or King, and there was for the People

neither press nor general intercommunication of

any kind, the only means whereby they could

control the organisation, was the representative

system, based upon local self-Govemment.

* Thus " statute law, which is made by a body existing and
acting by Adrtue of a derived authority only, will be always
tejiding to encroach on common law, which springs imiuediatel;-
from the- folk and people."
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Centralisation, then, meant despotism, or at

least the power to be despotic. Centralisation,

now, means the perfect admiaistration of the

governing will, whether of the one, the few, the

many, or the all.

The question now is, how universality of

suffrage and power can use centralisation for the

People, " the People,"—that grand modem phase

—

" the People, one and ' indivisible," that never

existed until now, whose soul is public opinion,

and whose will creates or crushes cabinets.

Thus the problem changes with the hour.

Local self-Government was stolen from the People.

Centralisation was substituted against the People,

but may become their perfect weapon. Public

opinion anticipates the franchise, and commands

votes, voters, representatives, and Governments.

This being the case, universal suffrage is not

the question. That, or practically that is sure to

foUow, although universal education must precede

it. The question is, whether centralisation and

universal suffrage,—an intense concentration of

means, and an intenser development of the univer-

sal will, are not the fated characteristics of the

politics of the future,—De TocquevUle has said it,

—" the organisation of Democracy."

The Germans, England, America, France, and

the Napoleons begun it. America is completing

it, and the rest follow.

" Centralisation (said Landor) is the grasp of

despotism ; municipalities are the commons and

promenades of a free People. By the contraction
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of the one, and the enclosure of the other, we are

losing our strength and freshness every day."

Landor had not read the latest lesson of statesman

ship,—that intensest unity and universal will are

not contradictory phrases, but postulates of the

same conclusion.

Thus, organisation, which ought to be the mere

creature and vehicle of the sacred passion and will

of a true People, has, in aU ages and countries, save

one, magnified itself against it, and in many has

overbalanced and crushed it. The machine. Go-

vernment, destroys its proprietor the People. We
must advance yet another step before we shall have

learnt of our foes to conquer them.

Twice abeady in oxn history has the democratic

element preponderated (over the spirit ofclanship)
;

in the wandering warring companionship of pri-

mitive Germany and when freeholders were very

numerous in England, and all freeholders, if not all

men present at " the county," had the suffiage.

Twice has centralisation got the better of

Democracy. At first feudality conquered it, but

had in its tiurn to yield to Norman prerogative

and popidar power. Then came the union of the

families, the Tudors, opulence and administrative

centralisation, and increased foreign intercourse.

But numbers increased at a greater ratio than

capital, and the people went down once more, to

rally twice in four hundred years,—^under Crom-

well and for the Reform Bill,—against that family

and oligarchic influence which has mainly ruled this

countiy since the end of the fifteenth century.
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§

One of the cMef elements, and perhaps the
preponderating motive power of the later Anglo-

Norman times, was embodied, dnring one of the
best known and freest portions of our history, in the

general mass of the freeholders, a situation, perhaps,

best according with Aristotle's definition of the

excellence of middle-class Government, and com-
bining the conservative influences of a stake in the

land, with the progressive instincts of a Demo-
cracy.

We have seen what was the great councU of

the Anglo-Saxon, and then of the Norman Kings.

Shires were divided into tithings or hundreds

;

the cities and boroughs into wards. All the wards
and himdreds formerly met together in full shire

and borough folk-mote at certain times. Indi-

viduals were often chosen to act for the whole in

common council

As town councils represent, as to local aflairs,

the wants and wishes of the majority of the bur-

gesses, ascertained by means of the several ward-

motes,—so Parliament is composed of the assembled

representatives of all the several local associated

groups (shires, cities, and boroughs) throughout

the land, and when local self-Government is healthy,

represents the wants and wishes of the majority of

the realm in national aflairs.

" It may be here remarked (says Toulmin Smitt) that

the House of Peers is, constitutionally speaking', a remarkable
and very interesting illustration of 'Qie ancient combined folk-

mote and representative assembly. It has been already slated

that, on certain mutual relations being entered into, of a recip-
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rocal and not servile nature, one person attended the folk-

motes of freemen on behalf of several others;—responsible

for them and their deeds there, as well as for himself; and
V7atchful of their interests. The Lords appeared thus,—jnst as

a jury does,—^Ln a double capacity, as freemen in their ovra

behalf, and also, but expressly and importantly, as representing

a body of others.
" As this point of the representative quality of the House

of Lords will be new to many, it may be useful to give a
single illustration, out of many that might be quoted. In the
14th Edward III, an aid was very importunately asked by
the Crown. But the Lords and Commons were not easily

made to forget their duties and true functions. So " the
Prelates, Counts, and Barons," says the record, "for themselves

andfor all their tenants, and the Knights of Shires, for them-

selves and for the Commons of the land," answered, &c. The
Lords represented themselves, and those who stood in the
voluntary relation of homage to them : the Ejiights of Shires,

&c., represented, also, themselves (this is not unimportant),

and those freemen, who being in homage with no man, would
otherwise have no voice in the Common CouncU of the realm.

This is a subject very pregnant with matter for the reflection

of every thoughtful man.
" In another respect the House of Lords reminds ns of the

ancient corqposition of the Common Council. Eoery title in

that House is one which was anciently elective and represented
special local communities and interests."*

—

Toulmin Smith's
" Local Self-Government," p. 84-5

The Ministerial functions were those of the

tything-man, hundred-man, mayor, sheriff, and

king. The same idea and character of functions

belong to each, varying according to extent. In

* " The title of ' marquis ' was conferred upon those who
held the command of the Marches, as the boundaries between
England and Wales, and England and Scotland, were called

when those countries were hostile to this nation.
" The title of ' earl,' is derived from the Saxon word eorl,

noble. The earl formerly had the government of a shire.

Aft,er the Conquest, earls were called counts, and from them
their shires have taken the names of counties.

" The viscount, vice-comes, was the deputy of the earl."
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each the functions are, constitutionally speaking,

and apart from usurpation and encroachment,

strictly and simply ministerial.

Hallam concurs with the other authorities as

to the very large and democratical foundation of

the county and borough franchise, and as to the

" material guarantees " the People had for their

freedom :

—

" Whoever may have been the original voters for county
representatives, the first statute that regulates their election,

so far from limiting the privilege to tenants in capite, appears
to place it upon a very large and democratical foundation.

For (as I rather conceive, though not without much hesita-

tion), not only all freeholders, but aU persons whatever present

at the county-court, were declared, or rendered, capable of

voting for the knight of their shire. Such at least seems to be
the inference from the expressions of 7 H. IV, c. 15, ' all who
are there present, as well suitors duly summoned for that

cause as others.' And this acquires some degree of confirma-

tion from the later statute, 8 H. VI, c. 7, which, reciting that
' elections of knights of shires have now of late been made by
very great, outrageous, and excessive number of people dwel-
ling within the same counties, of the which most part was
people of small substance and of no value,' confines the elec-

tive franchise to freeholders of lands or tenements to the value

of forty shillings.

" The representation of towns in Parliament was foimded

upon two principles ; of consent to pubUc burthens, and of

advice in public measures, especially such as related to trade

and shipping. Upon both these accounts it was natural for

the kings who first summoned them to Parliament, little fore-

seeing that such half-emancipated burghers would ever clip

the loftiest plumes of their prerogative, to make these assem-

blies numerous, and summon members from every town of

consideration in the kingdom. Thus the writ of 23 E. 1,

directs the sheriffs to cause deputies to be elected to a general

council from every dty, borough, and trading town.'
" The Great Charter of John was secured by the election of

twenty-five barons, as conservators of the compact. If the

king, or the justiciary in his absence, should transgress any
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article, any four might demand reparation, and on denial carry

their complaint to the rest of th^ir body. ' And those barons,

with aU the commons of the land, shaU distrain and annoy us
by every means in their power ; that is, by seizing our castles,

lands, and possessions, and every other mode, tUl the wrong
shall be repaired to their satisfaction ; saving our person, and
our queen and children. And when it shall be repaired they
shall obey us as before.' It is amusing to see the common law
of distress introduced upon this gigantic scale ; and the capture

of the king's castles treated as analogous to impounding a
neighboiu:'s horse for breaking fences."

—

HalkmCs "Middle
Ages," V. iii, pp. Ill, 163.

As to the details of the ancient origin and

nature of Parliament ; the right of suffirage

;

conference of members with constituents before

voting the taxes ; penalties for absence from Par-

liament; the prompt answering of all petitions,

and other safeguards of the Constitution, the work

of J. Toulmin Smith, on " Local Self-Govemment

and Centralisation (John Chapman, 1851)" is a

valuable treatise.

Take the following as to the origin and anti-

quity of our Constitution :

—

" The student of our Constitution must take up the records

of his race from the earliest times, even from the page of Taci-

tus, and follow them down, unbroken, till the Revolution of

1688, if he would faithfully fulfil his task. There is no real

break in the chain. The same great principles will be found to

run through the whole, and to assert and re-assert themselves

vigorously, from time to time, as encroachments and attempts

at oppression made it necessary. The Historian, dazzled by
externals, may dwell chiefly on the troubles and deeds of

those in high places, but these external marks do not reach

so far below the surface as the space and manner of their tell-

ing would seem to import. The inner political and social life

of the nation has remained, through all these centuries, extra-

ordinarily Utile changed in character and spirit.

" It sufiSces, as to the latter (our constitutional system), to

say, that it must not be implied that, at any one past period of

our histoi-y, any one man arose, so farseeing and so gifted
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that he was able to map out a system of Institutions which has
endured through ages, and embodied perfection. The English
Constitution has a truer origin than that. It has been the result

of the maintenance, through ages, by men free when roaming the

forests of Germany, and no less free when landing on the shm-es of
England, of the active sympathies and aspirations of free men ;

which they succeeded, through their strong practical good
Sense, in preserving in full activity, when in a more settled

state, by falling, probably almost insensibly, into courses of

habitual action and intercourse among each other, which, as

we look back upon them now, it is impossible not to feel to
surpass, in practical wisdom and efficiency, what the highest
human presight could have chalked out as a system."

—

Pp. 17-18.

With respect to the democratic basis :

—

" It is demonstrable that the principles of the EngKsh Con-
stitution are, that the will of the folk and the people is the
only foundation for the authority of any in whose hands any
public functions may, for any time being, be lodged ; that

some definite means must always be had recourse to of truly

ascertaining that wiU; that all in authority are to be at all

times, du-ectly responsible, for every act, to that will ; that no
new step can be tsiken, new law made, nor new office created,

but after express appeal to that will ; that all Local affairs

shall be managed and controlled by the Local bodies only,

—

general affairs, affecting the common good of the community,
being those only the management of which it is proper for the

general Government to control."—Pp. 17, 18, 19.

This is indeed the same principle of local

sovereignty, which has lately been contended for

in America, under an exaggerated form as " State

rights."

That Bepresentative Assemblies frequently met and were alone

able to make general Laws, in the time of the Anglo-Saxon Kings,

is clear from the express letter, as well as internal evidence, of

many of those bodies of Laws still extant. A learned writer

on that subject has given a list, which he declares to be an
imperfect one, of more than 120 English Parliaments under

Anglo-Saxon Kings. Others have reckoned a much greater

number.
When William summoned Harold to abide by the oath he

had made to support the former in his claim to the crown of
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England, the answer he received was, liiat " it would have
been the height of presumption on his (Harold's) part to have
entered into any compact concerning the kingdom without the
general consent and statute of the Common Council and Peo-
ple." The Historian who records these remarkable words
lived himself in the reign of William I's son, Henry I.

** The reign of WiUiam I not only furnishes instances of
tiie meeting of the national assembly, but highly interesting

information as to the composition of that assembly.
" The forms of the writs issued by John, in the 15th year

of his reign, to all cities and boroughs of the realm, as well as
tathe Peers, in reference to a Parliament, are still extant.

"Magna Charta is demonstrable to have been made and
assented to, in and by a Common Council of the whole realm.

The edition of it of the 9th Henry III, expressly states that an
aid was granted to the King by the earls, barons, knights, free

tenants, and all others ofthe kingdom.
" To add but one more to authorities which may be accu-

mulated to almost any extent, the express and most signifi-

cant words of the ancient and constitutional Coronation Oath
(at least as old as Edward Ps time), which the Kings of Eng-
land had to swear, were, that the King should " keep and
guard the Laws and Customs which the folk and people shaU
have chosen (quas vulgus.6legent)."—P. 76.

As to ParKamentaiy representation and various

modern attempts to narrow its basis from that of

the whole body of the freemen, Mr. Toulmin Smith

proceeds :

—

" As to counties, it is clear from Stat. 8 Henry YI, c. 7,

—

the first open successful attempt to narrow, for oligarchic pur-
poses, the parliamentary franchise,—as weU as from earUer

statutes and records, that every man, of whatever "substance
and value," had, before the passing of that Act, a voice in the
election. But, as to towns, the same narrowing of thefranchise

was never accomplished until thepassing of the (so-caUed) Reform
Act. Whatever some individual places were pusillanimous

enough to submit to, the rule of the Common Law was, and
is, clear and unmistakeable. A celebrated election committee
of the 23rd James I,—a committee composed of the ablest

body of lawyers that England ever produced,—after the fullest

consideration, declared what was " the common law, that is

the common right," on this subject. It afBrmed that "of
common right, all the inhMtants,—householders,—and resi-
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deats within the borough,—ought to have voice in the elec-

tion, and not the freeholders there only."

The Magna Carta, 9 H. Ill (A.r). 1224), and
the Carta de Foresta, secure the rights of the

Peasants, the Barons, and the Church. " First, that

the Church of England shall be free, and shall have

her whole rights and her liberties inviolable. And
to all the freemen of our reahn aU the Hberties

underwritten." And the Magna Carta is directed

" To aU archbishops, &c., and to all bailiffs cind

faithful subjects," are granted, &c., " and to all our

realm these liberties for evermore."

The Statute 52 H. Ill, cap. 1 and 2 (a.d. 1267)

says, "whereas many great men refused to be

justified by the King and his Court like as they

were wont in the time of the Bang's noble progeni-

tors, the more discreet men of the said realm being

called' together as weU of the higher as of the

lower estate, the said King hath made, &c.,. which

he willeth to be observed for ever of all his subjects,

as well high as low. AU persons as well of high

as of low estate shall have and receive justice in

the King's Court. Moreover, none shall distrain

any to his Court who is not of his fee, or upon

whom he hath no jurisdiction by reason of hundred

or bailiwick."

This Act is important as showing that the

question of franchise was one of habitation, not of

property.

The 2 Ed. Ill, c. 8, A.D. 1328, says, " also it is

accorded and estabHshed that it shall not be com-
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manded by the great seal or the little seal to

disturb or delay comraon right ; that though such

commaTidments come, the justices shall not therejbre

leave to do right in any point."

25 Ed. I, c. 3 and 4 (a.d. 1297). The Charter

to be sent to Cathedral Churches and read before

the People twice a year. Excommunication against

breakers of the Charter to be pronounced twice a

year. If Bishops neglect this,-^-to he compelled.

28 Ed. I, c. 1 (A.D. 1300). Charter had not

been observed, because no punishment had been

enacted against offenders.

" Be it known that the great Charter of the

liberties of England granted to all the commonalty

of the realm shall be kept in every point, and shall

be read four times in the year before the People in

full county. Three good mew. ^lall he chosen in

every shire court hy the commonaUy of the same

shire to enforce penalty,—^imprisonment or fine.

And cap. 8 enacts that the People shall have

election of their sheriff in every shire, where the

shrievalty is not of fee, if they list.

And 34 Ed. I, s. 4, c. 4, even enacts that all

clerks and laymen of our reahn shall have all their

liberties and free customs as freely as at any time

they had them best and most fully, and any

statutes contrary to them shall he void for ever-

more.

1 H. V, c, 1,^mentions that representatives shall

be " citizens and burgesses of the cities and

boroughs/' and shall be chosen by men, " citizens

and hurgesses resiant dwelling andfree in the same."
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In the year 1297, five hundred and sixty-nine

years ago, in the statute by which Edward the

First confirmed the Magna Charta, he bovmd him-

self and his heirs not only to the dignitaries of the

State, but to " all the conunonalty," not to take

" aids, mises, or prises," but by the common assent

of " all the realm."

In 1306, in the same reign, it was further

enacted by the " Statutum de Tallagio non conce-

dendo," 34 Ed. 1, stat. 4, c. 1, that no tallage or

aid,—that is, no tax—shovdd be imposed or levied

without the assent of the archbishops, bishops,

earls, barons, knights, burgesses, and "other the

freemen of the commonalty."

Moreover, the limiting Act of H. VI, 1429, was
passed in the infancy of the King (HteraUy so,—^he

was seven years old), and at a very disturbed

period.

It is also notable that elections have been, and

now are, decided in the first instance, and accord-

ing to the writ, by the " view," or persons present,

without distinction or enquiry, and that that is

final unless a poll be demanded.

Bentham elaborates very forcibly the point

that the franchise was possessed even by so-called

Villeins :

—

" Behold now the words of the statute, 7 H. IV, c. 15.

After reciting the grievons complaint of the Commons (in the
French original Communalte) of the undue election of the
Knights of Counties . . . sometime made of affection of
the Sheriffs, and otherwise against the form of the writs, to
the great slander of the counties, and hindrance (retardation)
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<rf the business of the Commonalty in (of) the said county,

—

it enacts that, at the County Coiut, after proclamation, ' all

they that be there present, as well suitors duly summoned, AS
OTHERS, shall attend to the election of the Knights for the
Parliament, and then in the full county' (court) they shall

proceed to the election, freely and indifferently, notwithstand-
ing any request or commandment to the contrary."

"EVEN AS TO VILLEINS,—were they, after all, really

excluded 1 L&ok to the words, clearly not : who were the

persons by whom the elections were to be made ? Suitors

summoned as such, and they alone ? No : but ' all they that

be there present.' Well, but (says somebody) in the state of

villeinage, no wiU of his own could any person be said to have.

So much for surmise ; and, but for particular inquiry, not an
unnatural one. Well now as to the fact. Eight and twenty
years before the time in question, viz., anno 1377, was passed
the statute 1 R. II, of which c. 6,—a chapter of considerable

length—is in the old French, and in the vulgate edition, not

translated. From this statute it appears that already, even
at that time, villeinage was a condition very different from
slavery. Eent did they pay ; and though, instead of money,
it was in the shape of services, yet these services were certain.

In this statute what is assumed as a general fact, is—^that

they were able to pay a fine to the King, besides making
satisfaction to their Lords. The main offence imputed to them
is—obtaining hberation from those services by forged deeds.

" The existing copyholders are the posterity of the ancient

villeins. Tenants—the villeiCis were—the copyholders are

—

so were they and are they styled

—

by copy of Court Boll.

Deriving from the Records of the Court the title to the lands

they occupied, what can be more natural than that to that

same Court they should be under an obligation,—under which

is included the liberty,—of access and resort to it. But sup-

posing any of them preseni at any such Court, how is it

possible that they should not have been included in the

assemblage designated as above by the word ' others ' ?
"—

Bentham, " Plan of Reform," pp. 82-3-4.

And, continues Bentham, on the pretences

which led to a narrowing of the sufi&age :

—

" So much for the strong and prosperous reign of H. IV,

in which virtually universal suffrage was then established.

Comes now the weak and disastrous reign of his idiot grand-

son, under which, under the sort of pretences that will be seen,

it was curtailed."
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" Statute 8, H. VI, c. 7 : ' What sort of men shall be
chosen, and who shall be chosen knights of the Parliament."

" Item : Whereas the election of knights to come to the
Parhaments of our Lord the King, in many comities of the
realm, of England, have now of late been made by very great,

outrageous, and excessive numbers of people, dwelling within the

same counties of the realm of England, of the which, most part
was of people of small substance, and ' (or) ' of no value (i. e.,

worth), whereof every one (of them) pretending a voice equi-

valent, as to such elections to be made, with the most worthy
knights and esquires dwelling within the same counties,

whereby manslaughters, riots, batteries, and divisions among
the gentlemen and other people of the same counties, shall

very likely rise and be, unless convenient and due remedy be
provided in this behalf. (2). Our Lord the King, considering

the premises, hath provided, ordained, and established, by
authority of this present Parliament, that the knights of the
shires, to be chosen within the said realm of England, by
people dwelling and resident in the same counties, whereof every
one of them shall have free land or tenement to the value of

forty shillings by the year at least, above aU charges."

—

P. 85, '< Bentham's Plan."

As to the complete and literal character of our

self-Government of old, -Mr. Toulmin Smith con-

tends that :

—

" It is quite clear, from the ancient records, that until a
comparatively late period, the size of all towns and cities being

much smaller than at present, and the population of counties

much less, no authoritative local representative bodies existed for

legislative purposes. The inhabitants themselves were sum-
moned in primary folk-motes, to decide every question. The
general folk-motes were thus very different things from a

modern town's-meeting, where the question in hand has not

been sifted by the many sections separately."

" The election must always be in full folk-mote. This is a

most important point, and special attention wiU have to be

called to it hereafter. As in all other proceedings of institu-

tions of local self-Government, this affair is to be done openly

and in sight of all. A statute relating to ' the election of

members of ParUament was passed in the 7th Hem-y IV, c. 15,

which, being precisely declaratory, on all its points, of the com-

mon law of the land, may be usefully quoted.
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" At the next shire-mote to be holden lifter the delivery of

the writ of ParUament, proclamatioii shall be made in the ftjl

shire-mote, of the day and place of the Parliament, and that

ALL THEY that he there present (as already quoted), and this also

' without any commandment of the King, by writ or other-

wise, or of any others.'

"

" There was no delayed polling. The entire election had to

be got over between the hours of eight and eleven in the fore-

noon."
" The importance of frequent meetings of the Common

Council of the realm was always felt. The universal term of
election to all offices except the Crown itself was, and is, con-

stitutionally speaking, annual at the utmost. The choice of repre-

sentatives to Parliament followed the rule. A new Parliament
met at least once a year."—Pp. 79, 80, 81.

The reyolutionary energies and ideas of feu-

claJity, the broad basis of our national self-Goyern-

ment, and the preponderance of custom over king,

are well shown by HaUam in the following :

—

" At length (10th year of Eich. 2) the Duke of Gloucester,

and Arundel, Bishop of Ely, were commissioned to speak the
sense of ParKament; apd they delivered it, if we may stillbelieve

what we read, in very extraordinary language, asserting that
there was an ancient statute, according to which, if the King-
absented himself from Parhament without just cause during
forty days, which he had now exceeded, every man might
return without permission to his own country ; and moreover,
there was another statute, and (as they might more truly say)
a precedent of no remote date, that if a King, by bad counsel,

or his own foUy and obstinacy, aUeuate himself from his

^People, and would not govern according to the laws of the
land and the advice of the peers, but madly and wantonly
followed his own single will, it should be lawful for them,
with the common assent of the People, to 'expel him from his

throne, and elevate to it some near kinsman of the royal
blood. By this discourse the King was induced to meet his

Parliament, when Suffolk was removed from his office, and
the impeachment against him commenced."

" If the King newly incorporate an ancient borough which
before sent burgesses to Parliament, and granteth that certain
selected burgesses shall make election where all the burgesses
elected before, this charter taketh not away the election of
the other burgesses. By original grant or by custom a
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selected number of burgesses may elect or bind the residue."

—

•Cohe, Pourth Institute,

"There seems on the whole great reason to be of opinion
that where a borough is so ancient as to have sent members
to ParHament before any charter of incorporation proved or
reasonably presumed to have been granted, or where the
word_ burgesses is used without anything to restrict its

meaning in an ancient charter, the right of election ought to
have been acknowledg'ed either in the resident householders
paying general and local taxes, or in such of them as pos-
sessed an estate of freehold withua the borough."

—

Hallam's
England, j)p. 68, 45, vol. iii.

It has been well urged that " local self-Govern-

ment puts an end to Demagogism. When men
have the constant consciousness of their own rights

and responsibilities, and discuss and control for

themselves, specious pretexts can no longer be

artfuUy used."

We believe, however, that this complete

Government from local centres is incompatible with

a complete nationality; and that as centralisation

gains upon a country, it can only be met and

matched by a universality of vote-power and edu-

cation.

The combinations wiU be vaster, the unity more

intense, and the individual units more completely

equipped.

—

Local self-Government will he supple-

mented or complemented by an intense centralisa-

tion founded upon a universal individual self-

Govemment—by a universally based and organised

public opinion, which in truly democratic countries,

win course like lightning through the body

politic.

There are individual interests, municipal

interests* and national interests. Where the

X 2
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relations of the individual are stronger, to the

intermediate corporations or institutions, than to

the nation (as they -will be at a certain stage),

there nationality suffers. National affairs can

safely be left to local decisions, only where the

spirit of nationality is strong enough to override

local sovereignty. There can be no complete ad-

justment of the three interests, save in an advanced

Democracy. " Nation " becomes a Hving organism

only by a union of individuality with centralisa-

tion.

Multiplicity has altered .the form of primitive

arrangements, and organisations are national and

international. We have gone from Local Republics,

or Oligarchies, to the People one and indivisible.

Local work is done by municipalities. General

work
,
by the Senate. The two departments can-

not now come together before rudimentary assem-

bhes of the People.

And yet the People is in theory rightly sove-

reign.

What is the remedy ?

The enabhng, and restraining, and levelling, and

elevating, and unifying power of a fourfold man-

hood-development, by free school, press, church, and

assembly. The People must avail themselves of

this new necessity and principle of organisation, to

carry into effect the true meaning of the represen-

tative system.

Nationality is now too intense and infinite to

be mated otherwise. Unity can alone return to

Governments and People, by securing thus the
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guarantees of a universal knowledge, interest, and
power.

The material factors ofnational unity,—^railways,

canals, telegraphs, banks, postal services, &c., did

not then exist. As to the People, intelligence lay

in patches throughout the country, unable to com-

municate. And we know that without education,

and consequent powers of association, official cen-

tralisation must always get the better of the

People. That appears to be the inevitable history

of nations from the era of feudahty to the era of

equality. Individuals are not completely enough

prepared by education to associate for political and
social purposes, and so corporate interests and
sectional organisations subvert their freedom.

From the organisation of feudality to the

organisation of Democracy, there neither has been,

nor could have been, anything definitive in politics.

All other forms and powers,—like those which

conferred such intense Individuality upon the few

under the feudal system,—^have to yield to that

universal individual development which can alone

make centralisations at once permanent and com-

plete. And De Tocqueville tells us that the prin-

cipal seciirity of American freedom is not so much
popular suffrage, as the administration of nearly

all the business of society by the People themselves.
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how they came an© what they will lead to.

The Dynasty of the Families.

" From the accession of the house of Tudor (and union of

the Families, H. VII, a.d. 1485) a new period is to be dated
in our history,—far more prosperous in the diffusion of opu-
lence and the preservation of general order than the precediug',

but less distinguished by the spirit of freedom and jealousy of

tyrannical power."

—

Hallam.

" Any comparison between our ancient and modem pohty
must lead to most erroneous conclusions, unless large allow-

ance be made for the effect of that restraint, which resistance

and the fear of resistance constantly imposed on the Planta-

genets. A.s we cannot employ physical force, it is our wisdom
to keep all the constitutional checks in the highest state of

efficiency. A nation of hardy archers and spearmen might,
with small risks, connive at some illegal acts. The effect of

wealth has been to make insurrection far more terrible than
maladministration."

—

Macaulay.
" For who sees not that while such assemblies are per-

mitted to have a longer duration (than annual), there grows up
a commerce of corruption between the ministry and the depu-
ties,"—Swift, A.D. 1720.

" The (septennial) Act 1 Geo. I, c. 38, poisoned the Con-
stitution ."

—

Beniham.

" In eighty-six years, nine families alone obtained eighty-

three consulships."

—

Nc^oUon's Caesar.

" The aristocracies of modern Europe are aristocracies

neither of arms nor of law, but of social and poUtical privilege

alone."

—

Goldwin Smith.

" The most natural intermediate and subordinate power in a
monarchy is the nobility."

—

Montesquieu.

" The debates in the English Commons serve to point out

to the aristocracy those men that should be chosen for its

agents."—Napoleon III.



" The reduction of the free ceorls into villenage is one of

the most remarkable innovations of the Anglo-Norman period.

Observations have been made on it by Mr. Wright in the

ArchsBologia, he says, ' these feelings of hatred and contempt

for the peasantry were bronght into onr island by the Norman
barons in the latter half of flie eleventh century ._ The Saxon
laws and customs continued, but the Normans acted as the

Pranks had done to the Eoman Coloni ; they enforced with
harshness the laws which were in their own favor, and gra-

dually threw aside, or broke through, those which were in

favor of the serf."

—

Hallam's " England," v. iii, p. 261.

" The introduction of the feudal regime occasioned one
such change, of which the importance cannot be overlooked.

Social preponderance and -political power passed from the
towns to the country ; private property and private life as-

sumed pre-eminence over public. This first effect of the
triumph of fhe feudal principle, appears more fruitful in con-

sequences, the longer we consider it."

—

Guizot.

" The advantage whidi the landlord has derived from the
invariable constancy of the valuation of the Land Tax, has
been principally owing to some circumstances altogether extra-

neous to the nature of the tax. In the state of things which
has taken place since the revolution, the constancy of the
valuation has been advantageous to the landlord, and hurtful to

the Sovereign."

—

AdamSmith,"Weaikhoi'Ea,tions"Y.m.Tp.2&i.

" That aristoeratie law of irJieritance which is. fast accumu-
lating the land of England in a few hands, and disinheriting

the English People of the Enghsh soU."

—

Goldwin SmttL
" If you are a standing menace to aristocracies, you are

equally a standing menace to State Churches. A. State Church
rests upon the assumption that rehg^on would fall if it were
not supported by the State. On this ground it is that the
European nations endure the startling anomalies of their State
Churches, the interference of irreligious politicians with religion,

the worldhness of ambitious ecclesiastics, the denial of hberty
of conscience, the denial of truth. Shall I believe that Chris-

tianity, deprived of State support, must fall, when I see it

without State support not only standing, hut advancing with the

settler into the remotest West f Will the laity of Europe long
remain under their illusion in face of this great fact.*"

—

lUd,
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Chapter IV.

USURPATIONS AND INNOVATIONS :

How THEY CAME, AND WHAT THEY WILL LEAD TO.

"A very droll spectacle it was, in the last century, to be-
hold the impotent efforts of the Enghsh towards the establish-

ment of democracy. As they who had a share in the direction

,of public affairs were void of virtue ; as their ambition was
inflamed by the success of the most daring of their members,
&c., the people annoyed at so many revolutions, in vain at-

tempted to erect a commonwealth."

—

Montesquieu, v. i, p. 26.
" The offices and emoluments of Government are not suffi-

cient for the whole aristocratic party at the same time. They
have therefore divided themselves into two sections, in order
to enjoy power turn about."

—

James Aytoun.
" The influence of Eoman notions never prevailed very

much here, and though, after the close alliance between the
Church and State established by the reformation, the whole
weight of the former was thrown into the scale of the crown,
the medisBval clergy were anything rather than upholders of
despotic power."

—

Hallam.
" When the ministers of religion, who of all men should be

men of an independent character of mind, are the salaried ser-

vants of the State, they generally become the useful instru-

ments of the State, and they are of high value to corrupt and
tyrannical Governments."

—

Disraeli, 14th July, 1865.

" The time may come when the working classes may cla-

mour with earnestness and some approach to unanimity for a
share of electoral power. If their demand takes the form
which is given to it now by those who assume to speak in

their name, there is no choice but to resist. No evils of rer

sistance can outweigh the evils of concession. Discontent,

insurrection, civil war itself, will in the long run produce no
worse dangers than absolute and unrestrained Democracy.
Eesistance, therefore, even to the uttermost, to such claims as

these, may be contemplated without misgiving as to the re-

sult."—Pp. 570, 571, Quarterly Review.

When the preponderating power is an aristo-

cracy chiefly of privilege, although not, as Napoleon

phrased it, "an aristocracy without nobility," when
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the influence of property, superseding that of force

and feudality, has not yet yielded to Manhood-

Development and Equality,—there is then a period

of usurpation and transition, when the shadows

and names of the past rule, because the power of

the future is unprepared.

Throughout all history, especially from the time

when "voluntaryism" yielded to Feudahty, and

the Individual arm ceased to be a power in the

State, to that other time when the individual will

regain equality in a higher form and more complex

civilisation,—during our own history, from Teu-

tonic associations on the one hand, until we shall

reach the era of equality on the other, we see

through all action and re-action, two simple pro-

cesses—First the immaturity of the national man-

hood, and the organisation of sectional interests ;

and second, the gradual development and organi-

sation of the national manhood to supersede those

interests.

The necessity of order develops the organising

power of our race. As our whole manhood is

not prepared by material, poHtical, and religious

freedom for power, the various interests of man
organise themselves outwardly in sections and cor-

porations. Whilst man prepares himself for the

completer individuality required by a higher civili-

sation, the forces of superstition, monopoly, prive-

lege, and prerogative, perfect the machinery of

tyranny. Then is the progress of manhood more

real than apparent : the progress of corporate and

sectional interests more apparent than secure.
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Whilst the outward show of the one boasts itself;;

the real motive power is being developed and
organised against it. Where a State does not

possess a sufficient number of men prepared to

conquer industrial, political, and religious freedom,

parasitical growths will gather upon the industries,

the institvitions, and the religion of that State. The

first act of Manhood-Development is to cleanse itself

from these parasites.

Man cannot command religious freedom, and

the Chtirch organises herself as a separate corporate

interest outside the man, contending with the

King, the State, and the Families for supremacy.

Man cannot command political freedom, and

there is organised a kind, of family dynasty, which

contends with King and Church for the chattel,

the People.

Man cannot command material freedom, and

interests- of primogeniture and direct tasationi of

military, naval, and class monopolies,, are organised

to profit by his weakness.

And all these factious sectional organisations,

are in fact, but tenants by sufferance to that organi-

sation of the whole as to manhood, and the all as

to numbers, which surely advances.

Centralisation has been organised agaiust and

without the People, and Democracy now proceeds

to take possession of it ia the name of the People.

The period of great organic changes in the

development of modem. English tyraimy can
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hardly "he divided into distinct epochs, though

broadly speaking, the year 1429, when the suffiage

was limited; the year 1534, when Henry- pre-

pared to repeat the policy of Constantine, and to

assume the headship of the Church ; the year 1660,

when the Families struck their land-bargain for

themselves and against the People with the Stuart,

were signs of the preponderance of various partial

and sinister powers. The suppression of the Scotch

and Irish nationaHties and Parliaments, the tam-

pering by the landlords (suspiciously near the

revolution of 1688,) with national sources of

revenue, fixing the land-tax at the valuation of

1692, and the unconstitutional extension of annual

into septennial Parliaments, make up the list of

attempts at enforced concentration ; and between

Church and State of an unhealthy Unity.

During the period now in question, centrali-

sation was the necessary consequence of events.

Education, which is the universaUsing principle,

being neglected, centralisation went on alone with-

out the People.

But all such attempts at preparing the organi-

sation for the use of one power, whilst it ought to

be and will have to be adjusted to and harmonised

with another, can but end in collapse or destruction,

or in tedious and doubtful recovery.

And so this great and splendid palace, built up

by infinite pains, for the use of the one or the few,

will at last be claimed and inhabited by the

People.
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The relative position of Democracy and its op-

posites,—^prerogative and privilege, is in every age

and country the real position of the nation.

" Here then," says Montesquien, v. ii, p. 209—^v. i, p. 212,
" is the fundamental constitution of the Government (the Eng-
lish,) we are treating of. The Legislative Body, being coin-

posed of two parts, they check one another by the mutual
privilege of rejecting. They are both restrained by the execu-
tive as the executive by the legislative."

" England wiU perish when the legislative power shall be
more corrupt than the executive."

We are thus furmshed with a test of agree-

ment with the Jundamental constitution of our

Government. " The Lords and Commons check one

another, they constitute the legislature, and check,

and are checked by the Executive."

And we shall find as the chief characteristics of

Government during the last two hundred years :

—

Ist. That certain families generally, and a cer-

tain class always, supply the Premiers.

2nd. That certain families, or a certain class,

farm the Executive.

3rd. That certain families unite and control

Lords and Commons,—^the Legislature.

4th. That such checks as exist are due to the

jealousies of rival famiHes, to the press, and public

opinion, to the few real representatives of the

People, to the Crown and constitution,

5th. That such results have followed, as might

have been expected in State and in Church,—as to

Land-laws, Poor-laws, lengthening of ParHaments,

corruption, waste, standing armies, &c., &c.

6th. That a certain example of absorption of

power has been set which the People will follow
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•without conftision of function as to Executive and

Legislative, and in such, a way as to constitute the

latter a fountain of life, health, and unity.

Democracy in England, after a conservative

reaction of ages, has, since 1832, rapidly seized

upon certain elemental powers, of the press, of

economics, and of the firanchise, which enable it to

fight the fight of the People with ever increasing

advantage.

Yet Democracy and Privilege are still so nearly

balanced, that though the PeojJe's tribunes (and the

People's elect, as Gladstone) carry their measures,

they are liable to be enacted by opponents, not by

those who have fought the fight and who wear the

laurels. This is one of the guages of Democracy,

A man is more a man where he who wins the

battle wears the crown, not only of opinion, but of

official recognition and power.

The principle of delegation is, however, so far

accepted, that if mere party chiefe obstruct till

their party is dissolving, they often then become

delegates of the People, as before they were dele-

gates of faction, and take the places belonging of

right to the true representatives.

Thus, on the one hand, our People sometimes

govern without reigning. On the other, the fami-

lies always reign, whether they govern or no.

The Premiership was not very long since as

was the Consulship in the worst ages of Rome*

The analogy is startiing :

—

"We see how far are carried the jealousy and animosity
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which the virtue and cKiivity of the new men light up in the
heart of certain nobles. The nobility transmitted from hand
to hand this supreme dignity (the consulship), of which they
were in exclusive possession. Every new man, whatever his

renown and the glory of his deeds, appeared unworthy of this

Tionour. The consulship would have been considered profaned, if,

even with superior merit, a new man had obtained it. This
eminent post in which the nobility were iu a manner entrenched,
and to which they had closed aU the avenues." (Napoleon's

Csesar, v. i, pp. 324-64.)

Thus have our own prime ministers,—^however

hostUe to the preponderating tendency of politics,

—often remained fixed upon the country they

held back for the term of their natural Hves. And if

individual premiers cannot always come back to

power, the class remains.

Dante met, in the Inferno, a sotil whose body

was at the same period of time pretending to be

alive and active in Italy, and so have we met in

England, disastrously active, and apparently in

their natural state, certain Statesmen whose repu-

tations have long since expired, but who continue

to prove their existence on the solvitur ambulando

principle, and to defy the will of the People in the

People's House

!

Thus the most tremendous poHtical lampoon

ever penned, aptly describes what has been our

own situation.

At present the English People rule by

paroxysms of public opinion, and their power is

shown by turning the representatives of the few

into the delegates of the all.

Public opinion, well led, wins the day, but as

for the man who won the People's victory, he may
be congratulated on the fact by some one else who
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:

has ratted rather than be shelved, or he may, after

a desperate and life-long battle, become, or reftise

to become, in his turn, one of the privileged.

The extent to which our unprivileged States-

manship is rewarded with official recognition, is a

measure of our advance, and this advance, far

enough from the right and the ideal, seems almost

infinite since the epoch when Pitt and the People

were mastered by a lunatic and his keepers, whose

policy was made national only by making ignorance

national, or by involving the nation in war.

And what an abyss of class abuses has not the

last century bridged over ! We see it in perusing

such passages as the following, from one of the

most distinguished of Americans :

—

" I have often," -wrote the great JefferBon, " amused my-
self with contemplatmg the characters of the reigning sove-

reigns of Europe.
" Louis XVI was a fool. The Kiug of Spain was a fool,

and of Naples the same. The King of Sardinia was a fool.

All these were Bourbons. The Queen of Portugal was an
idiot by nature, and so was the King of Denmark. The King
of Prussia was a mere hog in body as well as in mind. Gus-
tavus of Sweden, and Joseph of Austria were really crazy, and
George of England was in a strait waistcoat. There remained,

then, none but old Catherine of Eussia, who had been too

lately picked up to have lost her common sense. And so

endeth the book of kings, from all of whom the Lord deliver

us, and have you, my friend, and all such good men and true,

in his holy keeping."

Mixed blood, public arenas, the realised advance

towards Democracy, and the position of England,

replenish our aristocracy, and produce some of the

foremost of the world's Statesmen. Yet the position
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of Rome, sketched by a master hand, in relation

to the questions of equality, offices, land, rural

depopulation, a money aristocracy, and want of

general high political culture, is, whether in con-

trast or warning, most instructive and suggestive :

—

" From A.D. 535 to 621,—eighty-six yearSj—^nine families

alone obtained eighty-three consulships.
" Cineas, sent by Pyrrhus to Rome in 474, finds nobody

open to corruption, and compares the Senate to an assembly
(rf kings. Jugurtha, in 643, finds his resources quickly ex-
hausted in buying everybody's conscience, and exclaims,
' Venal town, which would soon perish if it could find a pur-
chaser.'

" Society was placed in new conditions, for the populace of

the towns had increased, while the agricultural population had
diminished.

" The great landed properties had absorbed the little, slaves

had taken the place of free labour, &c. And, lastly, the aUiea

were weary of contributing to the greatness of lie empire
without participating in the rights of Soman citizens. It was
natural that they should aspire to be treated as equals.

" The richest citizens, in sharing among them the public

domain, had finished bi/ getting nearly the whole into their own
hands, either by purchase from small proprietors, or by forcibly

expelling them. Not only did the vast domains,

—

lattfundia,—
appertain to a small number, but the knights had monopolised
ail the elements of riches of the comitry. Formed over the

whole face of the empire into financial companies, they worked
the provinces and formed a veritable money aristocracy.

" Thus not only was the wealth of the country in the hands
of the patrician and plebeian nobiUty, but the free men dimi-

nished incessantly in numbers in the rural districts.

" The principal families in possession of the soil and of the

power desired to preserve this double advantage, without being
obliged to show themselves worthy of it ; they seemed to

disdain the severe education which had made them capable of

filling all riSces, so that it might be said that there existed

then at Rome an aristocracy without nobility, and a demo-
cracy without the People."

—

Napoleon's " Life of Caesar," pp.

238-43.

The absorption of land by the few, the denial

of equality, the powerful plutocracy distrusting the
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People, the increase of rural population ^thout
increase ofrural dwellings, the monopoly of soil and

power, the disabilities of large and powerful mino-

rities, secular and religious, are all reproduced ia

English politics, with the added infamy of the Irish

Church, and of subscriptions which the clergy

writhe under, but which the Church will not or

cannot remove.

Professor Goldwin Smith also thus refers to

the innovations of privileges and aristocracy :

—

" The Roman aristocracy was an aristocracy of arms and
law. The feudal aristocracy of the middle ages was an aris-

tocracy of arms, and, in some measure, of law ; it served the
cause of political progress iu its hour and after its kind ; it

confronted tyrannical Mngs when the People were as yet too
weak ; it conquered at Runnymede as weU as at Hastiugs.

" But the aristocracies of modem Europe are aristocracies

neither of arms nor of law, but of social and political privilege

alone. They owe, and are half conscious that they owe, their

presefit existence only to factitious weaknesses of human
nature and to the antiquated terrors of commnnitieB long kept
in leading strings and afraid to walk alone.

" If there were nothing but reason to dispel them, these
fears might long retain their sway over European society^

But the example of a great commonwealth flourishing without a
privileged class, and of a popular sovereignty, combining order
with progress, tends, however remotely, to break the spelL"

From autocracy to middle-class Government is

an advance. From the one to the many is an ad-

vance. From intervention for Bourbons to non-

intervention for Freedom is an advance,—just as it

is better to see your brother killed than to 1ci11 him

yourself. From a twenty years' fight against re-

publics to four years of falsehood against a republic

is an advance. We are advanced in education in

a cheap and able press, and in the possession of

vast appHances, wrung from the despotism of the
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past, -with whicli to attach at a greater vantage
the despotism of the present.

It is a period of wonderful transition. Land is

absorbed, but there are land societies. Equality

is denied, but by those who contend for plural

voting, which wiU never be allowed, as its only

alternative. Plutocracy is powerful, but capital

may unite with labour, and labour will acquire and

wield capital. The Church transmits her for-

mularies, but nobody knows what they mean.

The Chm-ch (endowed) survives with other rehcs,

but the People demand free patronage and

choice.

On every side we see the weakness and the

strength peculiar to the middle and oligarchic class

reign, and we look for the advent of the entire

educated national manhood upon the scene.

Without the aJl, the many cannot complete the

victory of opinion over caste and privilege.

Self-Govemment is not only a means, but an

end, and one of the greatest recommendations and

best tests of good Government is that it educates

the all for empire. ~ For all manhood is imperial.

Every man with a soul and a conscience in him is

of the blood royal of the Universe, To withhold

power from true manhood is not only treason against

manhood, but treachery to the State.

That bad or indifferent statesmanship can be

soon exploded, and bad or indifferent Statesmen

speedily, pohticaUy destroyed, is one of the most

Y 2
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conspicuous signs of a healthy political life and a

competent national manhood. The contrary signi-

fies a community where thinghood, property, and

tradition has overcome manhood, and rules over it.

Englishmen are Free. Man here is not a chattel.

He is only ruled by chattels.

Whatever may be thought of America, where
" old men " Ue on poHtical death-beds while yet ia

early youth and vigorous bodily health, and where
" Families " do not overshadow the nation,—^it is

surely a sign of a state iu no wise commendable,

that in England the national opinion has supported

names agaiast Principles and Truths, and does

allow, to the most venerable poHtical simiers, not

only a space meet for repentance, but an opportu-

nity—nay, an incentive to sia on without hope for

the nation or fear for themselves. It might lately

have been said that the more a " Statesman " has

sinned, and the longer he has been about it, the

better the English like him.

In a word, we have " the Ins and the Outs, and

the Outs and the Ins," and it is, as yet, not in the

power or the will of the nation to cast both off and

away together, and entrust the destinies to any

outside a certain , magic circle. We approach,

however, a time when manhood will assert itself,

explode this Enghsh fetish, the "Families," and

rule in concert with them or against them.

It is characteristic of. Democracy,—the fact

affects aU the postulates of good Government, thai

a man must remain worthy, to remain in power,

On Sunday, he may be President presumptive, or
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Monday, as the phrase goes, " a dead cock in the

pit."

Throughout American history there have been,

except in the era of oligarchic ascendency, no
governors who did not govern, or rulers who did

not rule on behalf of the People. The only period

when tainted men could rule, was the era of con-

servatism and oligarchy.

But the first crisis has miserably destroyed

those men, and the nation has destroyed the very

institutions for which they compromised repub-

licanism and enfeebled the nation.

England, too, is following on the inevitable

road, and industrial progress, the American sti-

mulus, and the state of the labour market, will help

on the poHtical and social change from family or

oligarchic rule.

It is not our intention here to attempt to

depict the England of this period with its minority

class sovereignty ; its class land-laws favoring the

rich, and its unwise settlement laws for the

poor. Let the Times and the author of "the

Scarlet Letter," describe the old familiar face,

and teU. from opposite standpoints the same

story :

—

" The English (says the Times of 19th October, 1864), live

under squires, territorial potentates, extensive employers, and

local oligarchs, and under this regime, they endure an amount
of positive tyranny or negative neglect, that they would jiot

find surpassed under the most despotic system of the continent."

If this had not been the Times, it would have

been Mr. Bright.
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And Nathaniel Hawthorne, writing of a speci

men village in Warwickshire, observes :

—

" Life is there fossilised in its greenest leaf. The man
who died yesterday, or ever so long ago, walks the village

street to-day, and chooses the same wife that he married a

hundred years since, and must be buried again to-morrow
under the same kindred dust that has already covered him
half-a-score of times. The stone threshold of his cottage ia

worn away with his hob-nailed foot-steps, shuffling over it

from the reig^ of the first Plantagenet to that of Victoria.

Better than this is the lot of our restless countrymen, whose
modern instinct bids them tend always towards "fresh
woods and pastures new." Eather than such monotony of

sluggish ages, loitering on a viUage-green, toiling in here-

ditaryfields, listening to the parson's drone, lengthened through
centuries in the grey Norman church, let us welcome what-
ever change may come—change of place, social customs,
poUtical institutions, modes of worship—trusting that, if all

present things shall vanish, they will but make room for

better systems, and for a higher type of man, to clothe his

life in them, and to fling them off in turn."

§

Other enabHng causes of this general monopoly

of office and power, are ianovations affecting the

representative system in its various branches of the

franchise, the distribution of seats, and the parha-

mentary term. The first, depriving the People of

power; the last, removing representatives from the

influence of their principals, the People, and sub-

mitting them to the influences of those who ought

to be the People's servants.

The Reform Act partly gave to feudality in the

counties, what it took from it in the boroughs, but

it also unconstitutionally swept away various rights

of voting for towns and boroughs,—of householders,

without regard to the amount of rent, rates, oi

taxes paid by them (as Aylesbury, Cirencester, &c.)

;
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of householders, paying scot and lot, that is assessed

to the poor rate (as Bridport, Westminster, &c.)

;

of burgage tenants at a very low rent (as in

Clithero, Is. id., Westbury, 4d or 2d., Berealston,

3d) ; inhabitants paying scot and lot (as Abing-

don, Great Marlow, Southwark, &c.) ; inhabitants

generally (as Hertford, Preston, &c.) ; and Pot-

waUers, or persons furnishing their own diet (as

Honiton, Taunton, &cO.

These various rights of voting were recognized

in 1786 by the 26 Geo. Ill, c. 100, an Act passed

to prevent occasional inhabitants from voting :

—

" To the great prejudice of the real inhabitants, who bear
the burthens of such cities and boroughs, and to whom the

right of sending members to Parliament belongs, and that no
person shall be admitted to vote, as an inhabitant paying scot

and lot, or as an inhabitant householder, housekeeper, and
potwaller, or as an inhabitant householder resiant, or as an
inhabitant of such city or borough, unless he has been actually

and bond fide such, six calendar months previous to the day of

election."

As to Parliaments, the 1st Ed. II (a.d.

1311), shows that they were annual. The 4

Ed. Ill, c. 14 (a.d. 1330), is simply this :

—

" Ensement est accorde qe parlement soit tenu

chescun an une foitz ou plus si mestier soit."

Before this the 3rd Edward I, c. 5, declares (a.d.

1275), " and because elections ought to be free, the

King.commandeth upon great forfeiture, that no

great man or other by force of arms nor by malice

or menacing shall disturb any to make free eleo^

tion."

The statute of Rich. II, c. 12, is concerning

" levying expenses of Knights of Parliament," and
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the 23 H. VI, c. 10, is "the order for levy-

ing their wages." Cap. 1 4 ia the same year men-

tions the writ " quod in pleno comitatu."

The 16 Car. I, c. 1, "whereas by the laws

and statutes of this realm. Parliaments ought

to be holden at least once every year, said laws,

&c., shall from henceforth be duly kept and ob-

served," and if Parliament be not summoned under

the great seal then in all times hereafter it shall

be assembled as declared therein. 16 Car. II,

repealed such part of this as was in derogation of

prerogative. The 1 W. and M. puts it as a

matter of true, ancient, and indubitable right that

Parliaments be held frequently.

The 6 W. and M., c. 1, enacts that Par-

liament shall be held every three years, and not to

last more.

The 1 G. I, st. 2, c. 38, makes ParUament seven

times the length it was in the days of English

freedom.

Swift, writing to Pope (a.d. 1720-1), thus de-

nounces long Parliaments :

—

" I adored the -wisdom of that Gothic institution which
makes them amiual ; and I was confident, our Liberty could

never be placed upon a firm foundation until that ancient Law
were restored among us. For, who sees not, that, whUe such
assembUes are permitted to have a longer duration, Ihere grows
up a commerce of corruption between the Ministry and the Deputies,

wherein they both find their accounts, to the manifest danger
of Liberty, which traffic would neither answer the design nor
expense U Parliaments met once a-year."

And the Hon. T. Brand confessed that through

not enforcing the calls of the House by taking

members into custody who did not attend, the con-
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trol which the independent members ought to have

over the conduct of the ministers is entirely lost.

And he further stated (May 21, 1810, Cobbett's

Debates), that :

—

" He found the question one of enormous difficulty and of

extreme importance. Septennial Parliaments had a tendency
from the length of their term to weaken the relation hetween
the elector and the representative. . . . The one term was
too long to please the People, and the other (annual), too short

to satisfy the members."

Bentham thus refers to the shortening of the

Parliamentary term :

—

" Towards the close of the reign of Charles the

First (16 C. I, c. 1), at the openiag of the Long

Parliament—the annual holding of fresh Parlia-

ments having been so long violated (none from

1627 to 1640), triennality was for the first time

established instead. Why 1 Because Parliament

did not feel itself strong enough to exact more.

"In Charles the Second's time (16 C. II, c. 1),

the provisions extorted from the father, and found

too efficient, were repealed, and inefficient ones

substituted.

" In William's time (6 W. and M., cap. 1), their

inefficiency having been proved, oth,ers were sub-

stituted. The duration was made triennial. Why 1

Because by this time the value of a seat to the

occupant was pretty fuUy understood.

"The Act 1 G. I,c. 38 poisoned the constitution.

Most probably the scheme was that of his advisers,

the benefit to them being manifest; as to the

monarch it was problematical Their constituents

had seated them for three years ; they seated them-
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selves for four more. The monarch was no usur-

per, he was fairly seated. Not so Honorable Gentle-

men."

—

Plan, pp. 296-7-8.

We have said that the concentration of power

will continue, that the Legislative and Executive,

though separate in ftmction, wiU only represent one

preponderating power, and that power the equal

voting People.

The reasons for a separation of the Legislative

and Executive are, that they thus secure a division

of function, and prevent tyranny.

The first reason always remains, and wiU pre-

vail.

The second is always subject to invalidation by

the actual preponderating power.

But with this broad and grand distinction,

—

that when this separation of ftmctions and powers is

assailed by the One, the Few, or the Many, it is

assailed by partial, sectional, or sinister interests.

That when it is assailed by the AH, it is assailed

by that interest which is universal, and by that

power which tends to equality of interest and

right.

When the educated equal votrag All achieve

a union oipower, they do it for concentration, not

for tyranny, and the only question about it is,

whether the People are truly prepared wisely to

wield so powerful a weapon.

Thus the question started by the Lords has

been taken up by the People—(whether the former
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will not regret the starting of it, time will show).

The question—" Is this separation of estates a good

thing 1 Is it not, on the whole, better for one

estate, ourselves, to swamp Commons and King,,

and to reign alone f
That a similar question is always being worked

out by Hviiig nations, is a matter of fact, as shown

by De Tocqueville, respecting "mixed Govern-

ment." Elizabeth was the last of the Kings. " The

Families" came in definitively with the second

Charles, and their " Dynasty " has ruled us since.

The first year of his retiu^ was occupied by Parlia-

ment in voting his expenses, in looking after regi-

cides, and in loosing land from burdens, and fixing

the loyal landlords in power. The People had

come in and gone out with CromweU. The King

neither could nor would appeal to the People

against the famUies, and so the real power trans-

ferred by CromweU from the hands of the One into

those of the Many, went back again, not to the

One or to the Many, but to the Few.

The Knights, says Earl EusseU, gave great

stabihty and dignity to the popular House, even

from the olden time with us. Nevertheless, for

centuries until 1832, the mixture of the "Com-

mons " with King and Lords, was the " chimera

"

and pretence of our Constitution.

No doubt it was the operation of a great natu-

ral law,—the gradual spread of intelligence and

self-restraint, and consequent powers of organisa-

tion, that enabled the Few to check the power of

the One, but it is the operation of that self-same
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law of progress that now has carried power from

the Few to the Many, and that threatens to carry

it from the Many to the All, till the whole edu-

cated manhood of the nation wOl be the one homo-

geneous ruling power.

It is now feared, lest a new league between

Capital and Labour should answer the old one

between Prerogative and Privilege; lest the lower

middle classes and labouring classes—^the many
and the all, should combine against the one and

the few, and a new and strange class despotism

should arise to trouble " the balances of the Con-

stitution."

This is the phantasm that softens the brain of

politicians, and appals the heart of autocracy every-

where. The People can no longer be "ba-

lanced,"—neither by their crimes, nor their credu-

lity, nor their gratitude, nor their ignorance, nor

their fear. They are getting knowledge, self-

restramt (a large proportion of their most active

politicians are total abstainers), and consequently

power of organisation, or unity. " The State, it

is the People," and what if manhood can balance

itself!

'* Too, late! Too late!" is the cry. And as

Mill declares that plural voting for the few is the

sauve qui peut, and will soon be the only alterna-

tive to universal sufirage and popular class legisla-

tion, behold the People organise,—again, Gladstone

and Bright uprear the standard which feU from

the hands of Chatham, virtual representation is

again declared a farce, and the " Bedford Protest

"
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is repeated,-.—not this time, declarmg that because

American principles might logically be extended to

England, therefore they cannot be right, but

that because they are logical they are right, and

that because they are right they shall become

law.

" Minorities must be represented."—Good, Mr.

Mill, and they always will be. But let us now first

see to it that majorities shall be represented, and

let the one, the few, and the many give the all a

turn.

Nevertheless, it is not without much misgiving

that many will see the true national royalty going

to the national manhood. The division of functions

must always be maintained, although the power

will become one and indivisible. All we can

reply is, " if the balance of constitutional power is

gone, thank the Lords for it, for they have been

the sappers and miners of the constitution."

Mixed Government exists only where change

or dissolution impends.

The one, the King, ruled, and he pretended to

take " the mixture " into partnership when he

wanted supplies. Presently, the Families got pos-

session of "the mixture," and kept it till 1832. At
each change there has been a revolution, the first

with war, the second peacefully.

Thus " functions " have been kept " separate,"

but not with the result of a "balance." There has

been a "mixture," but it has been intelligently
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extolled only by the one ingredient that has been

the strongest, and has ruled.

Be it, however, ever remembered, that up to

quite recent times, no nation had ever been ruled

hut by its sections. " The man, the assembly, or

the class," had ruled, but" a national self-governing

entity, never. Nor will it ever be contended by

sane men that legislation and executive should be

confounded ; the only question is, whether it be

not right, as well as inevitable, that as the People

advance, " individualities," both of persons and

classes, should recede, and that as the all become

more and' more accomplished, and individually

completed, their representatives should not, nay,

must not, become rather delegations than powers.

When the majority are Statesmen, can the minority

monopohse Statesmanship ?

As the aU becoihe educated, the difference

between delegates and representatives lessens, for

both People and representatives draw nearer to a

common standard of truth and right. There are

three kinds of representation, corresponding with

three stages of national character. In an evU

State, there is no representation strictly so call.ed,

but men are ruled by force, fraud, or corruption.

In the middling stage, there is representation

proper ; intelligence chooses, and the representa-

tives are too much above their constituents to be

delegates, and not enough above them to tyran-

nise. In the advanced stage, advanced minds

can only lead by expressing,-—^perhaps by ehciting,

—the Avill of the People.
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It is, in fact, obvious, that as national manhood
advances,—acquires the real govermng qualities,

—

the national will becomes more uniform, pressing,

and absolute. As Statesmanship becomes imiversal,

artificial precautions, and forms of all sorts, yield

to the substance of universal Statesmanship.

" It was," says that great master of men and

ideas, Louis Napoleon (p. 309, v. ii, 'Life and

Works'), " it was the division and iudependence of

powers which Montesquieu designates as the vital

principle of Hberty. And that if iu any Society

whatever, the man, the assembly, or the class

which makes the law, has also the power of exe-

cuting it, there must be disorder and anarchy."

The Constitution also of 1848 declared: "The
separation of Powers is the first condition of free

Goveminent." It is a necessity arising out of the

very necessity and nature of aggregate action.

" When," Bays Montesquieu, " the legislative and execu'

tive powers are united, in the same person, or in the same
body of magistrates, there can be no liberty, becaiise appre-

hensions may arise lest the same monarch or senate should

enact tyrannical laws, to execute them in a tyrannical manner.

"Again, there is no hberty if the judiciary power be not

separated from the legislative and executive. Were it joined

with the legislative, the life and hberty of the subject would

be exposed to arbitrary control ; for the judge would be then

the legislator. Were it joined to the executive power, the

judge might behave with violence and oppression.

" There would be an end of everything, were the same
man, or the same body, whether of the nobles or of the

People, to exercise those three powers, that of enacting laws,

that of executing the pubhc resolutions, and of trying the

causes of individuals."

—

Montesquieu, vol. i, p. 199.

§

"Perfect Qovemment," speaking' relatively, is
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that which combines unity or order with as much
freedom^ as the character of the given People can

admit. Perfect Government, absolutely speaking,

is Democracy, where alone freedom and order can

meet in full proportions and in indissoluble unity.

Where the all govern, there can be no separation

of power, though there may be of functions. By
" powers " understand " functions."

Separation of Powers is the first maxim of free

Government;" separation of Power is rather the

necessary maxim of a People not yet ripe for free-

dom, and therefore jealous, and, in fact, incapable

of a perfect unity.

Executive and Legislative, as ftmctions, must

not clash, but as powers, the outcome of a

living nation, and as wielded by men who partake

of, or oppose the general national tendency, they

must agree or disagree with that tendency. If

they disagree, then one must rule, or the other

impede. In the last case there is obstruction or

anarchy, in the first there is that " one preponder-

ating power " which aU living countries possess, or

to which they tend.

Wherever there is life there will he Sovereignty

one and indivisible, whether it be the muddled
Sovereignty and abject organism of so-called

" mixied Governments ;" the more highly developed

Sovereignty, where one man rules by the public

opinion of a half educated race, or where ho has

first to develop the public opinion he rules by

;

or where the public opinion of an instructed People

rtdes both in form and in substance.
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In all cases as the organism is ingh, not the

functions, but the power will be practically one.

Where it is low, the confusion of the many, or the

tyranny of the one have to be provided against,

and weakness, divisions, "balances," "mixtures,"

and neutralisations, ensue.

In France, true Democracy is not yet possible ;

there, says Napoleon truly, " the legislative power
should examine, discuss, control, and moderate, but

never rule." Nor in England, where, according to

the same authority, "the debates in the Commons
serve to point out to the aristocracy those men that

should be chosenfor its agents."

In America, the People virtually legislate and
rule ; they have swallowed up " debates, debaters,

and oHgarchy " together, and the eyes ofall nations

are turned towards the example.

We may regret the change, but can it be

avoided ? Give a share of power to the People,

and they will, they must, take it to fight you for

the rest. It is Destiny, not Constitutions, that

acts here, and that controls events. Deny the

People power,—there is revolution. Grant it, and

responsibility elevates and educates, education

multipHes labour, labour becomes capital, and

capital, labour, and education universaUsed, are

Democracy, " tempered "" only by itself

If the middle dass regret the threatened con-

centration of power they must blame the Families,

and the Families must blame the Kings, for both

thought that the Constitution should be balanced

without the People.
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Eathef conclude with De Tocqueville, that only

evil or pusillanunous men or nations need fear the

People, that the balance of social and political

interests, and the natural conservation of the

whole educated manhood of a nation, will in due

time replace with advantage artificial make-

weights and compromises, and that " to attempt to

check Democracy is to withstand the will ofGod !"

In free countries powers will always he sepa-

rated in function, but the sovereignty ofthe all tends

always more completely to develop and assert itself

HaUam defines the modem situation,—^its

strength and weakness, and shows more than ever

the need of constant parliamentary contact with,

and dependence upon the People " who can never

be corrupted."

" The reign of Charles II, though displaying some stretches

of arbitrary power, and threatening a great deal more, was,
in fact, the transitional state between the ancient and modem
schemes of the English constitution ; between that course of

government where the executive power, so far as executive,

was very little bounded except by the laws, and that where it

can only be carried on, even within its own province, by the

consent and co-operation, in a general measure, of the Parlia-

ment."—flaZfam's " England," p. 355, v. ii.

" The real vice of this ParUament was not intemperance,

but corruption. Clifford, and still more Danby, were masters
in an art practised by ministers from the time of James I (and
which indeed can never be unknown where there exists a
court and a popular assembly), that of turning to their use the
weapons of mercenary eloquence by office, or blunting their

edge by bribery."

—

Ibid., p. 395.

DeLohne shows in the strongest Hght the

advantages of the British Constitution in the

following respects :—The advantage of having

fixed the executive in the crown as in a sacred and

inexpugnable depositary, -constituting a check on
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those inordinate ambitions wtidi in all Republics

ever brought on the ruin of liberty. The unity of

the executive also gives greaterfacilityin restraining

it. Its indivisibility has constantly kept the views

and efforts of the People to one and the same
object. Tyranny often mocks the efforts of the

People, not because it is invincible, but because it

is unknown. Executive unity induces the greatest

men in the State to unite in common cause with

the People in restraining it. The propounding of

the business of legislation by the representatives,

prevents the undermining of laws by precedents

and artful practices of the Executive. Pp. 196,

215-16-18, 431, 478.

De Lolme clearly explains the necessity of

restraining both Executive and Legislative, the

former by keeping it undivided, the latter by
dividing it, and thus tempering and giving time,

caution, and prudence to its decisions. He says :

—

" In order, therefore, to ensure stability to the constitution

of a State, it is indispensably necessary to restrain the legis-

lative authority. But here we must observe a difference

between the legislative and the executive powers. The latter

may be confined, and even is the more easily so when undi-

vided : the legislative, on the contrary, in order to its being
restrained, should absolutely be divided.

"In a word, the result of a division of the executive

power is either a more or less speedy establishment of the

right of the stroif^est, or a continued state of war :—that of a
division of the legislative power, is either truth, or genejral

tranquillity."

—

I>e Lolme en the Constitution, pp. 219, 222.

What becomes of all these carefully planned

and balanced results of the Constitution, if the

families absorb the executive, and propound and

settle the business of legislation for the represen-

tatives 1 We answer that by giving to the House
z 2
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of Commons, the peer's house, so preponderating a

power, the peers have really put it in the power of

the People to absorb the power by altering the

representation.

This will be the use and the end of the " usur-

pations and innovations" of the family dynasty.

Oligarchy has overpowered the influence of King
and Commons, but Equality has got to destroy

Oligarchy in the name of a completer nationality.

' In overshadowing the power of the Sovereign,

the Families have pronounced their own approach-

ing neutralisation.

Montesquieu tells us (" Spirit of Laws," p. 20,

V. i) that " the most natural intermediate and sub-

ordinate power in a monarchy is the nobility, which

in some measure seems to be essential to a monar-

chy, whose fundamental maxim is, no monarchy,

no nobility ; no nobility, no monarch."

Mill throws them a crumb of comfort, when he

says (" Representative Government "),
" An aristo-

cratic House is only powerful in an aristocratic state

of Society. The really moderating power in a

democratic constitution must act in and through

the democratic House."

But Mill elsewhere confesses that the only

alternative to universal suffirage, which must elect

this people's House, is plural voting.

According to him, therefore, the families must
go for plural voting, or must devote themselves to

that general preparation and education of the

People for power, which wiU "moderate" and
energise all things.



THE PEEPONDEKATING POWEE OF
THE FUTUEE,

AND ITS EEQUIEEMENTS.

Industktal Freedom
;

Political Freedom
;

Eeligious Freedom.

" Every tax must finally be paid from rent, profit, or wages,
or from all of them. Every tax which falls finally upon one
only of these three sorts of revenue is unequal ; every tax
ought to be equal, certain, and not arbitrary, convenient in

time and manner, and as little burthensome as possible in

expense of levying, in obstruction of industry, in forfeitures,

or in visits, &c., of tax gatherers.
" Land and capital stock are the two original sources of

all revenue. When by taxes upon the necessaries and conve-
niences of hfe, the owners of capital stock, find that it will not
purchase the same as it would in another country, they will be
disposed to remove to some other. The industry of the
coimtry must fall with the removal of capital."

—

Adam Smith,

vol. iii, pp. 255-6-7-8, 429-30.

" I should be sorry to see the dangers of universal suffrage

and of unlimited Democracy averted, or sought to be averted,

. by such invidious schemes as granting to the rich, a plurality

of votes, or by contrivances altogether unknown to our habits,

such as the plan of Mr. Hare, although sanctioned by the high

authority of so profound a thinker as Mr. Mill. The subject

is full of unknown pitfalls."

—

Earl Bussell on the English Con-

stitution.

" I am bound to express my opinion that the doctrine

to which the hon. gentleman appears to incline, that the

Protestants of Ireland or the members of the State Church

in any one of the three kingdoms are a sort of privileged people,

' for whose wants the State is to make provision, caring little

what may become of the wants of others—7 do not believe that

it is founded on reason, on the constitution, or on history."—

Gladstone, 28th March,1865.



" When the sacredness of property is talked of, it should

always be remembered that any such sacredness- does not
belong in the same degree to landed property. No man made
the land. It is the original inheritance of the whole species.

Its appropriation is wholly a matter of general expediency.

When private property in land is not expedient, it is unjust."

Mill, " Political Economy."

"The influence of religion proceeds from its being believed;

that of human laws from their being feared."

—

Montesquieu,.',

" None of the brethren shall suffer so much barbarism in

their families as not to teach their children and apprentices so
much learning as may enable them perfectly to read the
EngUsh tongue."

—

Bancrofts "Colonisation of the United
States."

"All which concerns religion lies beyond the sphere of

the State's activity."

—

Baron Alexander Von Hvmholdt, p. 96,
" Sphere and Duties of GovemtQent."

" Yet of persons whose interest in the foundation is en-
tirely subsidiary and subordinate, the whole of whose rights

exist solely as the necessary means to enable them to perform
certain duties^t is currefitly asserted, and in the tone in

which men affirm a self-evident moral truth, that the endow-
ments of the Church and of the Universities are their property.

" Theiih property ! In what system of legislative ethics, or

even of positive law, is an estate in the hands of trustees the
property of the trustees ? It is the property of the cestui que

trust: for whose benefit the trust is created. This, in the case

of a national endowment, is the entire People.
" ' Qm8 trompe-t-on icif asks Figaro—' Qui vole-t-on icif

may well be asked. What man, woman, or child, is the victim

of this robber^ ? Who suffers by the robbery when every-

body robs nobody ? But though no man, woman, or child is

robbed, the Church it seems is robbed. What follows f That
the Church may be robbed, and no man, woman, or child be
the worse for it. If so, why not, in Heaven's name ?

" The laws of property were made for the protection of

human beings, and not of phrases. As long as the bread is

not taken from any of our fellow creatures, we care not,

though the whole -dictionary had to beg in the streets.
" Let those who think it a robbery for the nation to resume

tvhat we say is its own, tell,us whose it is ; let them inform us,

what human creatures it belongs to ; not what letters and syl-

; lables."—Pp. 12-17-18, v. i, MiWs « Dissertations," " Jurist,"

February, 1833.
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Chapter V.

THE PEEPONDEBATING POWEK OF
THE FUTURE,

Al^D ITS REQUIREMENTS.
" I warn the aristocracy not to force the People to look

Jnto the subject of taxation,—not to force them to see how
they have been robbed, plundered, and bamboozled for ages
by them."

—

Cobden, a.d. 1846.

"The practice of funding has gradually enfeebled every
State which has adopted it. Is it Ukely that in Great Britain

alone, a practice, which has brought either weakness or deso-
lation into every other country, should prove altogether inno-

cent?"

—

Adam Smith, v. iii, p. 432.
" The one thing necessary is that the power of the purse

should be actually and effectively in the hands of the real

representatives."

—

Bmtham.
" The thirty tyrants of Athens ordered the suffrages of the

Areopagites to be pubUc, in order to manage them.''

—

Mon-
tesquieu.

" The Ballot is a moral engine, which, once established

in any constituency, wiU spread like wildfire throughout the

country."— Cohden.
" The right of primogeniture was established, and the

reason of the feudal law was superior to that of the political and
civil institution. It is an excellent law in a trading republic to

make an equal division of the paternal estate."

—

Montesquieu.
" An ecclesiastical organisation allying itself with political

power, can never now be the source of any good."

—

Draper.

"The ecclesiastical power is extremelyproper in a monarchy,

especially of the absolute kind, a barrier (against tyranny)

ever useful where there is no other."
" The ancient Bomans fortified their empire by indulging

all sorts of reUgious worship, but their posterity destroyed it

by rooting out the various sects. An unacquaintedness with

the true limits of ecclesiastical and secular power, was the

most pernicious source of all the calamities that befel the

Oreeks."

—

Montesquieu.

We have shown that manhood, not only the

preponderatingj but also the only power of the

fiitnre, has to he developed upon a fourfold basis, of
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freedom in School, Press, Church, and Assembly,

and in its three forms, material, political, and

religious. It has to inatigurate the true reign of

opinion, and vindicate its supremacy against the

rule of brute force, and of mere chattel proprietor-

ship.

In England, however, two of the bases of Man-
hood-Development, Free School, and Free Church,

are wanting, and aU of its forms are incomplete.

Past conflicts between the many, and the few,

or the one, between rival endowed Churches,

beween the Families and the Sovereign, and

between Families and Families, ^had resulted in

one short victory of Popular Sovereignty; in a

formal assertion of constitutional right by the

Families ; in a virtual coalition between King,

Families, and Church against People ; in a cen-

tralisation of Power in the Families ; and finally,

in " Constitutional" Government by an Executive

Committee called the Cabinet Council, uniting

Executive and Legislative, and concentrating all

power (subject to popular outbursts in lieu of the

old self-Govemment) in the hands of a Premier-

President, who rules for an average four years,

is usually chosen by the Sovereign out of a small

circle of Families, and who, as popular election and
the approval of the Commons are also necessary, is

the subject of the principle of treble election.

The decimation of the Families by the wars of
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ttie Roses was a work of necessity and mercjr.

The vices of Henry VIII were doubtful national

blessings, for although they led to the loosening of

the despotism of Rome, they identified the State

with formalism. The victory of Nobles over King-

ship was a victory for the People over both, for it

was an advance towards Democracy. The battles

of Cromwell vindicated the priaciple of national

Sovereignty.

All other causes, however, were comparatively

of slight effect, until, in the fvdness of time, the

steam engine lifted the labomrer from the earth,

and re-created commerce.

The effect of this was threefold.

1st. Capital has increased faster than poptda-

tion, and the great problem which Mr. James MiU
and others seemed to consider insoluble, has been

solved in the interests of the People.

2nd. Commerce unites in interest and action

two of the most powerful forces of States.

Labour created capital, capital is recognised as

power, and power produces equaUty or revolu-

tion.

3rd. This union of labour and capital, of the

many and the aU, is destined to match and over-

come that other alliance between the new aris-

tocracy of wealth and the old aristocracy of birth,

which has been the mainstay of oHgarchy in

England. This new imion draws nearer and

closer year by year. It must promote a more

equal distribution of material advantages and of

power, and wiU avoid on the one hand poverty.
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and on the other that epiiit of extreme luxury,

the antagonist of the real spirit of commerce.

This new power must really fiivour Democracy

not only in politics but in religion. For a true

Protestantism (endowed or enforced Protestantism

is a contradiction in terms) is the religion of indi-

vidual freedom and responsibility, as opposed to a

religion ofform, force, favour or proxy.

The Power thus created has closed the era of

reaction, which began with the return of the

Stuart and ended with the E«form BiU. It has

gained two great victories,—^free press and free

assembly. It has partly gained four others,—

-

Parliamentary Reform, Free Trade, Free Schools,

and Direct Taxation.

Thus the Power that was held by the One, the

Few, and then by the Many, is now passing to the

All. The franchise is justly recognised as an end

as well as a means. The chimera of "mixed
Government " is visibly dissolving, the hydra head

of Popular Sovereignty glares into the sanctum of

Mill, afl&ights the respectable soul of the " Specta-

tor," and shakes the dilettanti radicalism of Grey.
" The actual predominating force " is already, in

crises, in the People, and yet there is no national

"dissolution," but instead thereof a peaceful

revolution, which immensely strengthens the

national unity, and assures international peace,

by multiplying ad infinitum the indep^idenoe

and interrelations of the People,—and of the

Peoples.

la. fact, our "inevitable (white) nigger" has
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come to the fore, and all parties will compete for

him.

The mutual wants and interests of mankind are

the fulcrum.. Labour (or Capital) the lever. Between
them they have moved the world.

This is the new spirit and power. What, in

England, are the old forms which it has got to use

or to burst 1

"The Feudal system bastardised,"—its spirit

and power gone, its former perversions and ob-

structions remaining,—this is the situation. Com-
merce has got to win Liberty for itself, and to

confer it upon land, or Land will stifle and expa-

triate commerce, and with commerce, labour and

capital

This situation is met, on the one hand, by a

proposal to create a new and unheard-of Feuda-

lity by a "protection" or multipHcation of the

beaten minorities. It is met, on the other, by a

plain and frank acknowledgment that the People

now miist reign, and that the occupation of Conser-

vatism is not to obstruct right, but to graduate

progress.

The Material, Political, and Religious aspects of

Democracy in England, claim each their place and

notice. They combine to create the coming pre-

ponderating power and royalty of the nation's

manhood.

Commerce, we say, has got to win complete

freedom, and to convert and to save the Exchequer.
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Politics have got to win it and enfiranchise the

People. Religion must win it and free the

Church.

And the spirit of Freedom is the motive power

in aU. In commerce it springs from the love of

material good. In politics, from the love of power

and offreedom, and a sense ofresponsibility in every

human breast. In religion, it scorns compulsion,

it defies tradition, it bows to no earthly master,

and will seek no mastery save over the willing

souls of men.

Ten per cent, is appreciated, even by celestial

minds, and limited liability tempts to unlimited

operations. Commerce is no respecter of persons.

Credit associations ransack Europe for money, and

the tmiverse for investments. There is no noble

in the land who has not a share in a shop ; and

material development will help moral development

and political propagandism.

Socially, two processes are going on. Labour

and capital threaten to unite their forces against

privilege, and the Peerage, as it assimilates capital,

would make of it another " bulwark of the Consti-

tution" The result is inevitabla The middle

classes will buy privilege of the upper, but the

lower classes will buy power of both.

And as the result of the whole is to extend

the operations of laboiu:, and to cause wealth to in-

crease in a greater ratio than population, the inevi-

table end wUl be that labour rises in the market and
in the social scale, it will have a larger share in the

.results of capital, and in social life there will be
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greater homogeneity, equality, and unity, and in

political life an advancing Democracy.

Thus steam power has been the great agent in

multiplying labour, in creating capital, and in pre-

paring the conditions of their co-operation.

It is steam power and Democracy that wiU

have done it all Royalty will descend to the

People, and we also shall count our kings by the

million.

INDUSTRIAL FREEDOM.

The principle of industrial or material freedom

has to do with the three great desiderata in Govern-

ments,—Safety, Power, and Honesty. For it has

to do with individual and national Development

;

with Economy of Power; with Honesty in the

raising, and in the application of taxes.

The main test and chief factor of the material

well-being of the all, is the increase of the propor-

tion between labour or capital, and population.

Material freedom means also equality. It

means^eecZom to get, to spend, and to save wealth.

In other words :

—

Freedom of trade.

Direct taxation, and

Economical and honest Government.

All three are inextricably bound up together as

a free system.

It is imnecessary to dilate on the meaning or

merits of free trade, or on the desirability of giving

it full and consistent effect.
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Direct taxation involves the knowledge of and

the control of national expenditure. It means

equality of payments, or rather, proportional pay-

ments.

Where the majority have attained political

manhood, they will both know and control. "Where

the majority are political minors, they do not want

to know and they <;annot controL It is eminently

just that in a Democracy a slight capitation tax

should pay for personal protection, and a graduated

property tax for protection to property.

Economical Government means simply that the

nation shall neither be cheated nor used by its ser-

vants. That what it does it shall do with the

best economy of power. That it shall not be com-

mitted to projects it disapproves. It means that

what it does it shall do with the will, the power,

the splendour, and the persistence of a great and

free People, but that it be just to itself while it is

generous to the world-

In fact, "that those who pay shall be also

those who govern" is of the essence of the rights

of the People, and of all true freedom, national

honoiu", and just economy.

OHgarchy not only pits families against the

nation, but it divides the nation into hostile classes

and interests, and gives to one class the power to

govern and to tax all the others, while exempting

itself. The history of the great reactionary period

from Cromwell to the Reform BiU were sufficient

proof of this. The great fighting and family in-

terest involved the nataon in a series of bloody
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wars witt wMch. the nation liad no concern what-

soever, and that same interest all the while indus-

triously lightened its own burdens and heaped

them up upon the People.

The wars " to maintain the Balance of power

in, Europe," and against the American and French

Republics, were wars of the " families " against the

Peoples,—^paid for by the People of England, and

which postponed their political enfranchisement,

and pledged and pawned their industry and lives.

Contrary to all common sense and right, these

wars by our oligarchy against Peoples now weigh,

not upon the hereditary property of these here-

ditary rulers, but chiefly upon labourers and trade

incomes. The few undertook them. The aU fought

them and pay for them, and the national debt rose

from 100,000,000 under Geo. Ill, in 1760, to

830,000,000 under Geo. lY, in 1820 ; in 1863, the

interest of that debt was twenty-six miUions, and

the revenue from Customs and Excise forty-one

millions.

Who chiefly pays this is but too obvious. The

professional, mercantile, farming, and every other

class is burdened to relieve land.

And the Act 12 Carol. II, was in fact the cor-

rupt consideration passing by the King to his

supporters. It relieved land front the conditions

of feudal tenure, and in fact made ownership abso-

lute, and "in recompense and compensation," (for

what ?) it enacted duties on aU " beer, ale, cider,
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perry, and strong waters for ever." It robbed the

poor man of his beer, and relieved rich men of tax-

ation whilst it made them the more able to pay.

Macaulay thus notices the concessions of

Charles II to the landed interest :

—

" Every landed proprietor, who held by knight service,

had to pay a largefine on coming into his property, and could not

alienate one acre without purchasing a licence. The Sovereign
was guardian to infants, and not only entitled to a great part

of the rents during minority, but could require a ward under

heavypenalties to marry any person of suitable rank. A royal

letter to an heiress was the chief bait to needy sycophants.

That these abuses should not revive was the wish of every
landed gentleman in the kingdom. They were therefore

solemnly abohshed by statute. This concession was easily

obtained from the restored king."—^V. i, p. 153.

So much for this part of the bargain between

Feudahtyand theKing. Feudal tenure was changed

-into fee simple. The King got his crown. The
nation paid for it by excise duties then granted.

Macaulay further says, that in 1798, the land-

tax was made permanent at four shillings in the

poimd. In peace, before Geo. Ill, sometimes only

two and three shillings were needed. After the

American war never less than four shillings. " The

lords claimed no right to alter the amount, but

demanded special commissioners."—^V. iv, pp.

315-16.

During 106 years, including the time of the

Stuarts, the Commonwealth, and William III,

Parliament annually passed a land-tax Bill, during

war of four shillings, during peace of two or three.

" At one shilling in the pound it brought in half a

million," in 1692, Land rental was therefore about

ten milhons, and was the most productive of all
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State resotirces. The rental now cannot be less than

170 millions, on which a reasonable rate would re-

lieve industry, and minimise the pauperism, vice

and crime now created by law.

Almost immediately after the revolution of

1688, came another lavd-jugglery, but for which

the land-tax would now produce more than aU the

burdens that oppress trade. This of course was

the era of the next " act of settlement " at the

restoration. As Macaulay mildly says, " the value

of 1692 has remained unaltered down to our time."

Landowners have been wise in their generation.

§

It appears that landowners pay not eight and

a half milhons out of seventy millions taxation,

although their income must be more than a fourth

of the £600,000,000, of which Mr. Gladstone says

the working classes earn under £250,000,000, and

those above them £350,000,000.

The following is an approximate calculation

lately published, and founded upon the revenue

for the year ending March 31st, 1864 :

—

1st. Taxes from which landed property is en-

tirely exempt ; Fire Insurance, Probate duty. Cart-

horse duty, £3,367,380.

2nd. Taxes so arranged that land shall escape

its due proportion ; Legacy and Succession duties,

£2,251,580, Income tax £9,101,994. Of the latter,

landowners under schedule A probably pay about

one-third, or say £2,730,000. Of the former, also-

one-third, or £750,000.

3rd. Taxes falling chiefly upon the wealthy

2 A
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upper, and wealthy middle classes, £4,928,741, of

wHoh land probably pays balf, or £2,500,000.

These taxes are such as stamps, wine duty, game
certificates, &c.

4th and 5th. Taxes injuring trade and falling

upon the smallest middle classes and the work-

ing classes,—^tea, sugar, malt, tobacco, licences, &c.,

£29,480,036. Spirits, £12,685,401. Supposing

there to be six millions of families in the country,

it may be assumed that the landowning class would

not contribute more than the average rate of com,

malt, tobacco, licences, and spirits.—or £4 10s. per

family." On tea, sugar, and all the other items of

this class, the average is £2 10s. The landowner's

family may consume five times the average, or

£12 10s. each. Multiply £1 7 by thirty thousand

landowning families, the result is £510,000.

6th, 7th, and 8th. Post-office, £3,937,308, of

which landowners pay but a fraction, say £300,000.

Hereditary revenue,—^land-tax, crown lands.. &c.,

£1,660,416. Miscellaneous, £3,309,035, such as

contributions from Indian revenue, old stores, &c.

Hence it appears that of a total revenue

of £70,721,891, landowners contribute about

£8,450,416.

In connection with this subject, various points

are admirably put in the " Financial Reformer " of

July, 1865. It says that indirect taxation realises

annually to the State the forty nullions, " at a cost

vastly exceeding that amount, in actual payments

connected with the collection, and in the expenses

attendant uponjiscally created pauperism^ disease.
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and Griminality. If Grovemment oflSicers were

stationed at the doors of every shop to demand the

duties, and the extra charges of the collectors upon
the duties, not aU the regular troops in England,

backed by pensioners, mOitia, yeomanry, and volun-

teers, would suffice to enforce this system for a

month."

Farmers exemption from fire insurance, probatOj

and cart-horse duty ; their payment on half the

rental only, as income tax ; the valuation of real

estate by the Succession Act of 1853, as a life

annuity only, other property paying on the fall

value, and paying at once ; the present com law

protection to the extent of four millions per annum
(on eighty millions of quarters)—all these are but

slight immunities accorded to land, in comparison

with the main national grievance. The " Financial

Reformer " puts the state of facts with truth and

force.

" After the Conquest, William's chief leaders and their

retainers, held their grants of land subject to onerous feudal

obhgations, personal and pecimiary, all strictly in the nature

of Eent ; and they were liable to forfeiture for non-fulfilment

of those obligations. Lands were so held down to the time

of the Restoration. Whatever else beyond this Sent was
required for State purposes was levied by direct taxation^—

a

fifteenth, a tenth, sometimes even a seventh of all property

or income being taken for the occasion.

"During this period of 594 years, the countrywas governed
and defended at home, and carried on great wars abroad,

without incurring a farthing of debt ; but, on the 21st of

November, 1660, all this was changed, and a complete fiscal

revolution effected. On that day the Convention ParUament
of Charles II—probably by previous compact with the profli-

gate Sovereign, who afterwards gave away an unexplored

Gorttinent, sold a city, and became a pensioner of France— bi/

a bare majority of 151 votes to 149, and in defiance of indignant

protests froiii many of its most eminent menibers dgainst this

2 A 2
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infamous spoKation of Crown, State, and People, abolished all

these feudal obligations

—

converted themselves and their land-

holding brethrenfrom tenants of the State into owners in fee; aad,

in lieu of then* own rents, granted to the Crown excise duties

for ever, in ' full compensation,' as they had the impudence to
allege, for the repudiation of their own just debts to the
State ! Whilst they thus threw their own proper burdens upon
those who had no land, and no property but their labour, thetf

were careful to preserve intact exactly similar obligations incum-
bent upon sub-tenants to themselves, as lords of manors, asserting

with matchless effrontery, that to abolish them also, ' might

be very prejudicial,' as it undoubtedly would have been, but
only'to these robbers of the State.

"That this tax was originally intended to be assessed,

year by year, on the full actual value, and to increase in pro-
duce as the value increased, is abundantly manifest from the
fact that the Act of Parliament imposing it provided for the
appointment of commissioners to assess the value annually

;

but, by another tiick of landholding legislation, perpetrated
in 1697, and quite in keeping with its predecessor of Charles
the Second's time, it was enacted that, for the purposes of

this tax, the vfllue should be taken only as it stood in 1692, and
should ever afterwards so remain. Hence it is that, whilst

in some stagnant parts of the country the tax is now really

four shillings in the pound of the present value, in places

which have thriven greatly since 1692, it is only the' fraction

of a farthing."

Adam Smith also explains tliat " by the land-

tax it was intended that stock should be taxed in

the same proportion as land. When the tax upon

the land was four shillings in the pound, or at one-

fifth of the supposed rent, it was intended that

stock should be taxed at one-fifth the supposed

interest (per cent, of money value).

Of the entire expenditure during the fourteen

years of WiUiam III (seventy-two millions), forty-

nine millions were raised by taxes, and more than

a third of this was paid by land tax, whilst to

the expenditure of 1863-4, it contributed a sixty-

fourth part, and is assessed in many instances not
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on land but on dwelliug houses. According to

the original intent, it would now produce fifty

millions annually.

Naturally, this aystem of legislating in person,

and paying by proxy,—^this " feudal system moder-

nised," which retains power to the land, and casts

the responsibilities and conditions of its tenure

on the People who don't hold it, created the

" national debt " and raised it in one hundred

and sixty years, to eight hundred millions in 1815,

whereas five hundred and niaety-four years of real

feudality, kept the iurdens in the land, and paid

expenditure out of income.

The extent to which the British Constitution

is violated,—the People misrepresented, and those

class interests favored, is shown by an analysis

of the two Houses, prepared from the description

in Dod. The Lords are mainly in the fighting and

aristocratic interest. The Commons have about

215 members for the fighting interest ; 218 peers,

or connections of peers ; 106 in the legal interest

;

11 for railways ; whilst for the whole mercantile,

manufacturing, and shipowning interests, there are

only about 84 representatives. And all this is

in addition to the vast power of QQurtly and parar

sitical influences.

Thus true is it that Government hy is always

and everywhere Government/or.

The present system of taxation is as void of

true conservatism as of justice.

Wages are wealth. Wages are nearly half the in-

come of the country. They are more injured by bad
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Government or revolution tlian any other incomes,

and consequently those who earn them have a

greater stake in the coxmtry, although the property

of each individual be so smaU.

Also it is certain that the contributors to one

half of our revenue, exercise no influence on its

imposition, incidence, or distribution. The largest

aggregate contributors of the other half, who do

share the right of deciding these things, are alto-

gether overpowered by the influence of the smaller

aggregate contributors.

The incidence of taxation, its amount, and the

connection between it and liberty, is thus put by

Montesquieu :

—

" The public revenues are a portion that each subject gives

of his property, in order to secure or enjoy the remainder,
" To fix these revenues in a proper manner, regard should

be had both to the necessities of the State and to those of the

subject. The real wants of the People ought never to give
way to the imaginary wants of the State, Often have minis-

ters of a restless disposition imagined that the wants of their

own mean and ignoble souls were those of the State.

" In free States, taxes may be laid either on person, lands,

or merchandise, on two of these,^or on aU three.
" In the taxing of persons, it would be an unjust proportion

to conform exactly to that of property. At Athens it was
judged that evpry man had an equal share of what was n^es-
sary for nature ; that whatsoever was necessary for nature
ottght not to be taxed ; that to this succeeded the useful, which
ought to be taxed, but less than the superfluous ; and that the
largeness of the taxes on what was superfluous prevented
superfluity,

" Taxes ought to be very light in despotic countries.
" It is a general rule that taxes may be heavier in proportion

to the liberty of the subject. This has always been and always will

be the case. It is a rule derived from nature that never varies.
" Taxes may be increased in mast republics, because the citizen

who thinks he is paying himself cheerfully submits to them.
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_ " This (a free) nation is passionately fond of liberty, because
it is real ; and it is possible for it, in its defence, to sacrifice

its wealth, ease, interest, and to support the burthen of the

most heavy taxes, even such as the most despotic prince dm-st
not lay upon his subjects."—V. i, pp. 274-7, 244, 283-4,
412.

This is not the place in which to discuss the-

necessary details of- a change from fiscal laws to

direct taxation. The principle is admitted, so far

that the whole drift of modem finance has been

the use of direct taxation, even of the income tax,

to reduce indirect taxation, and to "Hghten the

springs of industry."

The following nine reasons against indirect tax-

ation, may, however, be here summarised with

advantage :—1st. It does not tend to excite inte-

rest in politics. 2nd; Consequently, the national

resources are wasted in protecting and collecting,

wasted in use, and also misapplied. 3rd. Trade is

obstructed, and artificial pauperism created ; the

consuming power of the People is reduced, and the

general demand also lessened. 4th. The charges

for interest, profits, and risk of capital advanced in

payment of the duties by wholesale dealers and

retailers (varying firom 25 to 200 per cent.), consti-

tute an extra burden on the People beyond the

amount received by the State, of at least twenty

millions sterling per annum. 5th. It thus costs

the People a large proportion of their entire

wages in prices enhanced by taxes and extra

charges occasioned by them. This is proved by

returns from the leading co-operative stores. 6th.

It constitutes a blockade of our coasts, rivers, and
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harbours, and so promotes the perpetuation of

jealousies and prejudices which are the fiequent

cause of war. 7th. It robs the country of the

enormous iacrease of comforts and wealth, now
proved to result from the repeal of customs and

excise duties, by the experience of the past twenty

years, and the increase in trade and improvement

of the People consequent thereupon. 8th. The
increase of trade and intercourse tends to pre-

vent war, and the decrease of them encourages

it.

The following calculation of the cost of exces-

sive preserving of game is important, if only an

approximation :-=«•

" Calculating the acreage of England at 32,500,000 and
16,000,000 acres on which one hare or rabbit is kept, and
supposing that one hare to every four acres is a fair quantity

for sporting purposes, there is an excess of hares and rabbits

of twelve millions. Taking these in equal quantities, the

hares represent £900,000, the rabbits £300,000, or a total of

£1,200,000. But twp hares and two rabbits eat as much as

one sheep, and destroy as much as they eat. This would keep
three miUions more sheep than are kept at present. At forty

Blullings per sheep, twelve months old, we ought to get

£6,000,000 worth of food. The difference between that and

41,200,000 is an indirect tax of £4,800,000 on the People's

food, and would pay for all the cattle and sheep imported for

more than a year."

Toulmin Smith thus speaks of the mystification

and profligacy of the present system :

—

" The results of the alteration from a system of direct taxa-

tion, based on local self-Government, to an indirect one, based
on centralisation, have been, and are truly startling. The
National Debt is no mean instalment of such results. But
every constitutional principle has become habitually violated.

ParUamentary assent to any money votes has become almost

a mere form. McpencUture is made without the least reference to

the assent and consent of the folk arid people first had and ob-
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tained ; as the common law and the Constitution require.
And. if any man would,—^in order to awaken attention to a
subject so importantly affecting the power of each man to use,
to the best advantage, -the opportunities and faculties he has,—show to his neighbours the part and amount of the burthen
which, through their apathy, has been stealthily fastened upon
them, he is stopped, at the outset, by that craftily-devised
scheme of centralisation, by which each place is no longer
separately assessed, and its share separately and cheaply col-

lected, under responsible ofiScers, but its share is undistinguish-
dbly merged in a great and rm/stified whole, and that whole is

collected, wastefuUy and extravagantly, under a centralised
and altogether irresponsible machinery.

" Men may, peradventure, be startled when called upon to
pay, in a direct form, twenty-five per cent., or more, of the
income of each (this being' a low estimate of the proportion
now, 1851, actually paid hy most in the middle classes of life)

towards the national taxation."

—

Toulmin Smith, on, " Local
Self-Govemment," p. 385.

And Bentham ("Plan," pp. 40-43) insists on

the controlling power of tte purse :

—

" The one thing needful is,—that the power of the purse
should be actually and effectively in the hands of the real

representatives, that being the power by the exercise of which,
for the defence of the People against Stuart tyranny, all other
needful powers were acquired.

" At various periods in the history of this country, this all-

productive power was actually in the hands of the People

;

witness statute after statute.

"If in those days,—when the press was Trnfaiown—when
scarce any man but a priest could read—when there was
nothing worth the reading—no, not so much as the Bible to

be read, —if the People could without danger, in those days of

ignorance and barbarism, possess and exercise the power of the

purse,—^Ln these days shall cowardice or tyranny find in pre-

tended universal ignorance a pretext for scaring universal

suffrage?
" What we want is, under the existing forms of subjection,

the ascendancy of the democratic interest. Less than this

cannot save us.
" What ground for any apprehension of danger ia a, partial

Democracy, with monarchy and aristocracy by the side, and at

the head of it, and for keeping it in order, a standing armyl
" The thing required is,—leaving the executivewhere it is,

—that the controlling part of the Government shall be in the hands
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efihme wh0ie interest it is that good Oovemment shall take the

place of misrule, in every sliape, particularly in the two most
intimately connected-Tr^waite and comgatio/i, corruption amd
waste."

POLITICAL FEEEDOM.
Political freedom means the francMse, It means

free trade in land ; a just settlement law for the

poor ; and equality, the essence, as we have seen,

of Democracy, in the distribution of seats, and of

electoral power. It means the rule of a majority

of the whole educated People. It means that large,

religious, and powerful minorities shall no longer be

outraged by the rule of the sections. It means that

the large and living towns shall no longer be

reduced to negations by dead and dirty acres, and

by old and foolish squires.

It involves both free acquisition and free use

of political power. The possession of land is always

a test of this.

PKiMOGENiTrrBE is incompatible either with the

free acquisition or use of power, for it tends to a

perpetual concentration and monopoly, and so to

imequal representation.

It makes land dear and concentrated, for under

it owners may buy, but (such is the tendency) can-

not sell

It often encourages two spendthrifts at once.

The father on the timber, the son on the chance of

surviving the father. The father spends by despoil-

ing the estate. The son spends at an unnatural

rate of interest, and if the tenant for life would

improve the estate, he is often prevented by the
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consideration, that his improvements become parcel

of the entail, and cannot, imder whatever pressure

be made available for his own needs. The system

injures the estate as well as the tenant for life and

in tail.

Primogeniture sacrifices the iQterests of the

widow, and of all children but the eldest son, to the

proud and lofty object ofconcentratingfamilypower,

and creating a family. It is an imitation of royalty,

without its reasons. It is a remnant of feudality

"without its reasons for sudden and efiectual mili-

tary service. The Dowager wife descends, on the

death of her husband, from her equal throne, and

after a life maternal authority ; the daughters are

charged on a fraction of the estate ; and the

younger sons complete the sacrifice. Primogeni-

ture may make "fanulies," but it is evidently

against the (modern) State. It studies the best

advantages (of the pride, exclusiveness, and indo-

lence) of the fewest number. If the State did not

provide for cadets, cadets would revolt against pri-

mogeniture.

Montesquieu thus shows how Primogeniture

was introduced, and its inexpediency, especially in

a trading country like England :

—

"As soon as the fiefs became hereditary, the right of

seniority was established. The ancient law of partitions was no
longer subsisting ; the fiefs being charged with a service, the

possessor must have been enabled to discharge it. The right

of primogeniture was established, and the reason of the feudal

law was superior to that of the political or civil institution." -r-

V. ii, p. 486.
" It was a spirit of vanity that established among Euro-

peans the unjust law of primogeniture. So imfavorable to pro-
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pagation, is that it directs the attention of a father to onl}- one
of his children, and turns his eyes from all the others ; is that
it obKges him, in order to make a sohd fortune for one only, to

hinder the settlement of the rest ; lastly, is that it destroys the

equality of citizens, which constitutes their weaUh.
" The propagation of mankind is vastly promoted by a mild

Grovemment. AU republics are certain-proofs of this. Nothing
invites strangers more than liberty and wealth, which always
follow the former : ITie equality of citizens, which commonly pro-
duces an equaliiyin theirfortunes, brings plenty and life into every

part of the body politic, and extends them through the whole."
—V. iii, pp. 405-10.

" It is an excellent law, in a trading republic, to make an
equal division of the paternal estate smong the children. The
consequence of this is, that how great soever a fortune the
father has made, his children, not being so rich as he, are in-

duced to avoid luxury, and to work as he had done.
" As a great share of virtue is very rare where men's for-

tunes are so unequal, the laws must tend as much as possible to

infuse a spirit of moderation ; and endeavour to re-establish that

equality which was necessarily removed by the (aristocratic)

constitution. The spirit of moderation is what we call virtue

in an aristocracy ; it supplies the place of the spirit of equality

in a popular State.
" It is the business of particular laws to level as it were,

the inequalities, by the duties laid upon the rich, and by the

ease afforded to the poor.
" As to men of over-grown estates, everything which does

not contribute to advance their power and honour is considered

by them as an injury."—^V. i, pp. 54-8, and 64.

§

We have seen two great English champions

of freedom treating this question of EQaALiTY.

The one advocates Democracy; the other a species

of graduated manhood,—a " sliding scale " which

will enahle the American to go on importing our

manhood from us. MiQ says Equality is impos-

sible, Gladstone advocates a fearless advance

towards it :

—

Mill declares that "whoever does not desire

equal universal suffirage, cannot too soon begin to
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reconcile himself to plural voting," and wtien terms

of capitulation are recommended by cool onlookers

like Mr. Mill, victory cannot be far distant. But

it is not ia England that such terms will either be

offered by a party, or accepted by the People.

In England, muiorities have ruled from time

immemorial. But they have ruled by power, not

by sufferance. Since Kings ruled as despots.

Families have ruled as communists. An age or

two ago steam began to create the power called

public opinion, which has since confronted Family

Government. Between these two the conflict for

power now rages. The Families constitute the

whole Upper House. They own two-thirds of the

county seats, and more than halfthe small boroughs.

And the evil which Mr. MiU anticipates from popu-

lar Government is a class rule, a popular class

rule, and the remedy he prescribes is that very

mjinority class rule, which if defeated in one form,

shall reappear in another ! The great principle of

the sliding scale is promoted from com to manhood.

But this is not the way in England. The facts

only unveil the real principle of this minority

Government, and make it hateful Englishmen

may suffer awhile the rule of the old traditional

minorities, but henceforth all new minorities that

climb to power, must do so hy conquering a majo-

rity by the natural process of reason and publicity.

Thus the contest is between the new England

and the old. But the essential principle
, of this

contest is " minorities and majorities," Families or

Men, the People or the Sections. A balancing of
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class interests against the onward and majestic

march of the whole nation, one and indivisible.

They, therefore, but ill understand the temper or

the metal of Englishmen, who imagine that, having"

gotten the victory by force, they wiU surrender its

results to cajolery or indirection,—^that having

stormed the Malakoff of Oligarchy, they wiU set up
over it the flag of the enemy,—the symbol of de-

feat and reaction.

The fight means just this :
—

" Is or is not the

majority to rule V To the victors will be the

spoils. Not even Mr. MiU will get them for the

vanquished.

With her comparatively narrow basis of men
and land, old England can only survive by adopting

the principles of the new ; and the new England

will conquer by using present forms whilst evoking

the true and noble spirit of the British Constitu-

tion.

Without this, England would soon be an

island in the sea,—an island, and nothing more.

Of two things one, we must cast out our

Oligarchy, or degrade otir nationality against

Democracies. We must stand on Democracy

or on nothing. The strength and the truth

of Commerce, of Politics, and Religion,—of the

Body, Mind, and Spirit of the nation, must make
us free, for we have now to run the world-race

against Democracies, if we run that race at all.

Walking in the paths ofthe Constitution, we should

insist that its principles demand a much wider

freedom than we now enjoy. We must reGogaise
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that freedom begins witli the Few and ends with

the All. That thus the base of a true nation widens

from age to age, and that nationality and freedom

together must broaden,—not downwards, but up-

wards, " from precedent to precedent " of glory.

Yielding to this truth, Mr. Gladstone thus

enunciated the principle and stated the facts upon

the strength of which he appeals to the country

for an instalment of justice. He wants to lay his

foundation on that which is cathoUc in truths

immutable in strength, and universal in numbers.

None can flank his position, unless they go for a

wider Democracy than his.

"What I would state is this :—^Every man who is not pre-
siunably incapacitated by some consideration of personal unfit-'

ness or political danger, is morally entitled to come within the

pale of the Constitution. . . . The present franchise may
be said, upon the whole, to draw a Una between the lower
middle class and the upper working class. The lower middle
class is generally admitted. The upper working class is gene-
rally excluded. Is that a state of things which is recommended
to us by any clear or definite principle of reason I Are the

upper portion of the working class really inferior to the lower
portion of the middle class ? I wish that question to be con-
sidered on both sides of the House. It appears to me thatthe
negative of that assertion may be held with the greatest con-

fidence."

And again as to the facts which we beHeve to

be more reliable than the later hasty retiims :

—

" Somewhere between one-tenth and one-twentieth of the

elements of tbe borough and county constituencies, taken to-

gether, is made up of the working classes themselves. I

venture to maintain that if 49-50ths of the working classes are

excluded, it is on those who maintain that exclusion to show on

what it rests."—Speech in the House, May 11th, 1864.
" I doubt whether, at the present moment, as large a pro-

portion of the working classes holds the suffrage as held it in

the month of December, 1832. Is that a proper or a right state

of things?"
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Surely here is either the -wildest revolution or

the soundest and safest conservatism.

And at Chester, on the 31st May, 1865 :

—

" I believe if we take the whole constituency of the country
at about one million, the working men of that million, in the

estimation of many, do not exceed 50,000, and hardly any one
thinks they exceed 100,000. What do I mean by liberal piin-

dples f The prindple of trusting the People, only reUeved by
prudence."

While Mill represents the conservatism of

Democracy, Gladstone represents that equation be-

tween Conservatism and Democracy, -which results

in a safe progress. Others represent the timi-

dity which does not rest absolutely on first prin-

ciples, which fears to be too much in the right, and

exerts enormous ingenuity to find a shorter road

than the direct one ; whilst Bright represents the

living power and passion of Democracy incarnate,

which is the motive force of aU.

Mr. Cobden powerfully states the importance

of the BALLOT, and if to be " one-sided " is to be

strong, it is perhaps, after all, better not to have

read " Thucydides." If one cannot be encyclopedic

without being emasculated, it is best to be one-

sided.

Mr. Cobden said :
—

" The Ballot is a moral

engine which is not appreciated in England, be-

caTise it is not sufficiently known. Let it once be

established in any constituency, and it wiU spread

like wildfire throughout the country."

Mr. Mill appears to us scarcely to make due
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allowance for the position of the voter. He says,

" slavish dependence" and " electoral intimidation
"

can be defied by the elector, although this is only

true of few places and under certain particular

circumstances.

He also argues against the Ballot, that voting

is " a public and important act," whereas that is

the very reason why the voter should be protected.

He argues from trade combinations, to the

independence of the isolated voter.

The real ground of " ballot or no ballot " seems

to be expounded by Montesquieu, the greatest of

political writers. He says (voL i, pp. 14-15, Trans.,

A.D. 1777) :—

" The law which determines the manner of giving the
suffrage is fundamental in a Democracy. It is a question of

some importance whether the suffrages, ought to be secret.

The People's suffrages ought doubtless to be public (at Athens
the People used to lift up their hands), and this should be
considered a fundamental law in Democracy. The lower class

.

ought to be directed by those of a higher rank. Hence by ren-

dering the suffrages secret in the Roman Eepubhc, all was
lost. It was uo longer possible to direct a populace that
sought its own destruction. But when the body of the nobles

are to vote in an aristocracy, as the husiness is then only to

prevent intrigues, the suffrages cannot be too secret.

" The thirty tyrants of Athens ordered the suffrages of the
Areopagites to be public in order to manage them."

Distinguishing, then, between the dangers of

want of direction, which are evidently those which

Montesquieu provides against, and those of intimi-

dation, which are what we have, to a great extent,

to guard against, and allowing for the fact that our

electors do not require "direction by those of

higher rank," we get this conclusion,-—that where
2 B
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ignorance, and consequent need of direction, are

mostly to be feared, this great writer prescribes

publicity, but that when intimidation is to be

feared, then secrecy and the Ballot are necessary.

The suffi-ages of the English are kept "public in

order to manage them," and when the object is to

" prevent intrigues," or to prevent the " tyrannical

management of electors," then "suffrages cannot

he too secret."

The Ballot ought to be universal, or else to be

granted to constituencies that demand it.

To make intimidation FELONY, is the only

alternative, if, indeed, it be a practicable alternative.

Without this, or the Ballot, there can be no poli-

tical equality. The intimidator can destroy the

position of his victim. Axm the latter with equal

powers to stinke, or enable him to defend himself.

He can only defend himself in many cases, by

secrecy, or by being enabled by law to destroy the

position of his adversary.

EELIGIOUS FEEEDOM.

Freedom demands also that Religion shall be

without State-imposed political character and

bias.

The fundamental objection to the much-dis-

cussed connection between Church and State is

that each is a Sovereignty, or nothing.

Religion opposes every false sovereignty, and

upholds all that are true. But if the nominal

head of the Church be also the head of the
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State, where the State is unjust the Church must
either denounce its ;^own head or be a party to

wrong.

If sovereignties conflict, one of them must

be destroyed. The actual results are seen in

Roman Catholicism, where the Church is sovereign

;

in Protestant covmtries, where the State is sove-

reign ; and in countries partly one and partly the

other, where the sovereignties conflict.

The conflict tends to compromise and corruption.

The State vises the Church for Statecraft; the

Church uses the State for Priestcraft.

The spirit of Religion must rule, but it is ham-

pered by the weight of secularity. The secular

must also rule,—if not by opinion, then by force or

by corruption.

Separation is the only peace that is not death.

If Religion be only Religion, and its organisation,

apart from the State, it will uphold the State, if

it be right, and alter it if wrong. The Puritan

principle has never been destroyed, and in America,

where it is free, its ecclesiastical provisions are the

most splendid and ample.

Common sense demands that no Church shall

be "established " that is not infalHble. If infallible,

it cannot fail for want of establishment. If fallible,

the sooner it faUs the better. Whether fallible or

infallible, bribery and force are no part of Reli-

gion.

Statesmanship demands, on the one hand, that

Religion shall not be prostituted as an engine of

Government, and, on the other hand, that favourit-

2 B 2
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ism shall not array section against section, and so

weaken the State.

Purity demands that ideas of the market and

the auction room shall not be inflicted on it by
authority ; that the People shall pay for and elect

their own religious teachers ; that Statesmen shaU.

not buy the Church ; that private individuals shall

neither buy nor sell it ; that it shall not become

encrusted with abuses and traditions, irremoveable

because they are estabUshed, and established in the

sense of a settlement of the monies of the whole

People upon the opinions and forms of a mere sec-

tion, a Malakoff of caste, cor'porate abitse, and
hierarchical prerogative, without, and against the

People and their pre-ordained progress. ITie caste

feeling resulting from the "establishment" of a

sectional Church is one of the curses of middle-

class society in England. Either the Church will

become truly national by becoming Democratic, or

it will cease to be national in any sense, and

become more intensely sectional. If it be national,

its funds (saving vested private interests) are

national, and the nation may vote them, [f it be

not national, it ought to account for the use of the

funds that are national, and of which it then has

no ownership.

There is nothing in the ancient constitution of

England savouring of such " establishments " of

prelacy, sectarianism, wordly mindedness, priest-

craft, and money changing.

They savour of Despotism, Centralisation, and

Rome, of the notion that Religion is a matter of
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form, ceremony, and compulsion, and that His

Majesty the People can and ought to be taken in

and done for by his own creatures.

An established Church cannot be catholic with-

out being licentious. A Church cannot be esta-

blished without being Popish. For aU establish-

ments settle forms upon posterity and settle money
upon forms,—in fact connect interest with opinion,

affix a premium on immobihty, and a penalty on

free thought.

This is either useless,—^trying toperpetuatewhat

cannot be perpetuated, or tyrannical, attempting to

perpetuate by some form of force or favour, that

which opinion would otherwise condemn.

"No true Protestant (says Toulmin Smith,
' Local self-Government,' pp. 333-4), can suffer any

disability for any civd office to attach to any one

by reason of his religious faith. The laying down
such disability is an act and mark of Popishness.

The true Protestant must resist aU means by which

the free development of the faculties of man is

sought to be hindered."

Religious Hberty therefore demands the abro-

gation of all laws and usages which inflict disability,

or confer privilege, on ecclesiastical grounds, upon

any subject of the realm.

The disabihties inflicted on Dissenters are

fewer than in past days, but stUl remain much as

follows. " As a general rule, Dissenters cannot act

as masters or trustees of the ancient Grammar
Schools, which are national property ; while Dis-

senting scholars must use the formularies of the
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Cliurcli of England, or be exduded. A Dissenter

cannot take a higher degree than that of B.A. at

Oxford University, and M.A. at Cambridge ; while

at both universities he is excluded from the fellow-

ships, and from every post involving authorily and

emolument. The Dissenter cannot avail himself of

the services of his own minister, in the burial of

the dead, in the English churchyards ; and, in the

case of Dissenters dying unbaptized, the parochial

clergyman may legally refuse to perfoarm any

funeral service. No Town Councillor, Alderman,

or other municipal functionary, can take office

without making a declaration acknowledging the

legal supremacy of the Established Church. The

canons of the Established Church denounce both

Dissent and Dissenters in the severest terms. On
the other hand, the Bishops of the Church of Eng-

land sit in Parliament, and legislate for Dissenters

as well as Episcopalians. Its ministers mon<^olise

nearly all the masterships of public schools, and

hold many public offices ] preside by law over

parish vestries, and, in virtue of their legal posi-

tion, claim precedence of all other ministers of

religion, and frequently treat them with studied

contempt. As the result of this repression on the

one hand, and favoritism on the other, Dissenters

are placed at a serious disadvantage in respect to

their opinions, worship, and religious effiirts, as

well as to their social and political position. What

is wanted in lieu of this state of things is Religious

Equality —the State protecting all men in the ex-

pression and practice of their i-eligious views, but
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neither patronizing nor endowing any religioup

body."

§

Religious Liberty also demands the application

to secular uses, after an equitable satisfaction of

existing interests, of all national property now held

by the United GLurcb of England and Ireland and

the Presbyterian Church of Scotland ; and, con-

currently with it, the liberation of those Churches

from all State controL

'

As Lord Brougham said in his Irish Church

Bill speech of 1836, " when the Christian ReKgion

was first planted in this land, it was supported by
the t'^oluntary oblations of the faithful," Equality,

therefore, in this respect also, is but a return to the

ancient ways.

The power of the State over all public

" Church " property is settled by right, precedents

authority, and necessity.

The law recognises the personal and official

right of the officiating individual, but has never

safely allowed, nor could safely allow, such an im-

perium in imperio as a Church absolutely possessed

of national public property.

The State has as much power over the property

of the " Church of England " as over the revenues

of thp army and naA^y. It has changed the condi-

tions of its tenure five times already. [See

Mackintosh and Brougham hereon, and note the

manner of past changes. Also " Edinburgh Re-

view," January 1835, Lord Chancellor Hardwicke,
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Fuller, Dean Milman, and Lords Campbell, Mel-

bourne, Altborp, and Palmerston.]

It was not the Church, but King, Lords, and

Commons that changed Roman Catholicism for

Protestant Episcopahanism. Queen, Lords, and

Commons next reversed the process. Elizabeth

and her Parliament again sent Romanism to the

right-about. The Commonwealth estabhshed Pres-

byterianism, and Charles II made the last change.

Through all changes the endowments remained and

the estabhshment was altered. The Church always

held from the State and subject to the State, the

Church being only a system of ecclesiastical rule.

Montesquieu (of Laws in Monarchies), thus

extols the subjection of the Church to the

Law :

—

" The English to favor their liberty, have abolished all the

intermediate powers of which their monarchy was composed.

They have a great deal of reason to be jealous of this Hberty

:

were they ever to be so imhappy as to lose it, they would be'

one of the most servile nations upon earth."

And this great master of political science fur-

ther ^ays :

—

" Though the ecclesiastic power be so dangerous in a repub-

lic, yet it is extremely proper in a monarchy, especially of the

absolute kind. A barrier ever useful where there is no other ; the

very evil that restrains a despotic Government is beneficial.

" With regard to religion, as in this State (a free State),

every subject has a free will, and must consequently be either

conducted by the light of his own mind or by the caprice of

fancy, it necessarily follows that every one must either look

upon all religion with indifference, by which means they are led to

embrace the established religion, or they must be zealous for reli-

gion in general, by which means the number of sects is increased.

" The clergy (in such free State) not being able to protect

religion, nor to be protected by it, only seek to perstiade. (Vol.

i, pp. 21, 415, 416.)
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" But the political state of the Government received the

greatest injury from his (Justinian's) project of establishing a
general uniformity of opinion in matters of religion, and in cir-

cumstaaces that rendered his zeal as indiscreet as possible.
" The ancient Romans fortified their empire by indulging

all sorts of religious worship ; but their posterity destroyed it

by rooting out the various sects, whose doctrines were not
predominant.

" But when she (the Church) appears triumphant to the
eyes of the world, she is generally sinking in adversity.

•' A universal bigotry had stupified and emasculated the
whole empire.

" 'fhose who may happen to read the history written by
Pachymems, will be effectually convinced of the unalterable

inability of divines to accommodate their oivn disagreements, and
wiU see an emperor who spent his days in assembling people
of that class, listening to their disputations, and reproaching
them for the inflexibihty of their opinions : they will likewise

behold another engaged with a hydra of controversies, &c.
The same artless pliancy to their intrigues, joined with the
same deference to their aversions, will never reconcile these im-

placable ecclesiastics while the world endures.
^' An unacquaintedness with the true nature and limits of eccle-

siastical and secular power, was the most pernicious source of

all the calamities that befel the Greeks, and involved both priests

and people in perpetual errors.

" This great distinction, which constitutes all the tranquillity of
a nation, isfounded, not only on religion, but on reason and nature,

which never confound things really distinct in themselves,
and which can only subsist in consequence of that very dis-

tinction."

—

Montesquieu, vol. iii, pp. 154, 162-3, 171-2-3,
" Grandeur and Declension of the Roman Empire."

And to this should be added the opinion of one

of the very first of modem philosophers upon his-

tory.

Mr. Draper, discussing the union of Church and

State, under Constantine, the questions of rehgious

unity and individual freedom, of the hierarchical

principle, of toleration, and of the true and tdtimate

meaning of the Reformation, thus expresses him-

self:—

"The unavoidable consequences were a imion between
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the Chnrch and State ; a diverting of the dangerons classes
from civil to ecclesiastical paths, and the decay and materiali'

aation of Religion. . . . The fatal gift, of a Christian
Emperor had been the doom of true religion."

" This decline of its (ecclesiasticism) ancient inflnence,

shoTild be a canse of rejoicing to all intelligent men, for an
ecclesiastical organisation allying itself to politicalpower can never

now be a source of any good. In America we have seen the
bond that held the Church and State together abruptly
snapped. It is therefore well that, since the close of the Age
of Faith, things have been coming back, with an accelerated

pace, to the state in which they were in the early Christian

times, before the founder of Constantinople leguiled the devo-

tional spirit to his personal and family benefit—^to the state in

which they were before ambitious men sought political ad-
vancement and wealth by organising hypocrisy—when maxims
of morality, charity, benevolence, were rules of life for indi-

vidual man—when the monitions of conscience were obeyed
without the suggestions of an outward, often an interested

and artful prompter—when the individual lived not under the

sleepless gaze, the crushing hand of a great overwhelming hierar-

chical organisation, surrounding him on all. sides, doing his

thinking for him, directing him in his acts, making him a mere
automaton."

" The Reformation Itself, philosophically considered,

really meant the casting off of authority, the installation of

individual inquiry and personal opinion."

"The history of the Reformation does not close where
many European authors have imagined, in a balanced and final

distribution of the north and south between the Protestant

and Catholic. The predestined issue of sectarian differences

and dissensions, is individual liberty of thought. So long as

there was one vast overshadowing, intolerant corporation,

every man must bring his understanding to its measure, and

think only as it instructed him to do. As soon as (Assenting'

confessions gathered sufficient military power to maintain

their right of existence—as soon as from them, in turn, inces-

sant offshoots were put forth, toleration became not only pos-

sible, but inevitable, and that is perhaps as far as the movement

has at this time advanced in Europe. But Macaulay and others

who have treated of the Beformation, have taken too limited a

Adew of it, supposing that this was its point of arrest. It made

another enormous stride when, at the American revolution, the State

and the Church were solemnlyand openly disseveredfrom one another.

Now might the vaticinations of the prophets of evil expect to

find credit ; a great people had irrevocably broken off its

politics from its thedogy, and it might surely have been ex-
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pected that the unbridled interests, and instincts, and passions of

men would have dragged everything into the abyss of anarchy.
Yet what do we, who are hving nearly a century after that
time, find the event to be ? Sectarian decomposition, passing
forward to its last extreme, is the process by which individual
mental hberty is engendered and maintained. A grand and
imposing religious unity implies tyranny to the individual; the
increasing emergence of sects gives him increasing latitude of

thought—^with their utmost multipUcation he gains his utmost
liberty. In this respect, unity and liberty are in opposition

;

as the one diminishes, the other increases. The Reformation
broke down unity ; it gave hberty to masses of men grouped
together in sufficient numbers to ensure their position ; it is

now invisibly but irresistibly making steps, never to' be stayed
until there is an absolute mental emancipation for man.

" Great revolutions are not often accomplished without
much suffering and many crimes. It might have been sup-
posed before the event,—perhaps it is supposed by many who
are not privileged to live among the last results,—that this

decomposition of religious faith must be to the detriment of

personal and practical piety. Yet America, in which, of all

countries, the Meformation at me present moment has furthest

advanced, should offer to thoughtful men much encouragement.
Its cities are filled with churches built by voluntary gifts ; its

clergy are voluntarily sustained, and are, in all directions, en-

gaged in enterprises of piety, education, and mercy. What a
difiference between their private hfe, and that of old ecclesi-

astics before the Reformation ! Not, as in old times, does the
layman look upon them as the cormorants and curse of

society ; they are his faithful advisers, his honoured friends,

under whose suggestion and supervision are instituted educa-
tional estabhsments, colleges, hospitals,—whatever can be of

benefit to men in this life, or secure for them happiness in the
life to come."

—

Draper's "Intellectual Development of Europe,"
V. i, pp. 269, 274 ; v. ii, pp. 220-1-2.

These principles are vindicated equally in the

splendid advance of the latest of the Anglo-Saxon

empires, as in the declension of that of the Romans.

The Hon. C. Gavan Duffy, returned from

Victoria, at a dinner given to him at St. James's

HaU, in May last (1865), states ;

—

" If Mr. Gregory wished to present to Parliament a start-

ling contrast between the old country and the new, he would
furnish him one which had the advantage of being founded in
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fact. He might ride over a district ia Victoria larger than the
county he represented without meeting a man who had not
BufiScient to eat and drink and wear, and without seeing a
farmer who did not own the land he tilled in fee simple, or
hold it on terms of independence ; without seeing a clergy/man
living at the cost of the country without a flock, or a church built hy
the State without a congregation."

The weight of authority against this money
connection, this "protection" of the Church by
the State, is as encyclopoedic as it is against any
other prostitution. And as spiritual freedom is of

the essence, we add the following from Milton, De
To'cqueville, Hegel, Macaulay, Goldwin Smith,

MiQ, Guizot, Humboldt, and Adam Smith.

" M. Guizot has not overlooked, but impartially analysed,
the nuxed character of good and evil which belonged even in
that age, and still more in the succeeding ages, to the power
of the Church. One beneficial consequence which he ascribes
to it is worthy of especial notice ; the separation (unknown to
antiquity) between temporal and spiritual authority. He in
common with the best thinkers of our time, attributes to this

fact the happiest influence on Em-opean civilization. ' It was
the parent,' he says, 'of liberty of conscience.' The separa-
tion of temporal and spiritual is founded on the idea, that ma-
terial force has no right, no hold, over the mind, over convic-

tion, over truth."—V. ii, p. 243, " Dissertations," by John Stuart

Mill, " Edinburgh Eeview," October, 1845.

"If proceeding further,—than removing obstacles, the
legislator ventures to direct or diffuse a spirit of religiousness

;

if he shelters or encourages certain definite religious ideas

;

or if, lastly, he dares to require a belief according to authority in

lieu of a true and siacere conviction, he will most effectually

thwart and deaden the soul's noblest aspirations, and throw fatal

impediments in the way of true spiritual culture, and he can never

produce virtue. For this is independent of all peculiar, forms of
religious belief, and incompatible with any that is enjoined by, and
believed on, authority."—Baron A. von Humboldt, " Sphere and
Duties of Government," p. 86.

" The principles of Christianity would be infinitely more
powerful than the false honour of monarchies, the humane
virtues of republics, or the servile fear of despotic States.

" The religion sent from heaven is not established by the

same methods as the rehgions of the earth. Bead the history
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of the Churcli, and you will see the wonders of the Christian

religion. Has she resolved to enter a country ?—she knows
how to open its gates, and all instruments are proper for that

purpose. Sometimes God makes use of a few fishermen ; at

others, he places an emperor on the throne, and makes him
bend his neck under the yoke of the Gospel. Is Christianity

concealed in caverns and subterraneous abodes? stay a
moment, and you will see the Imperial Majesty speak in her
behalf. She, whenever she pleases, crosses the seas, rivers,

and mountains, and no obstacles here below can stop her pro-

gress. Place repugnance in the mind ; she will make it fly

before her : establish customs, form habits, pubhsh edicts,

make laws ; she will triumph over the climate, the laws that

result from it, and the legislators who made them."

—

Mon-
tesquieu, " Spirit of Laws," v. iv, p. 256.

" But if pohtics had never adopted the tenets of one sect

more than of another, it would probably have dealt impartially

with aU the different sects. The concessions which the
teachers of each sect would find it convenient and agreeable
to make to one another, might in time probably reduce the
doctiiue of the greater part of them to that pure and rational

religion, free from every mixture of absurdity, imposture, or

fanaticism, such as wise men have in all ages of the world
wished to see it established ; but such as positive law has
perhaps never yet established, and probably never will establish

in any countiy. If this plan of no ecclesiastical Government
(proposed to be established by the Independents towards the

end of the civil war) had been established, it would probably
by this time have been productive of the most philosophical

good temper and moderation with regard to every sort of

religious principle. In countiies ivhere there is' an established

religion, the Sovereign can never be secure unless he has the means

of influencing in a considerable degree the greater part of the

teachers ofthat religion. The clergy of every established Church
constitute a great incorporation. Their interest is never the
same with that of the Sovereign. It is to maintain their

authority with the People, and this depends upon the supposed
necessity of adopting every part of their doctrine with the
most implicit faith, in order to avoid eternal misery."

—

Smith's
" Wealth of Nations," v. iii, pp. 201-207.

" As a nation assumes a democratic condition it becomes
more and more dangerous to connect religion with political

institutions. American legislators succeeded to a certain

extent in opposing the permanence of the religious -vjorld to

the continual shifting of Politics. In Europe the living body
of Keligion has been bound down to the dead corpse of super-

annuated poHty."

—

Be Tocquevilh, v. 2, p. 266.
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" Religion as such is Reason in the soul and heart. Thus
Freedom in the State is preserved and estabUshed by rehgion.

. . . The Church was (in the middle ages) no longer a
spiritual power, but an Ecclesiastical one. . . . The third

kind of contradiction is the Church itself in its acquisition as

an outward existence, of possessions and enormous property

—

a

state of things which, since that Church despises or professes to

despise riches, is none other than a Lie. . . . The corrup-

tion of the Church was not an accidental phenomenon. . . .

The element in question, which is innate in the Ecclesiastical

principle, only reveals itself as a corrupting one when the

Church has no longer any opposition to contend with,

—

when it

has become firmly established. It is that externality in the Church
itself which becomes evil and corruption."

—

HegeVs " Philoso-

phy of History."
" It is an unquestionable and most instructive fact that the

years duiing which the political power of the AngUcan hier-

archy was in the zenith, were precisely the years during which
national virtue was at the lowest point."

—

Macaulay's Eng-
land, vol. i., p. 181.

" Shall I believe that Christianity deprived of State support

must fall, when I see it without State support not only stand-

ing, but advancing with the settler into the remotest West T

Will the Laity of Europe long remain under their illusion in

the face of this great fact ?"

—

Cfoldwin Smith.

"The whole freedom of man consists either in spiritual or

dvil liberty. As for spiritual, who can be at rest, who can
enjoy anything in this world with contentment, who hath not

Uberty to serve God, and to save his own soul, according to

the best light which God hath planted in him to that purpose,

by the reading of his revealed will, and the guidance of His
Holy STpintV—Milton.

All goes to this,—^that material, political, and

religious freedom are the complement ofDemocracy,

or national self-Govemment, but that every nation

that aspires to self-Govemment must get also the

four-fold foundation of School, Press, Church, and

Assembly, and cement and perpetuate that grand

victory over ignorance and despotism by the bond

and guarantee of equality.



DEMOCRACY AND CENTRALISATION

;

OR,

THE OLD POWER AND THE MODERN
ORGANISATION.

" I contend, that in. order to combat the evils which equa-
lity may produce, there is only one effectual remedy—namely,
poHcal freedom.

"Instruct, at all hazards, for the age of implicit self-

sacrifice and instinctive virtues is already flying far away from
us, and the time is fast approaching when freedom, public

peace, and social order itself will not be able to exist without
instruction."

—

Be Tocqueville.

" The Lower House of ParUament, is not, in proper lan-

guage, an estate of the realm, but rather the image, and repre-

sentative of the Commons of England ; who, being the third

estate, with the nobility and clergy, make up and constitute

the' people of this kingdom and liege subjects of the crown."—HaHam's Middle Ages, v. iii, p. 105.

"Without a ministry, the working of a ParUamentary
Government such as ours must always be unsteady and
unsafe. It is essential to our liberties that the House of

Commons should exercise a control over all the departments
of the executive administration. The ministry is a committee

. of leading members of the houses, and is almost as essential a
part of our poUty as the Parliament itself. It consists exclu-

sively of Statesmen whose opinions on the pressing questions

of the time agree in the main with the opinions of the majority

of the House of Commons."

—

Macaulay, 434-5, v. iv.

" In all communities, some one principle of action may be
discovered which preponderates over the others."

—

Be Tocque-

ville.

" The simultaneous accordant action of the executive and
legislature is essential to a perfect Government."

—

Walter
Bagehot.

" With the rise of new fimctions and the increase of com-
plexity, tmity obtains its completest form and fullest expres-

sion. This is a great law of universal progress. By virtue of

it, a nation is a Uving organism."
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tions, that every successive generation have not an equal

right to the earth and all that it possesses."

—

Adam Smith.
" Laws frequently continue in force long after the circum-

stances which first gave occasion to them, and which could

alone render them reasonable, are no more. The right of

primogeniture, however, as it is the fittest to support family

distinctions, is stiU likely to endure. In every otiier respect,

nothing can be more contrary to the real interest of a numerous
family."

—

Adam Smith, " Wealth of Nations," v. i, p. 84.

" An equal division of lands cannot be established in all

Democracies. We are not always obliged to proceed to

extremes. If it appears that this division, designed to preserve

the People's morals, does not suit with the Democracy,
recourse must be had to other methods."

—

Montesquieu.

"In Aristocratical Grovernments there are twoprinciple sources

of disorder : EXCESsrvE rsEQUALrrr between the governors and
the governed, and between the governors.

" This inequahty occurs, likewise, when the condition of

the citizens differs as to taxes : which may happen four dif-

ferent ways ; when the nobles assume the privilege of paying
none ; when they commit frauds to exempt themselves; when they
engross the public money under pretence of rewards or appoint-

ments for their respective employments ; in fine, when they
render the common people tributary, and divide among their

own body the profits arising from the several subsidies. This

last case is very rare: an aristocracy so instituted would be the

Tnost intolerable of all governments.

"The laws ought to abolish the right of primogeniture

among the nobles, to the end that by a continual division of

the inheritances, their fortunes may be always upon a level.

" When the laws have compassed the equality of families,

the next thing is, &c. In fine, the laws must not favor the

distinctions raised by vcmity among families, under pretence that

they are more noble or ancient than others. Pretences of this

nature ought to be ranked among private weaknesses.
" Aristocracy is corrupted if tlie power of the nobles be-

comes arbitrary. The extremity of corruption fe when the power

of the nobles becomes hereditary, for then they can hardly have
any moderation."^Jl/oniesgujeu, v. i, pp. 65-68-147.

" Such powers as are established by commerce, may subsist

for a long series of years in their humble condition, but their

grandeur is of short duration."

—

Ibid, pp. 24, v. iii.
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Chapter YI.

DEMOCEACY AND CENTEALISATION

;

OR,

THE OLD POWER AND THE MODERN
ORGANISATION.

" After providing in the most liberal manner for education,

free countries have but one thing more to do for the accom-
plishment of the rest,—to secure intellectualfreedom."—Draper,
" Intellectual Development of Europe."

"^s in a country of liberty every man who is supposed a.

free agent ought to be his own governor, the legislative power
should reside in the whole body of the People. But since this is

impossible in large States, it is fit the People should transact

by their representatives what they cannot transact by them-
selves."

—

Montesquieu.
" It no longer appears to me to be the end and purpose of

the present world to produce that state of universal peace
among men, and of unlimited dominion over the mechanism of

nature, merely for its own sake,

—

but that it should be produced
by man himself; and since it is expected from all, that it should

be produced by all, as one gi'eat, free, moral community."

—

Fichte.
" If any of the provinces of the British Empire cannot be

made to contribute towards the support of the whole empire,

it is surely time that Great Britain should free herself from the

expense of defending those provinces in time of war, and of

supporting any part of their civil or mihtary establishments

in time of peace, and endeavour to accommodate her future

views and designs to the real mediocrity of her circumstances."

—Adam Smith, v. iii, p. 465.
" The land of Prance belongs to fifteen or twenty millions

of peasants, who cultivate it : the land of England belongs to

an aristocracy of thu-ty-two thousand persons, who have it

cultivated. This is one of the spiritual characters of our

revolution. Man outweighed the land. In England, the land

has outweighed man."

—

Michelet.

When the national intellect becomes sufficiently

developed and organised, not only wiU it have

2 c
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superseded the reign of force and of chattel pro-

perty, it will also undertake that opinions shall

not be judged by interests, but rather interests by

opinion.

Force could not then organise, for elements of

organisation would remain above it and beyond it.

Property could not organise, for it would be but the

medium of preparation and enfranchisement of its

master—manhood. That only can completely orga-

nise which develops by governing, and governs by

developing.—^In which the units are not sacrificed to

unity, nor unity to the units, but in which the

State and the Individual are equally and completely

considered.

The harmony of organisation with power is the

test of conservative adjustment. The adjust-

ment of power with preparation and right is

the crucial question with Democracies.

Centralisation and Democracy both, are of the

body, mind, and character,—by force, opinion, or

conscience.

That only can be and remain universal, which

is complete as to numbers and character,—as to

quantity and quahty. That alone which is thorough

as to the whole man, can be catholic as to a whole

People.

Democracy is founded, as we have seen, on

material, political, and religious freedom. There

can be no complete centralisation until this De-
mocracy is universal in a nation, and " the whole

of the all " is (approximately) organised.

Thus an intenser individuality than of old, can
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alone meet and mate, as the universal soul of the

world, the vast material combinations of the

present, and the vaster ones of the future.

Organisation depends on discipline ; discipline

upon intelligence ; unity upon the quahty of the

units. Although in a Democracy there is no will

but the People's, there is in the whole world no

other concentration of will so intense, all pervading,

and terrible.

Scientifically, the cohesion of the whole de-

pends much upon the minuteness of the parts.

Politically, homogeneousness means unity, and

imiversaHty of suffrage and of will is the only

agency that can compete with and excel autocracy

in intensity and concentration.

In tracing, therefore, the process of the destruc-

tion of local self-Government by the necessity of

more comprehensive and intimate unities, and by

various corporate excrescences and abuses of privi-

lege, priestcraft, and prerogative, and the growth

of factitious and gangrenous sub-unities, the

true stand point is at a sufficient distance to grasp

the vmity of the problem. At a sufficient elevation

to take in the beauty and the glory of the

promised land, we see the gradual gathering of

the elements of power,—a gradual perfectioning of

the instrument which the People are preparing to

wield. We see, ia fact, how through the centuries.

Democracy and centralisation, freedom and order

are made meet for one another.

It may be said that we in England have no

2 c 2
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means analogous to the "State-right" power of

America, wherewith to enforce the interests of

locality against generality and centralisation, and

to a certain extent the allegation is at present

true. When county magnates were a reahty, they

had their State-iights and pohcy, but now the

machine is on too colossal a scale, and even with

universahty of suffrage, centralisation can never

become sufficiently intense and imminent to con-

-stitute ours a true empire. At home the anti-

national interest of endowed sects and families will

for ages obstruct the progress of the People and

the unity of the nation. Abroad, in the colonies,

the " State-rights " of Canada, AustraHa, New
Zealand, South Africa, and India, will be ever

more and more -powerfully advocated, and the

materials for making of them one empire do not

exist, and cannot be created.

The longest lived empire of the past,—Rome,

was not seated upon widely different latitudes.

The influences of climate were similar. This, one

of the most notable facts respecting the homoge-

neousness of that empire, is altogether reversed in

the case of our own.

While, therefore, distance, climate, and race-

differences, will prevent the permanence of the

EngHsh Empire, the ohgarchic constitution of

EngUsh society and pohtics, withstand the advance

of our Democracy, and the completion of our

nationality.

The two hostile forces are here, as always and

everywhere,Democracy and Oligarchy,—that which
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seeks power in the sections, and that which seeks

it in the whole.

The power that will constitute our material

basis of Democracy is to be found in a gradual

union of the forces and interests of labor and capi-

tal, which wUl modify, counteract, or outweigh the

union of capital with aristocracy.

SAFEGUAEDS.

From time to time the immemorial safeguards

of local and individual rights have been, or wUl

be, as far as possible restored, and the British

constitution revindicated.

Of these safeguards there are two classes ; the

first are of a •primary nature, relating to the insti-

tutions themselves which are the source of all

authority, and whose special business is the asser-

tion of the rights and responsibilities of freemen.

" I. Frequent, fixed, regular, and accessible folk-motes, to

which all freemen shall come, and discuss all matters, both of

local and general interest. As to the latter this ancient

custom is now partly resumed, in the shape of annual meetings

of members with "their constituents.

"II. Open elections of all local officers, and of the repre-

sentatives to the local and general assemblies, in full folk-

mote, and without any delayed poll.

" III. The frequent elections of aU officers and represen-

tatives."

The other class of safeguards may be called

secondary, not by reason of their little importance,

but inasmuch as they have special reference to the

existence of a body having a derived authority

only. It must be remembered their maia object is,
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—^not like the primaxy ones, to assert rights and

responsibilities, hut,

—

to prevent encroachments by

those holding a deputed authority, and to maintain

statute law in harmony with common law.

" I. Frequent and regular meetings of (and elections to)

Parliament. Attention has been already called to the fre-

quent assertions of the necessity of this ; and to the statutes,

among others, of 4 Edward III, c. 14, and 36 Edward III,

c. 10, requiring Parliaments to meet each year once, and
oftener if need be. It has also been called to the 7 Henry
IV, c. 15, by which it was, as " declaratory of the ancient

laws and customs of Parliament," declared that the elections

should be made, notwithstanding any prayer or -command-
ment to the contrary, and also without any commandment of

the King, by writ or otherwise. Of this Act the statute 16
Charles I, c. 1, was but a re-declaration. The latter was re-

pealed by Charles II, c. 1. But the principle thus violated has
been still more daringly, unconstitutionally, and mischievously de-

partedfrcin, for the first time in English history, by the " Septen-

nial Act '' of 1 Greorge I, statute ii, c. 38, passed so late as

1716.
" II. The constant and regular attendance in their places

of all the members. The contrary is quite recent in England,
and was not permitted of old. No member could depart with-

out special licence from the House, and under heavy penalties.
" III. The holding conference by the representatives ivith those

whom they represent on every matter on which doubt exists. In the

13th Edward III, the Commons answered the King that "they
dare not assent (to a money vote) until they have conferred

and advised with the Commons in the country. Wherefore
they pray that a Parliament be summoned again at an early

day ;—and in the mean time every member wiU go down into

his own part, and use all his endeavours to get the King's
request agreed to."

" Taxes were over and over again asked, and very properly

refused. Members dared not vote the money without their consti-

tuents' assent. Every man thus knew what taxes were asked,
and what for.

" IV. The reporting back by the representatives to those
whom they represent, what has been done on each matter.

" VIII. The answering of every petition during the same
sitting of Parliament.

" Thete is not one safeguard more important than this,
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or which is alone more calculated to keep ParUament and the
Crown within the proper limits of their respective functions.
' Parliament,' says the ancient document called the Modus
Tenendi Farliamentum, ' ought not to separate so long as any
petition remains undiscussed; or, at least, to which the
answer is not determined on ; and if the Kang permit the

contrary, he is perjured."—Toulmin Smith, pp. 129, 133, 134,

140.

These are the arrangements which can alone

protect local and individual rights against centraU-

sation, and adjust them thereto.

Feudality itself, therefore, left to the People

more complete franchises and immunities than

oligarchy now permits us, tempered as it is with

the influences of labor, capital, and monarchy.

Earl Russell now informs us that owing to the

Chandos clause in the Reform Bill of 1832, and
" the admission of £50 tenants-at-will on the same

basis as independent freeholders, the county repre-

sentation was, as Lord Althoipe predicted, weighed

down by the influence of the great land-

owners."

The conflicting principles of the voting qualifi-

cation now are :

—

1st. Has the country the right to judge of

a man's capctcity to imderstand his own political

interests,

2nd. Or ought it only to enquire if a man has

already some material stake and interest in the

public welfare ?

The first principle involves some sort of educa-

tional or other arbitrary and theoretical test.
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The second simply asks, " Is the man rated V'

or, has he, say, a " residential " stake in the

commonweal ? " Can he give hostages to the

nation ?
"

Let us at least agree with Earl Russell, " to

trust to no nice tricks of Statesmanship, no subtle

invention of ingenious theorists," &c.

As to the true principles of the British Consti-

tution, we may further refer to the treatise of

Penn thereon, a treatise of immense and exhaus-

tive research, wherein he lays down the rights of

absolute property ; (which includes the right of

fair taxation) of voting ; and the judicatory right,

or right to be judged by a fair jury, as the primary

and immemorial rights of Englishmen. And he

adds thereto, that " religion being settled by the

State, was no part of the old English Constitu-

tion."

An ancient writer remarks.that "the Acts of

an Anglo-Saxon Parliament are a series of treaties

of peace between all the associations that make up

the State ; a continual revision and renewal of the

alliances offensive and defensive of aU free men."

Aad another writer adds that " national represen-

tative assemblies cannot without a departure from

their true functions, be allowed to become oli-

garchies having independent authority." (All

their authority being derived not original.)

And Sir Edward Coke declares that what is

done by Parliament " must have two special pro-

perties ; the one in creation, namely, that it be

given by the commoT} consent of the whole realm in
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Parliament; the other in the execution, namely
that it be given and employed for the common
benefit of the whole nation, and not for private and
other respects."

The duty of reformers is plain. It should be

to restore the observance of the principles of the

British Constitution and of popular self-Govern-

ment, and to adjust them in practice, as Disraeli

recommends, " to the moral and material develop-

ment of the nation." To restore in fact the har-

mony of " organisation " with " power."

And not the least evils of the present state of

things is that that has now to be done by agitation

which used to be done, and of right ought to be

done or prevented, hy the direct action andpartici-
pation of the People in Government.

" Propose," said Bentham, " anything good ; the answer' is

at hand—wild, visionary, theoretical, Utopian, impracticable,
dangerous, destructive, ruinous, anarchical, subversive of all

Governments—^there you have it.—Well, but in America there
it is : and no such evil consequences. Aha !—and so the United
States Government is your Government, is it? Tou are a
Eepublican then, are you ? What you want is—to subvert
this Constitution of ours : the envy of nations—matchless in

rotten boroughs and sinecures.
" Propose anything that would put power into the hands

of those of whose obedience all power is composed—you pro-

pose Democracy.
" What, according to these men, is the use of the Consti-

tution? To make the People happy? What then? Only to

make the one man happy, with the small number of others.
" Now by this bugbear Democracy are the People of this

country to be frightened out of their senses ?

" Here we have one partial separate sinister interest—the
interest of the i-uling One with which the universal, the demo-
cratic interest has to antagonise. And here we have another
partial, separate, and sinister interest—the aristocratical in-

terest—with which the democratical interest has also to an-

tagonise."
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Nevertheless "the privilege of starting new
subjects of deliberation, and in short of propound-

ing in the business of legislation, which, in Eng-

land, is allotted to the representatives of the

People, forms another capital difference between

the Enghsh Constitution and the Government of

other free States, whether hmited monarchies or

commonwealths, and prevents that which, in

those States, proves a most effectual mean of

subverting the laws favourable to pubHc hberty,

—namely, the undermining of the these laws by

the precedents and artful practices of those

who are invested with the executive power in the

Government."

—

De Lolme "on the Constitution,"

pp. 478-479.

Evidently, to make this house, which thus

propounds and initiates, the actual house of the

People, is a great part of the problem of " Demo-

cracy and Centralisation."

As regards our Foreign affairs, the less said

respecting the virtues of Oligarchic Government

the better. The whole virtue and energy of the

country barely, even now, sufl&ces to make its

national action negative. A Government by the

nation's manhood would permit no abject diplo-

matic wars ; and, by a clear, decisive pohcy, would

make most wars impossible.

Since Cromwell, until lately, our international

interventions and non-interventions have combined

the evils of a policy of permissive wrong with those

of a poHcy of active wrong. We have first mur-

dered our brother in the name of principle, and
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then declared in tlie names of policy and of peace

that we are not our brother's keeper.

COLONIAL POLICY.

Let "US, as a sample, contrast the results of

Government by the few with those of Government

by the aU, as admitted by Mr. Russell, and as just

drawn by the Hon. Joseph Howe, of Canada, who
anticipates in Canada the rival, or probably the

future enemy of England :

—

" Our columns of gold and our pyramids of timber may
rise in your Crystal Palaces, but our Statesmen in the great
Council of the empire, never.

" When the independence of the United States was estab-

lished in 1783, they were left with one-half of the continent,

and you with the other. You had much accumulated wealth,

and an overflowing population. They were three millions of

people, poor, in debt, with their country ravaged and their

commerce disorganised. By the slightest effort of statesmanship

you could have planted your surplus population in your own
provinces, and ia five years the stream of emigration would
have been flowing the right way. In twenty years, the
British and Republican forces would have been equalised.

But you did nothing, or often worse than nothing. From 1784
to 1841, we were ruled by little paternal despotisms established

in this country. We could not change an officer, reduce a
salary, or impose a duty, without the permission of Downing
Street. For all that dreary period of sixty years, the Sepublzcans

governed themselves, and you governed us. They had uniform
duties and free trade with each other. We always had separate

tariffs, and have them to this day. They controlled thek
foreign relations,—you controlled om-s. They had their minis-

tei-B and consuls all over the world, to open new markets, and
secure commercial advantages. Your ministers and consuls

knew little of British America, and rarely consulted its in-

terests. TiU the advent of Huskisson, our commerce was
cramped by all the vices of the old colonial system. The
EepubUcans could open mines in any part of their country.

Our mines were locked up, until seven years ago, by a
close monopoly held in this country by the creditors of the

Duke of York. How few of the hundreds of thousands of
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Englishmen who gazed at Nova Scotia's marvellous column of

coal in the Exhibition, this summer, but would have blushed
had they known that for half a century the Nova Scotians
could not dig a ton of their own coal without asking permission
of half a dozen English capitalists in the city of London. How
few Englishmen now reflect, when riding over the rich and
populous States of Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, and Arkansas,
that had they not locked up their great West, and turned it into a
hunting ground, which it is now, toe might have had behind
Canada three or four magnificent provinces, enlivened by the

industry of millions of British subjects, toasting the Queen's

health on their holidays, and making the vexed question of the

defence of our frontiers one of very easy s6[ution."-^Russeirs

Canada, pp. 195, 196.

Wlien Downing Street ajid republican rule are

thus compared by Canadians, the gravitation of

Canada to the Republic appears a less unlikely

thing. Russell (p. 241) also speaks of British

•Northern America, as—" a country which suffers

from the early neglect of the home Government, the

studied aspersions and misrepresentations of power-

ful agencies."

These results of oiu- Colonial policy represent,

amongst other things, the absence ofthe sympathies

and full national manhood from the national

coxmcils.

They represent, also, middle-class supercilious-

ness at popular self-Govemment amongst the

Anglo-Saxons, witness the Hon. C. Gavan Duffy^,

at St. James' Hall, May, 186J, on Australia. We
quote his picture, as the companion to the Hon.

Joseph Howe's. Both empires are flouted, mis-

represented, and scorned alike :

—

" Long residence in a country where material prosperity was
universal ; where, in nine years, he had seen only three beggars

;

where those who held the plough, as a rule, cultivated theii-

own land, and were at no man's mercy;" where there was
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absolute religious equalHy in all respects ; where the population

was constantly increasing; where the Government of the

country and the laws of the country spring directlyfrom the will of
the People, and where the soil was guarded by citizen soldiers,—
would not fit him, he feared, to look with much patience on
the spectacle which Ireland presented at present. He rather

turned to a country of which he might speak freely, as having
recent knowledge of it, and in respect of which he had only

to guard against the temptation to exaggerate its advantages
which springs from a sense of gratitude. No man, indeed,

had more reason to be grateful. He had found in that country

all the essential conditions of happiness—^work to do which he
was pleased to be engaged in, and which had sufficient success

to be easy and agreeable—a Uberal, and even a -bountiful

reward for labour—^friends, health, and contentment. Coming
back with such recollections and impressions, he felt surprised

and wounded at the tone which prevailed in respect of the

Australian colonies in the press and in the Parliament of this

country. He thought there was a great mistake of pohcy,
and a strange lack of good feeling, in the eagerness with
which every fact that appeared to damage or lower the repu-

tation of the Australian communities was received in England.
A century ago, the same prejudices existed towards the

colonies of North'America ; and the evil consequences had not
died out yet, and perhaps would never die out. There was a
generous and cordial feeling towards their native couutiy
among the mixed population of Australia ; but they had the

sensitiveness to unjust criticism which distinguishes every
new People ; and they might be made as hostile as America
had been by the same causes. He was puzzled to account for

this sentiment towards Australia. What had Victoria, for

example, done to provoke hostihty ? She had never cost the
Imperial treasury a guinea, except for strictly Imperial pur-

poses. She had managed her own affairs without pestering

the Imperial Parliament, and managed them with notable
success ; she had poured a tide of gold—averaging nearly a
quarter of a million sterling every week—^for the last dozen
years into the commercial capital of England, and from which
wealth every class, and almost every individual, in this com-
munity were more prosperous than they would otherwise have
been.

" If the colonial Parliaments sympathised intensely with
the colonial communities, he would cite against the conclusions

of a pohtical philosopher like Mr. Lowe the doctrine of a
greater political philosopher, Edmund Burke,—^that it was a
more natural and tolerable evU, that Parhament should be

infected even with popular epidemics, as this would indicate
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some consaaguinity with the nation, than that they should be
wholly untouched (as a certain moribund House of Commons
seemed to be) by the opinions and feelings out of doors."

INTERVENTION AND NON-INTER-
VENTION.

It is wonderful to see how fine phrases about
" the Principle of Non-Intervention," lead men to

suppose that non-intervention as a principle is

either moral, logical, or possible. And yet the

iaterventions and non-interventions of a nation

are the best test of its essential spiritual Hfe.

For ages, interventions have been on the wrong

side. It is true that France intervened for Demo-
cracy and nationality in Italy. We are told she

had her ideas and her interests, and we hear always

the same weary wisdom against the right. But

the great lesson sought now to be impressed

on Statesmen and People, was derived from the

great wars for the balance of power, from the wars

against Bourbons and for them, firom the war against

the American nation, and the French Republic,

the war against Napoleon and with Napoleon, and

the war in the Crimea.

Weak and wicked interventions have prejudiced

the English mind against intervention. Our

Statesmen are not trusted to make a good and

holy war under any circumstances,' and the argu-

ment from the abuse is made to teU not for, but

against the use.

Were it not that human nature is wiser than

those who aspire to manage her, this " reaction

"
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against intervention would take an age or two of

infamous neutrality to tea'ch Jolin Bull that neu-

trality may mean dishonour, but cannot always

mean inaction, and that neutrality itself, is often,

in this vicraage of European States, one of the

intensest forms of complicity and of intervention.

Non-intervention may be, upon occasion, often

Statesmanlike, moral, and possible. But it is

rarely in this world of action and interaction, " a

principle."

The "Principle of Non-intervention " amounts

simply and solely to this. The Creator has sub-

divided the race, and planted the various fami-

lies of man in diverse regions, climates, and con-

ditions, to work out separate problems, and to

complete amongst themselves the various national

individualities, which the providential education of

the world requires.

For an alien material force, to interfere with

this separate and preparatory isolation, tends

obviously to obstruction or anarchy.

But ideas must and will enter everywhere, and

carry on an inevitable propagandism.

Well, the training progresses. Ideas are gene-

rated Avithin, or enter from without. Of two

things one, authority adjusts itself to the advancing

enlightenment and civilisation of the People, or it

opposes these processes.

In the latter case, soon or late, authority is

deposed, or it calls in physical force from autho-

rity elsewhere. Without this, local progress is

inevitable, for the local force would always finally
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be overmatched by the inevitable moral propa-

gandism of the outer world, and by the local

resistance and organisation. This is the common
sense of non-intervention.

But the rule, hitherto, has been that Govern-

ment helps Government,—that Priests join with

King, and Despot with Despot, and that so, fraud

and physical force oppose and extinguish in detail

the progress and ideas of mankind.

This has been the practice and " principle " of

Intervention.

Thus, ifwe content ourselves with asserting the

principle of Non-intervention against the practice

of Intervention, we simply meet as children, as

traitors, as atheists, as murderers, or as idiots,

the most tremendous political problem which

events ever set before the doers and,thinkers of

the world.

Let Non-intervention mean Non-intervention,

and we are content.

But if it do mean Non-intervention,—if prin-

ciple be not another term for license, then Non-

intervention must include Intervention, as the

ailtima ratio of law, of civilisation, and of justice,

against barbarism and brute force.

The battle of the world is to be won by opinion

or by arms. Opinion against opinion, the right

wiU hold its own. Arms against arms, the wrong

cannot conquer. But if the wrong is to ally itself

with wrong, and if right is to isolate itself from

right,—^if wrong is to be allowed to concentrate,

and extirpate one by one the thoughts and aspira-
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tions of the People striving for resurrection or for

life, then, once for aU, we say, human nature is not

bad enough for this,—cannot—^in this world—be

made bad enough for it, and that they who would

lead it to such a consummation, either betray free-

dom and religion peacemeal, or are preparing for

some final and tremendous arbitrament.

-

We assume, therefore, when men extol the

great principle of Non-intervention, that they do

not understand their own meaning, that they are

too simple for the ways of this wicked world, or

that they are consciously betraying the right.

There are but three meanings to the phrase. The

first expresses the theory of the separate provi-

dential training of nations. The second asserts

that that separate training process and national

individuality shall be respected. The third says

that it shall not be respected. That a wrong

may be helped, but that the right shall not be

helped, and they who knowingly teach this doctrine,

wiU never hold power in England. Theirs is the

teaching, and upon their brows will be the brand

of Cain. Soon would they be sent upon their

wanderings, and though they should seek to bmld

great cities in the West, the West would cast

them out. For it is not the great Repubhc of

the People that wiU divide People from People in

the right, or unite tyrant against tyrant for the

vrrong.

The criminal nature of our foreign and colonial

policy is owing chiefly to the want of political

education and power amongst the masses.

2 D
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How we come to be wanting in this respect^

after tiie glorious advance in ova national educa-

tion and character two hundred years since, is for

the dominant parties and sects since that period to-

answer. Then was begun agaist an English nation

from the beginning. America left in England all the

advantages and evils of its existing organisations^

and yet of the three great wars of the West two

were for Independence, and the third is the holiest

that ever was waged.

RespQrmbility educates, and we here have

always feared the People, because we have always

used them up body and soul for unjust wars, and

withheld from them- free secular and reUgums

teaching.

Is it strange, then, that the Pope and the Devil

should have gone on tick to the descendants of the

Puritans ? That our debt should be owed for put-

ting down republics, and setting up legitimists ?

First we intervened, next we make the conse-

quences of intervention indelible by prodaimmg

the great principle of non-intervention.

First we settled, or allowed to be settled, the

futiure of the world at Vienna ; we accept, or allow

to be accepted, the theory of the balance of power,

and then allow exceptions and unsettlements,— on

the wrong side.

Look at the diplomacy of Cromwell :

—

" 1 wiU

sail a fleet over the Alps to stop that." " The guns

©f England shall be heard at St. Angelo." " I tell

you England has much to do with this Hungarian

business." How he encouraged the trade of the
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Puritan colonies of America. What a legacy of
glory to the Puritans. What majestic traditions

for the nation. What minute insight. What
Titanic grasp. Look at these things, and then
mark how England, not being strong enough for

Democracy then, has indeed " done many great and
glorious works in the name of Christ," by indivi-

duals or societies, but as a nation among nations,—
murder and treason against pohcy and right con-

tinually.

We have got at last, after two hundred years,

to the era of compromise ! Indeed ! and are glad,—^we that came from Cromwell, to thank God for

that. We are got to the era of non-intervention

for right,—^we that intervened for wrong for three

ages,—we whose non-intervention to repeal our

former interventions, is itself intervention perpe-

tuated. We are got to "neutraHty,"—we who
shook the den of every despot, and startled the

legitimists of Europe like vermin to their holes !

If we have come from intervention for the

wrong to non-intervention for the right,—if we are

preparing to go from non-intervention and neutra-

lity to activity for the right,

—

it is hecaiise the

masses are marching on power, and because the

great fight of the People in the West warns the

holders of power to make terms with Democracy

while they may.

If any now turn to the People and demand,

"Where have been the Ironsides of England?"

We say, for the West, they were with the legions

of Lincoln ; and for old England, history does not

2 D 2
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in this sense repeat itself—but our Democracy,

which could not last in 1660, has stepped back to

organise itself upon a broader base and a more en-

during platform.

The words of the great diplomatist are some-

times truer than those of the more sincere philan-

thropists. TaJleyrand well said of now-interven-

tion,
—

" C'est un mot m6taphysique et politique,

qui signijie cL peu prds la mSme chose quHnter-

vention."

PAEALLELS and PROGRESS.

In England the great principles of Material,

PoHtical, and Rehgious Equality are yet undeve-

loped, but are advancing. Our Democracy and ovir

Centralisation are therefore alike incomplete.

A nation can only advance by a principle or

by a man, and as our own " Statesmen," not of our
" compromise era " (for that only begun lately with

non-intervention for the treaties of Vienna), but of

the era of the betrayal, without compromise, for

eighty years, of the whole ruling power of England

to despotism, superstition, and feudality, pass away
from the scene (hke " Statesmen " of a similar era

in America), it becomes possible that this great

trading, fighting, praying, and deceived nation may
get its wiU for freedom and nationality thoroughly

done by its Government for itselfand on the world.

There can be no guarantee for permanently

good Government without the People. They wUl
never have power tiU they deserve it. When they

deserve it, they wiU conquer it by the help of the
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real aristocracy, and of the politically well informed

and truly liberal portion of the middle class. The
Commons, truly, are absorbed by the Lords, and
the Lords represent themselves, and if we compare
the present with the last great crisis of American
Democracy, we shall find that the centralisation and
the safety, the progress, and the honour, are in pro-

portion as the Government is popularised and open.

Then a great historical figure contended with

the aristocracy on behalf of the People. Then
Chatham denounced the farce of virtual representa-

tion of America and of the English. Then, as now,

the English Constitution was unbalanced. Chatham
denounced it then,—Gladstone and Bright now.

In some points the contrast is striking. In others

the similarity is more striking stUL Then Pom-
padour and Yarmouth were powers in England and

France till, as to England, George III took pre-

rogative for his mistress, and worshipped her with

desperate and live-long chastity. Then the Eng-

lish Government was in the market for French or

Indian scalps. The slave trade was forced upon

America,—upon South Carolina, and Virginia even,

by repeated and categorical instructions from

England. Then Austria was to be detached from

Spain by the ofier by England of territory in Italy

or in Silesia. Then the Empress of Eussia was iu

the market for fifty thousand dollars ; the English

King got seven hundred thousand' pounds as his

share of the spoils of French merchant ships seized

in fuH peace. Protestantism and Frederick were

to be extinguished in Europe, that France might
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be provided against, there, and in Canada. Pitt,

just married, poor, and in office, left it rather than

support prerogative and privilege against the

People, and Pitt and Frederick seemed about the

two honest and capable men of the age and hemis-

phere. Then did America unite herself against

Prerogative, and Prerogative and Privilege, Peers,

Bishops, and Kings' Mistresses, conspired with

prerogative against England.

It was because the Enghsh People were unre-

presented, that these things could be. It was to

Pitt, as the Minister of the People, that all things

for a time seemed possible. It was Chatham and

the People of England and America, who kept the

empire for a time together, but ultimately drove

king and aristocracy into alliance against them,

till at last Chatham was hustled from power and

Kfe, and thefirst step in the dismemberment of the

British empire was accomplished. But man pro-

poses and God disposes. The spirit that waked

first in 'Cromwell and puritan England, stirred the

mighty Frederick, the, perhaps, mightier Chatham,

and it animated -the American nation and returned

-

in revolution upon Europe.

"Pitt prepared with one hand to smite the

whole family of Botfrbons, and to wield in the

othet the Bemocracy of England." England has

ended by acknowledging Napoleon and watching

Austria out of Italy.

Had England not persecuted, Emi^ants had

been, not middle-class Piiritans, but traders, specu-

lators, cadets, or felons!
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Had England not oppressed, tlie States might

have remakied separate Governments to this day,

and the true principle of Federation had had no

exemplar.

Had England not forced the slave trade on

America, there had been no Lancashire cotton

famine, no Southern cotton monopoly. There pro-

bably had been a regular trade with India, but

slavery being in the South and remaining, the

South could hardly do either better or worse, or

less or more than it has done.

Had England not warred against the French

Democracy, France had not got panic-stricken by

coalitions, and then drunk with glory, nor had

Napoleon arisen to do the greatest secular work

since the disruption of the Roman Empire,—^the

breaking in pieces of the feudal system, and aU the

four-fold despotism and ruin, of standing armies,

autocrats, oligarchies, and priestcraft.

The Americans and the English are one

People. America drew its blood and its creed from

the heart of England.

It won its Independence by the sword, but at a

time when Prerogative against Privilege, and Privi-

lege against Prerogative, or both against Popular

jrights, were the only combinations that troubled

jnuch either the King, the Lords, or the Commons.

We know the Pedigree of that great People,

both after the flesh and after the spirit, and we will

swear that it is worth its breeding.
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It left Europe for Freedom. Its utterance

breathed the very spirit of the pure Democracies

and of Gospel antiquity. Its battle now is set for

Principle, as well as Democracy. Throughout its

history, it has based its rights on those of the com-

mon human nature, and on the inalienable gift of

the Creator.

There are no muniments in the universe like

the Title Deeds of the American nation, and the

pedigree of its rights.

Its Declarations appealed to the rights of repre-

sentation. The representative principle was the

main feature in the British Constitution. The

British Constitution adopted them as the natural

and inalienable rights of man. And they were

conferred upon man by the will of God !

The " Book of its Generation," as weU as the

story of its progress, is unlike that of any other

People or Government, and fifty years but confirm

the thought of Washington in his inaugural ad-

dress :
—

" Every step by which they have advanced

to the character of an independent nation, seems to

have been distinguished by some token of a provi-

dential agency."

THE SITUATION.

The only danger in England now is this,—that

the " power " and the " organisation " may not har-

monise soon enough or fully enough to guarantee

progress from violence or haste.

The spirit is at variance with the forms.
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England has advanced from local self-Govern-

ment to centralisation. She must remain where

she is, or return to local self-Govemment, or accept

the centralisation, and balance it by Individual

SELF-GovEENMENT,—^by making the suffi-age and

the political competency universal.

"The English Aristocracy," says De Tocqueville, "is per-

haps the most Uberal which ever existed. It cannot, however,
escape observation that in the legislation of England the good
of the poor has been sacrificed to the advantage of the rich,

and the rights of the majority to the privileges of the few. The
consequence is, that England, at the present day, combines
the extremes of fortmie in the bosom of her society, and her

perils and calamities are almost equal to her power and re-

nown."

And Montesquieu points out similar dangers, as

also the remedy, and the reason why they have not

been more injurious.

In language already quoted, he denounces the

two kinds of" inequality which are in aristocratical

Governments the principal sources of disorder :

he speaks of unequal burthens, exemptions, mono-

polies, primogeniture, and hereditary power. He
then proceeds :

—

" The mischief is when excessive wealth destroys the spirit of
commerce.

" Such powers as are established by commerce, may subsist

for a long series of years in their humble condition, but their

grandeur is of short duration ; they rise by little and Uttle, and

in an imperceptible manner, for they do not perfoi-m any par-

ticular exploit which may make a noise, and signahze their

power; bat when they have once raised themselves to so

exalted a pitch, that it is impossible but all must see them,

every one endeavours to deprive this nation of an advantage

which it had snatched as it were, from the rest of th^

world."

2 D 3
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" The British Government is one of the wisest in Europe,
because there is a body which examines it perpetually, and is per-
petually examining itself ; and its errors are of such a nature,
as never to be lasting, and are frequently useful by rousing
the attention of the nation."

—

Ibid., pp. 24-60, v. iii.

The principles of Democracy are as clear as the

dangers of oligarchy.

Manhood-development,—^the foundation of free-

dom and of nationality, must be gradually relieved

of its shackles, and oHgarchy, the rule of

privilege and force, exchanged for aristocracy, the

free rule of the People, and the best of every class.

All obstructions whatsoever to this master

principle of " Development and Association," must

be abolished or destroyed. AH monopolies whether

in ofl&ce, land, religion, commerce, or the franchise,

must be extinguished. Education should he the

freest and most universal of all thiiigs.

In fine, the coxu-se of the last thirty years must

be persevered in, till our nation and Democracy

are also made, and the power and the will of the

aU shall rule.

That particular situation " when the chiefs and

the People dehberated and the People decided,"

and when " the kings were neither fathers, elders,

imperators, nor despotic lords, but the creation of

a social wisdom far more excellent in conception,

and beneficent in practice," must of necessity

belong to a primitive or to a very advanced epoch,

—^when the objects of society were extremely

simple, or its organisation nearly complete.

A dilemma soon presented itself to our

Teutonic ancestors. Unless the all voted directly
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on public questions there could be no freedom : if

the all voted there could be no Government. To
avoid despotism on the one hand, and confusion on

the other, the representative system was invented,

—a system of govemiug by proxy.

But another dilemma. If the all do not vote

for representatives, there is a mixture of despotism

and representation : if the uneducated all vote,

there is anarchy and misgovemment. Practically,

despotism and oligarchy are providential provi-

sional governments for the minority or dotage of

States, when, of necessity, masters represent a

large proportion of the population (as Sharon

Turner tells us was the " constitutional practice

"

in the national council of the Anglo-Saxons), " like

the rest of their property."

Without virtue. Democracies miscarry as en-

tirely as without freedom, and virtue, which, as

Hume well says, " is nothing but a more enlarged

and cultivated reason, never flourishes to any de-

gree, nor is founded on steady principles of honour,

except where good education becomes general."

In fine, unity can exist only in an extremely

simple and rudimentary state of society,—a state

which cannot and ought not to be perpetuated,

or in that complete state where the units are pre-

pared by education, and by an infinite complexity

of interests, for a high civilisation, and an mitire

national self-Govemment,—where the whole of

the all is developed and organised, and the single

final preponderating power, is the universal one of

the People.
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INDIVIDUAL SELF GOVEENMENT.
God and the Soul, are the alpha and omega

;

the beginning and the end of politics. To per-

petuate the exclusive rights of the few, you must
perpetuate the universal wrongs of the many. To
destroy the rights of the People, you must deny

and destroy their God. A policy of concession, a

policy of suicide, or a policy of despair, therefore,

awaits the Governments of the old world, add

except as a question of time, Democracy is no

experiment to any who comprehend the meaning,

the nature or the history of man.

Man is genericaUy one, and this secures, within

a State, association of persons or parties, and with-

out it, of States and nations. The solidarite of

Peoples is only the ultimate expression of the

unity of the species.

Creation is Democracy, and there is no lasting

aristocracy, save that which is identical with a

true Democracy, and is set to destroy all other

aristocracies whatsoever, which addresses aU. and is

revolutionary, and which teaches the unity, equal-

ity, and freedom of man.

What then is the issuB now of this philo-

SQphy?

It is for America the making of that nation as

the sign and flag of the Peoples everywhere.

It is for England (which was not ripe for

Democracy two hundred years ago, and is not ripe

now), a constitutional balance, popular rights, and

a national strength and progress, uncheckad and
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unmeasured. In fact, an honest enacting of

such Constitution as we have. We shaM have our

army under constitutional controL Our diplomacy

not a screen for partisans or a mask for conspira-

tors, but open, national and true. We shall no

longer have a monopoly of power by one estate, tem-

pered only by an unrepresented public opinion,—

a

practical revolt of opinion against forms and force.

We shall have done with a mere mechanical balance

of power, which is socialism applied to poHtics.

We shall replace the present soHdarit6 of famihes

(a communism of whigs within, and legitimists

without) by a soHdarit6 of Peoples.

Where, as in England, self-restraint is of the

national genius and character, and where opinion

rules, ASSOCIATION is the power that will effect this

change. Where opinion does not prevail, revolu-

tion is the last resort of necessity and of nature.

Meanwhile non-intervention must be the safe-

guard of the Peoples, to prevent aU propagandism

save that of ideas ; but if civilisation is to be main-

tained, intervention must wait upon non-interven-

tion, as penalty waits upon law.

A propagandism of ideas and religion cannot

fail to regenerate the world, if only brute force be

kept at bay. Non-intervention does not mean

that the right is to be destroyed piecemeal, that

were to sacrifice the spirit to the letter, and tb

cause non-intervention itself to intervene,—^<Ac»i

were to yield the rights of the world to its wrongs,

to Tinite the one and isolate the other.

From tlie mere commercial point of view, we
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want everywhere higher civilisation, completer

education, that we may have more employment for

labour, and greater economy and better direction

of the social resources of power. For there are

no new continents to be discovered, and " over

production " of men, and " over production " of

commodities, must neutralise each other.

With or without, or against its rulers, England

must advance, else, if she fall not back amongst

the ruck and refuse of nations, she will at least

cease to lead them.

As to Democracy, to overthrow that, there

must be found a power more universal than the

People's, and more deeply rooted than the human
soul, more certain than the constant reach and

progress of man after knowledge, self-interest and

power.

Whithersoever America may tend, it is her

own hand that grasps the helm,—her own voice

that directs her servants, her own sovd that (as

far as human agency may) presides over her des-

tiny.

The policy that in any country does not enact

the will of the intellect and character of the

country, is anarchical and doomed. The policy

that does not rest on the intellect and character

of at least the majority, is weak, uncertain, and

precarious.

There are but two perfect theories of Govern-

ment, Democracy and Theocracy. The one, where
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God conducts the People by outward voice and
sign ; the other where the whole People is repre-

sented, and is by education and morality fitted for

representation. From the one to the other,—from

the God-Government of the garden and the wilder-

ness, to the continent and nation, and Government

of the People, the world has advanced. Every state

of Government between has been a compromise and

an interregnum. God or man must govern. If

man govern, then the usual course must be from

power to justice ; from prerogative to privilege ;

from virtual to actual representation, and the march

of progress is strewn with the wrecks of systems

that man has left behind. The warrant for the exist-

ence of any oligarchy is, not right, but necessity, the

necessity for order. The warrant of the doom of

every oligarchy that has failed, has been that it

has not used order for progress,—that it has failed

to hand down the Government to an oHgarchy less

exclusive, or to a representation more numerous

and complete.

Thus order is the warrant of oligarchies.

Progress is the term of order. Democracy is the

ultimate goal of progress, and rests on the nature

of the soul and the law of God.

It is "thfe Son of man, which was the Son of

God."

CONCLUSION.

As the result of this enquiry into the spirit of

the English nation and the forms of the British

Constitution, and the relations between Freedom
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(or Equality) and Order, self-Govemment and Cen-

tralisation, we can only say that the principles of

Locality and Generality, of Individuality and of

Empire, have, in every age and by every People, to

be accommodated as best they may to its liviag

spiiit and to the actual facts.

On a small scale they were admirably imited

in England by "Local and Representative seH-

Government."

On a large scale, they are admirably carried

out in America, by " State " and National Govern-

ments, and by Popular Sovereignty. These never

really clashed, except under the influences of an

Oligarchy, called there " Slavery."

The negative assertion of inviolable and abso-

lute Local or State right is found in Germany, and

results in a dead lock, in a neutralisation of the

German nation, and in a " constituted anarchy.''

The positive assertion of absolute State rights

was found in "the South." State right there

meant the right of the parts not only to arrest the

development of the nation by a gigantic economic

blunder, but to destroy the life of the nation by

forcing a sectional sin upon its soul.

The assertion of the Southern theory was

aetive,-^iEind the South is destroyed. The assertion

of German provincialism is partial, and the nation

neither progresses nor dies, but remains.

In England and America the People have

power to overcome and to use an obstructive or

vicious organisation, by and for their own Sove-

reignty.
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For England, the positive lesson seems to be

the fatuity of withholding, or of not urging on,

that imiversal Manhood-Development and conse-

quent variety and fullness of character, and that

political equality, which can alone complete our

nationahty, and enable it to hold its own amongst

Democracies in the coming era.

For Her, also, the negative lesson seems to be

that it is especially mastatesmanlike to yoke to the

sovereign power another power—the Church,

—

which ia in its essence sovereign, and which in

conflict with any other sovereignty must destroy

or be destroyed. And that, moreover, that or any

other corporate power of a certain immobility and

closeness of nature, tends to anarchy, is an im-

perium in imperio, is another "Southern" exag-

geration of the rights of the parts, and against the

interests and progress of the whole,— in fact,

directly contravenes unity, ma.gnifi.es forms against

spirit, and minor organisations against the national

organisation.

That the triumph of oligarchy and privilege

over local self-Government resulted in centralisa-

tion, but Democracy balances centralisation with

Equality, and combines the two for the best

national uses, and the maximum national power.

The battles of the future, whether of peace or

war, will be fought and won, not so much by

nations that are wielded by the strongest Govern-

ments, as by nations that are the more individually

complete, by those that best deserve the name of

" national individualities."
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For England and the world the great lesson

seems to be that, on a large scale. Federation is the

only mode by which the rights and the progress of

the whole and of the parts can be accommodated.

.That for building on so vast a scale, the Atoms
mustbe bound together by the adamantine cementof

freedom. That nations can only obtain or qualify

for freedom by securing its four-fold assertion in

School, Press, Church, and Assembly ;—the first

and second to educate univCTsally, the third to

guard religion against secular taint, or complicity

of State craft ; the last as the forum and Parlia-.

ment of the actual People. That thus educated,

man mitst associate for political action. That thus

associating, he must win political equahty. That

a nation of siich men is the only true national unity,

and is alone fit to enter with other such nations into

those grander combinations of economy, ofharmony,

and of the progresses and ambitions of Peojce, for

which the world prepares.

Whilst, therefore, towards Federation is the

tendency of Governments, universal manhood suf-

frage and eqiiahty is not only the right of educated

Peoples, but the only Factor of Unity, and the

Necessity, and the Conservatism, and the Balance

of States, Democracy begins with the Individual.

It ends only with the world.
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